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Summary Information

Repository: Rockefeller Archive Center
Creator: Ford Foundation
Title: Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286
ID: FA739C
Date [inclusive]: 1936-2005
Date [bulk]: 1950s-1990s
Physical Description: 45.76 Cubic Feet Document boxes 281-385.
Language of the Material: English

Preferred Citation

Information regarding the Rockefeller Archive Center's preferred elements and forms of citation can be found at http://www.rockarch.org/research/citations.php
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Biographical / Historical

In the early 1970s, the Ford Foundation's archives staff began to identify and catalog individual reports, policy and programming documents, and program evaluations in an effort to create an internal lending-library of useful documents. Many of the Catalogued Reports were physically culled from the former Foundation officers' and staff's archival collections of 'office files'. When those collections of 'office files' were later processed, and finding aids created, an appendix of "Reports Removed" (or, Reports Transferred") was added to the finding aids.

By 1977 the collection included more than 3,500 reports, and by 1979 some 5,000 reports had been cataloged.

Duplicated copies of the reports were also created on microfiche, and later microfilm.

^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents

The Ford Foundation's Catalogued Reports collection includes policy and programming documents, program evaluations, and periodic program status reports produced by Foundation officers and staff, as well as consultants and grantees. Some published material produced by Ford Foundation grants is also included in the collection. The collection also includes some of the Ford Foundation's own publications, such as the Annual Reports and newsletters.

Arrangement

The Catalogued Reports are arranged numerically by an arbitrary call number assigned during cataloging, from 1 to approximately 20,000.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement

Rockefeller Archive Center

15 Dayton Avenue
Sleepy Hollow 10591
archive@rockarch.org
URL: http://www.rockarch.org

Conditions Governing Access

Catalogued Reports are open for research with select reports restricted as noted. Brittle or damaged items are available at the discretion of RAC.

Conditions Governing Use

Completion of a use agreement is required prior to providing scholarly access. See RAC Head of Reference (or applicable designee) for details.
Ford Foundation holds title, copyright and literary rights in the collection, in so far as it holds them.

The Rockefeller Archive Center has authority to grant permission to cite and publish material from the collection for scholarly purposes. Permission to publish extensive excerpts, or material in its entirety, will be referred to the Ford Foundation.

**Immediate Source of Acquisition**

Ford Foundation archive was deposited at RAC in 2011. Ford Foundation records, correspondence, reports, program files and officers papers were transferred to, and accessioned by, RAC beginning in 2011. Accessions continue as necessary.
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---

**Controlled Access Headings**

- Ford Foundation

---

**Other Finding Aids**

For descriptions of Ford Foundation Catalogued Reports, please refer to the following finding aids (arranged by Report Number):

- [FA739A Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 1-3254](#)
- [FA739B Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 3255-6261](#)
- [FA739D Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 9287-11774](#)
- [FA739E Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 11775-13948](#)
- [FA739F Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 13949-17726](#)
- [FA739G Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 17727-19980](#)
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### Collection Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special cumulative financial statement prepared for meeting of Executive Committee</td>
<td>box 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Food Policy Research Institute (Reports 006262), 1977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

7 p. + attachment: principally tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Food policy -- Developing countries
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Draft materials on expanded programs for women (Reports 006263), 1980</td>
<td>box 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to Franklin Thomas dated February 20, 1980.

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

3 p. + attachments

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women -- Services for -- Developing countries
- Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Women's rights -- Developing countries
- Women -- Employment -- Developing countries
- Endowments -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ford Foundation minority fellowship programs: A midpoint review (Reports</td>
<td>box 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006264), 1976</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Payton, Benjamin Franklin, 1932-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

39 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Minority students -- United States
- Scholarships -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

An examination of alternative approaches to strengthening national educational research capacity in the English-speaking Caribbean 1971. (Reports 006265), 1971  

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

147 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research -- Caribbean, English-speaking
- Education -- Research -- Caribbean Area
- Education, Higher -- Caribbean, English-speaking
- Education, Higher -- Caribbean Area
- Teachers -- Training of -- Caribbean, English-speaking
- Teachers -- Training of
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Report on Ford Foundation "special projects" 1962. (Reports 006266), 1962  

Program Name

Special Programs

Extent

11 p.: ill., principally port.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- Syria
- Home economics -- Study and teaching -- Syria
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- Syria
- Ford Foundation. Special Programs

University reorganization in Algeria (Reports 006267), 1974  

Creator: Fox, Melvin J.
**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Universities and colleges -- Algeria -- Administration
- Education, Higher -- Algeria
- Higher education and state -- Algeria
- Education and state -- Algeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

---

Box 281

Ford Foundation staff visit to China: Agricultural economics and policy (Reports 006268), 1979

**Creator:** Germain, Adrienne

**Abstract/Summary**

Ford members include: Lowell S. Hardin, Reed Hertford, Dwight H. Perkins, and Sumter L. Travers.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

3 p. + attachments

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- China
- Rural development -- China

---

Box 281

Report on a survey of opinion on management problems in Indonesia (Reports 006269), 1970

**Creator:** Joedono, Satrio Boedihardjo, 1940-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

16 p. + attachment: forms

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Industrial management -- Indonesia
- Management -- Indonesia
- Public administration -- Indonesia -- Management
- Executives -- Training of -- Indonesia
Family planning and population activities in Eastern Africa: a meeting of representatives of international aid organizations, Nairobi, November 1968: summary notes. (Reports 006270), 1968

**Abstract/Summary**

Meeting of representatives of 11 organizations interested in problems of development in Eastern Africa to discuss population and family planning activities in the region.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- Africa, Eastern

Working papers submitted to the general board for the reorganization of the machinery of government nos. 1-4 (Reports 006271), 1982

**Creator:** Gulick, Luther Halsey, 1892-1993

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public administration -- Egypt -- Reorganization
- Administrative agencies -- Egypt -- Reorganization
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Ma#had al-Takht#i#t# al-Qawmi# (Egypt)

Strengthening professional competence at selected universities (Reports 006272), 1964

**Creator:** Faust, Clarence H. (Clarence Henry), 1901-1975

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Training and Research
Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Foreign study -- United States
- Foreign study -- Developing countries
- Professional education -- United States
- Professional education - Developing countries
- Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Ford Foundation. International Training and Research

Nutrition in Latin America (Reports 006273), 1973

Creator: Magat, Richard

Program Name

Office of Reports/International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Latin America
- Children -- Health and hygiene -- Latin America
- Nutrition -- Latin America
- Malnutrition -- Social aspects -- Latin America

Procedures for grant development in India (Reports 006274), 1968

Creator: Kennedy, J. P. (John Patrick), 1930-

Abstract/Summary

Outline of procedures for the development of new grant programs in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

21 leaves

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- India
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Philanthropy -- India
- Ford Foundation India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
The proposed United Nations population center (UNPC) (Reports 006275), 1970

**Creator:** Cool, John C., 1926-

**Program Name**
International Division/Population Program

**Extent**
13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Birth control -- India
- Population research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Analysis of monthly consumer off-take of Nirodh in Andhra Pradesh: current levels and maximum gain expected as a result of extensive consumer sampling, 1970. (Reports 006276), 1970

**Abstract/Summary**

**Program Name**
International Division; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**
2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Consumption (Economics) -- India -- Andhra Pradesh

New alignments in the Ministry of Health and Family Planning (Reports 006277), 1970

**Abstract/Summary**
Issue of a newsletter published by Ford Foundation, New Delhi. Articles include Modifications in the classical diffusion model for family planning, by Everett M. Rogers, Population studies centers in India: a brief note, and Direct mailing for family plan

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent

13 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Program letter: Family planning

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- India
- Communication in birth control -- India
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report on the operations of aid to Pakistan from the Ford Foundation (Reports 006278), 1957


Abstract/Summary

A review of economic aid to Pakistan from the Ford Foundation.

Program Name

Overseas Division: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

v, 18 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic assistance -- Pakistan
- Charity organization -- Pakistan
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Communication Action Research Project: A study in family planning communication, Meerut District (Reports 006279), 1966

Creator: Raina, B. L. (Bishen Lal), 1911-

Creator: Blake, Robert R. (Robert Rogers), 1918-2004

Creator: Wiss, Eugene M.

Creator: National Institute of Family Planning (India)

Abstract/Summary

Review of a low-keyed family planning information program in Meerut District. Program designed to improve communication and to set up a system of distribution of condoms at subsidized rates.
Program Name

International Division/South and Southeast Asia; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

65 p. + appendices: ill., tables, forms

Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in birth control -- India -- Meerut (District)
- Birth control -- India -- Meerut (District)
- Birth control research -- India -- Meerut (District)
- Contraception -- India -- Meerut (District)
- Contraceptives -- India -- Meerut (District)
- National Institute of Family Planning (India)

Poverty in poor nations (Reports 006280), 1966

Creator: Miller, S. M. (Seymour Michael), 1922-

Abstract/Summary

Excerpt from Transactions of the Sixth World Congress of Sociology, volume II (1967), (pp. [173]-1850.

Program Name

International Division/National Affairs

Extent

[13 p.]

Related Conference

World Congress of Sociology (6th: 1966: Evian-les-Bains, France)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Poverty -- Social aspects
- Sociology -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Congresses
- International Sociological Association

The Communication Centre (Reports 006281), 1970

Creator: Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University

Abstract/Summary

The Communication Centre was created to deal with a whole range of communication problems associated with agricultural development.
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

8 p.: ports.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Communication in agriculture -- India
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
- Agricultural development projects -- India
- Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women's coordination committee (Reports 006282), 1975</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Creator:** Bundy, McGeorge

**Abstract/Summary**

Staff memo dated December 19, 1975.

**Program Name**

Office of the President

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Administration
- Women -- Services for -- United States
- Women's rights -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Office of the President
- Ford Foundation. Coordinating Committee on Women's Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum development: a case study in Kenya (Reports 006283), 1967</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Creator:** Oluoch, G. P. (Gilbert Paul)

**Creator:** Warren, William S., Jr.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

26 p. + appendices

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Curriculum planning -- Kenya -- Case studies
• Education -- Kenya -- Curricula
• Education -- Kenya -- Equipment and supplies
• Teachers colleges -- Kenya
• Teachers -- Training of -- Kenya
• Education and state -- Kenya

An international (Mexican) version of the Academic Administration Internship Program (Reports 006284), 1967

Creator: Keegan, Frank L.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Internship programs -- Mexico
• Educational exchanges -- Mexico
• Teacher exchange programs -- Mexico
• Teacher exchange programs -- Latin America
• Educational exchanges -- Latin America
• Universities and colleges -- Mexico -- Administration
• Education, Higher
• Ford Foundation, Latin America and the Caribbean

The U.S. professor in Latin America: His cold war and other problems (Reports 006285), 1966

Creator: Keegan, Frank L.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- Political aspects -- Latin America
• Teacher exchange programs -- Latin America
• Educational exchanges -- Latin America
• Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation, Latin America and the Caribbean

Terminal report from local consultants in educational administration (Reports 006286), 1972

Creator: Falcone, M. Baldomero

Creator: Ordenez, Victor M.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Philippines -- Administration
- Education (Graduate) -- Philippines -- Administration
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Reflections on the planning of expanded rice exports (Reports 006287), 1968

Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

59 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice trade -- Pakistan
- Rice -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Comments on J. Wallace Madill report: wheat marketing in Pakistan: an appraisal of prospects and requirements (Reports 006288), 1969

Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Creator: Madill, J. Wallace

Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Wheat trade -- Pakistan
• Grain trade -- Pakistan
• Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Creator: Andrade, C. Preston, 1912-1978

Abstract/Summary

Report on observations on urbanization in other countries to see what could be applied to the author's work with the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Program Name

International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Urbanization
• Urbanization -- India -- Calcutta (India)
• City planning -- India
• Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

Report of a trip to study the possibilities for upland rice improvement in Brazil (Reports 006290), 1975
Creator: Sánchez, Pedro A., 1940-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Research -- Brazil
• Rice trade -- Brazil
• Agriculture -- Research -- Brazil
• Agricultural productivity -- Brazil
• Agronomy -- Brazil
• Agricultural assistance -- Brazil
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Central Institute of Indian Languages (Reports 006291), 1974
Creator: Quinn, John A.
Abstract/Summary

Overview of the Central Institute of Indian Languages and the activities in which it engages.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- India
- Central Institute of Indian Languages

Preliminary report on Japan (Reports 006292), 1953

Creator: Condliffe, J. B. (John Bell), 1891-1981

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

31 p.: tables, 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Japan
- Endowments -- Japan -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Japan
- Ford Foundation

Foundation activities related to Japan (Reports 006293), 1953

Creator: Condliffe, J. B. (John Bell), 1891-1981

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Japan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Report on Iraq (Reports 006294), 1954

Creator: Allen, H. B.

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Visit to the University of London, Institute of Education, February 6-7 (Reports 006295), 1975

Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Abstract/Summary

File memo dated February 27, 1975.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education (Graduate) -- England
- Educational exchanges -- Latin America
- Educational exchanges -- England
- Student exchange programs -- Latin America
- Student exchange programs -- England
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- University of London. Institute of Education

Visit to Institute of Development Studies (Reports 006296), 1975

Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economics -- Research -- Latin America
- Institute of Development Studies (Brighton, England)

Visit to the Centre for the Economics of Education of the London School of Economics - February 7, 1975 (Reports 006297), 1975
Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Abstract/Summary
File memo dated February 27, 1975.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
2 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economics -- Study and teaching (Graduate)
- Economists -- Training of
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Conference on population socialization, East-West Population Institute (Reports 006298), 1974
Creator: Germain, Adrienne
Creator: East-West Population Institute

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
6 p.: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Population -- Social aspects -- Congresses
- Communication in birth control -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Fertility, Human -- Social aspects -- Developing countries
• Family size -- Developing countries
• Sex role -- Developing countries
• Social learning
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

UNEP report (Reports 006299), 1974
Creator: Ames, Edward A.
Creator: Ruff, Larry E. (Larry Edward), 1941-

Program Name
International Division

Extent
26 p.: ill., chart, tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human ecology -- Developing countries
• Human settlements -- Developing countries
• Environmental management -- Developing countries
• Environmental policy -- Developing countries
• Technology transfer -- Developing countries
• Technical assistance -- Developing countries
• United Nations Environment Programme
• Ford Foundation

Report on West Bengal on family planning in India for May 1969
(Reports 006300), 1969
Creator: Mosley, Kirk T.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Douglas Ensminger dated June 2, 1969.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control -- India
• Contraception -- India
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Analysis of alternative agricultural strategies in the South of Chile
(Reports 006301), 1970
Creator: Daines, Samuel R.
**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Chile
- Farm management -- Chile
- Agricultural productivity -- Chile

Some observations on the survival of children around the world (Reports 006302), 1974

**Creator:** Wald, Patricia M.

**Program Name**

International Division/Board of Trustees

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Children -- Research -- Developing countries
- Children -- Social conditions -- Developing countries
- Children -- Health and hygiene -- Developing countries
- Children -- Education -- Developing countries
- Children's rights -- Developing countries

The national program of family planning in Indonesia (Reports 006303), 1968

**Abstract/Summary**

"Prepared by the Ad Hoc Committee, July 1968, for presentation to GAPPENAS." --T.p.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

6 p. + attachment: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- Indonesia
- Population assistance -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Dr. Gary W. Carrivear, Ford Foundation consultant in Thailand 26 May through 27 (Reports 006304), 1974

**Creator:** Carrivear, Gary W.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Archaeometry -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
- Archaeology -- Research -- Thailand
- Archaeology -- Methodology -- Study and teaching
- Archaeology -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Summary of work completed on research and excavation at Ban Chiang (Reports 006305), 1974

Creator: Pietrusewsky, Michael

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Archaeology -- Research -- Thailand
- Excavations (Archaeology) -- Thailand -- Ban Chiang (Udon Thani)
- Archaeology -- Thailand
- Archaeometry -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Equality of educational opportunity: a study of primary schooling in Thailand (Reports 006306), 1974

Creator: Fuller, William P.

Abstract/Summary

"... Interim report of a study conducted by the National Education Commission, Ministry of Education, and the Division of Rural Elementary Education, Department of Local Administration, Ministry of Interior, [Thailand]" --T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

78 p. + attachments: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Elementary -- Research -- Thailand
• Education, Rural -- Research -- Thailand
• Education -- Social aspects -- Thailand
• Educational equalization -- Thailand
• Right to education -- Thailand
• Education and state -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Thailand. Krasu#ang Maha#thai

Report to the government of Bangladesh by CIMMYT consultants (Reports 006307), 1974
Creator: Saari, E. E. (Eugene Eino)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

26 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Draft of recommendations on an exchange of persons program for Ford Foundation purposes for 1952 (Reports 006308), 1951

Program Name

International Affairs

Extent

22 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Charity organization
• Ford Foundation Program development
• Ford Foundation Management

Summary of survey of research activities in Burma (Reports 006309), 1954
Creator: Everton, John Scott
Program Name

Overseas Division

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Burma -- Curricula
- College teachers -- Training of -- Burma
- Higher education and state -- Burma
- Education and state -- Burma
- Biology -- Research -- Burma
- Technology -- Research -- Burma
- Economics -- Research -- Burma
- History -- Research

Rationale of the educational programme of the third plan (Reports 006310), 1964

Creator: Curle, Adam

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

46 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education and state -- Pakistan
- Education, Elementary -- Pakistan
- Education, Higher -- Pakistan
- Education -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Educational planning -- Pakistan
- School enrollment -- Pakistan
- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
- Technical education
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development. South and Southeast Asia

Foundations in Latin America (Reports 006311), 1952

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

3, 6 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Latin America
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Bibliography
- Charity organization -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Guides for technical assistance to less-developed countries: an appraisal plan (Reports 006312), 1952
Creator: Nelson, Lowry, 1893-

Program Name

Overseas Training and Research

Extent

16 p.: table

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Developing countries
- Charity organization -- Developing countries
- Sociology, Rural -- Developing countries
- International cooperation

FY 1973 budget (Reports 006313), 1972  
Creator: Friendly, Fred W.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Extent

4 p.: table

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public broadcasting -- United States -- Finance
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Ford Foundation

Description of the Venezuela program (Reports 006314), 1965  
Creator: Friendly, Fred W.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

various pagings: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Venezuela -- Politics and government
- Venezuela -- Economic policy
- Ford Foundation
- Page 27 -

- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development. Latin America and the Caribbean

Children and television seminar (Reports 006315), 1973

**Abstract/Summary**

Collection of papers on television and the social implications of television advertising on children.

**Program Name**

Public Broadcasting

**Extent**

1 v. (various pagings) -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television and children -- United States
- Television advertising and children -- Social aspects -- United States
- Public television -- United States
- Public broadcasting -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting

The role of women in the Ford Foundation (Reports 006316), 1971

**Creator**: Trottenberg, Arthur D., 1917-

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

Administration

**Extent**

13 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Employment -- United States
- Affirmative action programs -- United States
- Diversity in the workplace -- United States
- Discrimination in employment -- United States
- Minorities -- Employment -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations
- Ford Foundation

The Ford Foundation in the United Arab Republic: Visit by Mr. David E. Bell and Mr. J. Donald Kingley, January 13-15 (Reports 006317), 1967

**Creator**: Kingsley, J. Donald (John Donald), 1908-1972

**Creator**: Bell, David E., 1919-
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Egypt
- Endowments -- Egypt -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Egypt
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

End-tour report (Reports 006318), 1971

Creator: Rushton, Gerard

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Preston Andrade dated February 26, 1971.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human geography -- Research -- India
- Rural development -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Meeting to consider a regional conference on university business management education (Reports 006319), 1969

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Business schools -- Southeast Asia -- Administration
- Universities and colleges -- Southeast Asia -- Administration

- Page 28-
A proposed pattern of assistance to secondary education in Lebanon (Reports 006320), 1959
Creator: Hall, Harvey P.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Near East and Africa

Extent
22 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Secondary -- Research -- Lebanon
- Education, Secondary -- Lebanon -- Curricula
- Education and state -- Lebanon
- Educational assistance -- Lebanon
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development. Near East and Africa

The Ford Foundation employee in Turkey (Reports 006321), 1956
Creator: Benner, Thomas E.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Near East and Africa

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Employment in foreign countries
- Personnel management -- Turkey
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Employees
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Personnel management
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development. Near East and Africa

Report on trip to Mandalay and Maymyo (Reports 006322), 1956
Program Name
Overseas Training and Research
Extant

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Burma -- Curricula
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Burma
- Education, Higher -- Burma
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Training and Research

Summary report on visit to Near East, South Asia, and Far East (Reports 006323), 1951

Creator: Hoffman, Paul G. (Paul Gray), 1891-1974
Creator: Cowles, John, 1989-1983
Creator: Davis, Chester C. (Chester Charles), 1887-
Creator: Helms, Paul
Creator: Howard, John Brooks

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

44 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Middle East
- Charity organization -- South Asia
- Charity organization -- East Asia
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Philanthropy -- Middle East
- Philanthropy -- South Asia
- Philanthropy -- East Asia
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Summary of action recommended in Near East and Southeast Asia (Reports 006324), 1951

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

5 p. + attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Middle East
- Charity organization -- Southeast Asia
- Endowments -- Middle East -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Philanthropy -- Middle East
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Comments on Indonesia (Reports 006326), 1952
Creator: Mahon, Charlotte Burnett

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Indonesia
• Public health -- Indonesia
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Report on the university situation in Austria (Reports 006327), 1954
Creator: Lazarsfeld, Paul F., 1901-1976

Abstract/Summary
in partial fulfillment of an assignment to Europe. --T.p.

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
21 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Higher education and state -- Austria
• Education, Higher -- Austria
• Universities and colleges -- Austria -- Curricula
• Educational assistance -- Austria
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Budget for the Near East overseas development program (Reports 006328), 1957
Creator: Egger, Rowland, 1908-1979

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
46 p. + attachment; tables
Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Middle East
- Economic assistance -- Middle East
- Endowments -- Middle East -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Philanthropy -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development. Near East and Africa

Foundation policies and the U.S. balance of payments (Reports 006329), 1968

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

5 p. + attachment: table

Controlled Access Headings:

- Balance of payments -- United States
- Capital movements -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation

South-East Asia: Economic policies for the seventies (Reports 006330), 1969

Creator: Wilcox, Clair, 1898-1970

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic development -- Southeast Asia
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Southeast Asia

The United Nations library, gift of the Ford Foundation: report of the Secretary-General (Reports 006331), 1959

Creator: United Nations
Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Affairs

Extent

12 p. + attachments: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Library buildings -- United States -- Design and construction
• Dag Hammarskjöld Library
• Ford Foundation. International Affairs

Ford Foundation: The president's report (Reports 006332), 1951
Creator: Hoffman, Paul G. (Paul Gray), 1891-1974

Program Name

Office of the President

Extent

20 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Administration
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
• Philanthropy -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Office of the President
• Ford Foundation. Board of Trustees
• Ford Foundation

India: Consultant report: social science research and public policy (Reports 006333), 1978
Creator: Weiner, Myron

Abstract/Summary

Letter to Gene Staples on observations and recommendations based on author's consultancy with the Foundation in India. Discusses the relationship of social science research to public policy and the government's role in facilitating and using research.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Report to the Ford Foundation on the 1957 India Program of the International Farm Youth Exchange (Reports 006334), 1957

Creator: National 4-H Club Foundation of America.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

17 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

- Student exchange programs -- India
- Student exchange programs -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

An evaluation of the project on the status and education of women (Reports 006335), 1977

Creator: Silver, Catherine Bodard

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number

07800053

Related Grantee Name

Association of American Colleges and Universities

Related Grant Purpose

Partial and matching support for the project on the status and education of women.

Extent

ii, 109 p.: forms -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
An evaluation of the project on the status and education of women with the Ford Foundation (Reports 006336), 1977

Creator: Newman, Frank, 1927-

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number

07800053

Related Grantee Name

Association of American Colleges and Universities

Related Grant Purpose

Partial and matching support for the project on the status and education of women.

Extent

10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in higher education -- United States -- Evaluation
- Women college teachers -- United States -- Evaluation
- Women -- Education, Higher -- United States
- Sex discrimination in higher education -- United States
- Sex discrimination against women
- Association of American Colleges and Universities
- Ford Foundation. Education and Public Policy

Summary comments received from Colquitt Meacham (Reports 006337), 1977

Creator: Meacham, Colquitt

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Sex discrimination against women -- United States
• Women -- Employment -- United States
• Women -- Education -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Education and Public Policy

Women in administrative posts: a summary of a study (Reports 006338), 1977
Creator: Hafeez, Sabeeha

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women executives -- Pakistan
- Women employees -- Pakistan -- Social conditions
- Women -- Employment -- Pakistan
- Women -- Pakistan -- Social conditions
- Women -- Pakistan -- Economic conditions

Women in industry: a study of women employed in a match factory in Pakistan (Reports 006339), 1977
Creator: Hafeez, Sabeeha

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women industrialists -- Pakistan
- Women employees -- Pakistan
- Women -- Pakistan -- Economic conditions
- Women -- Pakistan -- Social conditions

Report on status of grants and projects (Reports 006340), 1970

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

43 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- East Asia -- Evaluation
• Philanthropy -- Southeast Asia
• Philanthropy -- East Asia
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation

Report on West Bengal for June 1969 (Reports 006341), 1969
Creator: Mosley, Kirk T.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- Study and teaching -- India
• Birth control research -- India
• Contraception -- Research -- India
• Population assistance -- India
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Organising for occupational training (Reports 006342), 1970
Creator: Staley, Eugene, 1906-1989

Abstract/Summary

Reproduced by permission from Indian administrative and management review, v. 2, no. 1, March 1970. Discusses occupational training in the context of its two stages: general education followed by training in a specific set of tasks for a particular occupa

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent
14 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Organizing for occupational training ...

Controlled Access Headings:
- Occupational training -- India
- Vocational education -- India
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Regional educational planning in Indonesia: a review of two pilot projects (Proppida) (Reports 006343), 1975
Creator: Durstine, Richard M.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
46 p.: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Educational planning -- Indonesia
- School management and organization -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Summary of the rate of return to investment in education in Thailand (Reports 006344), 1971
Creator: Blaug, Mark

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
16 p.: ill., tables, graph

Controlled Access Headings:
- Wages -- Effect of education on -- Thailand
- Education -- Economic aspects -- Thailand
- Education, Higher -- Thailand
Working with child care in the United States (Reports 006345), 1975
Creator: Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
32 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:
- Child care -- United States
- Child care services -- United States
- Child care services -- United States -- History
- Day care centers -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

The urban family study (Reports 006346), 1971
Creator: Sennett, Richard, 1943-

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Working class families -- United States -- Interviews
- Blue collar workers -- United States -- Interviews
- Social psychology -- United States

The Ford Foundation perspective on international education (Reports 006347), 1974
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Foreign study -- United States
- Page 40 -

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- International relations
- International cooperation
- Ford Foundation. International Division

A novitiate in Eastern Europe: April 24-May 5 (Reports 006348), 1973
Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

Abstract/Summary
Cataloged by D.Merkle; Electronic content available in SharePoint Archives collection

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Europe, Eastern
- Higher education and state -- Europe, Eastern
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

The international role of the university in the decades ahead: prospects and realities (Reports 006349), 1973
Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract; Cataloged by D.Merkle; Electronic content available in SharePoint Archives collection

Program Name
International Division

Extent
12 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Developing countries
- Higher education and state -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Population policy in Brazil: Recent change (Reports 006350), 1977
Creator: Mundigo, Axel I., 1935-
Abstract/Summary

Memo to James Himes dated October 21, 1977.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

The relation of linguistics to language teaching (Reports 006351), 1972

Program Name

International Division

Extent

42 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and culture -- Developing countries
- Applied linguistics -- Developing countries
- Linguistics -- Developing countries
- Linguists -- Developing countries
- Language and education -- Developing countries
- Language policy -- Developing countries
- Language
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Review of the Center for Applied Linguistics (Reports 006352), 1978

Creator: Spolsky, Bernard.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

19 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Applied linguistics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Developing countries
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Developing countries
- Linguistics -- Developing countries
The Ford Foundation and the revolution in business education: A case study in philanthropy (Reports 006353), 1966
Creator: Howell, James Edwin

Program Name
Economic Development & Administration

Controlled Access Headings:
- Business education -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States -- Curricula
- Business schools -- United States -- Finance
- Educational assistance -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Economic Development and Administration

East Africa: challenges in agricultural development: an overview (Reports 006354), 1978
Creator: Remenyi, J. V.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
22 p. + appendix: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Research -- Africa, East
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Africa, East
- Agriculture and state -- Africa, East
- Agricultural assistance -- Africa, East
- Rural development -- Africa, East
- Land tenure -- Africa, East

Affirmative action policy: problematics and proposals (Reports 006355), 1977
Creator: Cole, Jonathan R.

Program Name
National Affairs/Administration

Extent
120 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
**Conditions Governing Access**

Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Affirmative action programs -- United States
- Discrimination in higher education -- United States
- Women in higher education -- United States
- Women graduate students -- United States
- Women college teachers -- United States

---

**CIEL evaluation design (Reports 006356), 1976**

Creator: Portwood, Charles S.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Educational planning -- Thailand
- Curriculum planning -- Thailand
- Education -- Thailand -- Curricula
- Education -- Thailand -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**End of assignment report (Reports 006357), 1976**

Creator: Portwood, Charles S.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

14 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- English language -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
- Curriculum planning -- Thailand
- Education -- Thailand -- Curricula
- Educational planning -- Thailand
- Education -- Thailand -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Male-female difference in educational outcomes, with special reference to the labor market (Reports 006358), 1978**

Creator: Ram, Rati, 1933-

box 284
Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

National Affairs/Education & Research

Extent

82 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sex differences in education -- Developing countries
- Women -- Education -- Developing countries
- Discrimination in education -- Developing countries
- Academic achievement -- Developing countries
- Women -- Employment -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Educational technology (Reports 006359), 1971

Creator: Armsey, James W., 1917-2008
Creator: Dahl, Norman C.

Abstract/Summary

Collection of articles and memos related to educational technology.

Program Name

Public Broadcasting/Education and Research/International Division

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational technology -- United States -- Bibliography
- Mass media in education -- United States -- Bibliography
- Television in education -- United States -- Bibliography
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting

Questions most critical for decision makers in the performing arts (Reports 006360), 1970

Creator: Baumol, Mel

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program
Related Grant Number
07090624

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Financial survey of non-profit performing groups.

Extent
17 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Decision makers in the performing arts

Controlled Access Headings:
- Performing arts -- United States -- Management
- Performing arts -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

The economics of the performing arts: an econometric analysis (Reports 006361), 1974
Creator: Herregat, Guy

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Related Grant Number
07090624

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Financial survey of non-profit performing groups.

Extent
various pagings: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Performing arts -- United States -- Finance
- Performing arts -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Analysis of Ford Foundation report (Reports 006362), 1974
box 285
Related Grant Number
07950624

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Financial survey of non-profit performing groups.

Extent
7 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Performing arts -- New York (State) -- New York -- Finance
- Performing arts -- New York (State) -- New York -- Management
- Performing arts -- United States -- Finance
- Performing arts -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

The Delhi master plan of 1962: an anthropological analysis
Creator: Goodfriend, Douglas E.

Abstract/Summary
Review of planning proposals for Delhi.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
67 p. + attachments

Controlled Access Headings:
- City planning -- India -- Delhi (India)
- Urbanization -- India -- Delhi (India)

Organized crime: A discussion paper
Creator: Lefkowitz, Bernard

- Page 46-
Creator: Nichols, Cicely

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

108 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

- Organized crime -- United States
- Racketeering -- United States
- Mafia -- United States
- Law enforcement -- United States
- Ford Foundation

Forest management partnerships: regenerating India's forests: executive summary of the Workshop on Sustainable Forestry (Reports 006366), 1990

Creator: Poffenberger, Mark, 1950-

Creator: Workshop on Sustainable Forestry (1990: New Delhi, India)

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

09051267

Related Grantee Name

Indian Environmental Society

Related Grant Purpose

Support for a national workshop on joint forest management.

Extent

ii, 32, [8] p.: ill., map, tables, graph; 26 cm.

Related Conference

Workshop on Sustainable Forestry (1990: New Delhi, India)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Forest management -- India
- Forestry and community -- India
• Community forestry -- India
• Social forestry programs -- India
• Indian Environmental Society

Educational planning in Malaysia: where are we? an advisor's view (Reports 006367), 1973
Creator: Cleary, J. Robert

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
14 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational planning -- Malaysia
• Education and state -- Malaysia
• Education -- Economic aspects -- Malaysia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The English Language Training Center (Reports 006368), 1967
Creator: Markman, Alan M. (Alan Mouns), 1918-1970
Creator: Noss, Richard B.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• English language -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
• English language -- Study and teaching -- Thai speakers
• English language -- Study and teaching -- Foreign speakers

A report of six months' work at NEC National Education Commission (Reports 006369), 1972
Creator: Fuller, William P.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Howard G. Schaller about author's work with National Education Commission (NEC) Thailand.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06890837
Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Thailand

Higher education and natural resources management in Southeast Asia (Reports 006370), 1978
Creator: Romm, Jeff

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
67 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
OLC paper: no. 13

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- Southeast Asia
• Education -- Economic aspects -- Southeast Asia
• Natural resources -- Southeast Asia -- Management

Forestland issues in a developing world: The management of intensified use (Reports 006371), 1974
Creator: Romm, Jeff

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Forest management -- Thailand
• Forests and forestry -- Thailand
• Forest policy -- Thailand
• Industrialization -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Rural development program: Panay Island (Reports 006372), 1975
Creator: Castillo, Gelia T.
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

48 p. + appendix

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development -- Philippines
- Industrialization -- Philippines
- Agricultural extension work -- Philippines
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Philippines
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Philippines
- Community development -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Education statistics in Thailand (Reports 006373), 1972**

*Creator: Fuller, William P.*

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Thailand -- Statistics
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**A world in need of leadership: Tomorrow's United Nations (Reports 006374-001), undated**

---

**A world in need of leadership: Tomorrow's United Nations: A fresh appraisal (Reports 006374-002), undated**

---

**Community organization and rural development: a learning process approach (Reports 006374-003), 1980**

*Creator: Korten, David C.*

---

**Las Naciones Unidas en su segundo cincuentenario: informe del Grupo de Trabajo Independiente Sobre el Futuro de l (Reports 006374-004), undated**
Conditions Governing Access:

*Conditions Governing Access*

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Le second demi-siècle de l'organisation des Nations Unies:
Rapport du Groupe de Travail Independant sur l'Avenir (Reports 006374-005), undated

*Conditions Governing Access:*

*Conditions Governing Access*

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Un mundo en necesidad de conduccion: Las Naciones Unidas de Manana A world in need of leadership: Tomorrow's Un (Reports 006374-006), undated

*Conditions Governing Access:*

*Conditions Governing Access*

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Une direction energique pour le monde de demain: L'avenir des Nations unies A world in need of leadership: Tomo (Reports 006374-007), undated

*Conditions Governing Access:*

*Conditions Governing Access*

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.


*Creator:* Goldstein, Sidney, 1927-

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

30 p. + appendices: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population assistance -- Developing countries
- Birth control research -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Population Program
- Rockefeller Foundation

Asian trip report, February 16-March 12 (Reports 006376), 1977
Creator: Korten, Frances F.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

16 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- Thailand
• Birth control -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Thailand
• Rural health -- Thailand
• Public health -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Some observations on the organization of irrigation associations in Misamis Oriental Philippines (Reports 006377), 1973

Creator: Romm, Jeff

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- Philippines
• Agriculture and state -- Philippines
• Irrigation -- Philippines
• Canals -- Philippines -- Design and construction
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok

Report on the ASEAN visit, April 25-May 8, 1993 (Reports 006378), 1993

Creator: Francisco, Juan R.
Creator: Universitas Gajah Mada

Abstract/Summary

Includes a discussion of encounters surrounding the conference and a list of papers read, with the full text of Francisco's conference paper: Bhinneka tunggal eka: the development of a national language in the Philippine setting.
Program Name
Asia/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
31 p + attachments: 28 cm.

Related Conference
International Symposium on Humanities, Linguistics/Language and History (March 22, 1993: Jogyakarta, Indonesia)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Language and history -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Philippines -- Congresses
• Language and history -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Indonesia -- Congresses
• Language and culture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Philippines -- Congresses
• Language
• ASEAN

Water resources development in the Philippines: implications for a Foundation program in rural development (Reports 006379), 1978

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Watershed management -- Philippines
• Watershed ecology -- Philippines
• Rural development -- Philippines
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Re-linking work and family: A catalyst for organizational change (Reports 006380), 1996

Creator: Bailyn, Lotte
Creator: Rapoport, Rhona
Creator: Kolb, Deborah M.
Creator: Fletcher, Joyce K.

Abstract/Summary
Part of a larger project supported by the Ford Foundation: "Relinking life and work.". From the files of June Zeitlin.
Program Name
Governance and Public Policy; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
09101036

Related Grantee Name
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Related Grant Purpose
Support for a collaborative research project on work/family issues at the Xerox Corporation.

Extent
46 p.

Ford Foundation Series
WP #3892-96 (Working paper, MIT Sloan School of Management).

Controlled Access Headings:
• Work and family -- Research -- United States
• Industries -- Social aspects -- United States
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Report of admissions consulting for the National Institute of Development Administration, Bangkok, Thailand (Reports 006381), 1970

Creator: Cleary, J. Robert

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
31 p. + appendices: ill., tables, chart

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Entrance examinations
• Universities and colleges -- Thailand -- Admission
• Education, Higher -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Institutional development: NIDA case study (Reports 006382), 1976
Creator: Karnjanaprakorn, Choop

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

68 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public administration -- Thailand
• Public administration -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
• Administrative agencies -- Thailand
• Civil service -- Thailand
• Satha#ban Bandit Phatthanabo##rha#nsa#t (Thailand)

Ethnic conflict: the rationale for policy analysis and approaches to resolution (Reports 006383), 1977  

Program Name

International Division

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Ethnic conflict -- Developing countries
• Ethnic conflict -- Political aspects -- Developing countries
• Ethnic conflict -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Ethnic conflict: designing a research program: a report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 006384), 1978  

Creator: Horowitz, Donald L.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Ethnic conflict -- Research -- Developing countries
• Ethnic conflict -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Exploration in three African countries of a Foundation program to help ease tensions and reduce conflicts among ethnic groups (Reports 006385), 1980  

Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-
Abstract/Summary

Memo to Harold Howe, II dated February 14, 1970.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

22 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ethnic conflict -- Kenya
- Ethnic conflict -- Tanzania
- Ethnic conflict -- Nigeria
- Political planning -- Kenya
- Political planning -- Tanzania
- Political planning -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Opportunities for Foundation support of activities designed to ease or resolve ethnic disputes in developing countries: a report on consultations in five Asian nations (Reports 006386), 1980
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

71 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ethnic conflict -- Southeast Asia
- Ethnic conflict -- South Asia
- Political planning -- Southeast Asia
- Political planning -- South Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Achieving minorities and ethnic conflict: a report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 006387), 1977
Creator: Horowitz, Donald L.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

76 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ethnic conflict -- Developing countries
Policies to reduce ethnic tensions in South and Southeast Asia: a report to the Ford Foundation on an exploratory trip to the Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and India (Reports 006388), 1980

**Creator**: Horowitz, Donald L.

**Abstract/Summary**

Report on an exploratory trip to the Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and India [to explore the desirability and feasibility of a Foundation program aimed at the reduction of ethnic tensions.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

48 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Ethnic conflict -- South Asia
- Ethnic conflict -- Southeast Asia
- Political planning -- South Asia
- Political planning -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Summative evaluation of the Central Institute of English Language (Reports 006389), 1978

**Creator**: Gonzalez, Andrew B.

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

48 p. + appendices: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- English language -- Study and teaching -- Thailand -- Evaluation
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
- Linguists -- Training of -- Thailand
- Teachers -- Training of -- Thailand
Report to the Ford Foundation on the status of Archeological Training Program in Southeast Asia: 1975 through 1977 (Reports 006390), 1977

Creator: Gorman, Chester F.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

19 p. + attachment

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Archaeology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Southeast Asia
- Antiquities, Prehistoric -- Southeast Asia
- Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok

Report of activities planning cell, Ministry of Agriculture (Reports 006391), 1978

Creator: Pitt, Mark Martin, 1949-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Research -- Bangladesh
- Agriculture -- Social aspects -- Bangladesh
- Agronomy -- Research -- Bangladesh
- Agriculture and state -- Bangladesh
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Bangladesh. Kr#shi Mantran#a#lay#a

Assistance to social science research: an assessment of the situation in Thailand in mid - 1970 (Reports 006392), 1970

Creator: Prachoom Chomchai

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

8 p.; table

**Controlled Access Headings:**
A preliminary background note on food and nutrition policy in Thailand (Reports 006393), 1978
Creator: Chompsak Pinthoeng
Creator: Amma Saya Sla

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
56 leaves: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Nutrition policy -- Thailand
• Agriculture -- Research -- Thailand
• Agricultural productivity -- Thailand
• Agriculture and state -- Thailand

Some comments on food and nutrition policy in Thailand (Reports 006394), 1978

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Nutrition policy -- Thailand
• Nutrition -- Thailand
• Agricultural productivity -- Thailand
• Agriculture and state -- Thailand

India Human rights report (Reports 006395), 1977
Creator: Finkelstein, David Michael

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
26 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights -- India
• Civil rights -- India
• Legal aid -- India
• Legal assistance to the poor -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Trip report on Colombia and Peru (Reports 006396), 1980

Creator: Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Services for -- Latin America
• Feminism -- Latin America
• Child care -- Latin America
• Rural development -- Latin America
• Community organization -- Latin America
• Birth control -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Synthesis report: Farming systems research in the context of Mali

Creator: Norman, D. W. (David W.)

Abstract/Summary

"A summary of recommendations from a colloquium [sic] on
Farming Systems Research held in Bamako, November 16-19,

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

18 p.: ill., charts

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural systems -- Research -- Mali -- Congresses
• Farm management -- Research -- Mali -- Congresses
• Agricultural extension work -- Mali -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa.

Landlessness and rural poverty in Asia: The circular trap (Reports
006398), 1978

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Land tenure -- South Asia
- Land tenure -- Southeast Asia
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- South Asia
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Southeast Asia
- Agriculture and state -- South Asia
- Agriculture and state -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Archaeology and museology in Thailand: a preliminary survey of the state of the art (Reports 006399), 1980

Creator: Bronson, Bennet, 1938-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Archaeology -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
- Archaeology -- Research -- Thailand
- Museum techniques -- Study and teaching -- Thailand

Trip report to Thailand (Reports 006400), 1979

Creator: Virmani, S. M.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

16 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Thailand
- Crops -- Research -- Thailand
- Cropping systems -- Research -- Thailand
- Multiple cropping -- Thailand
- Watershed hydrology -- Thailand
• Crops and climate -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Conservation training in the Philippines (Reports 006401), 1978
Creator: Wood Lee, Mary

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

21 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Archaeology -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
• Museum techniques -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
• Archivists -- Training of -- Philippines
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Development administration in Malaysia: Review of a technical assistance programme at the University of Malaya (Reports 006402), 1976
Creator: Chee, Stephen

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

103 p.: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Public administration -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Malaysia
• Technical assistance -- Malaysia
• Civil service -- Malaysia
• Economic development -- Malaysia
• Pluralism (Social sciences) -- Malaysia
• Social classes -- Malaysia
• Education, Higher -- Social aspects
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• University of Malaya (1962-1966). Dept. of Economics.

Development of a conceptual framework for a public information program in the Philippines (Reports 006403), 1980
Creator: Adhikarya, Ronny, 1949-

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.
Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

29 p.: ill., tables, chart

Controlled Access Headings:

• Mass media in birth control -- Philippines
• Communication in birth control -- Philippines
• Population assistance -- Philippines
• Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Ethnicity and development: A perspective from the Philippines (Reports 006404), 1978

Creator: Rixhon, Gerard

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

20, 4 p.

Related Conference

World Congress of Sociology (9th: 1978: Uppsala, Sweden)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Ethnicity -- Philippines
• Ethnic relations -- Philippines
• Ethnic conflict -- Philippines
• Social conflict -- Philippines
• Sociology -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Manila
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on EROPA (Reports 006405), 1969

Creator: Dye, Richard W.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Related Grant Number

06300080

Related Grantee Name

Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose

General support.

Extent

16 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public administration -- Asia
- Nation-building -- Asia
- Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Recommendations regarding laboratory facilities for the Multiple Cropping Management Project, Faculty of Agriculture, Chiangmai University (Reports 006406), 1970
Creator: Ruckman, Joseph E.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Dr. Pisit Vorauri and Dr. Sumin Smutkupt, dated November 20, 1970.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings: ill., tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural laboratories -- Thailand -- Design and construction
- Crops -- Research -- Thailand
- Multiple cropping -- Thailand
- Agriculture -- Research -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Maha...#longko##nra#tchawithaya#lai

Vegetable crop production in the multiple cropping scheme at Chiangmai, Thailand (Reports 006407), 1971
Creator: Nakagawa, Yukio, 1918-
### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

### Extent
45, 3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Crops -- Research -- Thailand
- Multiple cropping -- Thailand
- Agriculture -- Research -- Thailand
- Maha#c#hula#longko##nra#tchawitthaya#lai
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation on five-year plan for Higher Education University Self Study Program (Reports 006408), 1969</th>
<th>box 287</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator:</strong> Purdy, Rob Roy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abstract/Summary**
Title sufficient as abstract.

### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

### Extent
71 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- Thailand -- Administration
- Educational planning -- Thailand
- Higher education and states -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering manpower and Thailand's third plan for economic and social development 1972-1981: Some comments and recommendations concerning the estimated need and optimum schemes whereby universities in Thailand could supply the needed engineering manpowe (Reports 006409), 1969</th>
<th>box 287</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator:</strong> Warner, J. C. (Jairus C.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abstract/Summary**
Memo to George Gant dated January 13, 1969.

### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

11 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Engineers -- Training of -- Thailand
- Engineering -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
- Education, Higher -- Thailand -- Curricula
- Universities and colleges -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Program and recommendations for statistics education in Thailand (Reports 006410), 1969

Creator: Davidson, Philip, 1902-2000
Creator: Fox, Gertrude M.
Creator: Neiswanger, William Addison, 1900-1978
Creator: Roberts, Donald M.

Abstract/Summary

Report ... submitted to the Office of the National Education Council and the University Development Commission. --T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

31 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Statistics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Thailand
- Statisticians -- Training of -- Thailand
- Higher education and state -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Educational Planning and Research Division: year-end report: October 1971 (Reports 006411), 1972

Creator: Cleary, J. Robert

Abstract/Summary

Observations from a year of work with the EPRD (Educational Planning and Research Division).

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06990191
Extent

15 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Malaysia
- Ford Foundation. Educational Planning and Research Division

Primary school finance: neglected research considerations (Reports 006412), 1972
Creator: Fuller, William P.

Abstract/Summary

A paper prepared for the School Finance Conference sponsored by DOLA and held in Bangkok. Research on educational planning in Thailand.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06890837

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Research -- Thailand

An exile's report (Reports 006413), 1976
Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Abstract/Summary

"Delivered as the K. G. Saiyidain Memorial Lecture at Aligarh Muslim University, February 23, 1976." --p.1

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education and state -- India
- Education -- India -- Philosophy
- Education -- Political aspects -- India
- Education -- Social aspects -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

What about TUFEC. (Reports 006414), undated  

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

8 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Educational planning -- Thailand
- Teachers -- Training of -- Thailand
- School management and organization -- Thailand
- Vocational education -- Thailand
- Occupational training -- Thailand

A report on projects in state and local government assisted by the Ford Foundation (Reports 006415), 1968

**Creator:** Lowe, Jeanne R.

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

87 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**

The federal pudding ...

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Urban renewal -- Political aspects -- United States
- City planning -- United States
- City planning and redevelopment law -- United States
- Municipal government -- United States
- Legislators -- United States
- Legislative bodies -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Preliminary report to Ford Foundation on college and university investment policies and procedures (Reports 006416), 1968

**Creator:** Meck, John F. (John Foster), 1912-1978

**Creator:** Williamson, J. Peter (John Peter)
Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
Higher Education & Research

Extent
66 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- United States -- Capital investments
- Universities and colleges -- Universities and colleges -- Finance
- Education, Higher -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Higher Education and Research

National planning in Iran: A report based on the experiences of the Harvard Advisory Group in Iran (Reports 006417), 1964
Creator: McLeod, Thomas H., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
xvi, 164 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Central planning -- Iran
- Social planning -- Iran

Evaluacion del Programa de Estudios de Post-Grado en Ciencias Sociales Realizado por la Fundacion Ford 1964-1974, (Reports 006418), 1976

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Page 70 -

- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Latin America
- Universities and colleges -- Latin America -- Graduate work
- Education (Graduate) -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Southeast Asia after Vietnam (Reports 006419), 1975

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Status of Ford Foundation: Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources activities under DAP 689-0015 (Reports 006420), 1972

Creator: Korzan, Gerald E. (Gerald Earl)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Central planning -- Philippines
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Philippines
- Agriculture and state -- Philippines
- Philippines. Dept. of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Design of the Pension Plan, 1971. (Reports 006421), 1971

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Pension trusts -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report on Saigon visit, December 15-18 (Reports 006422), 1974</td>
<td>Encarnación, José</td>
<td>International Division/Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>8 p. + attachment</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population work in Thailand: notes on a donor's meeting (Reports</td>
<td>Simmons, Ozzie G.</td>
<td>International Division/Population Program</td>
<td>21 p.</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006423), 1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Foundation's population work in Southeast Asia (excluding</td>
<td>Simmons, Ozzie G.</td>
<td>International Division/Population Program</td>
<td>22 p.</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia) (Reports 006424), 1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meeting on assistance to education, September 16-18 (Reports 006425), 1975

Abstract/Summary

Summaries on what the Foundation's position ought to be with respect to educational planning, research and assistance in developing countries. Participants include: Robert S. Drysdale, Scott Ward, Fred H. Harrington, Kalman H. Silvert, and David E. Bell.

Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational planning -- Developing countries
• Educational assistance -- Developing countries
• Education -- Research -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Russian and Soviet studies in the United States: the university scene (Reports 006426), 1979

Creator: Gaer, Felice D.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

Malaysia and Singapore semi-annual report (Reports 006427), 1969

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

25 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Malaysia
- Charity organization -- Singapore
- Philanthropy -- Malaysia
- Philanthropy -- Singapore
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation Malaysia and Singapore semi-annual projects report (Reports 006428), 1968

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

22 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Malaysia
- Charity organization -- Singapore
- Endowments -- Malaysia -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Singapore -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Malaysia
- Philanthropy -- Singapore
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation Malaysia-Singapore annual status report - 1968 (Reports 006429), 1968

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

43 p.: tables

Conditions Governing Access:
**Conditions Governing Access**

Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Charity organization -- Malaysia
- Charity organization -- Singapore
- Endowments -- Malaysia -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Singapore -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Malaysia
- Philanthropy -- Singapore
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

Inequalities in primary schooling in Thailand: variations in pupil achievement and school characteristics (Reports 006430), 1974  
**Creator:** Fuller, William P.

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06890837

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Consulting assistance to the National Education Commission of Thailand.

**Extent**

26 p.: tables

---

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Primary -- Thailand -- Evaluation
- Academic achievement -- Thailand
- Teachers -- Thailand
- Education and state -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Thailand. Krasu#ang S#ksa#thika#n

Planning education policy research: improving cooperation between administrators and researchers (Reports 006431), 1975  
**Creator:** Fuller, William P.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06890837

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Consulting assistance to the National Education Commission of Thailand.

Extent
9 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Thailand
- Education and state -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Distinguishing real from imaginary learner needs for broad-aimed adult education programs: A report of a village survey in Thailand (Reports 006432), 1975
Creator: Sudraprasert, Kamol
Creator: Kowit Vorapipatana
Creator: Fuller, William P.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Adult education -- Thailand -- Case studies
- Adult education -- Thailand -- Curricula
- Adult education and state -- Thailand
- Educational planning -- Thailand
- Public health -- Thailand
- Environmental health -- Thailand

The international liaison of universities: history, hazards, and opportunities (Reports 006433), 1979
Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)
Abstract/Summary

Keynote address to Invitational Seminar of the Overseas Liaison Committee, American Council on Education.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

24 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational exchanges -- Developing countries
- Education and state -- Developing countries
- Universities and colleges -- Developing countries
- Education, Higher -- Developing countries
- Intellectual cooperation

The Open University Conference on the Education of Adults at a Distance November 18-23 (Reports 006434), 1979

Creator: Armsey, James W., 1917-2008

Creator: Education of Adults at a Distance (1979: Open University)

Abstract/Summary

A report to the Ford Foundation. --T.p.

Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

07950468

Related Grantee Name

The Open University

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support of The Open University Conference on the Education of Adults at a Distance.

Extent

32 p.

Related Conference

Education of Adults at a Distance (1979: Open University)
Notes on South Vietnamese education and possible areas for Foundation assistance, January 1974. (Reports 006435), 1974

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

12 p. + appendix

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Educational assistance -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Education -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Educational planning -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Curriculum planning -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Teachers -- Training of -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Vocational education -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on my visit to South Vietnam, August 5-17, 1974 (Reports 006436), 1974

**Creator:** Small, Leslie E.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to Eugene Staples dated September 5, 1974.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Research -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Agricultural assistance -- Vietnam (Republic)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on an exploration of grant-making possibilities in Vietnam: Typescript (Reports 006437), 1974

**Creator:** Staples, Eugene S.

**Creator:** Benoit, Charles E.
Abstract/Summary

Includes: review of other reports dealing with grant-making possibilities in Vietnam, 1973-1974 and appendix listing these reports.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07590825

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Fellowship and research program for displaced Indochinese persons.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Vietnam War, 1961-1975
- Public administration -- Vietnam
- Education -- Vietnam
- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Vietnam
- Agriculture -- Vietnam
- Ecology -- Vietnam
- Social sciences -- Vietnam
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation

Language and education in the Philippines (Reports 006438), 1973

Creator: Noss, Richard B.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and education -- Philippines
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
- Education and state -- Philippines

Second report on a guidance and testing agency in the Philippines (Reports 006439), 1970

Creator: Pearson, Richard
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

49 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational tests and measurements -- Philippines
• College entrance achievement tests -- Philippines
• Universities and colleges -- Admission
• Academic achievement -- Philippines
• Education -- Philippines
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Economics of education and on education planning in Malaysia (Reports 006440), 1968
Creator: Tobias, George, 1912-

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

43 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational planning -- Malaysia
• Education and state -- Malaysia
• Education -- Malaysia -- Finance
• Manpower planning -- Malaysia
• Vocational education -- Malaysia
• Occupational training -- Malaysia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Summary of the rate of return to investment in education in Thailand: A report to the National Planning Committee on the third educational development plan (Reports 006441), 1971
Creator: Blaug, Mark

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.
The rate of return to investment in education in Thailand (Reports 006442), 1968
Creator: Blaug, Mark

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Museum development in Indonesia (Reports 006444), 1977
Creator: Blaug, Mark

- Page 80-
Creator: Baradas, David

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

30 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

• Museum techniques -- Indonesia

Some notes on National Development planning with implications for agriculture (Reports 006445), 1973
Creator: Cochrane, Willard Wesley, 1914-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Agriculture and state -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Higher education and the Ford Foundation in Southeast Asia: Malaysia (Reports 006446), 1970
Creator: Davidson, Philip, 1902-2000

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p.: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- Malaysia
• Higher education and state -- Malaysia
• Universities and colleges -- Malaysia
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Some thoughts on social science in contemporary Malaysia (Reports 006447), 1977
Creator: Wattleworth, Michael
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

63 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Malaysia
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Malaysia
- Education, Higher -- Malaysia
- Universities and colleges -- Malaysia
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

International Rice Research Institute Los Banos, the Philippines (Reports 006448), 1974
Creator: Samonte, Abelardo G.
Creator: Gormley, William P.
Creator: Ruddy, M. E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

27 p.: chart

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Philippines
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Philippines
- Agriculture and state -- Philippines
- International Rice Research Institute
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Study of volunteer and employed staff relationships within the IPPF system: field survey report (Reports 006449), 1972
Creator: Blaise, Hans C. (Hans Cornelis)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

36 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Voluntarism -- Southeast Asia -- International cooperation
- Social problems -- Southeast Asia
- Birth control -- Southeast Asia
- Contraception -- Southeast Asia
- Birth control clinics -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Ethnic conflict in Southeast Asia: summary (Reports 006450), 1980

Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ethnic conflict -- East Asia
- Ethnic conflict -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok

Population growth and social change: course on development and economic writing, March 31 - April 11 (Reports 006451), 1969

Creator: Perkin, Gordon W.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Southeast Asia
- Fertility, Human -- Southeast Asia
- Social change -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Population and family planning in Thailand (Reports 006452), 1968

Creator: Perkin, Gordon W.
Creator: Fawcett, James T., 1935-
Creator: Goldstein, Sidney, 1927-
Creator: Rosenfield, Allan
Abstract/Summary

Collaborative review of population and family planning activities in Thailand prepared by representatives of the Population Council and the Ford Foundation in Thailand.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

48 p. + attachment: ill., charts

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Thailand
- Population assistance -- Thailand
- Public health -- Thailand
- Medical care -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Population Program
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok

Religion and society in Vietnam (Reports 006454), 1977

Creator: Rambo, A. Terry

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Thailand
- Irrigation -- Thailand
- Agriculture and state -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Religion and society in Vietnam (Reports 006454), 1977

Creator: Rambo, A. Terry

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

73 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Religion and sociology -- Vietnam
Culture and the Ford Foundation in India: a note for discussion (Reports 006455), 1973

Creator: Sommer, John G.

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the importance of keeping cultural considerations in mind while promoting socio-economic development in developing countries. Presented in the context of an experiment in India to promote development through confidence in traditional values, spe

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Cultural property -- India -- Protection
- Endowments -- India -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Selected readings on economic development and reconstruction in Vietnam (Reports 006456), 1974

Creator: Berg, Elliot

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic development -- Vietnam -- Bibliography
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Agriculture, resources, and environment in Malaysia: Present and potential Ford Foundation projects (Reports 006457), 1979

Creator: Rambo, A. Terry

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Malaysia
- Environmental management -- Malaysia
- Human ecology -- Malaysia
- Charity organization -- Malaysia
- Endowments -- Malaysia -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Malaysia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

An analytic approach to the selection of a curriculum development design (Reports 006458), 1976

Creator: Portwood, Charles S.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p.: ill., graphs

Controlled Access Headings:

- Curriculum planning -- Thailand
- Education -- Thailand -- Curricula
- Education -- Thailand -- Finance
- Educational assistance -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The ideal model of curriculum development (Reports 006459), 1976

Creator: Portwood, Charles S.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

12 p.: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Curriculum planning -- Thailand
- Education -- Thailand -- Curricula

- Box 290

- Page 86-
• Educational evaluation -- Thailand
• Educational assistance -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Consultation on establishment of School of Cytotechnology in Thailand (Reports 006460), 1971
Creator: Richart, Ralph M., 1933-

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

17 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Cytology -- Research -- Thailand
• Cytology -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
• Pathology, Cellular -- Study and teaching -- Thailand
• Cervix uteri -- Cancer -- Research
• Birth control -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Recommendations for a programme for the research wing of the institute (Reports 006461), 1970

**Abstract/Summary**

Report to the Director. --T.p.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

24 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Education -- Research -- Thailand
• Teachers -- Training of -- Thailand
• Endowment of research -- Thailand
• Endowments -- Thailand -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Social science research for national unity: A report to the government of Malaysia (Reports 006462), 1970
Creator: Glazer, Nathan
Creator: Huntington, Samuel P.
Creator: Nash, Manning
Creator: Weiner, Myron
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

38 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Malaysia
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Malaysia

Evaluation of Ford Foundation grants 660-0209, 660-0209A, 700-0420, and 700-0420A to the University of Wisconsin for assistance in development of the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Singapore (Reports 006463), 1974

Creator: Dahl, Norman C.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06600209:07000420

Related Grantee Name

The Regents of the University Of Wisconsin; University of Wisconsin-Madison

Related Grant Purpose

Development of the Singapore Polytechnic Institute; Development of the University of Singapore's Faculty of Engineering.

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Singapore -- Evaluation
- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Education, Higher -- Singapore -- Evaluation
- Universities and colleges -- Singapore -- Administration
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
National University of Singapore

Report to Dr. Toh Chin Chye Vice-Chancellor University of Singapore on developing the Engineering faculty: University of Singapore (Reports 006464), 1970

Creator: Picha, Kenneth G.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

20 p. + appendix

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
• Education, Higher -- Singapore -- Evaluation
• Universities and colleges -- Singapore -- Administration
• Ford Foundation, Asia and the Pacific
• National University of Singapore

Report to Dr. Toh Chin Chye, Vice-Chancellor, University of Singapore Engineering faculty University of Singapore: visit 1 March to 18 (Reports 006465), 1971

Creator: Picha, Kenneth G.

Abstract/Summary

Observations from a visit to Singapore to study engineering education.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07000420

Related Grantee Name

The Regents Of The University Of Wisconsin

Extent

8 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Engineering -- Study and teaching -- Singapore
Development for the ethnic minorities of Mindanao: A trip report (Reports 006466), 1973

Creator: Baradas, David

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p. + attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Cultural property -- Protection -- Philippines
- Ethnology -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
- Ethnic art -- Philippines
- Ethnic costume -- Philippines
- Tboli (Philippine people) -- Research
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Visit to Vietnam: August 14-17 (Reports 006467), 1973

Creator: Heaps, David

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Vietnam

Report on English language proficiency testing at the English section Ecole Superieure de Pedagogie, Vientiane, Laos (Reports 006468), 1973

Creator: Bachman, Lyle F., 1944-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

21 p. + attachment: ill., tables, charts

Controlled Access Headings:

- English language -- Vietnam -- Examinations
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Vietnam
- Language and languages -- Vietnam -- Examinations

Demographic background to family planning: An international view (Reports 006469), 1971
Creator: Hardee, J. Gilbert

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

PA66-201

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control research -- Developing countries
- Fertility, Human -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Review of Malaysia's National Family Planning Programme (Reports 006470), 1971

Creator: Hardee, J. Gilbert

Abstract/Summary

History and review of the program.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

07090151

Extent

10 p. + attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Malaysia

An assessment of the faculty of education, University of Malaya (Reports 006471), 1968

Creator: Thomas, R. Murray (Robert Murray), 1921-

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.
**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
27 p.: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Universities and colleges -- Malaysia -- Faculty -- Evaluation
- Education, Higher -- Malaysia -- Evaluation
- Education -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Malaysia
- Teachers -- Training of -- Malaysia
- Higher education and state -- Malaysia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

Proposed program activities for Philippine rural sector, 1974-75 and 1975-76 (Reports 006472), 1972

**Creator:** Korzan, Gerald E. (Gerald Earl)

---

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
14 p.: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Rural development -- Philippines
- Regional planning -- Philippines
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Philippines
- Agriculture and state -- Philippines
- Labor supply -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

Bilingual education programs: Thailand and Malaysia (Reports 006473), 1974

**Creator:** Layne, Patsy Gaynell Pool

---

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Bilingual -- Thailand
- Education, Bilingual -- Malaysia
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Thailand -- Bilingual method
Report of the consultants on the proposal to establish the National Institute of Development Administration in Thailand (Reports 006474), 1963

Creator: Case, Harry L. (Harry Lawrence), 1907-
Creator: Gormbley, William P.
Creator: Wilcox, Clair, 1898-1970

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
40 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public administration -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Information paper: new opportunities for the Foundation in Nicaragua (Reports 006475), 1979

Program Name
International Division/Board of Trustees

Extent
16 p.: 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relief -- Nicaragua
• Economic assistance -- Nicaragua
• Charity organization -- Nicaragua
• Endowments -- Nicaragua -- Evaluation
• Philanthropy -- Nicaragua
• Ford Foundation

The government, the universities, and research: a report on a conversation among university presidents (Reports 006476), 1977

Creator: Carnegie Corporation of New York

Program Name
Education and Research
Informe de Consultoria: enero a Julio (Reports 006477), 1973

Creator: Franklin, David L.
Creator: Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario

Abstract/Summary
Report for David Franklin, systems engineer, International Center of Tropical Agriculture.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
8 p.

Annual report of the Coordination Unit, Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing '95. (Reports 006478), 1995

Creator: Coordination Unit for the World Conference on Women (New Delhi, India)

Abstract/Summary
The CU started functioning in New Delhi from December 1993 and in Bangalore from July 1994 to provide facilitative and issue-based support primarily to grass-roots women's organizations for preparatory activities towards the conference. (p. 35). Include

Program Name
Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
09390006

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)
Related Grant Purpose

Support for NGO participation at the Fourth World Conference on Women.

Extent

75 p.: col. ill. -- 28cm.

Related Conference

World Conference on Women (4th: 1995: Beijing, China)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women’s rights -- Congresses
- Women -- Services for -- Congresses
- Coordination Unit for the World Conference on Women (New Delhi, India)
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Integrated rural development: lessons from the Colombian experience (Reports 006479), 1975
Creator: Diego, Londono R.
Creator: Rochin, Refugio I.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

36 p. + attachment: table

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Colombia
- Agriculture and state -- Colombia
- Rural development -- Colombia

Support of the arts (Reports 006480-001), 1976
Creator: Sheldon, Richard C.

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

22 leaves.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Support of the arts (Reports 006480-002), 1976
Creator: Sheldon, Richard C.

**Abstract/Summary**

Presentation to Board of Trustees, December 1976.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Arts -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Social science research organization in Canada and selected European countries (Reports 006481), 1974

Creator: Verney, Douglas V.
Creator: Verney, Diana.

**Program Name**

International Division/European and International Affairs

**Extent**

126 p. + appendices: charts, graph

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Social sciences -- Research -- Canada
- Social sciences -- Research -- Europe
- Anthroposophy -- Canada
- Anthroposophy -- Europe
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

Toward a strategy for urban integration: Lessons for school and housing policy from twelve cities: A report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 006482), 1981

Creator: Orfield, Gary

**Program Name**

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Public Policy and Social Organization

**Related Grant Number**

L77-202

**Extent**

107 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- School integration -- United States -- Case studies
- Segregation -- United States
- Race discrimination -- United States
- Discrimination in housing -- United States -- Case studies
The Foundation's program on the world economy (Reports 006483), 1980

**Program Name**

International Division/European and International Affairs

**Extent**

27 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- International economic relations -- Research
- International trade
- International economic integration
- Commercial policy
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

---

The Ford Foundation program on the International Economic Order in the 1970's (Reports 006484), 1980

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

5 p. + attachments: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- International economic relations -- Research -- Developing countries
- International trade
- International economic integration
- Commercial policy
- Endowment of research -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. International Division

---


**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

63 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Developing countries -- Acronyms
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Report on visit to USSR, Spring 1978, to review IREX exchange program in the Soviet Academy of Sciences (Reports 006486), 1979

Creator: Gaer, Felice D.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Francis Sutton dated January 12, 1979 detailing a visit to Moscow. Divided into four sections.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational exchanges -- Soviet Union
• Educational exchanges -- United States
• Intellectual cooperation
• Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs
• Akademii nauk SSSR

Report of PPSO task force on the military and society (Reports 006487), 1980

Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Foundation Officers dated May 23, 1980.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Military service, Voluntary -- United States
• Armed Forces -- United States -- Recruiting, enlistment, etc.

Outline of information on work on international agricultural and natural resources sought from other organization (Reports 006488), 1980

Program Name

International Division
Extent

various pagings: ill., tables, graphs

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research -- Developing countries
• Agriculture and state -- Developing countries
• Agricultural assistance -- Developing countries
• Natural resources -- Developing countries -- Management
• Rural development -- Developing countries
• Food supply
• Ford Foundation. International Division

IISS request and options for the Foundation for meeting May 20 at 11 a.m. subsequent to 1979-1980 evaluation of the IISS (Reports 006489), 1980
Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-

Abstract/Summary
Memo to David Bell and Francis Sutton, dated May 9, 1980.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations
• Security, International
• Arms control
• Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs
• International Institute for Strategic Studies

1979-1980 evaluation of the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) (Reports 006490), 1980
Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-
Creator: Nacht, Michael
Creator: Schweigler, Gebhard, 1943-

Abstract/Summary
File memo dated May 12, 1980.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs
Draft recommendations to IISS International Institute for Strategic Studies Council and Director (Reports 006491), 1980

Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Michael Nacht and Gebard Schweigler, dated April 15, 1980.

The Foundation's program concerned with the world economy, January 1980 /Ford Foundation. (Reports 006492), 1980

Abstract/Summary

Information paper for the Trustees. --T.p.

The Foundation's program concerned with the world economy, January 1980 /Ford Foundation. (Reports 006492), 1980

Abstract/Summary

Information paper for the Trustees. --T.p.

The Foundation's program concerned with the world economy, January 1980 /Ford Foundation. (Reports 006492), 1980

Abstract/Summary

Information paper for the Trustees. --T.p.

The Foundation's program concerned with the world economy, January 1980 /Ford Foundation. (Reports 006492), 1980

Abstract/Summary

Information paper for the Trustees. --T.p.
School/social agency cooperation in prevention of school failure (Reports 006493), 1966

**Program Name**

Education and Research

**Extent**

2 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Community and school -- United States
- Education -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

In pursuit of a parenthetical clause (Reports 006494), 1976

**Creator:** Robinson, Marshall A.

**Creator:** Pendleton, William C.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to McGeorge Bundy, dated October 14, 1976.

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Research & Education

**Extent**

4 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Environmental responsibility -- United States
- Ecology -- Economic aspects -- United States
- Environmental protection -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Research and the Environment

The condition of human beings: Foundation programs and Native Americans in perspective, Oct. (Reports 006495), 1976

**Creator:** Oppenheimer-Nicolau, Siobhan

**Creator:** Bohrson, Ralph G.

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

29 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Indians of North America

Trustees future agenda: organized crime (Reports 006496), 1976  
Creator: Dodds, R. H. (Robert H.), 1952-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to McGeorge Bundy, dated October 12, 1976.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Organized crime -- Research -- United States
- Organized crime -- Law and legislation -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Summary budget tables FY 1978 and earlier years (Reports 006497), 1979  
Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)
Creator: White, Muriel B.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

5 p. + attachments: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation

Summary budget table FY 1977 and earlier years (Reports 006498), 1978  

Program Name

International Division

Extent

5 p. + attachments: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation. International Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Controlled Access Headings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The encouragement of research and training on international security  | International Division/European and International Affairs   | 3 p. -- 28 cm.  | • Security, International -- Germany  
• Security, International -- Europe  
• Arms control -- Germany  
• Arms control -- Europe  
• Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs | box 291                                                   |
| arms and arms control in the Federal Republic of Germany (Reports     | Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-                       |                 |                                                                                           |
| 006499), 1979                                                        |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-                                 |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Program Name                                                         |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| International Division/European and International Affairs             |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Extent                                                               |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| 3 p. -- 28 cm.                                                        |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Controlled Access Headings                                            |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| • Security, International -- Germany  
• Security, International -- Europe  
• Arms control -- Germany  
• Arms control -- Europe  
• Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs | box 291                                                   |
| Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989                                       |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Program Name                                                         |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| International Division                                               |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Extent                                                               |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| 8 p. -- 28 cm.                                                        |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Controlled Access Headings                                            |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| • Security, International -- East Asia -- Congresses  
• Arms control -- East Asia -- Congresses  
• Ford Foundation. International Division | box 291                                                   |
| An Independent Policy Research Institute for Europe: a report on      |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| explorations (Reports 006501), 1977                                   |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989                                       |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Program Name                                                         |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| International Division/European and International Affairs             |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Extent                                                               |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| 10 p. + annex -- 28 cm.                                               |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| Controlled Access Headings                                            |                                                             |                 |                                                                                           |
| • Political science -- Research -- Europe  
• Social sciences -- Research -- Europe | box 291                                                   |

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Policy sciences -- Study and teaching -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Europe
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

FF programs in international security and arms control (Reports 006503), 1979

Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-

Abstract/Summary
"This paper will, first, review the rationale for the Foundation's involvement in the field of international security and arms control -- second, trace certain developments in security problems since 1973 -- third, discuss implications of these developments

Program Name
International Division

Related Grant Number
L78-274.

Extent
24 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Papers of Enid Schoettle on international peace, security and arms control, 1972 - 1989

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
- Security, International -- Congresses
- Arms control -- Congresses
The National Institute for Dispute Resolution, May 1981. (Reports 006504), 1981

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Dispute resolution (Law) -- United States
- Conflict management -- United States
- Peace-building -- United States
- National Institute for Dispute Resolution (U.S.)
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Conflict resolution: Prospects for the future (Reports 006505), 1980

**Creator:** Jaffe, Sanford M.

**Creator:** Pendleton, William W.

**Abstract/Summary**

Proposes the creation of a National Institute for Dispute Resolution, to advance "the idea and the practice of conflict resolution" in order to counter a growing "adversarial approach to dispute resolution" (p. 1, Summary and Recommendations)

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Dispute resolution (Law) -- United States
- Conflict management -- United States
- Mediation -- United States
- National Institute for Dispute Resolution (U.S.)

Communities and neighborhoods (Reports 006506), 1980

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

44 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Community development corporations -- United States
- Community development -- United States
Feminism in 1975: The Non-Establishment, the Establishment, and the future (Reports 006507), 1976
Creator: Carden, Maren Lockwood

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
106 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Services for -- United States
• Women -- United States -- Societies and clubs -- Finance
• Feminism -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs


Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
22 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Community development -- United States
• Public welfare -- United States
• Civil rights -- United States
• Public interest law -- United States
• Working class -- Services for -- United States
• Women -- Services for -- United States
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

National Affairs' Program priorities in the coming years (Reports 006509), 1979

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
National Affairs' programs: some comments on background and rationale, November 1975. (Reports 006510), 1975

Abstract/Summary

A background paper for a National Affairs Committee meeting, dealing "not with the detailed contents of program and budgets, but with the set of general considerations which have led us to our current programs." (Memorandum, page 1)

Program Name

National Affairs

Controlled Access Headings:

- Community development -- United States
- Community development corporations -- United States
- Community development, Urban -- United States
- Urban renewal -- United States
- Public interest law -- United States
- Civil rights -- United States
- Charity organization -- United States
- Charity, trusts, and foundations -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation

AMIK 71-51 monitoring report (Reports 006511), 1971

Creator: Krueger, Starry

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Migrant labor -- Canada
- Migrant agricultural laborers -- Canada -- Economic conditions
- Indians of North America -- Canada -- Economic conditions
- Ford Foundation

Far from enough, but enough to be important: an assessment of Foundation grants to the Watts Labor Community Action Committee (WLCAC) in Los Angeles, California (Reports 006512), 1976

Creator: Shapiro, Harvey D.
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-
Creator: Hartnett, Anne

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
124 p. + appendices

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**
Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Community development corporations -- California -- Los Angeles Metropolitan Area
- Community development corporations -- United States
- Community development -- California -- Los Angeles Metropolitan Area
- Urban renewal -- California -- Los Angeles Metropolitan Area (Calif.)
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

---

The Police Foundation: an evaluation (Reports 006514), 1977
**Creator:** Hayes, Frederick O'R.
**Creator:** Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
96 p.: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Police -- United States
- Police administration -- United States
- Law enforcement -- United States
- Criminal Justice, Administration of -- United States
- Police Foundation (U.S.)
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

---

The Equal Rights Amendment: A discussion (Reports 006515), 1972
**Creator:** Katzowitz, Lauren
**Creator:** Ryan, Leonard Eames
Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

24 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Equal rights amendments -- United States
- Women -- United States -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Women's rights -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

The Program for Reform of Doctoral Education in the Humanities and Social Sciences: A retrospective report from the viewpoint of the monitor (Reports 006516), 1977

Creator: Chamberlain, Mariam

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States
- Humanities -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Public Policy

Report on consultancy at Thammasat (Reports 006517), 1982

Creator: Bertrand, Trent

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education (Graduate) -- Thailand
- Economics -- Research -- Thailand
- Economists -- Training of -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Education and Culture Committee (Reports 006518), 1982
Abstract/Summary

Three information papers with supplement to Part II.

Program Name

Education and Culture

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Management
- Symphony orchestras -- United States -- Management
- Education -- United States -- Study and teaching
- Educational equalization -- United States
- Ford Foundation
- Mellon Symphony Orchestra

Program review: Program Related Investments (Reports 006519), 1982

Abstract/Summary

Information paper.

Program Name

Program Related Investments

Extent

various pagings: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- United States -- Program-related investments
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Program Related Investments
- Ford Foundation

Improving secondary schools and related programs: The Ford Foundation (Reports 006520), 1982

Creator: Meade, Edward J. (Edward Joseph)

Program Name

Urban Poverty program/Rural Poverty and Resources

Extent

37 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Secondary -- United States
- High schools -- United States -- Awards
- Public schools -- United States
Abstract/Summary

Outlines the status of present and possible future work of the Ford Foundation in the area of teenage pregnancy. See also Reports 007129, Status report, November 1982, which focuses on teenage fathers.

Program Name

Urban Poverty program/Rural Poverty and Resources

Controlled Access Headings:

- Teenage pregnancy
- Teenage pregnancy -- Prevention -- United States
- Teenage girls -- Sexual behavior -- United States
- Teenagers -- Services for -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Urban Poverty
- Adolescent Primary Health Center

The era of fiscal limits (Reports 006522), 1982

Program Name

Governance and Public Policy

Controlled Access Headings:

- Politics and government -- United States
- Social responsibility of business -- United States
- Poor -- Services for -- United States
- Social advocacy -- United States
- Volunteers -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Governance and Public Policy

Tie-offs in international studies (Reports 006523), 1982

Creator: Thomas, Franklin A.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Board of trustees dated March 10, 1982.

Program Name

Office of the President

Controlled Access Headings:

- Foreign study
- Area studies -- Finance
Efficiency in graduate education: an attempted reform (Reports 006524), 1977

Creator: Breneman, David W.

Abstract/Summary

A report to the Ford Foundation.

Program Name

Higher Education & Research

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States
- Humanities -- Study and teaching (Graduate)
- Ford Foundation. Higher Education and Research

Organization of the manpower directorate within the Department of Youth, Sports, and Social Affairs: interim note (Reports 006525), 1965

Creator: Linderoth, Hans

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06690431

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Program specialists and consultants on manpower planning for the Government of Tunisia.

Extent

14 p. + attachment: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Vocational education -- Tunisia
- Vocational guidance -- Tunisia
- Occupational training -- Tunisia
• Manpower planning -- Tunisia
• Labor supply -- Tunisia
• Manpower -- Tunisia
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

A study of the public employment service in Tunisia (Reports 006526), 1965

Creator: Ahlenius, Karl, 1938-
Creator: Seiff, Lazard
Creator: Gosse, Edgard-Louis
Creator: Host, Mogens
Creator: Linderoth, Hans

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Related Grant Number
06690431

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists and consultants on manpower planning for the Government of Tunisia.

Extent
64 p. + appendices: tables, forms

Controlled Access Headings:
• Employment agencies -- Tunisia
• Vocational guidance -- Tunisia
• Occupational training -- Tunisia
• Labor supply -- Tunisia
• Manpower -- Tunisia
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

The reason for democracy (Reports 006527), 1976

Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Democracy
• Democratization
• Liberty
• Political science -- Philosophy
• Political science -- Economic aspects
• Political science -- United States
• Nation-building

Working paper for third meeting on education and development (Reports 006528), 1975
Creator: Rockefeller Foundation

Abstract/Summary
"Prepared for a conference of heads of agencies assisting education and educators from the developing countries ... Bellagio, Italy ... July 7-10, 1975"--T.p.

Program Name
International Division/Education & Research

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational assistance -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Education -- Developing countries
• Education -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Education -- Social aspects -- Developing countries
• Educational planning -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Working paper for third meeting on education and development (Reports 006529), 1976

Program Name
International Division/Education & Research

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational assistance -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Education -- Developing countries
• Education -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Education -- Social aspects -- Developing countries
• Educational planning -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Education and Research
• Rockefeller Foundation

Crime and arson prevention (Reports 006530), 1982
Creator: Rowser, Sharon L.
Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Urban Poverty program

Extent

32 p. + appendix: table, chart

Controlled Access Headings:

• Crime -- United States
• Crime prevention -- United States
• Crime prevention -- United States -- Citizen participation
• Criminal Justice, Administration of -- United States
• Arson -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Urban Poverty

Nuclear weapons and the Atlantic Alliance (Reports 006531), 1982

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge
Creator: Kennan, George F. (George Frost), 1904-2005
Creator: McNamara, Robert S., 1916-2009
Creator: Smith, Gerard C.

Program Name

Office of the President

Extent


Controlled Access Headings:

• Nuclear weapons
• Nuclear arms control
• Nuclear nonproliferation
• Ford Foundation. Office of the President
• NATO (Group)

The Ford Foundation Logistical Services Department operating cost comparison (Reports 006532), 1973


Program Name

Administration

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Cost of operation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Evaluacion de Proyectos de Nutricion en Mexico (Reports 006533), 1982
Creator: Solimano, Giorgio

Program Name
Population Programulation [Population Program]; Population Program

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Nutrition -- Research -- Mexico
• Nutrition policy -- Mexico
• Public health -- Mexico
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Creator: Jaffe, Sanford M.
Creator: Pendleton, William W.

Program Name
National Affairs

Controlled Access Headings:
• Community development, Urban -- United States
• Community development corporations -- United States -- Management
• Urban renewal -- United States -- Finance
• Local Initiatives Support Corporation

Conflict resolution: prospects for the future: information paper for the Trustee National Affairs Committee (Reports 006535), 1980
Creator: Jaffe, Sanford M.
Creator: Pendleton, William W.

Program Name
National Affairs
Extent

[iii], 15 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Conflict management -- United States
- Mediation -- United States
- Dispute resolution (Law) -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs
- National Institute for Dispute Resolution (U.S.)

The Foundation as socially responsible investor (Reports 006537), 1972

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Creator: Kennedy, Roger G.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to members of the Finance Committee dated March 17, 1972.

Program Name

Finance

Controlled Access Headings:

- Investments -- Moral and ethical aspects
- Social responsibility of business
- Business ethics
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Financial Affairs
- Ford Foundation

Evaluation of Andean rural development activities (Reports 006538), 1977

Creator: Cotler, Julio

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

PA74-838

Extent

23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development projects -- Andes Region -- Evaluation
- Rural development -- Andes Region
- Rural development -- Colombia
The use of psychometric models of latent trait theory in the
evaluation of time structures data (Reports 006539), 1976
Creator: Gomez Buendia, Hernando
Creator: McKay, Harrison

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07000634:07200418

Related Grantee Name
University Of Valle; Human Ecology Research Foundation

Related Grant Purpose
Partial support for the Foundation's research and training
program in pre-school education of multiply-deprived urban
children.

Extent
31 p.: tables, charts

Controlled Access Headings:
- Malnutrition -- Colombia
- Malnutrition in children -- Colombia
- Child development -- Research -- Colombia
- Physical anthropology -- Research -- Colombia
- Anthropometry -- Colombia
- Educational tests and measurements -- Colombia
- National Institute of Education (U.S.)
- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.)

Structural characteristics of Garcia Rovira, Colombia: problems for
integrated rural development (Reports 006540), 1975
Creator: Rochin, Refugio I.
Creator: Diego, Londono R.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
34 p.: tables
Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- Colombia
- Agricultural assistance -- Colombia
- Agriculturists -- Colombia
- Agriculture -- Research -- Colombia
- Agricultural productivity -- Colombia
- Land tenure -- Colombia
- Crop science -- Colombia
- Livestock productivity -- Colombia
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Programa de Economía Agrícola, ICA/Colombia (Reports 006541), 1972

Creator: Venezian L., Eduardo

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Reed Hertford dated September 11, 1972.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06600375

Related Grantee Name

Colombian Agricultural Institute

Related Grant Purpose

Development of teaching and research in agricultural economics at the Colombian Agricultural Institute and National University of Colombia.

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Colombia
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching -- Graduate students -- Colombia
- Agriculture and state -- Colombia
- Universities and colleges -- Colombia
- Education (Graduate) -- Colombia
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Universidad Nacional de Colombia

Agricultural Economics Program in Rio de Janeiro (Reports 006542), 1971

Creator: Schuh, G. Edward (George Edward), 1930-
Abstract/Summary

Memo to William Gamble and Reed Hertford, dated October 15, 1971.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06600375

Related Grantee Name

Colombian Agricultural Institute

Related Grant Purpose

Development of teaching and research in agricultural economics at the Colombian Agricultural Institute and National University of Colombia.

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Colombia
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Colombia
• Agriculture and state -- Colombia
• Universities and colleges -- Colombia
• Education (Graduate) -- Colombia
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
• Universidad Nacional de Colombia

Toward a technology for managing social development (Reports 006543), 1981

Creator: Korten, David C.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

45 p.: ill., charts

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public administration -- Developing countries -- Management
• Central planning -- Developing countries
• Technical assistance -- Developing countries

Study of an experimental school: IPAG (Reports 006544), 1970

Creator: Arnove, Robert F.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07000511

Related Grantee Name

Colombian Pedagogical Institute

Related Grant Purpose

Support for promotion and coordination of educational research and experimentation in Colombia.

Extent

207 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Colombia -- Experimental methods
• Alternative schools -- Colombia
• Education -- Research -- Colombia
• Education -- Colombia
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Report to the Ford Foundation on the 1957 Burma Program of the International Farm Youth Exchange (Reports 006545), 1957

Creator: National 4-H Club Foundation of America.

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

various pagings: map, forms

Controlled Access Headings:

• Student exchange programs -- Burma
• Student exchange programs -- United States -- Finance
• Farm management -- Burma
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Report to the Ford Foundation on the 1957 Nepa Program of the International Farm Youth Exchange (Reports 006546), 1957

box 293

box 294
Creator: National 4-H Club Foundation of America.

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
various pagings: map, forms

Controlled Access Headings:
- Student exchange programs -- Nepal
- Student exchange programs -- United States -- Finance
- Farm management -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Some comments on Kamal Dow's: a study of alternative systems of livestock production for the Western Llanos of Venezuela (Reports 006547), 1970
Creator: Infanger, Carlton A.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
PA66-575.

Extent
18 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Livestock productivity -- Venezuela
- Livestock productivity -- Llanos (Colombia and Venezuela)
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Venezuela
- Agriculture and state -- Venezuela
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Translation of the Colombian Institute of Pedagogy (Reports 006548), 1970
Creator: Rama, Germa#n W.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07000511
Related Grantee Name

Colombian Pedagogical Institute

Related Grant Purpose

Support for promotion and coordination of educational research and experimentation in Colombia.

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Research -- Colombia
• Education -- Colombia
• Educational planning -- Colombia
• Instituto Colombiano de Pedagogía
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Black voter participation: a strategy for 1980 and beyond (Reports 006549), 1978

Creator: Williams, Eddie N.
Creator: Joint Center for Political Studies (U.S.)

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

• African Americans -- Politics and government
• Voter registration -- United States
• Elections -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Request for a delegated authority grant under DAP no. 769-0811 (Reports 006550), 1978

Creator: Bushey, Bruce L., 1945-1989

Abstract/Summary

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number

07850517

Related Grantee Name

Human Rights Watch

Related Grant Purpose

To investigate whether a watch committee should be established to monitor violations of the human rights provisions of the Helsinki Finalact.

Extent

6 p. + attachments

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights
- Human rights advocacy
- Human rights monitoring
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs
- Helsinki Watch (Organization : U.S.)

Future placement of black law graduates: problems and suggestions (Reports 006551), 1971

Creator: Milbourn, Jean

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

18 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- African American law students -- Statistics
- African American lawyers
- Minority lawyers -- United States
- Law students -- United States -- Statistics
- Law -- Study and teaching -- United States
- Law schools -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Downstairs with the "masses": hard class through China (Reports 006552), 1979

Creator: Finkelstein, David Michael
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

44 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political science -- China
- Social sciences -- Research -- China

The Panama Canal treaties and how they affect human rights: myth and reality (Reports 006553), 1977

Creator: Baltodano, Carlos E.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

40 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Panama Canal (Panama) -- Treaties, 1977
- Panama Canal (Panama) -- Law and legislation
- Human rights -- Panama

Report on Organized Crime Conference (Reports 006554), 1976

Abstract/Summary

Notes on conference held October 25 and 26, 1976.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Organized crime -- United States -- Congresses
- Organized crime -- Research -- United States
- Criminal Justice, Administration of -- United States
- Crime -- United States
- Corruption -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Policy studies organization and the minority community (Reports 006555), 1971

Creator: Hearn, Robert W.
**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
16 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Political science -- Research -- United States
- Social sciences -- Research -- United States
- Political planning -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

The problem of the undocumented Mexican workers in the United States: a literature review and policy study (Reports 006556), 1978
Creator: Rochin, Refugio I.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Migrant labor -- Economic aspects -- United States
- Illegal aliens -- United States
- Immigrants -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

How now Brown/Lau? (Reports 006557), 1978
Creator: Cohen, Bruce E.

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
152 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Bilingual -- United States -- Law and legislation
- Minorities -- Education -- United States
- Education -- United States
- Education and state -- United States
- Discrimination in education -- United States
- Biculturalism -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Creator: Kennedy, J. P. (John Patrick), 1930-
Creator: Hungate, Jess

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

39 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Malaysia
- Endowments -- Malaysia -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Philanthropy -- Malaysia
- Ford Foundation. Malaysia Field Office
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Grants in legal education (Reports 006559), 1968

Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

6 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

- Law -- Study and teaching -- United States
- Law schools -- United States -- Finance
- Law teachers -- United States -- Training of
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Discussion notes: Office for Latin America and the Caribbean: program review, July 5 (Reports 006560), 1979

Abstract/Summary

Originally prepared 6/28/79 for program review on 7/5/79. -- T.p. Later revisions were made on 10/1/80.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

12 p.: tables
Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1979 July 5: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Latin America
- Economic assistance -- Latin America
- Social planning -- Latin America
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Philanthropy -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Development and freedom in Japan (Reports 006561), 1979

Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

89 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- Japan -- Speeches, addresses, etc.
- Basic needs -- Japan -- Speeches, addresses, etc.
- Human growth -- Japan -- Speeches, addresses, etc.
- Social planning -- Japan
- Rural development -- Japan
- Industrialization -- Japan
- Women in development
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The international evaluation of educational achievement (Reports 006562), 1976

Creator: Inkeles, Alex, 1920-

Program Name

International Division

Extent

72 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Academic achievement -- Book reviews
- Education -- Book reviews
- Education -- Research

National policy implications of the basic needs model (Reports 006563), 1978

Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
43 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
• Basic needs -- Developing countries
• Central planning -- Developing countries
• Rural development -- Developing countries
• Technology transfer -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The child in development planning (Reports 006564), 1978
Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989

Program Name
International Division

Extent
35 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Children -- Research -- Developing countries
• Children -- Developing countries -- Social conditions
• Basic needs -- Developing countries
• Social planning -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Statement before the Sub-Committee on Communications Committee on Commerce, April 12 (Reports 006565), 1967
Creator: Friendly, Fred W.

Abstract/Summary
Public television is going to need money -- lots of it -- not because money alone ever guaranteed good broadcasting, but because professional in the performing arts and news and public affairs cannot succeed without the tools and resources of their crafts

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Extent
4 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public television -- United States -- Finance
Statement before House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, July 18 (Reports 006566), 1969

Creator: Friendly, Fred W.

Abstract/Summary

The paradox between commercial television and educational or public television is that commercial television has the resources, both professional and economic, to do magnificent programs, but not enough air time to pursue excellence.

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public broadcasting -- United States -- Law and legislation
- Public television -- United States -- Law and legislation
- Communication policy -- United States
- Public television -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting

The Ford Foundation and Indonesia: 1953-1969 retrospect and prospect (Reports 006567), 1969

Creator: Miller, Frank Justus

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p.: tables, chart

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Indonesia -- Evaluation
- Educational assistance -- Indonesia
- Endowments -- Indonesia -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Development experience during periods of social and political change: Indonesia, 1960-1970 (Reports 006568), 1970

Creator: Miller, Frank Justus
Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social planning -- Indonesia
- Nationalism -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Benefit of the experience of Colombia for the development of Indonesia: Several impressions concerning the development policy of Colombia (Reports 006569), 1970

Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989

Abstract/Summary

Confidential report from Indonesia Ambassador Soedjatmoko to Indonesia's Foreign Minister Adam Malik. --p. [1].

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social planning -- Indonesia
- Rural development -- Indonesia
- Urbanization -- Indonesia
- Economic development -- Indonesia
- Social planning -- Colombia
- Rural development -- Colombia
- Urbanization -- Colombia
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation program in Indonesia (Reports 006570), 1969

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Indonesia
• Economic assistance -- Indonesia
• Technical assistance -- Indonesia
• Social planning -- Indonesia
• Endowments -- Indonesia -- Evaluation
• Philanthropy -- Indonesia
• Ford Foundation

Ford Foundation activities in Southeast Asia (Reports 006571), 1971  box 295
Creator: Miller, Frank Justus

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
6 p.: ill., table, chart

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Charity organization -- Southeast Asia
• Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Financial aid pertaining to the U.N. and U.N. specialized agencies and to other broadly international governmental organizations (Reports 006572), 1969  box 295
Creator: Gordon, Stanley

**Program Name**
International Division

**Extent**
10 p.: principally tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Administrative agencies -- Finance
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• United Nations
• Ford Foundation

Comparative research and development training by UN and by other international governmental organizations (Reports 006573), 1969  box 295
Creator: Gordon, Stanley

**Program Name**
International Division
### Extent

8 p. + attachment

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Administrative agencies -- Developing countries -- Research
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- United Nations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia (Reports 006574), 1954</td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Howard, John Brooks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**

Overseas Division

### Extent

6 p.; tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education -- Indonesia
- Education, Higher -- Indonesia
- Education and state -- Indonesia
- Higher education and state -- Indonesia
- Agriculture -- Indonesia
- Agriculture and state -- Indonesia
- Economics -- Research -- Indonesia
- Social sciences -- Research
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter (from Indonesia) (Reports 006575), 1954</td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**

Overseas Division

### Extent

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Education -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English language teaching, August (Reports 006576), 1954</td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Howard, John Brooks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• English language -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
• Education and state -- Indonesia
• Ford Foundation

A progress report from the Ensmingers of India (Reports 006577), 1953
Creator: Ensminger, Mary
Creator: Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
8 leaves + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- India
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

New textbooks for Iran (Reports 006578), 1960
Creator: Buck, Byron

Program Name
Overseas Division

Related Grant Number
05900391

Related Grantee Name
Franklin Book Programs, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose
Revision of Iranian textbooks.

Extent
15 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
• Textbooks -- Iran
• Education -- Iran -- Curricula
• Curriculum planning -- Iran
• Educational planning -- Iran
Directory of selected donors (Reports 006579), 1976

Program Name
Board of Trustees

Extent
48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Directories
- Non-governmental organizations -- Directories
- Ford Foundation Program development

Private foundations and governmental attitudes: 1985 (Reports 006580), 1976

Creator: Ginsburg, David, 1912-2010
Creator: Dressner, Howard R.

Program Name
Board of Trustees; Office of the Secretary and General Counsel

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Law and legislation -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Secretary and General Counsel
- Ford Foundation. Board of Trustees

Mid-career fellowship for journalists in education: An evaluation (Reports 006581), 1976

Creator: Krueger, Starry

Program Name
Office of Communications

Extent
41 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Journalists -- Training of -- United States
Preliminary bibliography of research in programmed instruction (Reports 006582), 1962
Creator: Schramm, Wilbur, 1907-1987

Program Name
Special Programs

Related Grant Number
05500121

Related Grantee Name
The Leland Stanford Junior University

Related Grant Purpose
Practical utilization of the behavioral sciences.

Extent
[133 p.]

Controlled Access Headings:
- Programmed instruction -- Research -- Bibliography
- Programmed instruction -- United States -- Bibliography
- Psychology -- Research -- Bibliography
- Social sciences -- Research -- Bibliography
- Ford Foundation. Special Programs

Update of the India program for the 1954-56 planning period (Reports 006584), 1954
Creator: Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

Abstract/Summary
Discusses development planning in India and Foundation support for it.

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charity organization -- India
Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
Endowments -- India -- Evaluation
Philanthropy -- India

Request for summary of work done since February 1955 to 1960 (Reports 006585), 1960
Creator: Beyrodt, Erich

Abstract/Summary
Report on the footwear industry in India.

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Footwear industry -- India
- Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

Mapping change: using a theory of change to guide planning evaluation (Reports 006586), 2006
Creator: GrantCraft.

Abstract/Summary
"This brief guide explains why grant makers use theories of change to guide their questioning, unearth assumptions that underlie their work, establish common language, and develop strong action plans. Contributors to the guide also describe how a theory o

Program Name
Peace and Social Justice/Office of the Vice President

Ford Foundation Series
GrantCraft: practical wisdom for grantmakers

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social planning -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
- Endowments -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
- Philanthropy -- Ways and means
- Research grants -- Case studies
- Endowment of research
- GrantCraft.

The recent economic evolution of the Sahel (Reports 006587), 1975
Creator: Berg, Elliot
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

xi, 247 p.: ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Research -- Sahel
- Economic development -- Sahel
- Economic development -- Africa, West

International studies in Italy (Reports 006589), 1968
Creator: Silj, Alessandro, 1935-

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

81 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Foreign study -- Italy
- Political science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Italy
- International relations -- Study and teaching (Higher)
- Education, Higher -- Italy -- Curricula

An evaluation of the Economics Institute (Reports 006590), 1961
Creator: Hunter, Holland

Program Name

International Division

Extent

24 p.: table

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States -- Evaluation
- Economists -- Training of -- United States
- College teachers -- Training of -- United States
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Economics Institute
- University of Colorado Boulder

Staff responses to Alexander Heard's September 24 memorandum, "Next steps in planning for the Foundation’s future" (Reports 006591), 1976

- Page 138-
**Program Name**

Board of Trustees

**Extent**

2 v.: various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Charity organization
- Ford Foundation Program development

Report to the Ford Foundation on black political participation in the 1980 presidential selection process (Reports 006592), 1981

Creator: Walters, Ronald W.

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Related Grant Number**

08050613

**Related Grantee Name**

Howard University

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for research project on black political behavior and the Democratic National Convention to be conducted by the Institute of Urban Affairs/Research.

**Extent**

139 p.: principally tables, forms

Controlled Access Headings:

- African Americans -- Politics and government -- Research
- Political conventions -- United States
- Party affiliation -- United States
- Elections -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Report of the Subcommittee on Information and Management in the Ford Foundation (Reports 006593), 1975

Creator: Trottenberg, Arthur D., 1917-

**Program Name**

Administration
Extent

44 p. + appendix: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Management

Possible cost reductions for program related information and grant administration systems (Reports 006594), 1975
Creator: Sharpe, Richard S.

Program Name

Public Policy and Social Organization

Extent

90 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Public Policy and Social Organization
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Management

Population office: program review and funding request for FY 1980-1981 (Reports 006595), 1979

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

various pagings: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population assistance
- Population policy
- Birth control research
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Population Office

Report on Ford Foundation consultancy, Asia and Pacific Area (Reports 006596), 1981
Creator: Baker, Alison, 1939-
Abstract/Summary

Memo to John Bresnan, William Carmichael and Francis Sutton, dated May 4, 1981.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- East Asia
- Philanthropy -- East Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Abstract/Summary

Transcript of conference held February 10, 1966.

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

06600097

Related Grantee Name

The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York

Related Grant Purpose

Study of the feasibility of adapting the British citizens' advice bureaus for the United States.

Extent

157 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Citizens' advisory committees -- United States
- Citizens' advisory committees -- Great Britain
- Political planning -- United States -- Citizen participation
- Political planning -- Great Britain -- Citizen participation
- Social planning -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs
Vietnam foreign relations: A short history (Reports 006598), 1974
Creator: Benoit, Charles E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Vietnamese -- Ethnic identity
- Vietnamese -- Ethnic relations
- Ethnology -- Vietnam
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Report on visit to Cairo, with special reference to the developing diploma and MSC programme in computer science at the Institute of Statistical Studies and Research and the implications of this development (Reports 006599), 1974
Creator: Buckingham, Richard A., 1922-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Computer science -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Egypt
- Education (Graduate) -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Cairo
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Final report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 006600), 1973
Creator: Van Belle, Gerald

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700219

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)
**Related Grant Purpose**

Establishment of a national computer center for scientific research and training at Cairo University.

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Computer science -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Egypt
- Education (Graduate) -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Cairo
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

---

**Report to Ford Foundation on visit to Institute of Statistical Studies and Research: Cairo University (Reports 006601), 1972**

**Creator:** Durkin, Joseph T. (Joseph Thomas), 1903-2003

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Statistics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Egypt
- Education (Graduate) -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Cairo
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

---

**IFAN Institut français d’Afrique noire, University of Dakar: preparation of a bi-lingual West African atlas (Reports 006602), 1973**

**Creator:** LeBlond, Robert

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06500301

**Related Grantee Name**

University of Dakar

**Related Grant Purpose**

Preparation and publication of a West African Atlas by the University's Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire.
Gift of the Greater Ganga: an approach to the integrated development of the Ganga-Brahmaputra Basin (Reports 006603), 1977

Creator: Verghese, B. G.

Abstract/Summary
Lecture at India International Center, New Delhi, December 10, 1977.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07950007

Related Grantee Name
The Leland Stanford Junior University

Related Grant Purpose
Food Research Institute research work related to the agricultural productivity of the Indus Basin System in Pakistan.

Extent
57 p.

Report on trip to Pakistan (Reports 006604), 1976

Creator: Smock, Audrey C.
Abstract/Summary

Report on trip to Pakistan in conjunction with a research project on women’s opportunities for education and its resultant impact on their social roles.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Education -- Pakistan
• Sex role -- Pakistan

Report of work completed on agricultural policy and regional planning in Pakistan (Reports 006605), 1978

Creator: Wallace, Michael B.

Abstract/Summary

Research projects were on fertilizer distribution and use in Sind, improving policy analysis in the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, statistical analysis and regional planning, cotton maximization project and teaching.

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific; Developing Countries Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07300157

Related Grantee Name

University Of Karachi

Related Grant Purpose

Support for the Applied Economics Research Centre.

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
• Economics -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
• Regional planning -- Pakistan
• University Of Karachi

Applied Economics Research Centre in mid 1978 (Reports 006606), 1978

Creator: Gillis, Malcolm

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of the centre and recommendations for further support.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07550157

Related Grantee Name

University Of Karachi

Related Grant Purpose

Support for the Applied Economics Research Centre.

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Economics -- Research -- Pakistan
• Fiscal policy -- Pakistan
• University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre

An evaluation of Ford Foundation assistance to agriculture in Pakistan 1965-1979 (Reports 006607), 1979

Creator: Albrecht, H. R. (Herbert Richard), 1909-
Creator: Goldman, Richard H.
Creator: Sadiq, Mohammed

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number

07790807

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Program activities in the economics of agriculture in Pakistan.

Extent

29 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural assistance -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Endowments -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

An informal note on Ford-funded research and training programme (Reports 006608), 1975

Creator: University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre

Abstract/Summary

Informal attempt to describe the progress and the plans of the Applied Economics Research Centre.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Developing Countries Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07300157

Related Grantee Name

University Of Karachi

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan

box 297
Evaluation report of the Ford Foundation grant no. 770-0075 to the Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad (Reports 006609), 1978

Creator: Hussain, Syed M.
Creator: Ali, Chaudhri Muhammad
Creator: Killick, A. J.

Abstract/Summary
Evaluation of a grant given in support of a training program for upgrading the skills of officers working in planning positions in the provincial governments.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07700075

Related Grantee Name
Pakistan Institute Of Development Economics

Related Grant Purpose
Conducting of project planning training courses for provincial officials with assistance from the Project Planning Centre.

Extent
20 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Central planning -- Pakistan
- Provincial governments -- Pakistan
- Endowments -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

A preliminary analysis of production factors limiting rice yields in Gujranwala Sheikhupura districts, Pakistan (Reports 006610), 1981

Creator: Chaudhry, Abdul Majid, 1947-
Creator: Ashraf, Malik Muhammad
Creator: Rice Research Institute
Abstract/Summary

Paper to be presented at the forthcoming National Rice Seminar at Lahore.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07790807

Related Grantee Name

Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

Related Grant Purpose

Program activities in the economic aspects of agriculture in Pakistan.

Extent

15 p. + appendices: tables

Ford Foundation Series

Production factors limiting rice yields ...

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Research -- Pakistan -- Gujranwala District
- Rice -- Research -- Pakistan -- Shekhupura District
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Agricultural assistance -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Endowments -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

A report to the Director General, Agricultural Research Council: some economic aspects of the government dairy farm (Reports 006611), 1977

Creator: Goldman, Richard H.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07790807

Related Grantee Name

Pakistan Institute Of Development Economics
Related Grant Purpose

Program activities in the economics of agriculture in Pakistan.

Extent

20 p.: tables

Ford Foundation Series

Some economic aspects of the government dairy farm ...

Controlled Access Headings:

• Dairy farms -- Pakistan
• Livestock -- Research -- Pakistan
• Milk yield -- Pakistan
• Livestock productivity -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
• Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

Conference on “Feminine perspectives in social science research in Latin America,” March 18-23, 1974 (Reports 006612), 1974

Creator: Manitzas, Nita R.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Robert Myers, dated April 30, 1974.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

• Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America -- Congresses
• Women -- Research -- Latin America -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Rice demonstration program for Punjab province for 1978 season (Reports 006613), 1978

Creator: Ross, Vernon E.

Abstract/Summary

Proposal for three demonstrations planned for the 1978 rice season in the Punjab Province: 1) insecticide, 2) plant population, and 3) fertilizer response.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

5 p. + appendices: ill., tables, chart

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Yields -- India -- Punjab (India)
- Agricultural productivity -- India
- Agricultural assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

1978 Rice Program and strategy for implementation (Reports 006614), 1978

Creator: Ross, Vernon E.

Abstract/Summary

Proposals for increasing rice yields in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Yields -- Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Agricultural assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The rice situation in Pakistan (Reports 006615), 1977

Creator: Ross, Vernon E.

Abstract/Summary

Problems and issues regarding rice production in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

26 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
Incentives in the diffusion of family planning innovations (Reports 006616), 1971

Creator: Rogers, Everett M.

Creator: Baskara Rao, N., 1934-

Abstract/Summary

As summarized by Everett M. Rogers and F. Floyd Shoemaker (1971), Communication of innovations: a cross-cultural approach, New York: Free Press. Synthesis of what is currently known about the role of incentives in the diffusion of family planning innovat

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- India
- Birth control research -- India
- Communication in birth control -- India

IIICROM (Reports 006617), 1979

Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Ford Foundation Series

International Center for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property

Controlled Access Headings:

- Cultural property -- Protection
- Historic preservation -- Study and teaching
- Antiquities -- Collection and preservation -- Study and teaching
• International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property

Quaid-I-Azam University department of Anthropology (Reports 006618), 1980

Creator: Springer, J. (Jenny)

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07700678

Related Grantee Name
Quaid-E-Azam University

Related Grant Purpose
Training and research in the field of anthropology.

Extent
6 p.; table

Controlled Access Headings:
• Anthropology -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Pakistan
• Anthropology -- Research -- Pakistan
• Anthropologists -- Training of -- Pakistan
• Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
• Education, Higher -- Pakistan
• Quaid-i-Azam University

Western private organizations and East European dissent (Reports 006619), 1981

Creator: Gaer, Felice D.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
European and International Affairs

Extent
27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Non-governmental organizations -- Slavic countries -- Congresses
• Non-governmental organizations -- Europe, Eastern
Suggested procedures for developing research projects on the economics of agriculture under the aegis of the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (Reports 006620), 1976

Creator: Goldman, Richard H.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation’s program in International Peace, Security and Arms Control (International Affairs Program) (Reports 006621), 1982

Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Human Rights and Governance/International Affairs

Ford Foundation Series

Papers of Enid Schoettle on international peace, security and arms control, 1972 - 1989

Controlled Access Headings:

- Peace -- Government policy -- Research
- Security, International
- Arms control -- International cooperation
- International relations
- National security
- Ford Foundation. International Affairs

International human rights efforts: Human Rights and Governance Program (Reports 006622), 1982
Creator: Forman, Shepard, 1938-
Creator: Bentsi-Enchill, Kwamena

Abstract/Summary
A discussion paper prepared for the Human Rights, Governance and International Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees, June 23, 1982.

Program Name
Human Rights and Governance/United States and International Affairs Program

Controlled Access Headings:
- Human rights -- Developing countries
- Human rights -- United States
- Civil rights -- Developing countries
- Civil rights -- United States
- Law reform -- Developing countries
- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Affairs

Neighborhood security and crime prevention (Reports 006623), 1982
Program Name
Board of Trustees/USA/Urban Poverty program/Human Rights and Governance

Controlled Access Headings:
- Crime prevention -- United States
- Criminal justice, Administration of -- Citizen participation -- United States
- Police-community relations -- United States
- Arson -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance

Funding opportunities in reproductive biology and contraceptive development (Reports 006624), 1974
Creator: Mahoney, Richard T.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to David Bell, dated June 27, 1974.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
6 p. + appendix
Abstract/Summary

This report responds to questions raised during a discussion of secondary schools and related education programs (specifically, the City High School Recognition Program) at the March 1982 meeting of the Urban/Rural Poverty Committee.

Program Name

Education and Culture

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public schools -- United States
• Education, Secondary -- United States
• High schools -- Awards -- United States
• Education, Urban -- United States
• Vocational education -- United States
• Minorities -- Education -- United States
• Educational change -- United States
• Ford Foundation City High School Recognition Program
• Ford Foundation. Education and Culture

Program for support of selected black colleges: Plan of operation (Reports 006626), 1972

Creator: Payton, Benjamin Franklin, 1932-

Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

3 p. + appendix

Ford Foundation Series

Objectives and guidelines for monitoring and evaluating grant proposals from selected private black colleges

Controlled Access Headings:

• African American universities and colleges -- Finance
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Endowments -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Program reviews - background material: National Affairs (Reports 006627), 1981

Abstract/Summary

Brief summaries by program division and category.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

various pagings: tables

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Community development -- United States
• Urban renewal -- United States
• Civil rights -- United States
• Women -- Services for -- United States
• Public interest law -- United States
• Justice, Administration of -- United States
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Program reviews - background material: International Division (Reports 006628), 1981

Abstract/Summary

Brief summaries by program division and category.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

various pagings: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Nation-building
• Public administration
• International economic relations
• Human rights
• Population assistance
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
Program reviews - background material: Education and Public Policy Division (Reports 006629), 1981

Abstract/Summary

Brief summaries by program division and category.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Extent

various pagings: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- United States
- Education, Higher -- United States
- Minorities -- Education, Higher -- United States
- Public schools -- United States
- Educational equalization -- United States
- Women -- Education -- United States
- Teachers -- Training of
- Ford Foundation. Education and Public Policy

Rice project activities report for the months of July, August and (Reports 006630), 1978

Creator: Ross, Vernon E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

2 p. + attachments

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Research -- Pakistan
- Double cropping -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agricultural assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Pakistan and IRRI rice scientists discover new way to increase efficiency of Urea and Furandan insecticide (Reports 006631), 1978

Creator: Ross, Vernon E.
**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**  
6 p.: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Pesticides -- Research -- Pakistan
- Rice -- Research -- Pakistan


**Program Name**  
International Division/National Affairs/Education and Public Policy

**Extent**  
18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agriculture -- Developing Countries
- Agricultural assistance -- Developing countries
- Human rights
- Women -- Services for
- Refugees -- Services for -- Developing countries
- Emigration and immigration -- Developing countries
- Education -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs
- Ford Foundation. Education and Public Policy

International division program review: index to prepared materials, Fall (Reports 006633), 1980

**Program Name**  
International Division

**Extent**  
7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Resources and the environment - some budgets (Reports 006634), 1974
Creator: Robinson, Marshall A.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Research and Education

Extent

8 p. + annex: table

Controlled Access Headings:

• Environmental policy -- Economic aspects
• Environmental law
• Natural resources -- Management
• Natural resources -- Research
• Natural resources -- Study and teaching (Graduate)
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Resources and the Environment
• Ford Foundation

A preliminary look at program, budget alternatives (Reports 006635), 1974

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division

Extent

45 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Ford Foundation. International Division
• Ford Foundation

Education and research division forward planning for Officers' meeting discussion May 16 (Reports 006636), 1974

Creator: Howe, Harold, 1918-2002
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Social aspects -- United States
- Education and state -- United States
- Educational equalization -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Teenage pregnancy (Reports 006637), 1976

Creator: Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Mitchell Sviridoff, dated July 1, 1976.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Teenage pregnancy -- United States
- Teenage mothers -- Services for -- United States
- Teenage parents -- Services for -- United States
- Birth control -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Discussion paper on a WIN program for teenage parents (Reports 006638), 1976

Creator: Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

11 p.
Ford Foundation Series

Teenage parents

Controlled Access Headings:

- Teenage pregnancy -- United States
- Teenage mothers -- Services for -- United States
- Teenage parents -- Services for -- United States
- Community development corporations -- United States
- Work Incentive Program (U.S.)
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Black illegitimacy (Reports 006639), 1975

Creator: Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

11 p.: graph

Controlled Access Headings:

- Illegitimacy -- United States -- Statistics
- Illegitimate children -- United States -- Statistics
- Teenage pregnancy -- United States
- African Americans -- Social conditions
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Promoting family competence: a preventive practice model (Reports 006640), 1979

Creator: Brown, Prudence W.
Creator: Beuerle, Martha

Abstract/Summary

A report to the Ford Foundation. --T.p.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Grandmothers -- United States
- Mothers -- Services for -- United States
Technology transfer of "Knowledge Resources" to the commercial sector and its potential applicability to Latin America (Reports 006641), 1971

Creator: Johnson, Shirley A. (Shirley Ann)

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06500067

Related Grantee Name
Colorado Seminary (University Of Denver)

Related Grant Purpose
Support of international programs

Extent
22 p. + appendicies

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technology transfer -- Latin America
- Technical assistance -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Nationalism, language and language planning: University of Hawaii (Reports 006642), 1968

Creator: Fishman, Joshua A.

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
06900549

Related Grantee Name
The Leland Stanford Junior University

Related Grant Purpose
Sociolinguistic research on language planning in developing countries.
Extents

52 p. + attachment

Ford Foundation Series

Nationalism, language and language planning. Part II.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language planning -- Developing countries
- Language and culture -- Developing countries
- Sociolinguistics -- Research -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Team for justice: an extended monitoring report on a grant to an organization in Detroit, Michigan, attempting to strengthen and enrich the probation system in that city (Reports 006643), 1977

Creator: Rutherford, Andrew, 1940-
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

Abstract/Summary

Project evaluation.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

22 p. + appendicies

Controlled Access Headings:

- Probation -- United States
- Corrections -- Administration -- United States
- Community service (Punishment) -- United States
- Alternatives to imprisonment -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Ambitious assumptions - sobering performance: Assessment of the Urban Home Ownership Corporation (Reports 006644), 1974

Creator: Park, David A.
Creator: Ryan, Sheila, 1921-1975

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

45 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Home ownership -- United States
• Housing, Cooperative -- United States
• Housing development
• Housing rehabilitation -- United States
• Low-income housing -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Black consumerism: an evaluation of the Consumer Protection Program of the National Urban League (Reports 006645), 1970

Creator: Price, Hugh B.

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

15 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• African Americans -- Economic conditions
• Consumer protection -- United States
• Low-income consumers -- United States
• National Urban League

In pursuit of greater relevance: an evaluation of the "New Thrust" program of the National Urban League (Reports 006646), 1970

Creator: Price, Hugh B.

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

41 p. + attachment

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Community organization -- United States
• Poor -- Services for -- United States
• National Urban League

Making the jurisdiction fit the problem: an assessment of a grant to the county of Erie, Pennsylvania for a regional approach to waste management, health and environmental issues (Reports 006647), 1974

Creator: Hage, Richard E.
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.
Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Refuse and refuse disposal -- Health aspects -- Pennsylvania (Pa.)
• Environmental monitoring -- United States
• Sanitary engineering -- Pennsylvania (Pa.)
• Ford Foundation

An evaluation of the Energy Policy Project (Reports 006648), 1975
Creator: Deutch, John M., 1938-
Creator: Joskow, Paul L.
Creator: Rowen, Henry S.

Program Name

Research and Education

Controlled Access Headings:

• Power resources -- Research
• Energy policy -- Research
• Energy consumption -- Research
• Energy conservation -- Research
• Energy Policy Project
• Ford Foundation. Resources and the Environment

Race and ethnicity task force: Memorandum and first set of background papers (Reports 006649), 1972
Creator: Whiting, Basil J.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:

• Race relations
• Ethnic relations
• Pluralism (Social sciences)
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Constitutional and administrative institutions relevant in the context of "Ethnic" tensions in India (Reports 006650), 1971
Creator: Srinivasavaradan, T. C. A., 1922-1987
Abstract/Summary

Survey of the tensions that arise in India due to religion, ethnicity, language, and caste and suggestions for which constitutional and administrative institutions can help.

Program Name

Developing Countries Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

57 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

• Ethnic conflict -- India

Summaries of a series of welfare policy papers, spring (Reports 006651), 1977  
Creator: Duke University Institute of Policy Sciences and Public Affairs.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public welfare -- United States
• Public welfare administration -- United States
• Aid to families with dependent children programs -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Federally-assisted employment and training programs in the building trades: what roles for trade unions (Reports 006652), 1979  
Creator: Ruttenberg, Friedman, Kilgallon, Gutchess & Associates

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

74 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Occupational training -- United States
• Vocational education -- United States
• Labor unions -- United States
• Community development -- United States
• Building trades -- Study and teaching -- United States
• Block grants -- United States
• Grants-in-aid
• Ruttenberg, Friedman, Kilgallon, Gutchess & Associates

Mural painting in Sri Lanka: A conservation project (Reports 006653), 1977

Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Mural painting and decoration -- Conservation and restoration -- Sri Lanka
• Painting, Sri Lankan -- Conservation and restoration
• Buddhist painting -- Conservation and restoration -- Sri Lanka

The educational and other development of the Negro (Reports 006654), 1965

Program Name

Office of Policy and Planning

Controlled Access Headings:

• African Americans -- Education, Higher
• African American universities and colleges -- Finance
• African Americans -- Social conditions
• Ford Foundation. Office of Policy and Planning

The training of specialists at home and aboard (Reports 006655), 1970

Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

Program Name

International Division

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Economists -- Training of
• Economic planning -- Developing countries
• Technical assistance -- Developing countries
Forgivable predoctoral loans to future engineering teachers, December 1961. (Reports 006659), 1961

**Program Name**

Science & Engineering

**Extent**

5, 3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States
- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Canada
- Student loans -- United States

SPAFA, Sub-Center for Prehistoric Archaeology -- Philippines (Reports 006660), 1979

**Creator:** Lyons, Elizabeth

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

2 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Sub-Center for Prehistoric Archaeology

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Antiquities, Prehistoric -- Philippines

The Foundation's urban and regional programs in India: Comments and recommendations (Reports 006661), 1977

**Creator:** Winnick, Louis, 1921-2006

**Abstract/Summary**

Commentary on the Foundation's programs in India on urban-regional planning as a development tool.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent
32 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
- City planning -- India
- Regional planning -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Observations on public management trends in Asia (Reports 006662), 1972
Creator: Gant, George F.

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
L72-145

Ford Foundation Series
Public management trends in Asia

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public administration -- Southeast Asia
- Central planning -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on the Singapore Institute of Management (Reports 006663), 1967
Creator: Wong, Leslie G. J.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
29 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Management -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Education, Higher -- Singapore
- Singapore Institute of Management
Gasifiers, woodlots and pumps in India: an idea (Reports 006664), 1981

Creator: Seckler, David William, 1935-

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Coal gasification, Underground -- India
• Solar energy -- Research -- India
• Fuelwood crops -- India

Developing viable irrigator's associations: Lessons from small scale irrigation development in the Philippines (Reports 006665), 1980

Creator: Bagadion, Benjamin
Creator: Korten, Frances F.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Irrigation -- Philippines
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Energy from trees: the second green revolution in India (Reports 006666), 1982

Creator: Agarwala, V. P. (Ved Prakash), 1916-
Creator: Seckler, David William, 1935-
Creator: Tejwani, K. G.

Abstract/Summary
Report of the Technical Sub-Committee of the proposed Wastelands Development Society. Issues concerning how to make social forestry programs more effective.

Program Name
Developing Countries Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Fuelwood industry -- India -- Economic aspects
- Waste lands -- Law and legislation -- India
- Green Revolution -- India
- Social forestry programs -- India

The uncultivated half of India (Reports 006667), 1979

**Creator:** Romm, Jeff

**Abstract/Summary**

Discussion of policy for land use in India.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Land use -- Planning -- India
- Sustainable development -- India
- Community forestry -- India

National Museum, Bangkok (Reports 006668), 1979

**Creator:** Lyons, Elizabeth

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Museums -- Thailand
- Museum techniques -- Study and teaching -- Thailand

The Singapore Institute of Management (Reports 006669), 1967

**Creator:** Wong, Leslie G. J.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to Lim Chew Swee, Director, dated July 5, 1967.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

7 p. + appendices: ill., tables, chart

Controlled Access Headings:

- Industrial management -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Management -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Education, Higher -- Singapore
- Singapore Institute of Management
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Industrial management -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Management -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Singapore
- Education, Higher -- Singapore
- Singapore Institute of Management

A past made simple by the loss of detail: planning for the Foundation's program in 1973 and beyond March 1972. (Reports 006672), 1972

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

34 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs
- Ford Foundation

Survey of 15th-16th Century monuments in Bagerhat area, Bangladesh, joint project of Archaeological Department and University Group (Reports 006673), 1979

Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

box 300
Abstract/Summary

Memo to William Fuller, dated February 2, 1979.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Controlled Access Headings:
- Monuments -- Bangladesh
- Archaeology -- Research -- Bangladesh
- Mosques -- Bangladesh
- Art, Bangladeshi -- Research

Coming to grips with structural unemployment: a summary of current thinking and programming (Reports 006674), 1978

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Structural unemployment -- United States
- Unemployment -- United States
- Occupational training -- United States
- Work Incentive Program (U.S.)

Assessments of two intermediary organizations: the Corporation for Public Private Ventures (CPPV) and the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) (Reports 006675), 1980

Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-
Creator: Feldstein, Lewis M.
Creator: Antioch/New England Graduate School

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

07400537

Related Grantee Name

Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC)

Related Grant Purpose

General support for MDRC program development and dissemination activities.
**Extent**

2, [20], 35 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Evaluation research (Social action programs) -- United States
- Public-private sector cooperation -- United States
- Corporation for Public/Private Ventures
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Institutional determinants of physical concentration and social segregation of foreign workers in the urban areas of Western European countries, April 1980. (Reports 006676), 1980

**Creator:** Hoffmann-Nowotny, Hans-Joachim

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

v, 86 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Emigration and immigration -- Europe, Western
- Immigrants -- Europe, Western -- Social conditions
- Ethnicity -- Europe, Western
- Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft (Sociology) -- Europe, Western
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Report to the Ford Foundation: Thailand on Tour of Indonesian English Project (Reports 006677), 1970

**Creator:** Arrowsmith, Gary

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- English language -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Teachers -- Training of -- Indonesia
- Education -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

J.M. Cowan's visit to Saigon February 21-25 (Reports 006678), 1969

**Creator:** Cowan, J. Milton
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Vietnam -- Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam)

Recommendations for the improvement of English language in Indonesia (Reports 006679), 1970
Creator: Samsuri
Creator: Noss, Richard B.
Creator: Barnett, J. A. (James Arthur), 1923-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Teachers -- Training of -- Indonesia
- Education and state -- Indonesia
- Education -- Indonesia

English Language Teacher Training Project in Indonesia: "a brief history and evaluation 1959-67." (Reports 006680), 1967
Creator: Iannucci, James E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
14 p. + attachments: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Teachers -- Training of -- Indonesia
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia -- Curricula
- Education and state -- Indonesia
- Education -- Indonesia

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
35 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Teachers -- Training of -- Indonesia
- Educational assistance -- Indonesia
- Educational exchanges -- Indonesia
- Educational exchanges -- United States
- University of the State of New York
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Center for Law and Social Policy 1969. (Reports 006682), 1969  
box 300

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
20 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Lawyers -- Training of -- United States
- Public interest law -- United States
- Center for Law and Social Policy

The people at Ford (Reports 006683), 1972  
box 300
Creator: Robinson, Marshall A.

Program Name
Administration

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Employees
- Ford Foundation

Report on a review of Academic Administration at the University of Indonesia (Reports 006684), 1967  
box 300
Creator: Thompson, Loring M.
Extent

25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Indonesia -- Administration
- Universities and colleges -- Indonesia -- Evaluation
- Education, Higher -- Indonesia
- Universitas Indonesia

Summary of the field plot observations, Thanjavur District, 8-10 (Reports 006685), 1969

Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

Observation notes on the District field trials in Thanjavur and West Godarvi, not intended to be critical, but as possible guide points for future improvement.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07190065

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Research -- India -- Thanjavur (District)
- Weed control -- India -- Thanjavur (District)
- Agriculture -- Research -- India -- Thanjavur (District)
- Agronomy -- India -- Thanjavur (District)
- Ford Foundation, Asia Programs
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

West Godavari District level trials, Rabi (Reports 006686), 1970

Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

07190065

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

**Extent**

6 p.; tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rice -- Research -- India
- Grain -- Research -- India
- Agronomy -- India
- Agriculture -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

Cost benefit ratio of fertilizer use for different varieties of paddy in Kharif, 1970-71 (Reports 006687), 1971

Creator: Parthasarathy, P. B.

---

**Abstract/Summary**

Report of the West Godavari District Trials, Kharif 1970. The preface was written by Vernon L. Hall.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rice -- India -- West Godavari
- Fertilizers -- India -- West Godavari
- Agriculture -- India -- West Godavari -- Economic aspects

Rice field trials, Kharif 1970, Bihar (Reports 006688), 1970

Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

---

**Abstract/Summary**

Result of some discussions on efforts to overcome rice production problems.
Program Name
   International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
   07190065

Related Grantee Name
   Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
   Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

Extent
   9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
   • Rice -- Diseases and pests -- India -- Bihar (India)
   • Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Adaptive research with rice (Reports 006689), 1970
   box 301
   Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Program Name
   International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
   07190065

Related Grantee Name
   Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
   Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

Extent
   7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
   • Rice -- Research -- India
   • Agronomy -- India
   • Agriculture -- Research -- India
Adaptive research with new rice varieties (Reports 006690), 1971  
Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of research trials on farm adaptiveness as a result of a new Nagarjunasagar dam.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07190065

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Varieties -- India -- Andhra Pradesh
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Adaptive research trials Nagarjunasagar Project Area, Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh (Reports 006691), 1971  
Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

Results of adaptive research trials on rabi rice, including economic evaluation and comparative grain yields.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07190065
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Varieties -- India -- Andhra Pradesh
- -- Yields -- India -- Andhra Pradesh
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Estimating adaptability of new rice varieties through on-farm adaptive research (Reports 006692), 1971

Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

Results from on-farm adaptive research trials in West Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh for Rabi and Kharif 1970. The objective of the on-farm trials was to determine the yield of a new rice variety that was already being cultivated.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07190065

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Varieties -- India -- West Godavari
- Rice -- Research -- India -- West Godavari
- Agricultural productivity -- India -- West Godavari
Terminal report on consultancy in five IADP "package" districts (Reports 006693), 1972

Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

Review of the impact of the Intensive Agricultural Development Program in five districts: Ludhiana, Raipur, Sambalpur, West Godavari, and Thanjavur.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Trip report: Punjab (Reports 006694), 1972

Creator: Shastry, B. D. (Badrinarayan Damodar), 1919-
Creator: Hall, Vernon L., 1918-

Abstract/Summary

The purpose of the trip was to study the rice production situation through farm visits.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Research -- India -- Punjab (India)
• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

All-India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project organization and program (Reports 006695), 1971

Creator: Shastry, S. V. S.
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07190065

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Support of on-farm trials of the All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program.

Extent

15 p.: ill., tables, charts

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Research -- India
- Agriculture -- Research -- India
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Proposed rice production promotion programme: Background paper (Reports 006696), 1972

Creator: Shastry, B. D. (Badrinarayan Damodar), 1919.
Creator: Johnson, A. A. (Alvin A.), 1910-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- India
- Agricultural productivity -- India
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- India
A Chinese studies program at Delhi University (Reports 006697), 1964
Creator: De Bary, William Theodore, 1919-

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Related Grant Number
06400465

Related Grantee Name
The University of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose
Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University of India.

Extent
18 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- India
• Education, Higher -- India
• Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

Area studies and a center of Chinese or Far Eastern studies in India: informal comments upon reading the "Report of the Committee on the Development of Area Studies" of the University Grants Commission dated 30th (Reports 006698), 1963
Creator: Lindbeck, John M. H.

Abstract/Summary
Discusses the need for area studies as a way to broaden and universalize Western intellectual and social parochialism and to meet practical national needs for people to have some understanding of other cultures and nations. Discusses the development of ar

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400465

- Page 186-
Related Grantee Name
The University Of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose
Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University of India.

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Area studies -- India -- Curricula
• Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

Report on a consultation and acquisition trip to India and the Far East (Reports 006699), 1966

Creator: Tong, T. W. (Timothy W.)

Abstract/Summary
Report includes a report from a trip to India to assess the Dept. of Chinese Studies in Delhi University, the Chinese Library in Delhi University, report from a trip to Hong Kong to study book dealers, publishing, libraries, and research institutions, rep

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400465

Related Grantee Name
The University Of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose
Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University of India.

Extent
24 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Libraries -- India
• Libraries -- East Asia
• Research institutes -- China -- Hong Kong (China)
Activities in the language survey (Reports 006700), 1970  
Creator: Barton, H. David  
Box: 301  
Reel: R-9302

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Language and languages -- Research -- Tanzania
- Education, Higher -- Tanzania
- Agricultural innovations
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Survey of language use and language teaching in Tanzania (Reports 006701), 1970  
Creator: Hill, Peter M., 1945-  
Box: 301

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Language and languages -- Research -- Tanzania
- Education, Higher -- Tanzania
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Terminal report on survey of language use and language teaching in Eastern Africa (Reports 006702), 1970  
Creator: Lutton, Clifford

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

9 p.
Ford Foundation Series

Survey of language use and language teaching in Eastern Africa ...

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Research -- Africa, East
- Language policy -- Africa, East
- Education, Higher -- Africa, East
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Survey of language use and language teaching in Tanzania (Reports 006703), 1970
Creator: Polome#, Edgar C.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Tanzania -- Curricula
- Language and languages -- Research -- Tanzania
- Sociolinguistics -- Research -- Tanzania
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report on a visit to Malawi by Professor W.H. Whiteley between June 1-14th (Reports 006704), 1969
Creator: Whiteley, Wilfred Howell

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the study of languages in Malawi.

Program Name
Office of the Vice President; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa

Related Grant Number
06790263

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Malawi

On the status of the Library Project at the Faculty of Exact and Natural Sciences (Reports 006705), 1965
Creator: Bixler, Paul Howard, 1899-
Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Libraries -- Argentina
- Science and technology libraries -- Argentina
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Activities in Greece (Reports 006706), 1974

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

12 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Travel and study awards; Grants to organizations

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- Greece -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- Greece -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- Greece
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the visual arts (1957-1974) (Reports 006707), 1974

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of architecture (1957-1974) (Reports 006708), 1974
Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Performing arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Architecture -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: social development grants (1957-1973) (Reports 006709), 1973

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Performing arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: social development grants (1957-1976) (Reports 006710), 1975

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Performing arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support for film (1957-1978) (Reports 006711), 1978

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Motion pictures -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Screenwriters -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of creative writing (1957-1969) (Reports 006712), 1969

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Creative writing -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Authors -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support for film (1957-1969) (Reports 006713), 1969

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Motion pictures -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Screenwriters -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of architecture (1957-1969), September 30 (Reports 006714), 1969

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Controlled Access Headings:

Architecture -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Theater architecture -- United States
Architects -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in theater (1957-1978) (Reports 006715), 1978

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Extent

50 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

Theater -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Actors -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Arts and society -- United States
Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of dance (1957-1978) (Reports 006716), 1978

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

Dance -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Dancers -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Arts and society -- United States
Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of creative writing (1957-1974) (Reports 006717), 1974

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Creative writing -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Authors -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of creative writing (1957-1978) (Reports 006718), 1978

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Creative writing -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Authors -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in Greece (Reports 006719), 1978

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

15 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Grants to organizations; Travel and study awards

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- Greece -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- Greece -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
Division of humanities and the arts: international activities (Reports 006720), 1970

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the musical arts (1957-1969) (Reports 006721), 1969

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Music -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Musicians -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Symphony orchestras -- United States -- Finance
- Opera companies -- United States -- Finance
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of dance (1957-1974) (Reports 006722), 1974

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Dance -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Dancers -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the visual arts (1957-1969) (Reports 006723), 1969
Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Division of humanities and the arts travel and study awards (Reports 006724), 1971  box 301

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

24 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Travel and study awards

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Division of humanities and the arts: travel and study awards (Reports 006725), 1974  box 302

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

various pagings

Ford Foundation Series

Travel and study awards

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Endowments -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of dance (1957-1969) (Reports 006726), 1969

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Dance -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Dancers -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Arts and society -- United States
• Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the field of architecture (1957-1978) (Reports 006727), 1978

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Architecture -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Architects -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in theater (1957-1974) (Reports 006728), 1974

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Theater -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Actors -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Arts and society -- United States
• Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in theater (1957-1969) (Reports 006729), 1969

**Program Name**
Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**
22 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Theater -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Actors -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the musical arts (1957-1974) (Reports 006730), 1974

**Program Name**
Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**
40 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Music -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Musicians -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Symphony orchestras -- United States -- Finance
- Opera companies -- United States -- Finance
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support for film (1957-1974) (Reports 006731), 1974

**Program Name**
Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Motion pictures -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Screenwriters -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.

- Page 198-
Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the visual arts (1957-1977) (Reports 006732), 1977

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

35 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Activities in the creative and performing arts: support in the visual arts (1957-1978) (Reports 006733), 1978

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

33 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Arts -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Artists -- United States -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Arts and society -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation

Evaluation of the University of the Philippines-Cornell Graduate Education Program (Reports 006734), 1976

**Creator:** Chandler, Robert F. (Robert Flint), 1907-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06500153

**Related Grantee Name**

Cornell University
Related Grant Purpose

Program for the University of the Philippines College of Agriculture.

Extent

43 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Philippines
- Rural development -- Philippines
- Agricultural assistance -- Philippines
- Agriculture, Tropical -- Study and teaching (Graduate)
- Universities and colleges -- Philippines
- Education (Graduate)
- University of the Philippines. Cornell Graduate Education Program.
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Evaluacion antropologica: Barrio union vivienda popular y H.E.R.S.F., February (Reports 006735), 1975

Creator: De Duncan, Gloria S.
Creator: Duncan, Ronald J., 1941-
Creator: Mendoza, Enrique
Creator: De Valcarcel, Francia

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

206 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Anthropology -- Research -- Colombia

National affairs budget plans for 1972 and 1973 (Reports 006736), 1971

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

38 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs
• Ford Foundation

A report about federally-financed tourism on Indian reservations (Reports 006737), 1977

Creator: Checchi and Company

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

123 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Indian reservations -- United States -- Travel
- Indians of North America -- Social conditions
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Consultant visit to Science Education Center, Ain Shams University May 31-April 21 (Reports 006738), 1978

Creator: Pella, Milton O.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07650295

**Related Grantee Name**

Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Egypt
- Science teachers -- Training of -- Egypt
- Teachers -- Training of -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

T.D.A. Steering Committee meeting: working paper on role of commercial personnel of Indian missions Abroad in the export effort (Reports 006739), 1970

Creator: Pande, Vijay G.

**Abstract/Summary**

Describes the use of the Commercial Personnel of the Indian Missions Abroad as a source of valuable information on
export data in India in order to implement policies relating to export promotion and for aiding the government.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06990067

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Resources planning support to the Government of India.

**Extent**

6 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Role of Commercial Personnel of Indian Missions abroad in the export effort

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Exports -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Asia Programs

End of tour report (Reports 006740), 1970

Creator: Gregory, G. Robinson, 1915-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Forests and forestry -- India
- Forest management -- India

Final report on work as consultant (Reports 006741), 1968

Creator: Clague, Ewan, 1896-1987

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extant

30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic indicators -- India
- Economic forecasting -- India
- Economics -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on consultancy to AIRCRIP: September-November 1973 (Reports 006742), 1974

Creator: Buddenhagen, I. W.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Research -- India
- Agronomy -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Consultancy in entomology at the All-India Coordinated Rice Improvement Project (Reports 006743), 1973

Creator: Guthrie, William D. (William Dameron), 1859-1935

Abstract/Summary

Report of a visit to rice researchers and entomologists in India to review their efforts to develop varieties of rice resistant to insect pests.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Entomology -- Research -- India
- Entomologists -- India
- Rice -- Research -- India
- Rice -- Diseases and pests -- India
- Agriculture -- Research -- India

National Rice Research Program of Indonesia: consultant's report: (Reports 006744), 1970

box 302
Creator: Shastry, S. V. S.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07000456

Related Grantee Name

International Rice Research Institute

Related Grant Purpose

Rice research program, Government of the Republic of Indonesia.

Extent

82 p.: ill., charts

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Research -- Indonesia
• Agriculture -- Research -- Indonesia
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Project feasibility study for a book supply center in Northern Mindanao (Reports 006745), 1970

Creator: Sycip, Gorres, Velayo & Co.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06900141

Related Grantee Name

Xavier University, The Philippines

Related Grant Purpose

Library development conferences and purchase of data processing equipment.

Extent

9 p. + appendices: ill., tables, charts

Controlled Access Headings:
• Private schools -- Philippines -- Mindanao Island
  (Philippines) -- Equipment and supplies
• Education -- Philippines -- Mindanao Island (Philippines) --
  Equipment and supplies
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Urbanization in Pakistan (Reports 006746), 1970

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

ii, 123 p. + appendices: tables, map, charts

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Urbanization -- Pakistan
• City planning -- Pakistan
• International Urbanization Survey
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Urbanization in the developing countries: the response of international assistance (Reports 006747), 1970

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

various pagings

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Urbanization -- Developing countries
• City planning -- Developing countries
• Regional planning -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation
• International Urbanization Survey

Urbanization in Kingston, Jamaica (Reports 006749), 1972

**Creator:** Trowbridge, James W.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

30 p.: map -- 29 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Urbanization -- Jamaica
• City planning -- Jamaica

- Page 205-
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Urbanization in Argentina (Reports 006750), 1972  

**Program Name**  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean  

**Extent**  
7 p. + attachment  

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
• Urbanization -- Argentina  
• City planning -- Argentina  
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Survey of North American programs: Education for urbanization in the developing countries (Reports 006751), 1972  

**Creator:** Gordon, Stanley  
**Creator:** Kaplan, Milton, 1918-  
**Creator:** Seessel, Tom  

**Program Name**  
International Division  

**Extent**  
19 p.  

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
• Urbanization -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Curricula  
• Urbanization -- Developing countries  
• City planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Curricula  
• City planning -- Developing countries  
• Ford Foundation. International Division

The Ford Foundation Programme of Assistance to the Government of West Bengal for the Development of Metropolitan Calcutta (Reports 006752), 1971  

**Creator:** Row, Arthur T.  

**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific  

**Extent**  
56 p. + appendix  

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
• Urbanization -- India -- Calcutta (India)  
• City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)  
• Regional planning -- India
A report on a program to strengthen postgraduate studies in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology - Kharagpur, aided by North Carolina State University (Reports 006753), 1971

Creator: Carson, R. G.

Creator: Giles, G. W. (George Wallace), 1910-2003

Creator: Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)

Abstract/Summary

Details the results of an assessment of a project to help strengthen the doctoral program in Agricultural Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology at Kharagpur.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400473

Related Grantee Name

North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose

Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

Extent

65 p.: ill.

Ford Foundation Series

Indian Institute of Technology; Program to strengthen postgraduate studies in agricultural engineering

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- India
• Agricultural assistance -- India
• Technical assistance -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Engineering consulting on biological instrumentation and physical properties: North Carolina State University (Reports 006754), 1970

Creator: McClure, W. F. (William F.)
Abstract/Summary

"Presented to the Ford Foundation in partial fulfillment of technical assistance at Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, West Bengal, India, October 6-January 4, 1970."
--T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/INSR

Related Grant Number

06400473

Related Grantee Name

North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose

Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural engineering
- Agricultural assistance -- India
- Technical assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on visit to IIT (International Institute of Technology), Kharagpur (Reports 006755), 1969

Creator: Link, D. A. (David A.)

Abstract/Summary

Travel itinerary and observations about the agricultural engineering department at IIT.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400473

Related Grantee Name

North Carolina State University
**Related Grant Purpose**

Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
- Agricultural assistance -- India
- Technical assistance -- India
- International Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on consulting activities at the Indian Institute of Technology-Kharagpur, Department of Agricultural Engineering (Reports 006756), 1970

**Creator:** Hammerle, J. R.

**Abstract/Summary**

Overview of the lectures, seminars, mechanical properties work, meetings with graduate students and faculty, side trips and recommendations.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06400473

**Related Grantee Name**

North Carolina State University

**Related Grant Purpose**

Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
- Agricultural assistance -- India
- Technical assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)


Creator: Suggs, Charles W.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of agricultural engineering and human engineering as taught at Indian Institute of Technology.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
• Human engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
• Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on short-term consultant activities at the Indian Institute of Technology, Karagpur, India: area: education and research in soil-water-plant relationships (Reports 006758), 1967

Creator: Willey, C. R. (Cliff Rufus), 1935-
Creator: Kriz, George J.

Abstract/Summary
Report on a visit to study the agricultural engineering department and irrigation methods.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400473

Related Grantee Name
North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose
Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.
Report on short-term consultant activities at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India (Reports 006759), 1967

Creator: Johnson, Willis H. (Willis Hugh), 1902-1994

Abstract/Summary

Report on a consultancy visit to India which had the following objectives: look broadly at the field of process engineering in relation to the program at IIT, present special seminars on tobacco processing research to faculty and graduate students, give a

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400473

Related Grantee Name

North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose

Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

Extent

32 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Education and research in crop processing

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural processing -- India
• Agricultural engineering -- India
• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on trip to the IIT Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India (Reports 006760), 1969

Creator: Wiser, Edward H.

Abstract/Summary

The importance of agricultural engineering in India is discussed as well as an evaluation of the Institute.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400473

Related Grantee Name

North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose

Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on visit to IIT Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India, January 16-March 25 (Reports 006761), 1966

Creator: Splinter, William Eldon, 1925-

Abstract/Summary

Report of a visit to IIT which emphasizes discussion of agricultural machinery.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
06400473

Related Grantee Name
North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose
Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural machinery -- India
• Farm mechanization -- India
• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on trip to the IIT Indian Institute of Technology, Karagpur, India (Reports 006762), 1966

Creator: Bowen, H. D.

Abstract/Summary
Evaluation of the Institute, especially the agricultural engineering program. Discusses the faculty, equipment, and library resources available.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400473

Related Grantee Name
North Carolina State University

Related Grant Purpose
Teaching and research in agricultural engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

Extent
9 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India
- Indian Institute of Technology (Kharagpur, India)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on trip to the U.S.A. by Prof A.C. Pandya and Dr. J.P. Agarwal (Reports 006763), 1965

Creator: Pandya, A. C.
Creator: Agarwal, Jamuna P. (Jamuna Prasad)

Abstract/Summary

Visit to North Carolina State University and others to help strengthen agricultural engineering education in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- United States
- Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- India

Review of research and teaching of reproductive biology and family planning in Chile: Institutions: University of Chile, J. J. Aguirre Hospital and Center for the Study of Reproduction Biology (CEBRE), Barros Loco-Trudeau Hospital; Catholic University of (Reports 006764), 1971

Creator: Beyer, Carlos
Creator: Emig, Otto R.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Peter Bell, dated September 24, 1971.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Fertility, Human -- Research -- Chile
- Fertility, Human -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile -- Evaluation
- Birth control -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
• Birth control research -- Chile
• Education, Higher -- Chile -- Evaluation
• Universities and colleges
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Site visit: J.J. Aguirre University Hospital, August 5-7 (Reports 006765), 1969
Creator: Southam, Anna L., 1915-
Creator: Mastroainni, L.

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Related Grant Number**

06900703

**Related Grantee Name**

University Of Chile

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for center of biology of reproduction a modest contingency fund for the office of the executive director.

**Extent**

8 p. - 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control research -- Chile
- Fertility, Human -- Research -- Chile
- Contraceptives -- Research -- Chile
- Public health -- Chile
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Final report on the Institute of Land Reclamation in Alexandria, United Arab Republic (Reports 006766), 1961
Creator: Kirkham, Don, 1908-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Reclamation of land -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
- Drainage -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
- Soil physics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
- Soil science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
Report on the Institute of Land Reclamation at the University of Alexandria, Egypt (Reports 006767), 1963

Creator: Stout, Perry R., 1909-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Reclamation of land -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
- Soil science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
- Soil physics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Ja#mi#at al-Iskandari#yah

Confidential supplement of final report on the Vocational Teacher Education Department, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (Reports 006768), 1972

Creator: Park, Gerald A.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Vocational education -- Nigeria
- Vocational education -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria
- Manual training -- Nigeria
- Manual training -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- University of Nigeria, Nsukka

Final report on the Aswan Research Center and Institute of Land Reclamation (Reports 006769), 1965

Creator: Sherman, G. Donald (George Donald), 1904-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Reclamation of land -- Egypt
The social sciences in Turkey (Reports 006770), 1969

Creator: Shorter, Frederic Claiborne

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social sciences -- Research -- Turkey
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Turkey
- Social scientists -- Turkey
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Observation of English Language Institute, American University of Cairo (Reports 006771), 1970

Creator: Bowen, J. Donald (Jean Donald), 1922-1989

Abstract/Summary
Memo to James Ivy, dated May 10, 1970.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
6 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Egypt -- Evaluation
- Educational planning -- Egypt
- Education -- Egypt
- Teachers -- Training of -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Review of CEPD (PA65-358) program and funding proposal (March 15-19 visit) (Reports 006772), 1971

Creator: Blomberg, Robert C.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number
06500358
Related Grantee Name
Center of Studies of Population and Development

Related Grant Purpose
Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent
12 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control -- Research -- Colombia
• Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Colombia
• Population research -- Columbia
• Population assistance -- Colombia
• Ford Foundation. Population Program
• Fundacion Centro de Estudios Biologicos sobre Crecimiento y Desarrollo de la Poblacion Venezolana

Peru: site visit report (Reports 006773), 1970
Creator: Lininger, Charles A. (Charles Andrew), 1923-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; International Division/Population Program

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population assistance -- Peru
• Birth control -- Peru
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Population program planning, Peru (Reports 006774), 1969
Creator: Fraenkel, Peter

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
The Center for Studies of Population and Development (CEPD) and other matters (Reports 006775), 1970

Creator: Simmons, Ozzie G.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number
06500358

Related Grantee Name
Center of Studies of Population and Development

Related Grant Purpose
Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Peru
- Fertility, Human -- Research -- Peru
- Birth control -- Peru
- Birth control -- Research -- Peru
- Population research -- Peru
- Population assistance -- Peru
- Public health -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Population Program
- Fundacio#n Centro de Estudios Biologicos sobre Crecimiento y Desarrollo de la Poblacion#n Venezolana

Work accomplished in Peru (Reports 006776), 1969

Creator: Saunders, John, 1930-2012

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Peter Fraenkel, dated February 7, 1969.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program
Related Grant Number
06500358

Related Grantee Name
Center of Studies of Population and Development

Related Grant Purpose
Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Peru
- Birth control -- Research -- Peru
- Birth control -- Peru
- Population assistance -- Peru
- Population research -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Population Program
- Fundación Centro de Estudios Biológicos sobre Crecimiento y Desarrollo de la Población Venezolana

Population Program planning, Peru (Reports 006777), 1969
Creator: Saunders, John, 1930-2012

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
9 p.: table

Controlled Access Headings:
- Population research -- Peru
- Population assistance -- Peru
- Birth control -- Research -- Peru
- Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Peru
- Birth control -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Consultant’s report and suggestions for the future development of the Center in Peru (Reports 006778), 1965
Creator: Simmons, Ozzie G.
Related Grant Number
06500358

Related Grantee Name
Center of Studies of Population and Development

Related Grant Purpose
Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control -- Research -- Peru
• Birth control -- Peru
• Population assistance -- Peru
• Population research -- Peru
• Ford Foundation. Population Program
• Fundación Centro de Estudios Biológicos sobre Crecimiento y Desarrollo de la Población Venezolana

Population activities in Peru (Reports 006779), 1967 box 303
Creator: Wickham, Robert S.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Peter Fraenkel, dated December 6, 1967.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number
06500358

Related Grantee Name
Center of Studies of Population and Development

Related Grant Purpose
Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Peru -- Evaluation
• Population assistance -- Peru
Field trip report: Peru: March 4-15 (Reports 006780), 1968

Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

06500358

Related Grantee Name

Center of Studies of Population and Development

Related Grant Purpose

Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population assistance -- Peru
- Population research -- Peru
- Birth control -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Population Program
- Fundación Centro de Estudios Biológicos sobre Crecimiento y Desarrollo de la Población Venezolana

Centro de Estudios de Población y Desarrollo: report (Reports 006781), 1968

Creator: Saunders, John, 1930-2012

Program Name

International Division/Population Program; International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

06500358

Related Grantee Name

Center of Studies of Population and Development
Related Grant Purpose

Developmental support for the Center in Peru.

Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Latin America
- Fertility, Human -- Research -- Latin America
- Population research -- Latin America
- Birth control -- Research -- Latin America
- Contraception -- Research -- Latin America
- Fundacion Centro de Estudios Biologicos sobre Crecimiento y Desarrollo de la Poblacion Venezolana
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

It was February 23-25, 1967 in Djakarta, but it seems only yesterday (Reports 006782), 1979

Creator: Bixler, Paul Howard, 1899-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Libraries -- Indonesia
- Library administrators -- Indonesia
- Library administration -- Research -- Indonesia
- Librarians -- Research -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The United States and agrarian reform in Peru (Reports 006783), 1970

Creator: Strasma, John

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

58 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural assistance, American -- Peru
- Land reform -- Peru
- Land reform -- Political aspects -- Peru
- Land reform -- Social aspects -- Peru
Calcutta rapid transit system: proposal for programming report (Reports 006784), 1970

Creator: Tippets-Abbett-McCarthey-Stratton.

Abstract/Summary
Proposal for the development of a program for the engineering and construction of the Calcutta rapid transit system.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
06890168

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Supplemental support for project specialists and consultants in planning for the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Extent
41 p.: charts

Controlled Access Headings:
• Local transit -- Administration -- India -- Calcutta (India)
• Local transit -- India -- Design and construction
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Manual on construction of UCOPAN universal concrete panel system buildings (Reports 006785), 1970

Creator: Zielinski, Z. A. (Zenon Albert)

Creator: West Bengal. Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation

Creator: Siliguri Planning Organisation

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
24 p. + appendices: ill.
Ford Foundation Series

Handbook for UCOPAN Construction ...

Controlled Access Headings:

- Prefabricated houses -- India -- Design and construction
- Low-income housing -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Demonstration construction of UCOPAN houses for flood victims at Jalpaiguri North Bengal (Reports 006786), 1970

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of UCOPAN (Universal Concrete Panel System) houses as a possibility to help alleviate the shortage of low cost housing in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06890168

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Supplemental support for project specialists and consultants in planning for the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Prefabricated houses -- India
- Low-income housing -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

The role of prefabrication in low-cost housing: techniques for the reduction of the costs of materials and labour (Reports 006787), 1969

Creator: Zielinski, Z. A. (Zenon Albert)

Creator: West Bengal. Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06890168

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Supplemental support for project specialists and consultants in planning for the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Prefabricated houses -- India -- Congresses
- Low-income housing -- India -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Terminal report: Consultancy in planning and land use in India, November 12 (Reports 006788), 1969

Creator: Smit, Jac

Abstract/Summary

Report to Douglas Ensminger on assignments at New Delhi including planning and land use projects.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06890128
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Supplemental support for project specialists and consultants in planning for the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Extent

9 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Planning and land use in India

Controlled Access Headings:

• Land use -- India
• City planning -- India
• Regional planning -- India
• Urban renewal -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President
• West Bengal. Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation

A physical planner looks at urban community development for the urban fringe of Calcutta (Reports 006789), 1969

Creator: Smit, Jac

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of pilot projects in urban community development in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

11 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

• Community development, Urban -- India -- Calcutta (India)
• Urban renewal -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Search for economic and universal housing systems: some design and construction experience (Reports 006790), 1970

Creator: Zielinski, Z. A. (Zenon Albert)
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06890168

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Supplemental support for project specialists and consultants in planning for the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Extent

23 p.: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Prefabricated houses -- India
• Low-income housing -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Abstract/Summary

"A new approach to ultimate strength of reinforced concrete beam in inclined cracking and reduction of web reinforcement in bridge girders: Second International ACI Symposium on Concrete Bridge Design (Reports 006791), 1969"

Creator: Zielinski, Z. A. (Zenon Albert)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

16 p. + appendices.
Abstract/Summary

Report of the extensive research carried out since 1957 on different reinforced concrete beams, separated support portion of beams, photoelastic models and cement cubes under bi-directional compression and tension. Paper followed by a proposal of a new in

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

23 p. + various tables.

Abstract/Summary

Draft of project scheme for a regional prefabrication factory for UCOPAN low-cost housing.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Precast concrete -- India
- Prefabricated houses -- India
- Low-income housing -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- West Bengal. Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation

Ford Foundation consulting experience in the field of low income housing: report on termination (Reports 006794), 1971  
Creator: Zielinski, Z. A. (Zenon Albert)

Abstract/Summary

Report based on seven years of consulting on low income housing, first in Egypt and then concluding with four years in India. Report focuses on India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06890168

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Supplemental support for project specialists and consultants in planning for the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Extent

30 p.

A note on CMPO: Ford Foundation efforts 1961-1971 (Reports 006795), 1971  
Creator: Row, Arthur T.

Abstract/Summary

Report sketches the history of the Foundation's involvement with the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation from its inception in 1961 to the present and recommendations for Foundation policy.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

56 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)
- Regional planning -- India
- Urbanization -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The British drug scene five years later (Reports 006796), 1976 box 304
Creator: Saunders, Marion

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

15 p. + attachments

Controlled Access Headings:

- Drug addiction -- Great Britain
- Drug abuse -- Great Britain
- Heroin abuse -- Great Britain
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

The Ford Foundation and public management in the less-developed countries (Reports 006797), 1975 box 304
Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)
Creator: Smith, Theodore M.

Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

L75-42

Extent

73 p. + attachments

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:
Report to the Ford Foundation on the Joint Committee on Eastern Europe (ACLS-SSRC), the Joint Committee on Soviet Studies (SCLS-SSRC), the Research and Development Committee (AAASS) (Reports 006798), 1975

Creator: Grossman, Gregory

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Division/European and International Affairs

**Related Grant Number**

07300401

**Related Grantee Name**

American Council of Learned Societies Devoted to Humanistic Studies (ACLS)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for International Research and Exchanges (IREX) Board programs of exchange, fellowships and projects re: the USA, USSR and Eastern Europe.

**Extent**

52 leaves: ill. -- 28 cm.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Joint Committee on Eastern Europe (ACLS/SSRC);Joint Committee on Soviet Studies (SCLS-SSRC);Research and Development Committee (AAASS)

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Foreign study -- United States
- Area studies -- United States
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

Open housing in America: Promises, performance and prospects (Reports 006799), 1979

Creator: Danielson, Michael N.

Creator: Fingerhood, Patricia R. Farrow
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

105 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Discrimination in Housing -- United States
- Discrimination in Housing -- Law and legislation -- United States
- African Americans -- Housing
- Community development -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

New dimensions in educational research (Reports 006800), 1962

Creator: Eurich, Alvin C. (Alvin Christian), 1902-1987

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

The Fund for Advancement of Education

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research -- United States -- History
- Education -- United States
- Fund for the Advancement of Education (U.S.)

The rice program in the Dominican Republic: 1965-1970 (Reports 006801), 1970

Creator: Cheaney, Robert L.

Abstract/Summary

Termination report of ... rice project specialist for the Dominican Republic. --t.p.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America
Related Grant Number

06500095

Related Grantee Name

Association For Development, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose

Strengthening of a rice production research project and coordination of agricultural development programs in the Dominican Republic.

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Research -- Dominican Republic
• Agriculture -- Research -- Dominican Republic
• Ford Foundation. Latin America
• Instituto Superior de Agricultura

Report of activities of project specialist for Dominican Republic Rice Program (Reports 006802), 1969

Creator: Cheaney, Robert L.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America

Related Grant Number

06500095

Related Grantee Name

Association For Development, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose

Strengthening of a rice production research project and coordination of agricultural development programs in the Dominican Republic.
Extent

various pagings: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Research -- Dominican Republic
- Agriculture -- Research -- Dominican Republic
- Ford Foundation. Latin America

Population/family planning explorations in Jamaica, Gardner and Nagel, June 11-13 (Reports 006803), 1975
Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Jamaica
- Population research -- Jamaica
- Population assistance -- Jamaica
- Jamaica, National Family Planning Board
- University of the West Indies

Consultant's report on the Institute of Peruvian Studies (Reports 006804), 1974
Creator: O'Donnell, Guillermo A.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07200225

Related Grantee Name

Institute of Peruvian Studies

Related Grant Purpose

Support for the Institute's program of research and publications.
Summary of Lima office's recommendations for the program (Reports 006805), 1973

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07190388

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Development of inter-university programs for graduate training and research in Peru for the basic sciences.

Evaluation of Graduate Mathematics Program at the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (Reports 006806), 1972

Creator: Norton, P. G.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07100385
Related Grantee Name

Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

Related Grant Purpose

Development of inter-university programs for graduate training and research in the basic sciences in Peru.

Extent

5 p. + supplement and attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru -- Evaluation
- Education (Graduate) -- Peru
- Universities and colleges -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Pontificia Universidad Cato#lica del Peru#

Summary of recent developments in the Peruvian University system (Reports 006807), 1972

Creator: Drysdale, Robert S.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07100447

Related Grantee Name

National Council of the Peruvian University

Related Grant Purpose

Training program for planners of the Peruvian University System.

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education (Graduate) -- Peru -- Evaluation
- Educational change -- Peru
- Universities and colleges -- Peru
- Higher education and state -- Peru
- Education and state -- Peru
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

The Foundation's work in law and development in Latin America (Reports 006808), 1971

Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06800231

Related Grantee Name

Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

Related Grant Purpose

Modernization of legal education at the University.

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Law -- Study and teaching -- Latin America
• Lawyers -- Training of -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President
• Pontificia Universidad Cato#lica del Peru#

Conferencia sobre la Ensenanza del Derecho y el Desarrollo en Chile (Reports 006809), 1971

Creator: Lynch, Dennis O.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06800231

Related Grantee Name

Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

Related Grant Purpose

Modernization of legal education at the University.
Extent
12 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
- Law -- Study and teaching -- Chile -- Congresses
- Lawyers -- Training of -- Chile
- Pontificia Universidad Cato#lica del Peru#

Informe del consultor (Reports 006810), 1975
Creator: O'Donnell, Guillermo A.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07100013

Related Grantee Name
Pontifical Catholic University Of Peru

Related Grant Purpose
Support for a Master's program in sociology and anthropology.

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Sociology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Anthropology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Education (Graduate) -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Pontificia Universidad Cato#lica del Peru#

Consultant's report on the PUCP program in social science (Reports 006811), 1975
Creator: Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07100013
**Related Grantee Name**

Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for a Master's program in sociology and anthropology.

**Extent**

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Sociology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Anthropology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Pontificia Universidad Cato#lica del Peru#

Informe del consultor (Reports 006812), 1975

**Creator:** Cotler, Julio

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

07100013

**Related Grantee Name**

Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for a Master's program in sociology and anthropology.

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Sociology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Anthropology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Pontificia Universidad Cato#lica del Peru#

Water management: the Ford Foundation's role (Reports 006813), 1982

box 305
Abstract/Summary

"This paper summarizes the nature and objectives of the Foundation's program in water management, which we regard as an essential aspect of our efforts to improve the employment, health, and welfare of the world's poorest populations." --p. 1

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program

Controlled Access Headings:

• Water-supply -- Management -- International cooperation
• Water resources development -- International cooperation
• Water resources development -- Research
• Water resources development -- Study and teaching
• Water resources development -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. United States and International Affairs Program

Survey of international funding for the advancement of women (Reports 006814), 1978

Creator: Harris, Rosalind W.

Program Name

Special Programs

Related Grant Number

07490816

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Support of activities of the coordinating committee on women's programs

Extent

93 p. + annexes: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Services for -- International cooperation
• Women's rights -- International cooperation
• Women -- Social conditions
• Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Report on Center for Community Change (Reports 006815), 1969

Creator: Cohen, Henry, 1922-
Creator: George, Bryant, 1927-

Program Name

National Affairs

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Community development -- United States
• Technical assistance -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Evaluation of beef cattle program for Mississippi: University of Kentucky (Reports 006816), 1968

Creator: Justus, Fred E. (Fred Edward), 1930-

Abstract/Summary

"Evaluation made for the Ford Foundation by ... Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Kentucky, September, 1968." --p.1.

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

06900301

Related Grantee Name

Center for Community Change

Related Grant Purpose

Support for demonstration project to put black farmers of rural south into the cattle herding business.

Extent

29 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Beef cattle -- Breeding -- Study and teaching -- United States
• Cattle trade -- Study and teaching -- United States
• Farmers -- Training of -- United States
• Agricultural industries -- Study and teaching -- United States
• African American farmers
Higher education and the Ford Foundation in Southeast Asia: the Philippines (Reports 006817), 1969

Creator: Bunnell, Robert A.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

40 p. + attachment: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Philippines
- College attendance -- Philippines
- Educational law and legislation -- Philippines
- Universities and colleges -- Law and legislation -- Philippines
- Higher education and state -- Philippines
- Education and state -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Occasional report on education and training for development no. 2: vocational improvement centers: a successful Nigerian experiment (Reports 006818), 1972

Creator: Rimlinger, Gaston V., 1926-

Creator: Stremlau, Carolyn C.


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07090513

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Establishment of vocational improvement centers in Southern Nigeria.
Extent
18 p.: ill., tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical education -- Nigeria
- Vocational education -- Nigeria
- Occupational training -- Nigeria
- Educational assistance -- Nigeria
- Endowments -- Nigeria -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. West African Office
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Annual report - Year ending September 1971: pilot project to develop an apprenticeship training scheme for the states of Nigeria (Reports 006819), 1972
Creator: Gardner, William

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Curt Wolters.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07090513

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Establishment of vocational improvement centers in Southern Nigeria.

Extent
6 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical education -- Nigeria
- Vocational education -- Nigeria
- Occupational training -- Nigeria
- Educational assistance -- Nigeria
- Endowments -- Nigeria -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. West African Office
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report on visit to Catholic University of Santiago, Chile (Reports 006820), 1962
Creator: McGauhey, P. H. (Percy Harold)
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Physical sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
- Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
- Science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
- Intellectual cooperation -- Chile
- Universidad Cato#lica de Chile
- University of California, Berkeley
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Report on Japanese American Leadership Exchange (Reports 006821), 1971

Creator: Maurer, Emil, 1917-

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

07100315

Related Grantee Name

The Center For Understanding Media, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support for a Japanese-American education leadership exchange program.

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Japan
- Television in education -- Japan
- Instructional television programs -- Japan
- Educational exchanges -- Japan
- Intellectual cooperation
- Ford Foundation. Public Education

Report on Japanese American Leadership Exchange in education project (Reports 006822), 1971

Creator: Sutton, Ron, 1935-
Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

07100315

Related Grantee Name

The Center For Understanding Media, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support for a Japanese-American leadership exchange program.

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational exchanges -- Japan
• Education -- Japan
• Ford Foundation. Public Education

Report to the Ford Foundation: Teachers centers in Japan (Reports 006824), 1974

Creator: Buxton, Amity

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education
Related Grantee Name
San Francisco State University Foundation

Related Grant Purpose
Support for a center for in-service elementary school teacher training.

Extent
52 p.: ill.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Teachers -- Training of -- Japan
• Elementary school teachers -- Training of -- Japan
• Education -- Japan
• Curriculum planning -- Japan
• Ford Foundation. Public Education
• San Francisco State University Foundation

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Howard Schaller, Dated April 3, 1972.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
4 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Mekong staff development

Conditions Governing Access:
Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Personnel management
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation

Mekong staff development (Reports 006825), 1972
Creator: Eddy, Donald B.

Mekong staff development (Reports 006826), 1973
Creator: Eddy, Donald B.
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.; tables -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Mekong staff development ...

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Personnel management
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok
• Ford Foundation. Thailand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation

Abstract/Summary

Results of a survey based on personal interviews conducted in Indonesia regarding the use of computers in Indonesia.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06990432

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Computers -- Indonesia

Teaching, research and administration involving quantitative techniques, data handling and digital computers: a study of Indonesia (Reports 006828), 1970

Creator: Muller, Mervin E.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

22 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

- Computers -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Electronic digital computers -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Electronic data processing -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Database management -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Library resources -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Ford Foundation mission to Chile: Study of opportunities for support of higher education (Reports 006829), 1961

Creator: Trautman, DeForest L.
Creator: Wickham, Robert S.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06100341;61-173.

Related Grantee Name

University Of Chile

Related Grant Purpose

Development of regional university colleges.

Extent


Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Teachers -- Training of -- Chile
- Universidad de Chile

Brazilianists and Brazilians (Reports 006830), 1958

Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001

box 306
Abstract/Summary

Memo to Alfred Wolf, dated December 27, 1958.

Program Name

Overseas Division/International Training and Research

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Area studies
• Foreign study
• Ford Foundation. International Training and Research

National development population and family planning in Nepal (Reports 006831), 1968
Creator: David, A. S.

Abstract/Summary

Outlines the magnitude of the population problem in Nepal and its implications on Nepal's effort to maximize its rate of national development and makes some recommendations to improve the situation.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

218 p.: tables, charts, graphs

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- Research -- Nepal
• Population research -- Nepal

Ladejinsky's report on Nepal (Reports 006832), 1962
Creator: Ladejinsky, Wolf Isaac

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Economic development -- Malaysia
• Land reform -- Malaysia
Observations on Nepal planning and execution: priority fields, procedures and attitudes (Reports 006833), 1962

Creator: Prentice, Edward S.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06000155

Related Grantee Name

His Majesty's Government of Nepal

Related Grant Purpose

Advisory services for the development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic development -- Nepal
- Central planning -- Nepal
- Regional planning -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Regional planning in Nepal (Reports 006834), 1965

Creator: Beenakker, Ad

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06000155

Related Grantee Name

His Majesty's Government of Nepal
Related Grant Purpose

Advisory services for the development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Regional planning -- Nepal
- Economic development -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

SPFA: Sub-center for conservation (Reports 006835), 1979

Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Archaeology -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia
- Archaeologists -- Training of -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

My brief impressions of the progress and problems of Tribhuvan University (Reports 006836), 1970

Creator: Plumb, Valworth R.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to T.N. Upraity regarding the improvements at Tribhuvan University and the problems which continue.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06000155

Related Grantee Name

His Majesty's Government of Nepal
Related Grant Purpose

Advisory services for the development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Nepal
- Education, Higher -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Tribhuvana Vidyalaya

End of Nepal tour report: brief summary of experiences (Reports 006837), 1970

Creator: Plumb, Valworth R.

Abstract/Summary

Follow-up work on Tribhuvan University. Author notes many improvements, but the Foundation discontinued support for the university.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06000155

Related Grantee Name

His Majesty's Government of Nepal

Related Grant Purpose

Advisory services for the development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Nepal
- Education, Higher -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Tribhuvana Vidyalaya

Informal report on the Haile Selassie I University Library (Reports 006839), 1964

- Page 253-
Creator: Bogardus, Janet, 1904-

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

10 p. + attachment: ill., charts

**Ford Foundation Series**

Haile Selassie I University Library

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Academic libraries -- Ethiopia
- Libraries -- Ethiopia
- Haile Selassie I University. Library

---

Evaluation of the HSIU Law School (Reports 006840), 1965

*Creator:* Schwartz, Murray L.

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

23 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Law schools -- Ethiopia
- Evaluation
- Law -- Study and teaching -- Ethiopia -- Curricula
- Haile Selassie I University
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

---

Financing of education in Nigeria (Reports 006841), 1966

*Creator:* Callaway, Archibald

*Creator:* Musone, A. (Alighiero)

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

x, 84 p.: tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Nigeria -- Finance
- Education and state -- Nigeria
- Educational planning -- Nigeria
- Teachers -- Training of -- Nigeria
- Technical education -- Nigeria
• Vocational education -- Nigeria
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Refugees in Africa (Reports 006842), 1967
Creator: Wilson, R. Norris.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06190326

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialist and consultants for project exploration, review, evaluation, program analysis, and development.

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Refugees -- Legal status, laws, etc.
• Asylum, Right of -- Africa
• Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Promoting and protecting women's rights and opportunities: suggested new directions for the Ford Foundation's Women's Rights program (Reports 006843), 1982
Creator: Vance, Amy S.

Program Name
Human Rights and Governance

Extent
30 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women's rights -- Developing countries
• Human rights -- Developing countries
• Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
• Women -- Employment -- Developing countries
• Sex discrimination against women -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance

Consultant's report on facilities for training teachers of English as a second language (Reports 006844), 1958

- Page 255-
Creator: Marckwardt, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1903-1975

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
05700285

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• English language -- Study and teaching -- India
• English language -- Study and teaching -- Foreign speakers
• Intellectual cooperation -- India
• English teachers -- Training of -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Observations on language at the national level in India (Reports 006845), 1973

Creator: Noss, Richard B.

Abstract/Summary
Reports that the language situation in India is not as dire as observers generally think, but that language problems in India are better handled at the state level rather than the national level.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
05700285

Related Grantee Name
Government of India
Related Grant Purpose

Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- India
- Language policy -- India
- English language -- Study and teaching -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages

Central Institute of English Hyderabad: personal activity report and general report, March 31 1968 - August 31 (Reports 006846), 1968

Creator: Dobbyn, Michael

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05700285

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent

13 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- English language -- Study and teaching -- India
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages

Central Institute of English Hyderabad: personal activity report and general report, October 1, 1967 - February 29 (Reports 006847), 1968

Creator: Dobbyn, Michael

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05700285

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent

13 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

• English language -- Study and teaching -- India
• Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
• Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages


Creator: Masica, Colin P., 1931-

Abstract/Summary

Report meant as supplementary introduction to the Central Institute for Ford Foundation newcomers.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

05700285

Related Grantee Name

Government of India
Related Grant Purpose

Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent

14 p.

Ford Foundation Series

End-of-tour report ...

Controlled Access Headings:

• English language -- Study and teaching -- India
• Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- India
• Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages

Report on activities at Central Institute of English at Hyderabad (Reports 006849), 1968

Creator: Lees, R. B.

Abstract/Summary

Consultant services provided included a series of lectures and private consultations with staff and students on local problems, research projects in progress, and special problems of linguistics.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05700285

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• English language -- Study and teaching -- India
• Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- India
• Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
Report to Ford Foundation on short-term consultancy at Central Institute of English, Hyderabad (Reports 006850), 1970

Creator: Sinclair, John, 1933-2007

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05700285

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Support for an English language teaching institute.

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- English language -- Study and teaching -- India
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- India
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages

Untitled report on family planning and public health in India (Reports 006851), 1960

Creator: Omran, Abdel R.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400290
Related Grantee Name

Gandhigram

Related Grant Purpose

Training, research and evaluation services for India's family planning program.

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Study and teaching -- India -- Curricula
- Public health -- India
- Population research -- India
- Epidemiology -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Management control in decentralized countries (Reports 006852), 1967

Creator: Dearden, John, 1919-2004

Abstract/Summary

Considers the problems of management control in organizations that are planning to decentralize profit responsibility.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06200479

Related Grantee Name

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, Society

Related Grant Purpose

Training and research in business management.

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Industrial management -- Study and teaching -- India
- Management -- Study and teaching -- India
- Decentralization in management -- India
Computers and employment (Reports 006853), 1967

Creator: Dearden, John, 1919-2004

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for computers in business and government in India. Makes the assertion that safeguards must be implemented in order to ensure that individuals are not replaced by computers. Discusses the effects on employment when computers began to be

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06200479

Related Grantee Name

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, Society

Related Grant Purpose

Training and research in business management.

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Computers -- Economic aspects -- India
- Labor supply -- Effect on automation on -- India
- Automation -- India
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching -- India
- Management -- Study and teaching -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Observations on Singur Public Health Orientation and Training Center (Reports 006854), 1954

Creator: Joyce, Jean

Abstract/Summary

An evaluation of the Singur Public Health Orientation and Training Center, an institute established as a public health training center.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
05300076

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Strengthening of health education training centers through the establishment of research-action projects.

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public health -- Study and teaching -- India
• Public health personnel -- Training of -- India
• Medical care -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Observations on Poonamallee Public Health Orientation and Training Center (Reports 006855), 1954
Creator: Joyce, Jean

Abstract/Summary
Evaluation of the Poonamallee Public Health Orientation and Training Center, which was established to facilitate training of public health staff in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
05300076

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Strengthening of health education training centers through the establishment of research-action projects.
Notes on the Najafgarh Public Health Training Center (Reports 006856), 1954

**Creator:** Calbert, Clarence E.

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**
05300076

**Related Grantee Name**
Government of India

**Related Grant Purpose**
Strengthening of health education training centers through the establishment of research-action projects.

Notes on the unemployment problems in India and the possible measures to alleviate them, 1962. (Reports 006857), 1962

**Abstract/Summary**
Discusses the relationship between overpopulation and unemployment in India.

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
06200262

Related Grantee Name
The Institute of Applied Manpower Research

Related Grant Purpose
Training, consulting and research.

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Unemployment -- India
- Employment -- India
- Labor supply -- India
- Institute of Applied Manpower Research (India)

Manpower in economic development (Reports 006858), 1964
box 307

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06200262

Related Grantee Name
The Institute of Applied Manpower Research

Related Grant Purpose
Training, consulting and research.

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Unemployment -- India
- Employment -- India
- Labor supply -- India
• Economic development -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on Ford Foundation Project in Reproductive Biology, Anand (Reports 006859), 1964
Creator: Hawk, Harold William, 1927-

Abstract/Summary
Tentative evaluation of a project at Anand. Project may be able to make significant contribution to reproductive research in India. As a by-product, knowledge of the reproductive physiology of large animals will also increase.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06200473

Related Grantee Name
Institute of Agriculture

Related Grant Purpose
Institutional support for research and training in reproductive biology in India.

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Reproduction -- Research -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report of consultancy to the Reproductive Biology Project at Anand (Reports 006860), 1964
Creator: Casida, John E., 1929-

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the plans for reproductive research in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number

06200473

Related Grantee Name

Institute Of Agriculture

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Reproduction -- Research -- India
- International Institute of Agriculture

Inauguration of National Institute of Health Administration and Education (Reports 006861), 1963

Creator: Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

Abstract/Summary

"Remarks by Dr. Douglas Ensminger ... at inaugural ceremony, NewDelhi, January 6, 1963." -- p.1.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Health services administrators -- Training of -- India
- Health education -- India
- Public health -- Study and teaching -- India
- Public health administration -- India
- Medical care -- India
- Birth control -- India
Family planning in towns - cities (Reports 006862), 1965

Creator: Demarath, Nicholas J., 1913-

Creator: Haynes, Ann W.

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the importance of targeting urban populations in India for family planning as well as rural residents. Also includes Addendum to June report by Ann W. Haynes, News from Delhi, by Nick Demerath, and Summary of field consultants reports for June.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Extent

2 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- India
- Population assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Minutes of a meeting with representatives of the Ford Foundation and the Department of Family Planning (Reports 006863), 1968

Creator: Kennedy, J. P. (John Patrick), 1930-

Abstract/Summary

Purpose of the meeting was to discuss the document "Family planning in India and the Ford Foundation" submitted to the Ministry of Health, Family Planning, and Urban Development and Douglas Ensminger's subsequent memorandum discussing the establishment of

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
06400303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- India
- Population assistance -- India
- Fertility, Human -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Ahmedabad consultation of Regional Family Planning Training Centre (Reports 006864), 1967
Creator: Rice, Donald T.

Abstract/Summary
Report of consultancy on centre to provide training programs for family planning in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
0640303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- India
- Population assistance -- India
Report on family planning administration (Reports 006865), 1967  box 307

Abstract/Summary

Report on the NIHAE organization and family planning training in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Health services administrators -- Training of -- India
• Health education -- India
• Public health administration -- India
• Public health -- Study and teaching -- India
• Birth control -- India
• India

Indian family planning: is failure inevitable, November 1967.  box 307
(Reports 006866), 1967

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the impending doom of overpopulation in India and the reasons why it is so difficult to resolve the problem.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303
Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- India
- Population assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Activity report on family planning in India, November 1967 (Reports 006867), 1967
Creator: Erickson, Harold M.

Abstract/Summary
Report of significant events of the month which should result in improvement of the family planning program in the Punjab.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Related Grant Purpose
Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- India
- Population assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

An analysis of the Family Planning Program in Punjab and Haryana states 1966-67: strengths and weaknesses (Reports 006868), 1967
Creator: Erickson, Harold M.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Related Grant Purpose

Integrated family planning and health program.

Extent

6 p. + attachments: tables

Ford Foundation Series

Family planning program in Punjab and Haryana

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- India
• Population assistance -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Ford Foundation observations on population (Reports 006869), 1967
Creator: Tighe, Edward P.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

PA64-303A

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Population -- Social aspects
• Fertility, Human -- Social aspects
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

A strong civil service for Nepal: A charter for merit, incentive, control and simplicity (Reports 006870), 1969
Creator: Stahl, O. Glenn (Oscar Glenn), 1910-
Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the importance of a strong civil service, especially in developing countries such as Nepal.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

51 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Civil service -- Nepal

Salary change recommendations for Gazetted Posts of His Majesty's Government of Nepal (Reports 006871), 1970  
Creator: Danielson, William F.

Abstract/Summary

Recommendations for needed changes in the personnel structure of His Majesty's Government in Nepal. The changes required will principally be in the areas of salary structure and changes in the appointment, promotion, and transfer procedures.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Civil service -- Nepal

The Ford Foundation: overseas development self-study for Nepal (Reports 006872), 1966  
Creator: Lindsey, Quentin W.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06000155
Related Grantee Name
His Majesty's Government of Nepal

Related Grant Purpose
Advisory services for the development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent
33 p.: ill., tables

Controlled Access Headings:
- Central planning -- Nepal
- Regional planning -- Nepal
- Agricultural assistance -- Nepal
- Technical assistance -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Observations and recommendations on land reform of Nepal (Reports 006873), 1966
Creator: Ohto, Motonaga.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06000155

Related Grantee Name
His Majesty's Government of Nepal

Related Grant Purpose
Advisory services for the development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Land reform -- Nepal
- Regional planning -- Nepal
- Central planning -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Assistance for engineering education in Africa (Reports 006874), 1965
Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Africa, West
- Engineering teachers -- Training of -- Africa, West
- Engineers -- Training of -- Africa, West
- Education, Higher -- Africa, West
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Management policy in the national parks (Reports 006875), 1966


Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06500311

Related Grantee Name

Trustees of the Tanzania National Parks

Related Grant Purpose

Program of ecological research on wildlife in East Africa

Extent

24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- National parks and reserves -- Tanzania -- Management
- Parks -- Government policy -- Tanzania
- Ecology -- Research -- Tanzania
- Ecology -- Research -- Africa, East
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Tanzania National Parks

Staff and culture (Reports 006876), 1965

Creator: Hjelhelt, Gunnar
Creator: Nylen, Donald

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number
06190326

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists and consultants for project exploration, review, evaluation, program analysis, and development.

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Executives -- Training of -- Egypt
- Group relations training -- Egypt
- Personnel management -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Engineering manpower in Africa (Reports 006877), 1967
Creator: Loken, Robert D. (Robert De Long), 1912-

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06190326

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists and consultants for project exploration, review, evaluation, program analysis, and development.

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Engineers -- Supply and demand -- Africa
- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Africa
- Education (Graduate) -- Africa
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Ford Foundation economic planning assistance in East Africa (Reports 006878), 1962
Creator: Lewis, Ben W. (Ben William), 1900-1987

Program Name
Oversea Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06190326

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists and consultants for project exploration, review, evaluation, program analysis, and development.

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Central planning -- Africa, East
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report on exploratory trip to Africa in connection with the possible establishment of an economic development training institute (Reports 006879), 1962

Creator: Rivkin, Arnold

Program Name
Oversea Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06190326

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists and consultants for project exploration, review, evaluation, program analysis, and development.

Extent
10 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Nation-building -- Africa
• Economic development -- Study and teaching -- Africa  
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Initial report of the Advisory Committee on Educational Planning of Liberia (Reports 006880), 1963

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06190326

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists and consultants for project exploration, review, evaluation, program analysis, and development.

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational planning -- Liberia
• Education -- Liberia -- Curricula
• Educational assistance -- Liberia
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Developments in legal education at Delhi University, implications for India and recommendations: end of tour report (Reports 006881), 1970

Creator: Murphy, Arthur W.

Abstract/Summary
Critical evaluation of author's consultancy to the Law Faculty at Delhi University.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06700143

Related Grantee Name
The University of Delhi
Related Grant Purpose

Support of law faculty at the University.

Extent

35 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Law -- Study and teaching -- India -- Delhi (India)
- Universities and colleges -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- University of Delhi. Faculty of Law

Notes for talk by Bertram F. Willcox to Delhi Law Faculty, 11:00 a.m., April 16, 1965 and on subsequent discussion (Reports 006883), 1965

Creator: Willcox, Bertram F.

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the issues involved in establishing a new law degree at the University of Delhi.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06700143

Related Grantee Name
The University of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose
Support of law faculty at the University.

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Law -- Study and teaching -- India -- Delhi (India)
- Universities and colleges -- India
- University of Delhi. Faculty of Law
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Comments on Delhi University, Department of Chinese Studies 1964 (Reports 006884), 1964
Creator: Dobbyn, Michael

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06400465

Related Grantee Name
The University of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose
Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University.

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Chinese language -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India -- Evaluation
Appraisal of the Chinese Studies Program at Delhi University (Reports 006885), 1969

Creator: Mead, Leonard C.
Creator: Queener, Robert S.

Abstract/Summary

Reviews progress of the Chinese Studies program at the University of Delhi.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400465

Related Grantee Name

The University of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University.

Extent

17 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Chinese language -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India -- Evaluation
• Education, Higher -- India
• Universities and colleges -- India
• University of Delhi. Dept. of Chinese and Japanese Studies
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

End-of-assignment report University of Delhi Chinese Studies (Reports 006886), 1968

Creator: Han, Harold H. C.

Abstract/Summary

Paper attempts to review the progress to date, identify the major problems and needs, and offer some ideas for evolving a policy regarding further development of the Chinese Studies
Memo to Douglas Ensminger, dated May 21, 1968.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06400465

**Related Grantee Name**

The University of Delhi

**Related Grant Purpose**

Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University.

**Extent**

22 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Chinese language -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
- Education, Higher -- India
- Universities and colleges -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- University of Delhi. Dept. of Chinese and Japanese Studies

---

Plans for development of Chinese studies at the University of Delhi (Reports 006887), 1966

**Creator:** Hu, Changdu, 1920-

**Abstract/Summary**

Recommendations for the future work of the Chinese Studies department at the University of Delhi.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/NSL

**Related Grant Number**

06400465

**Related Grantee Name**

The University of Delhi
Related Grant Purpose

Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Chinese language -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
• Education, Higher -- India
• Universities and colleges -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• University of Delhi. Dept of Chinese and Japanese Studies

Report and recommendations on Chinese language for the M. A. program at Delhi University (Reports 006888), 1966

Creator: Mills, Harriet C.

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of the Chinese language program in the Chinese Studies department at the University of Delhi.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400465

Related Grantee Name

The University of Delhi

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a program of research and training in Chinese studies at the University of India.

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Chinese language -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India -- Evaluation
• Education, Higher -- India
• Universities and colleges -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
Evaluation of grant no. 65-182, Department of Linguistics, Delhi University (Reports 006889), 1971

Creator: Retzlaff, Ralph H. (Ralph Herbert), 1929-

Abstract/Summary

Background and evaluation of a grant to Cornell University to help develop the discipline of linguistics in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06500182

Related Grantee Name

Cornell University

Related Grant Purpose

Development of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Delhi

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- India
• Endowments -- India -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• University of Delhi. Dept. of Linguistics.

Relating Indian education more effectively to the world of work (Reports 006890), 1968

Creator: Staley, Eugene, 1906-1989

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the failure of education in India to meet the occupational and development needs of the country.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
06890734

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Research and planning on secondary education in India

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Secondary -- India
- Occupational training -- India
- Vocational education -- India
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Trip report: Nepal (Reports 006891), 1962
Creator: Prentice, Edward S.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Douglas Ensminger and George Gant reporting on a visit to Nepal to meet with Foundation representatives and plan action. Includes a draft report entitled "A proposal to add to the foreign exchange resources and currency reserves for the Kingdom of

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06000155

Related Grantee Name
His Majesty's Government of Nepal

Related Grant Purpose
Advisory services for development of the planning infrastructure of Nepal.

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Foreign exchange -- Nepal
- Central planning -- Nepal
- Philanthropy -- Nepal
Some reflections on rural education in relation to India's development in the 1970's (Reports 006892), 1969

Creator: Staley, Eugene, 1906-1989

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the importance of improving rural education since most Indians live in rural areas. Author emphasizes that education transcends schooling to include training center, apprentice programs, and adult literacy.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06890734

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Research and planning on secondary education in India.

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Rural -- India
- Education, Secondary -- India
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

A culdoscoptic tubal ligation program in Calcutta (Reports 006893), 1971

Creator: Bhatra, Dr.

Abstract/Summary

A study of culdoscoptic tubal ligation and its possibilities for population control in West Bengal.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
07000529

Related Grantee Name
Government of West Bengal

Related Grant Purpose
Support for state-level demographic and evaluation unit.

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Tubal sterilization -- India -- West Bengal (India)
• West Bengal (India)

The case for foreign support of selected cultural projects in India (Reports 006894), 1963
Creator: Isenberg, Arthur

Abstract/Summary
Proposes offering support for cultural projects in India, especially with regard to preservation, an increase in art courses, adding a tape recording pool, a microfilm unit pool, assistance in filming and photography, protection of art and books, and enco

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06990561

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Foundation support for cultural projects in India

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Cultural property -- Protection -- India
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support for a collaborative research project on entrepreneurship in India.

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Urbanization -- India
• City planning -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Of goals, clients and programs for urban planning in India (Reports 006897), 1975

Creator: Row, Arthur T.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07090191

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support for a collaborative research project on entrepreneurship in India.

Extent

24 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

• City planning -- India
• Public administration -- India
The school and population concern in Latin America: a ten country report (Reports 006898), 1967

Creator: Burleson, Noé#1-David

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Population Programulation program/
Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

28 p. + appendix: table, chart

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Demographic aspects -- Latin America
- Education -- Research -- Latin America
- Education and state -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean


Creator: Davis, Russell G.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/ Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06600394

**Related Grantee Name**

Harvard University

**Related Grant Purpose**

Research and training in educational development in Latin America.

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Brazil
- Education, Rural -- Brazil
- Rural development -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Critique of the "Distribution for Change" seminars and suggestion for the future (Reports 006900), 1973
Abstract/Summary

Reports of the "Distributors for change" seminars, part of project undertaken by Dartmouth College and four graduate schools in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07090191

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support for a collaborative research project on entrepreneurship in India.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Entrepreneurship -- India -- Congresses
- Economic development -- India -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Introductory note on the Harvard CESD program: Harvard University (Reports 006901), 1972

Creator: Davis, Russell G.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

15 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Developing countries
- Education -- Developing countries
- Educational assistance -- Developing countries
- Education -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States
- Education (Graduate) -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research
- Harvard University. Graduate School of Education
• Harvard University. Center for Studies in Education and Development.

U.S. education resource bases (Reports 006902), 1972

Creator: Sharpe, Richard S.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Dr. Stanley Nicholson, dated April 17, 1972

Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- United States
• Education (Graduate) -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Educational planning -- Developing countries
• Harvard University. Center for Studies in Education and Development.
• University of Chicago
• Stanford University

Travel and study awards: administration procedures (Reports 006903), 1968

Creator: Atwater, Verne S.

Program Name

Administration/Internaltional Relations

Related Grant Number

PA56-14.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Awards -- United States
• Scholarships -- United States
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Travel and study award procedures: Discussion paper (Reports 006904), 1967

Creator: Mayer, Robert A. (Robert Anthony)
Program Name
Administration/Internal Relations

Related Grant Number
PA56-14

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Awards -- United States
• Scholarships -- United States
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Travel and study award guidelines: Policy and procedure (Reports 006905), 1967  box 308
Creator: Gormley, William P.

Program Name
Administration/Internal Relations

Related Grant Number
PA56-14

Extent
12 p. + attachments: tables

Controlled Access Headings:
• Awards -- United States
• Scholarships -- United States
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Travel and study awards (Reports 006906), 1967  box 308
Creator: Fox, Melvin J.

Program Name
Administration/Internal Relations

Related Grant Number
PA56-14.
Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Awards -- United States
- Scholarships -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation

Travel and study award program (Reports 006907), 1967

Creator: Atwater, Verne S.

Program Name

Administration/International Relations

Related Grant Number

PA56-14.

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Awards -- United States
- Scholarships -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation

Changes in travel and study award program (Reports 006908), 1964


Abstract/Summary

"[A]ttached for your information are copies of the following: (1) Revised statement on Policy and procedure of the Travel and Study Award Program, (2) Instructions for preparation of new Authorization Forms, (3) Sample new Authorization Forms, (4) Revise

Program Name

Administration/International Relations

Related Grant Number

PA56-14

Extent

var. pag.: tables
Ford Foundation Series

Travel and study award program

Controlled Access Headings:

- Research grants -- United States
- Awards -- United States
- Scholarships -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Travel and Study Grants
- Ford Foundation

Professional volunteerism at Tilonia (Reports 006909), 1978

Creator: Frunda, Marc

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07590002

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Delegated-authority grants for fiscal years 1975 to 1977.

Extent

25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Voluntarism -- India -- Tilonia
- Rural development -- India -- Tilonia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Development of the National Plan for Sex Education, Ministry of Education, Costa Rica (Reports 006910), 1972

Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

L72-173.
Extent
18 p.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1972 June 12-16: Helsingr, Denmark)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Sex instruction -- Costa Rica
• Population research -- Costa Rica
• Population assistance -- Costa Rica
• Birth control -- Costa Rica
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name
Education and Research/ Population Program

Extent
16 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public health -- Costa Rica
• Birth control -- Costa Rica
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Creator: Baird, Guy B.
Creator: Gautam, Om P., 1931-
Creator: Sahay, Ram
Creator: Singh, Dhan Pal
Creator: Johnson, A. A. (Alvin A.), 1910-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
54 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India -- Evaluation
• Agricultural assistance -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

- Page 296-
The Ford Foundation’s involvement in the Intensive Agricultural District Program in retrospect (Reports 006913), 1970
Creator: Miles, Harold A., 1906-

Abstract/Summary
An evaluation of the program and a discussion of India's food crisis.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
39 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Food supply -- India
- Agriculture -- India
- Agricultural assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

An integrated approach to crop and water management (Reports 006914), 1970
Creator: Heady, Earl O. (Earl Orel), 1916-1986
Creator: Russell, M. B.
Creator: Brady, Nyle C.

Abstract/Summary
Report of recommendations on water use, multiple cropping, and water and fertilizer response. The authors’ concern is with improved water-crop-farm systems as they relate to soils, climatic conditions, water supplies, and crop possibilities.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
58 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- India
- Watershed management -- India
- Cropping systems -- India
- Multiple cropping -- India
- Irrigation -- India
Report of the Outside Review Team: plant protection in India (Reports 006915), 1970

Creator: Brindley, Tom S.
Creator: King, Thomas
Creator: Rawlins, Arthur
Creator: De Datta, Surajit K., 1933-

Abstract/Summary

Study to review the objectives of plant protection programs in relation to India's agricultural development and to evaluate progress and to determine the importance and needs of plant protection in Mysore State's developing agriculture and to suggest ways

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Plants, Protection of -- India
- Agriculture -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Adaptive research and systems analysis: a case for quality and specificity (Reports 006916), 1970

Creator: Brady, Nyle C.

Abstract/Summary

A study of the law of interactions with regard to agriculture in India. Acknowledges the large number of variables in the factors affecting crop yields.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

22 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture development projects -- India -- Case studies
• Agriculture -- Research -- India -- Case studies

Rice production training: the experiences of fourteen returnees from the International Rice Research Institute (Reports 006917), 1970

Creator: Green, Donald G., 1925-

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the progress of 14 Indian officials in developing rice production training programs and their reactions to the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) training.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

22 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Research -- India
• Agricultural productivity -- India
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• International Rice Research Institute

Recommendation for improvement of programs in plant protection (Reports 006918), 1971

Creator: Kelman, Arthur

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of undergraduate and graduate training programs in the area of plant protection and to determine how these programs could be strengthened and improved at agricultural universities.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Plants, Protection of -- Study and teaching -- India -- Evaluation
• Plant diseases -- Study and teaching -- India -- Evaluation
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- India
Agricultural development planning and program evaluation with a focus on regional restraints (Reports 006919), 1971

Creator: Abel, Martin E.
Creator: Easter, K. William

Abstract/Summary

Paper presented at the Rice Policy Conference, International Rice Research Institute, Los Banos, Philippines, May 9-14, 1971. Discusses the importance of agricultural development in economic development and that how growth is distributed among regions of

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- Developing countries
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Agriculture and state -- Developing countries

Soil and water conservation and Land Use Planning Institute (Reports 006920), 1973

Creator: Williams, Donald A., Dr.

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for research institutes to focus on India's soil erosion problems and water needs.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Soil conservation -- India
• Water conservation -- India
• Land use -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Rice survey of 1972, with comments pertaining to information gathered during the 1970 and 1971 seasons (Reports 006921), 1972
Creator: Lowe, John A. (John Alan), 1923-

Abstract/Summary

... compilation of field observations. -- T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.: ill., charts

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Diseases and pests -- India
- Rice -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Formulation and economic assessment of an intensive forestry project in Eastern Maharashtra (Reports 006922), 1973

Creator: Sathe, P. G.
Creator: Susaeta, Eladio Saenz de San Pedro
Creator: Maharashtra Forest Dept. Planning Commission

Abstract/Summary

Report is a product of the "State Planning Programme" started in 1969 as a cooperative effort of the Planning Commission and the Ford Foundation. Discusses a forest management project in the Government Forests of the Southeastern Chandrapur District of Ma

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

211 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Forest management -- India -- Maharashtra (India)
- Forests and forestry -- India -- Maharashtra (India)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Accelerating development in West Godavari District (Reports 006923), 1969

Creator: Wilcox, Robert W. (Robert Wilson), 1913-

box 309

box 935

sheet AG 69-20
Abstract/Summary

An analysis of developmental needs and opportunities in West Godavari District with establishment of priorities that must be considered in preparation of a systematic plan to accelerate the district's rate of agricultural development. […]"Prepared by the Ford Foundation in collaboration with Andhra Pradesh Department of Agriculture, West Godavari District, the Andra Pradesh Agricultural University and Government of India Directorate of Extension." -- T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06800786

Related Grantee Name

Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a center for research, resident teaching, and extension in agricultural communications.

Extent

75 p. + appendix: tables, charts, graphs

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural development projects -- India -- West Godavari
- Agriculture -- Research -- India -- West Godavari
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India -- West Godavari
- Agricultural assistance -- India -- West Godavari
- Ford Foundation
- Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University

Report of the University of California, Davis, Water Team on the development of a water technology center (Reports 006924), 1968

Creator: Bains, S. S.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Proposed reorganization of the Agricultural Program in Thanjavur District, Madras: Report of the Working Group (Reports 006925), 1968

Creator: Ventakaraman, A.
Creator: Kennedy, J. P. (John Patrick), 1930-

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for better administration of agricultural development projects in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

96 p. + appendices: ill., charts

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- India -- Thanjavur (District)
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Existing socio-economic conditions and attitudes to the present life situation of the residents of Ramachandrum New Settlement (Pattancheru Block, Medak District, Andhra Pradesh) (Reports 006926), 1974

Creator: Muthayya, B. C., 1934-
Creator: Mathur, J. S. (Jagannath Swaroop), 1927-
Creator: National Institute of Community Development

Abstract/Summary

A study of the socio-economic conditions of residents who were displaced due to economic development.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

133 p. + appendices: ill., tables
Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for an employment-oriented strategy of economic development. Suggests that an increase in employment would be an important factor in reducing poverty.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

31 p. + appendices.

Abstract/Summary

Argument for the preservation of India's cultural heritage development.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06990561

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Foundation support for cultural projects in India.
A background note on oilseeds, groundnuts, and the Ford Foundation (Reports 006929), 1976

Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the importance of oilseeds and groundnuts as an important agricultural crop in India and an important source of protein and fatty acids for Indians.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

L76-293

Anthropological perspectives on development in the Kumaun and Garhwal Regions of India (Reports 006930), 1976

Creator: Mailloux, Laurie

Abstract/Summary

Research on agriculture and ecosystems, agrarian social organisation, and ideological forces in the Kumaun and Garhwal regions.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

20 p.
Ford Foundation Series

Anthropological perspectives on development in India ...

Controlled Access Headings:

• Anthropology -- Research -- India
• Peasantry -- Research -- India

The role of models in the decision process in agriculture (Reports 006931), 1976
Creator: Petit, Michel, 1936-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

34 p. + appendix

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Agriculture -- Social aspects -- Developing countries
• Agriculture and state -- Developing countries

Toward a program in public planning and management in India (Reports 006932), 1976
Creator: Geithner, Peter F.
Creator: Row, Arthur T.
Creator: Pande, Vijay G.
Creator: Gwatkin, Davidson R.
Creator: Chowdhry, Kamla, 1920-2006

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Controlled Access Headings:

• Social planning -- India
• Central planning -- India
• Regional planning -- India
• Urban planning and research -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Upper Division Scholarship Program: an interim report on the pilot program in Illinois and Michigan, 1970-1972 (Reports 006933), 1972
Creator: Sabine, Gordon A.

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research
Extent

9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Minority students -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
• Scholarships -- Illinois
• Scholarships -- Michigan
• Scholarships -- United States
• Education, Higher -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Higher Education and Research

An evaluation of the Program Associates Program (Reports 006934), 1971

Creator: Ghosh, Bimal

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06990507

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Employment of Indian program associates to support staff development program of the Government of India's Department of Family Planning.

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- India
• Population assistance -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

End of assignment report on cultural programs in India (Reports 006935), 1970

Creator: Isenberg, Arthur

Abstract/Summary

Report on what the author believes was a successful decision of the Foundation to support selected cultural projects in India.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06990561

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Foundation support for cultural projects in India

Extent
5 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Cultural programs in India...

Controlled Access Headings:
• Cultural property -- Protection -- India
• Endowments -- India -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on visit to India, September 1968, as Ford Foundation consultant on proposed research project to study Indian entrepreneurship (Reports 006936), 1968
Creator: Broehl, Wayne G.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Douglas Ensminger about the value of researching Indian entrepreneurship and business practices and values in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06200299

Related Grantee Name
The Regents of the University Of California, Berkeley
Related Grant Purpose

Fellowship program in economic development and administration.

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Entrepreneurship -- Research -- India
- Business -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Possible Ford Foundation assistance to pilot projects in occupational education (Reports 006937), 1971

Creator: Staley, Eugene, 1906-1989

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06890734

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Research and planning on secondary education in India.

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Vocational education -- India
- Occupational training -- India
- Education, Secondary -- India
- Educational assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Recommendations for strengthening the academic program at Chetana College, Bombay (Reports 006938), 1970

Creator: Kunsela, William R.
Abstract/Summary

Memo to Harold Howe on recommendations for improving Chetana College.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06890734

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Research and planning on secondary education in India.

Extent

17 p. + appendices: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- India
- Vocational education -- India
- Occupational training -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Chetana College (Bombay, India)

Report of the visit abroad of Professor Dool Singh (Reports 006939), 1969

Creator: Singh, Dool

Abstract/Summary

Dool Singh is head of the Dept. of Business Administration at Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani, Rajasthan, India. Visit took place March 25 to July 14, 1969. Report of Professor Singh's visit to the United States and participation in a se

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06990299
**Extent**

18 p. + appendix.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Business -- Study and teaching

Rural wheat storage in Ludhiana District, Punjab (Reports 006940), 1970

**Creator:** Willson, Harold R. (Harold Rossen), 1941-

**Creator:** Singh, Amar

**Creator:** Bindra, O. S.

**Creator:** Everett, Travis R.

**Abstract/Summary**

Report demonstrates an approach to evaluate the field problems of rural grain storage in a limited area having a variety of new and old grain protection practices available.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

28, 12 p. + appendices: ill., tables, charts

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Storage -- India
- Grain -- Storage -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi

Observations on the Tenth Pacific Trade and Development Conference (PTDC), Canberra, Australia, March 19-23, 1979 (Reports 006941), 1979

**Creator:** Remenyi, J. V.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

8 p.

**Related Conference**

Pacific Trade and Development Conference (10th:1979: Australian National University)


**Controlled Access Headings:**
- International trade -- Congresses
- Agriculture and state -- Congresses
- Agricultural assistance -- Congresses

Remarks prepared for delivery by John Bresnan of the Ford Foundation at a Trilateral Commission Symposium on Expanding Food Production in South and Southeast Asia, Tokyo, November 27-28 (Reports 006942), 1978

**Creator:** Bresnan, John, 1927-2006

**Abstract/Summary**
Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Food supply -- South Asia -- Speeches, addresses, etc.
- Food supply -- Southeast Asia -- Speeches, addresses, etc.

Research Institute for Higher Education, Hiroshima University (Reports 006943), 1977

**Creator:** Passin, Herbert

**Program Name**
International Division/Higher Education and Research

**Extent**
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- Research -- Japan
- Universities and colleges -- Japan
- Ford Foundation. Higher Education and Research
- Hiroshima Daigaku

On the computer problems of IPB and BPS (Reports 006944), 1977

**Creator:** Sugiura, Ippei, 1925-

**Abstract/Summary**
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

12 p.: tables

Controlled Access Headings:

- Computers -- Study and teaching -- Japan
- Computers -- Purchasing -- Japan
- International cooperation

Discussion on archaeological training, Manila (Reports 006945), 1979

Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Archaeological training in Manila ...

Controlled Access Headings:

- Archaeology -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
- Anthropology -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
- Museum techniques -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

India's new departures in mass motivation for fertility control (Reports 006946), 1968

Creator: Wilder, Frank, 1920-
Creator: Tyagi, D. K. (Dinesh K.)

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for the use of the mass media to instill motivation for population control in India.
How do people adopt new birth control practices? (Reports 006947), 1968

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Communications for information and motivation in family planning (Reports 006948), 1966

Abstract/Summary

Prepared ... for the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development of the U. N. Economic and Social Council... --T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- India
• Communication in birth control -- India
• Fertility, Human -- India
• Mass media -- India

Extent

26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Communication in birth control -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Birth control -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Birth control -- Social aspects -- Developing countries
• Fertility, Human -- Social aspects -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Communications for information and motivation in family planning (Reports 006948), 1966

Abstract/Summary

Prepared ... for the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development of the U. N. Economic and Social Council... --T.p.
Communication research and family planning in India (Reports 006949), 1970
Creator: Rogers, Everett M.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Pratap Kapur to review priority areas of needed research on family planning communication and to outline procedures by which research on this topic can be utilized more completely in making population policy decisions in India.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
18 p.: ill.

Ford Foundation Series
Communication research and family planning in India

Controlled Access Headings:
- Communication in birth control -- India -- Evaluation
- Birth control -- India
- Communications -- Research -- India
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Assessing the needs of family planning information, education and communications programs (Reports 006950), 1972
Creator: De Pietro, Rocco A.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Research -- Nigeria
- Communication in birth control -- Nigeria
- Population assistance -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Mass communications: easier said than done -- but do-able (Reports 006951), 1968

Creator: Wilder, Frank, 1920-

Abstract/Summary

A discussion paper prepared for the Ford Foundation ... --p. 11.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

[7 p.]

Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in birth control -- Developing countries
- Birth control -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

A brief survey of art and archaeology in Sri Lanka, 1979 (Reports 006952), 1979

Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. + attachment.

Ford Foundation Series

Art and archaeology in Sri Lanka ...

Controlled Access Headings:

- Art -- Study and teaching -- Sri Lanka
- Archaeology -- Study and teaching -- Sri Lanka
- Cultural property -- Protection -- Sri Lanka
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Indicators of impact in family planning communications research projects (Reports 006953), 1962

Creator: Saunders, Lyle
Abstract/Summary

From Family planning news, Vol. 3, No. 8. A review of the need for criteria to evaluate the success of family planning communications research projects.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent


Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in birth control -- Research -- India
- Birth control -- Research -- India

Press workbook for communication in family planning (Reports 006954), 1971

Creator: De Pietro, Rocco A.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

53 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in birth control -- Developing countries
- Birth control -- Social aspects -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Population study in Central America (Reports 006955), 1966

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Creator: Trowbridge, James W.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

2 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Central America
- Birth control -- Research -- Central America
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Press use for family planning (Reports 006956), 1972
Creator: De Pietro, Rocco A.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
84 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Communication in birth control -- Nigeria
- Mass media in birth control -- Nigeria
- Birth control -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Population: Central America (Reports 006957), 1966 box 310
Creator: Saunders, Lyle
Creator: Samora, Julian, 1920-1996

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Central America
- Population policy -- Central America
- Population assistance -- Central America

Communications program planning needs which can be fulfilled by library and information services (Reports 006958), 1972 box 310
Creator: Sweeney, William O., 1931-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Communication in birth control
- Birth control -- Study and teaching
• Libraries and education

Education research: the promise and the problem (Reports 006959), 1976

Creator: Howe, Harold, 1918-2002
Creator: American Educational Research Association

Abstract/Summary
Remarks at meeting of the A.E.R.A., April 21, 1976, San Francisco.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program: International Division/Population Program

Extent
22 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Study and teaching
• American Educational Research Association

Case study: planning Nigeria's first public information campaign for family planning (Reports 006960), 1972
Creator: De Pietro, Rocco A.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number
L72-173

Extent
25 p.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1972 June 12-16: Helsinger, Denmark)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population -- Congresses

Conference on the Third World and the role of press (Reports 006961), 1977
Creator: Davis, David M. (David McFarland), 1926-2007

Abstract/Summary
Program Name

International Division

Controlled Access Headings:

- Press -- Developing countries
- Journalism -- Developing countries
- Freedom of the press -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Family life survey (Reports 006962), 1972

Creator: De Pietro, Rocco A.

Creator: Overseas Economic Development (Nigeria) Ltd.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

1 v.: var. pag.: tables, forms -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Family -- Nigeria
- Birth control -- Nigeria
- Overseas Economic Development (Nigeria) Ltd.
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Computer technology developments in Philippines (Reports 006963), 1970

Creator: Lackner, M. R.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

07000212

Related Grantee Name

Economic Commission For Asia and the Far East

Related Grant Purpose

Training workshops on computer processing for the 1970 Asian censuses.

Extent

35 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Computer programs -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
• Census -- Philippines -- Statistics
• Housing -- Philippines -- Statistics
• Ford Foundation. Population Program
• United Nations. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East

Organizational structure: Office of Logistical Services, Division of Administration (Reports 006964), 1978

Program Name
Administration

Extent
1 v.: var. pag: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Administration
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Cost of operation
• Ford Foundation

A study in neglect: a report on women prisoners, July 15, 1972 - October 15 (Reports 006965), 1972

Creator: Hendrix, Omar
Creator: Women's Prison Association of New York

Abstract/Summary
Submitted to the Women's Prison Association.

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
L72-117.

Extent
44 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women prisoners
• Women's Prison Association of New York

Reflections on a multi-racial society (Reports 006966), 1982

Creator: Thomas, Franklin A.
Abstract/Summary

Transcript speech prepared for the Granada Lecture Series, November 1, 1982.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

34 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Race awareness -- United States
- Race discrimination -- United States
- Minorities -- United States -- Social conditions
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

Review of Foundation programs concerned with economic development in the rural South (Reports 006967), 1971

Creator: Heaps, David

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

57 p. + appendices: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- Southern States
- Rural development -- United States
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

AID project: farm development in the North-west Frontier Province of Pakistan (Reports 006968), 1974

Creator: McKay, M. E.

Abstract/Summary

Report to the Maize and Millets Research Institute, Nowshera, North West Frontier Province, following a visit to Pakistan June-July 1974.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

PA660-0446c.
**Extent**

10 p. + appendices --28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Corn -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Millets -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Agriculture -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Agricultural development projects -- North-west Frontier Province
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Report on maize in the Punjab (Reports 006969), 1973**

**Creator:** Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture, Punjab. (See also Report on maize in the N.W.F.P.).

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

---

**Report on maize in the N.W.F.P. North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan (Reports 006970), 1973**

**Creator:** Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture, NWFP. (See also Report on maize in the Punjab).

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

---

**Related Grant Number**

06600446

**Related Grantee Name**

Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo
Related Grant Purpose

Strengthening agricultural institutes for wheat research in West Pakistan.

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Millets -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Agricultural development projects -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Possible participation by Australian government in maize and millets research (Reports 006971), 1973

Creator: Turner, A. Keith, 1941-

Abstract/Summary

Report to the Maize & Millets Research Institute, Nowshera, North West Frontier Province, following a visit to Pakistan, February 6-9, 1973.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06600446

Related Grantee Name

Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo

Related Grant Purpose

Strengthening agricultural institutes for wheat research in West Pakistan.

Extent

8 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural engineering -- Study and teaching -- Australia
- Agriculture -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Proposed plans for the development of the Maize and Millets Research Institute (MMRI), Nowshera, N.W.F.P. North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan (Reports 006972), 1973

Creator: Stewart, John A.

Abstract/Summary

Report to the Secretary of Agriculture, Government of the N.W.F.P., Peshawar.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06600446

Related Grantee Name

Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo

Related Grant Purpose

Strengthening agricultural institutes for wheat research in West Pakistan.

Extent

12 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
• Millets -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
• Agricultural development projects -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
• Ford Foundation, Asia and the Pacific
• International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Prospects for accelerating maize and millets production in the Himalayan Region (Reports 006973), 1971

Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06600446
Related Grantee Name
Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo

Related Grant Purpose
Strengthening agricultural institutes in wheat research in West Pakistan.

Extent
4 leaves + appendix: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural productivity -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Crop yield -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Agriculture -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Maize and millets research in the Punjab (Reports 006974), 1971
Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture, Government of the Punjab, Lahore. Discusses the creation of a Maize and Millet Research Institute in Punjab.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06600446

Related Grantee Name
Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo

Related Grant Purpose
Strengthening agricultural institutes for wheat research in West Pakistan.

Extent
11 p. + annexes: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Corn -- Research -- Pakistan
- Millets -- Research -- Pakistan
The Green Revolution is not dead (Reports 006975), 1970

Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009
Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06600446

Related Grantee Name
Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo

Related Grant Purpose
Strengthening agricultural institutes for wheat research in West Pakistan.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Green Revolution
- Wheat -- Yields
- Wheat -- Research
- Crop yields
- Agricultural productivity
- International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Employment of local nationals on Ford Foundation projects (Reports 006976), 1965

Creator: Davy, Dorcey F.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the proposal to hire local nationals for agricultural development projects in Pakistan. Notes that this idea was employed with success in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06500380

Related Grantee Name
Government of Pakistan
Related Grant Purpose

Training institutes for the agricultural extension service in Pakistan

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural extension workers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Agricultural extension work -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation

End of tour report (Reports 006977), 1969  box 311
Creator: Giles, G. W. (George Wallace), 1910-2003

Abstract/Summary

Report on agricultural mechanization in West Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06500380

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Related Grant Purpose

Training institutes for agricultural extension service in Pakistan.

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural extension work -- Pakistan
- Agricultural mechanics -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Pakistan

Licensing policies and prices: Structure of farm tractors (Reports 006978), 1969  box 311
Creator: Giles, G. W. (George Wallace), 1910-2003

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
**Related Grant Number**
06500380

**Related Grantee Name**
Government of Pakistan

**Related Grant Purpose**
Training institutes for agricultural extension service in Pakistan.

**Extent**
10 p. -- 33 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Tractors -- Pakistan -- Licenses
- Tractors -- Law and legislation -- Pakistan
- Agricultural mechanics -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Pakistan

The practicalities of tractor vs. no-tractor mechanization (Reports 006979), 1969

**Creator:** Giles, G. W. (George Wallace), 1910-2003

**Abstract/Summary**
Discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of agricultural mechanization including tractors. Followed by Comments on the draft “Education and training” by Ghulam Sarwar Sheikh and A.N. Kazi.

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**
06500380

**Related Grantee Name**
Government of Pakistan

**Extent**
7 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Farm mechanization -- Pakistan
Preliminary note contributing to the subjects of manufacturing (Chapter XI), research and extension (Chapter XVI) using the harvesting and threshing of wheat as an example (Reports 006980), 1969

Creator: Giles, G. W. (George Wallace), 1910-2003

Abstract/Summary

Discusses new dimensions in the problems with mechanized harvesting and threshing of wheat in West Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06500380

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat -- Harvesting -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
• Wheat -- Threshing -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
• Pakistan

Several second generation opportunities (Reports 006981), 1970

Creator: Davy, Dorcey F.

Abstract/Summary

Report on agriculture in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06500380

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan
Related Grant Purpose

Training institutes for agricultural extension service in Pakistan.

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Food supply -- Pakistan
- Agricultural extension work -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Pakistan

Notes on modern rice mills program in India (Reports 006982), 1968

Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the introduction of modern rice milling practices in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06500380

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Milling -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Pakistan

Recommendations for the establishment of a Rice Engineering Centre (Reports 006983), 1966

Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Creator: Faulkner, Macon D.

Creator: Caffey, H. Rouse (Horace Rouse), 1929-2012
Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the government of India by consultant team, Louisiana State University Rice Experiment Station.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06500380

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Related Grant Purpose

Training institutes for agricultural extension service in Pakistan.

Extent

31 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Research -- India
• Rice -- Milling -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, La.). Rice Experiment Station
• Pakistan

Paddy drying equipment for the Tanjore Paddy Project (Reports 006984), 1968

Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Abstract/Summary

Presented to the Indian Society of Agricultural Engineers, Dec. 1967, at the University of Agricultural sciences, Bangalore. Discusses a plan to process rice which is harvested during the monsoon season.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06500380
Related Grantee Name
Government of Pakistan

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Processing -- India
• Pakistan

New trends in milling and processing (Reports 006985), 1968
box 311

Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the new trends in rice milling and processing in India, thanks to seven modern rice mills.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06500380

Related Grantee Name
Government of Pakistan

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Milling -- India
• Rice -- Processing -- India
• Pakistan

Necessary ingredients for policy research in Asia (Reports 006986), 1966
box 311

Creator: Weisblat, A. M. (Abraham M.)

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06590241
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Advisors and consultants for the Planning and Evaluation Unit, Department of Agriculture, Government of Pakistan.

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture and politics -- Asia
- Agriculture and state -- Asia
- Politics, Practical -- Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Agricultural development in West Pakistan (Reports 006987), 1964
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06590241

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Later-generation agricultural problems (Reports 006988), 1966
Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06590241

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Advisors and consultants for the Planning and Evaluation Unit, Department of Agriculture, Government of Pakistan.

Extent
16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
- Agriculture and state -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation, Asia and the Pacific
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Some social aspects of population control (Reports 006989), 1971
Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Social aspects -- India
- Ford Foundation, Asia and the Pacific

The Second India study series: Concept and objectives: A summary prepared for presentation to the Eighth Research Seminar in Population Planning, Peshawar (Reports 006990), 1974
Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary
of a series of studies designed to draw together data and to assess the probable impact of continued high population growth in India.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

3 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Tanzania's road to development: bringing development to the people (Reports 006991), 1974

**Creator:** Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

**Abstract/Summary**

Interview of Paul Bomani, Ambassador of the United Republic of Tanzania to the United States; reprint from International development review, 1974/2.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

07400076

**Related Grantee Name**

The Pakistan Academy for Rural Development

**Related Grant Purpose**

Consultants, domestic and foreign training, equipment and library materials for rural development.

**Extent**

[8] p.: ill. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development -- Tanzania
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
• The Pakistan Academy for Rural Development

Contributions and problems met as a consultant to the project:
survey of professional problems facing management in Pakistan
(Reports 006992), 1973
Creator: Velasco, Emmanuel T.

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for West Pakistan Management Association.
Report on duties, contributions, and data learned during the
consultancy.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Management -- Pakistan

Preliminary report: conservation and preservation of Pakistan's
cultural heritage (Reports 006993), 1969
Creator: Dales, George F.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Cultural property -- Protection -- Pakistan
• Cultural property -- Pakistan -- Interviews
• Pakistan -- Antiquities -- Collection and preservation
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Assistance to the West Pakistan Management Association (WPMA)
(Reports 006994), 1970
Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Television for primary education: A TV set in every village in East Pakistan (Reports 006995), 1971

Creator: Ritzen, J. M. M.

Abstract/Summary

Explores the technological possibilities and the instructional capacities of television for use in primary and literacy education.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television in education -- Bangladesh

Suggestions of measures to promote small industry development during the fifth five-year plan draft (Reports 006996), 1973

Creator: Staley, Eugene, 1906-1989

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17, 25, [4], 4 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:

- Small business -- Pakistan
- Industries -- Pakistan
- Industries -- Size -- Pakistan
- Factories -- Pakistan
- Small business -- Growth

Background document for review conference (Reports 006997), 1969

Creator: Smuckler, Ralph H.
Abstract/Summary
Review of events which led to martial law in Pakistan on March 25, 1969, and appraisal for future Foundation efforts.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
23 p. - 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Martial law -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Program review: the current political climate in Pakistan and its effect on Ford Foundation-supported agricultural projects (Reports 006998), 1969
Creator: Havener, Robert D., 1930-2005

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
12 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Martial law -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Trip report: Pakistan, Oct. 3-7 (Reports 006999), 1973
Creator: Coffman, William Ronnie, 1943-

Abstract/Summary
Report on rice yields in the Punjab and Sind.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Research -- Pakistan
Soil fertility in Pakistan (Reports 007000), 1973

Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Pakistan -- Disease and pest resistance
- Rice trade -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Cairo

The current rice marketing situation in Sri Lanka (Reports 007001), 1973


Abstract/Summary

Memo to Hon. H. Kobbekadwwa, Minister of Agriculture & Lands, Sri Lanka.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

33 p. -- 28 m.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Sri Lanka -- Marketing
- Rice -- Milling -- Sri Lanka
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Sri Lanka
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Notes on building capacity for educational research (Reports 007002), 1975

Creator: Myers, Robert G.
**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

L75-245

**Extent**

11 p. -- 28 cm.

**Related Conference**

PAPER Conference (1976 Apr. 26-28: Villa de Leyva, Colombia)

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Research -- Latin America -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Visits to Manchester, Bradford, Birmingham, Reading, London, Cardiff Universities, the Ministry of Overseas Development and Imperial College, 13th-21st July 1978 (Reports 007003), 1978

**Creator:** Smith, M. A.

**Program Name**

International Division/European and International Affairs

**Extent**

24 p. -- 28 cm.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- England
- Education, Higher -- International cooperation
- Central planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- England
- Public administration -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- England
- Universities and colleges -- England
- Indonesian students
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

Interim report and initial recommendation of the Committee on Women in International Division Programs (Reports 007004), 1974

**Creator:** Barber, Elinor G.
Abstract/Summary

Memo to David Bell, dated September 30, 1974.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

13 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Employment
• Affirmative action programs
• Diversity in the workplace
• Discrimination in employment
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Principal results of research in agricultural economics and its effects on agricultural research (Reports 007005), 1970

Creator: Schuh, G. Edward (George Edward), 1930-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- Brazil
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Brazil

Program concern in the International Division with regard to the rights and opportunities of women (Reports 007006), 1973

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division

Extent

13 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Employment
• Affirmative action programs
• Diversity in the workplace
• Discrimination in employment
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Ford Foundation. International Division
• Ford Foundation

External affirmative action initiative (Reports 007007), 1973  box 311
Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Office of the President

Extent

9 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Employment
• Affirmative action programs
• Diversity in the workplace
• Discrimination in employment
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Women's opportunities for education and its impact on their roles in Pakistan (Reports 007008), 1973  box 312
Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

80 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Research -- Pakistan
• Women -- Pakistan -- Social conditions
• Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
• Women -- Education -- Pakistan
• Social role -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The women in Pakistan (Reports 007009), 1972  box 312
Creator: Miller, Frank Justus
Abstract/Summary

Comments on status of women in Pakistan and program opportunities for Ford Foundation.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Research -- Pakistan
- Women -- Pakistan
- Social conditions
- Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Women -- Education -- Pakistan
- Social role -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Recent activity on the international front (Reports 007010), 1972
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Summary of Ford Foundation overseas activities regarding research on the status of women in developing countries. [...]Memo to members of the Task Force on the Status of Women, dated November 3, 1972.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Research -- Developing countries
- Women -- Developing countries -- Social conditions
- Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Untitled trip report on status of women in Pakistan (Reports 007011), 1976
Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Abstract/Summary

Recommendations to the Ministry of Education on women's access to and use of educational opportunities.
**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
6 p. + attachments -- 28 cm -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Educational planning -- Pakistan
- Educational change -- Pakistan
- Education -- Pakistan
- Educational assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

**Review of research on women in agriculture and rural development**
(Reports 007012), 1980

**Creator:** Peet, Creighton, 1899-1977

**Abstract/Summary**

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
8 p. + attachments: table -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Women in development -- Developing countries
- Rural women -- Research -- Developing countries
- Rural development -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

**Six-month report from the Women's Program Group**
(Reports 007013), 1980

**Creator:** Berresford, Susan V. (Susan Vail), 1943-

**Abstract/Summary**
Memo to Franklin Thomas, dated July 24, 1980.

**Program Name**
International Division/National Affairs

**Extent**
10 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Women -- Services for -- United States
• Women's rights -- United States
• Feminism -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs

ADC/ICRISAT Agricultural Development Council/International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-arid Tropics Seminar: "Adjustment mechanisms in rural labor markets" (Reports 007014), 1979

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Labor market -- Asia -- Congresses
• Women in rural development -- Asia -- Congresses
• Women in development -- Asia
• Rural women -- Employment -- Asia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Khadgodhra: A case study of a women's milk cooperative (Reports 007015), 1981

Creator: Sundar, Pushpa

Abstract/Summary

Reprinted from Social action Vol. 31, Jan-March 1981.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

[19 p.]: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women in development -- India
• Women in cooperative societies -- India
• Dairying, Cooperative -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Women at work in Mali: the case of the Markala Cooperative (Reports 007016), 1980

Creator: Caughman, Susan
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

93 p.-- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Employment -- Mali -- Markala
- Women in cooperative societies -- Mali -- Markala
- Women in development -- Mali -- Markala
- Rural development -- Mali
- Ford Foundation. Field office Lagos
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Seminar on "Ecology, the environment, and afforestation", October 21-23 (Reports 007017), 1974
Creator: Romm, Jeff

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Frank J. Miller.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

6 p.-- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Afforestation -- Pakistan
- Forest management -- Pakistan
- Range management -- Pakistan
- Watershed management -- Pakistan
- Forests and forestry -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Human environment and international cooperation: A discussion of possible Foundation strategies (Reports 007018), 1972
Creator: Silj, Alessandro, 1935-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to David E. Bell, dated December 20, 1972.
Program Name
International Division

Extent
8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Human ecology -- International cooperation
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Islam and economics (Reports 007019), 1979
Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.
Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
3 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Islam -- Economic aspects
- Economics -- Religious aspects -- Islam
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Thailand/India/Canada trip report, 29 April-16 May and May 24-27 (Reports 007020), 1978
Creator: Remenyi, J. V.
Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Developing Countries
- Food supply -- Developing Countries
• Basic needs -- Developing countries

Background note on rural development: The role of voluntary agencies (Reports 007021), 1978
Creator: Chowdhry, Kamla, 1920-2006
Creator: Sundar, Pushpa

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
9 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development -- India
• Voluntarism -- India
• Human services -- India
• Administrative agencies -- India
• Associations, institutions, etc.
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation Office of Asia and the Pacific meeting on rural development in Asia, Singapore, January 12-14 (Reports 007022), 1976
Creator: Schutjer, Wayne A.

Abstract/Summary
Attached is agenda, list of participants, list of conference papers and a cover memorandum by Peter Geithner.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
8 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1976 Jan. 12-14: Singapore)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development -- Asia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Program plans for Pakistan (Reports 007023), 1979
Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.
Abstract/Summary

Memo to John J. Bresnan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

10 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Pakistan
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation and cultural exchange in Pakistan (Reports 007024), 1979  
Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Cultural relations
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on a second visit to Pakistan by Mr. J.D. MacArthur, acting director, Project Planning Centre, University of Bradford, as consultant to the Ford Foundation, Pakistan, 6th to 12th (Reports 007026), 1975  
Creator: MacArthur, J. D.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07650164

Related Grantee Name

Pakistan Institute of Development Economics
**Related Grant Purpose**

Support in country program of training project preparation, appraisal and evaluation.

**Extent**

2 p. + annex -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Central planning -- Pakistan
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

---

Report on a visit to Pakistan (Reports 007027), 1975

**Creator:** MacArthur, J. D.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

07650164

**Related Grantee Name**

Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support in country program of training project preparation, appraisal and evaluation.

**Extent**

5 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Central planning -- Pakistan
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

Improving the quality, quantity, and dissemination of knowledge about population matters (Reports 007028), 1972

**Creator:** Laurenti, Luigi

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program
Extents

31 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Pakistan
- Census -- Pakistan
- Economics -- Sociological aspects -- Research -- Pakistan
- Urbanization -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

A qualitative assessment of practicing Pakistani social science researchers (Reports 007029), 1978

Creator: Sinding, Monica K.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

vii, 23 p. + appendices: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Pakistan
- Social scientists -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Funding for social science research in Pakistan (Reports 007030), 1978

Creator: Sinding, Monica K.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

vii, 49 p. + appendix: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Pakistan -- Finance
- Social scientists -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Trained social science research capacity in Pakistan (Reports 007031), 1978

Creator: Sinding, Monica K.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
**Extent**

v, 25 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Research -- Pakistan
- Social scientists -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

| Bellagio conference on "Social science research on development: February 13-15, 1974" (Reports 007032), 1974 | box 312 |
| Creator: Bell, David E., 1919- |

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to ID-POICs, Heads and Overseas Reps., dated March 4, 1974.

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

6 p. + attachments: ill. -- 28 cm.

**Related Conference**

Conference on Social Science Research on Development
(1974: Bellagio, Italy)

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Research -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Endowments -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Research -- Finance -- Congresses
- Economic development -- Research -- Finance -- Congresses
- Social sciences -- Research -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

| The social sciences in Pakistan: Preliminary observations (Reports 007033), 1974 | box 312 |
| Creator: Hiatt, Thomas A. |

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

6 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Research -- Pakistan
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Pakistan
- Page 354-

South Asia: trip report (Reports 007034), 1976
Creator: Szanton, David L., 1938-
Creator: Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
4 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- Southeast Asia
• Universities and colleges -- Southeast Asia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Sino-Australian student exchanges (Reports 007035), 1978
Creator: Finkelstein, David Michael

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
9 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Student exchange programs -- China
• Student exchange programs -- Australia
• Education, Higher -- International cooperation

Visit to China, September 2-16 (Reports 007036), 1979
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Franklin Thomas, dated September 24, 1979.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- China
• Philanthropy -- China
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Actions concerning China in FY 1980 (Reports 007037), 1980  
Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006  

Abstract/Summary  
Memo to Franklin Thomas, dated September 17, 1980.

Program Name  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent  
6 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:  
• Charity organization -- China  
• Endowments -- China -- Evaluation  
• Philanthropy -- China  
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Regional workshop on interdisciplinary analysis of resource ecosystems (Reports 007038), 1980  
Creator: Conway, Gordon

Abstract/Summary  

Program Name  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent  
11 p.: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:  
• Environmental management -- Thailand  
• Ecosystem management -- Thailand  
• Natural resources -- Thailand -- Management  
• Agriculture -- Research -- Thailand  
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Toward institutionalisation of the Sind Regional Planning Organization (Reports 007039), 1979  
Creator: Fisher, Howard Benjamin

Program Name  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent
19 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Regional planning -- Sind (Pakistan)
• Regional planning -- Pakistan
• Sind Regional Plan Organisation

Indochinese refugees and the Foundation activities in Southeast Asia (Reports 007040), 1979
Creator: Geithner, Peter F.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to John J. Bresnan, dated December 6, 1979.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
4 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Refugees -- Southeast Asia
• Indochinese -- Southeast Asia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Committee on Human Rights and Social Process minutes: meeting of February 15, 1978 (Reports 007041), 1978
Creator: Carlisle, Michael

Abstract/Summary
Minutes of Board of Trustees meeting held on February 15, 1978.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights advocacy -- Developing countries
• Human rights -- Developing countries
Minutes of the July 8, 1977 meeting of the Committee on Human Rights and Social Process (Reports 007042), 1977

Creator: Bushey, Bruce L., 1945-1989

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division

Extent

8 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights advocacy -- Developing countries
- Human rights -- Developing countries
- Intellectual freedom -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

July 8, 1977 meeting of the Committee on Human Rights and Social Process (Reports 007043), 1977

Creator: Bushey, Bruce L., 1945-1989

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

07690811

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

To fund planning, consultation and small program actions in the area of human rights.
Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights advocacy -- Developing countries
- Human rights -- Developing countries
- Intellectual freedom -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Peace, security and human dignity in Asia (Reports 007044), 1976  
Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

18 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- Indonesia -- Congresses
- Security, International -- Asia -- Congresses
- Dignity -- Congresses
- Peace -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Human rights in India (Reports 007045), 1976  
Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to John J. Bresnan, September 1976.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- India
- National security -- India
- Security, International -- India
- Ford Foundation India
Human rights: Japan (Reports 007046), 1976  
Creator: Green, Carl J.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to John J. Bresnan, dated September 24, 1976.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

4 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human rights -- Japan
- Political rights -- Japan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Human rights in Southeast Asia (Reports 007047), 1976  
Creator: Geithner, Peter F.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to John J. Bresnan, dated October 26, 1976.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

1 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human rights -- Southeast Asia
- Political rights -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Human rights and social process in the Philippines (Reports 007048), 1976  
Creator: Abueva, Jose Veloso, 1928-

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to Ozzie G. Simmons, dated October 4, 1976.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific


**Related Grant Number**

L76-193.

**Extent**

3 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human rights -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

3 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Islam -- Economic aspects
- Religion -- Economic aspects
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

4 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for Dr. Ralph H. Smuckler, Ford Foundation, Pakistan.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

6 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Cotton -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

A resume of the present organizational structure of cotton research in West Pakistan (Reports 007052), 1969

Creator: Davy, Dorcey F.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Cotton -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

NWFP's North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan's maize program (Reports 007053), 1974

Creator: Winkelmann, Donald

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture N.W.F.P., Pakistan; Dr. Takumi Izuno, and Dr. A.F.E. Palmer, project specialist in maize breeding and agronomy.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

15 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Corn -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Corn -- Breeding -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Crop yields -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
- Agriculture -- Research -- North-west Frontier Province (Pakistan)
• Crop yields
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

A system for the development and delivery of a package of maize technology in Pakistan (Reports 007054), 1975

Creator: Palmer, A. F. E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

10 p. + attachment: ill., chart -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Research -- Pakistan
• Crop yields -- Pakistan
• Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Discussion of maize breeding and seed production in Pakistan (Reports 007055), 1979

Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Dr. Amir Mohammad, chairman, Pakistan Agricultural Research Council.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Breeding -- Pakistan
• Seed technology -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Meeting on "Action after Bangkok" (Reports 007056), 1978

Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Abstract/Summary

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Research & Education

Extent

7 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Thailand
- Rural development -- Thailand
- Charity organization -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Resources and the Environment

Action after Bangkok (Reports 007057), 1978
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Thailand
- Rural development -- Thailand
- Charity organization -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Nutrition in Bangladesh (Reports 007058), 1978
Creator: Chen, Lincoln C.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to David Bell, John Bresnan, Oscar Harkavy, dated May 19, 1978.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. + attachment: chart -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:

- Nutrition -- Bangladesh
Possible mechanisms for following up Bangkok meeting (Reports 007059), 1978

Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Creator: Ilchman, Warren Frederick

Abstract/Summary

Summary of discussions following May 2-5, 1978 Bangkok meeting on population, development, and applied social science.[…]Memo to Colleagues, dated August 7, 1978.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Migration, Internal -- East Asia
• Migration, Internal -- Southeast Asia
• Charity organization -- East Asia
• Charity organization -- Southeast Asia
• Ford Foundation. Population Program

Next steps regarding the division's program in population (Reports 007060), 1980

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Summary of board meeting discussions on information paper, "Population in the 1980s".[…]Memo to Heads, POICs, and Overseas Reps, dated January 16, 1980.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Population research -- Developing countries
• Fertility, Human -- Research -- Developing countries
• Population assistance -- Developing countries
• Birth control -- Developing countries


- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Institute for Research in Reproduction (Bombay), recent Silver Jubilee Workshop on "Involving the local community in family planning programs" (Reports 007061), 1979

Creator: Kocher, James E.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

2 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Involving the local community in family planning programmes

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- India
- Medical care -- India
- Public health -- India

Some thoughts on the benefits of a mix of government and non-government health care delivery systems (HCDSs) (Reports 007062), 1979

Creator: Kocher, James E.

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for presentation at the Silver Jubilee Workshop of the Institute for Research in Reproduction (Bombay). Discussion of health care delivery systems and projects designed to deliver health care, family planning, and related services in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

7 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
Managing policy support for population programs: overview paper (Reports 007063), 1979
Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for the Sixth Annual Conference of the International Committee on the Management of Population Programs (ICOMP) held on July 24-26, 1979, Nairobi, Kenya. Definition and overview of population policy.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
46 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population policy -- Congresses

Sixth Annual Conference of ICOMP (Reports 007064), 1979
Creator: Wickham, Robert S.

Abstract/Summary
Summary of conference held in Nairobi, Kenya, 24-26 July 1979. The conference theme was "Managing policy support for population programs."

Program Name
International Division/Population Program: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07400477;07290171

Related Grantee Name
International Council On Management Of Population Programmes (ICOMP)

Extent
2 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population -- Congresses
• International Council On Management Of Population Programmes (ICOMP)

Post-Bangkok strategy for our work in population and social development management (Reports 007065), 1978

Creator: Wickham, Robert S.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Thailand
- Population research -- Thailand
- Social planning -- Thailand
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Fifth Annual Conference of ICOMP International Committee on Management of Population Programmes (Reports 007066), 1978

Creator: Wickham, Robert S.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

5 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Fertility, Human -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Population assistance
- Social planning -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

New Zealand study tour Feb. 6- March 2 (Reports 007067), 1977

Creator: Boonyawart, Dean

Creator: Dawson, J. D.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p.: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- New Zealand
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- New Zealand
• Agricultural extension work -- New Zealand
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Sorghum and millet research in Pakistan (Reports 007068), 1974
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Frank J. Miller, dated February 6, 1974.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 p. + attachments: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Sorghum -- Research -- Pakistan
• Millets -- Research -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Wheat production in West Pakistan (Reports 007069), 1972
Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

10 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan
• Crop yields -- Pakistan
• Agricultural production -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

International agriculture's progress: everyone's responsibility, March 26 (Reports 007070), 1973

box 313

- Page 368-
Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009

Abstract/Summary

From O.A. Vogel Honorary Symposium: Wheat in this changing world, held March 26, 1973, Washington State University, pp. 31 - 42.

Program Name

International Division

Extent


Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Research -- Developing countries
- Grain -- Research -- Developing countries
- Food crops -- Research -- Developing countries
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

An outline for a Pakistan coordinated wheat research program (Reports 007071), 1974

Creator: Campos, Armando

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p.: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan
- Crop yields -- Pakistan
- Agricultural production -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Pakistan Wheat situation report (Reports 007072), 1978

Creator: Hepworth, Homer M.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
**Extent**

7 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan
- Wheat -- Diseases and pests -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

_Extent_

8 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Water-supply -- Developing countries -- Finance
- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. International Division

**Program Name**

International Division

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo to Robert d'A. Shaw, dated March 25, 1980.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p. + appendix -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Water-supply -- Pakistan
- Irrigation farming -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

**Terminal evaluation of grants supporting doctoral study for five Filipino Fellows at the University of Arizona (Reports 007075), 1980**

Creator: Korten, Frances F.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Filipino students -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Arizona
- Education (Graduate) -- Finance
- Arizona State University

Results of annual meeting of the Consultative Group for International Research, (CGIAR), Manila, October 26-31 (Reports 007076), 1980

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Creator: Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Abstract/Summary

Memo to representative and agricultural staff, dated November 7, 1980.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Results of annual meeting of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Agricultural assistance -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Irrigation farming -- Research -- Developing countries
- Water-supply -- Research -- Developing countries
- Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

The role of networks as a problem-solving, professional development device (Reports 007077), 1975

Creator: Collins, Norman R.
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean/
Middle East and Africa

Extent

17 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Developing Countries

Resource base grants in agriculture (Reports 007078), 1971

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Creator: Strasburg, Paul A.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research
• Agricultural assistance
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Pakistan Agriculture Program: comments based on a two-week trip (Reports 007079), 1979

Creator: Hertford, Reed, 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Robert d'Arcy Shaw, dated December 18, 1979.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

6 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
Issues in farming systems research: a report on a Ford Foundation staff seminar in Tunis, February 1-3, 1977 (Reports 007080), 1977

Creator: Remenyi, J. V.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural systems -- Research -- Developing countries
• Agriculture and state -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Visit to Ford Foundation activities in Latin America (Reports 007081), 1978

Creator: Gerhart, John Deuel, 1943-2003

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

15 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural assistance -- Latin America
• Rural development -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Explorations in food, agriculture, and nutrition policy: a report of past activities and plans for the future (Reports 007082), 1980

Creator: Hertford, Reed, 1938-
Creator: Chafkin, Sol H.
Creator: Coward, E. Walter
Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Public Policy and Social Organization

Extent

36 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Food relief -- United States
- Nutrition -- United States
- Nutrition policy -- United States
- Agricultural assistance -- United States
- Agriculture and state -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Public Policy and Social Organization

Health-nutrition-population activities in Indonesia (Reports 007083), 1980

Creator: Simmons, Ozzie G.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Thomas G. Kessinger, dated December 3, 1980.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

22 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public health -- Indonesia
- Medical centers -- Indonesia
- Medical care -- Indonesia
- Nutrition -- Indonesia
- Birth control -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Summary of FF-Delhi nutrition and health activities (Reports 007084), 1980

Creator: Kocher, James E.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Sol H. Chafkin. An itemization of current and anticipated Delhi office nutrition and health-related activities.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
The Current World Food Situation, Media Seminar on World Agricultural Issues, UN, June 21, 1979: discussion notes (Reports 007085), 1979

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Abstract/Summary
Recent history, current situation, and general observations reported at the seminar.

Program Name
International Division

Domestication of the wild buffalo gourd: a summary statement (Reports 007086), 1974

Creator: Havener, Robert D., 1930-2005

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06890187

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)
Related Grant Purpose

Project specialists and consultants for Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Middle East).

Extent

11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Gourds -- Research -- Middle East
- Agriculture -- Research -- Middle East
- Agricultural development projects -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Planning for FY 1980 and 1981 Asia and the Pacific (Reports 007087), 1979

Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Charity organization -- Pakistan
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Interim report to the Ford Foundation on the National Center for Voluntary Action (Reports 007088), 1970

Creator: Kahn, Alfred J., 1919-2009

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

07000622

Related Grantee Name

National Center for Voluntary Action
Related Grant Purpose

Partial support of a program to develop a nationwide network of voluntary action centers.

Extent

32 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

National Center for Voluntary Action

Controlled Access Headings:

• Voluntarism -- United States -- Evaluation
• Volunteers in social service -- United States
• Community organization -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs
• National Center for Voluntary Action

Report on proposal of the National Center for Voluntary Action (Reports 007089), 1970

Creator: Kahn, Alfred J., 1919-2009

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

07000622

Related Grantee Name

National Center for Voluntary Action

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support of a program to develop a nationwide network of voluntary action centers.

Extent

21 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

National Center for Voluntary Action

Controlled Access Headings:

• Voluntarism -- United States
• Volunteers in social service -- United States
• Community organization -- United States
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs
• National Center for Voluntary Action

Report of a visit to Pakistan in connection with language and linguistics, August 14 (Reports 007090), 1973
Creator: Echols, John M.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

12 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
• Linguistics -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation

Hybrid maize development program for Southeast Asia (Reports 007091), 1979
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series


Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Research -- India
• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Agricultural development projects -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

On-farm research to develop technologies appropriate to farmers (Reports 007092), 1979
Creator: Byerlee, Derek
Creator: Winkelman, Donald
Creator: Biggs, Stephen
Creator: Collinson, M. P. (Michael P.)
Creator: Harrington, L. W. (Larry W.)
Creator: Martinez, Juan Carlos, 1956-
Creator: Moscardi, Edgardo Ruben
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p. + attachments: ill., chart -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- India -- On-farm
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- India
• Agricultural development projects -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Partial notes on 7th meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group on Agricultural Research (Reports 007093), 1974

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to representatives and program advisors in agriculture, dated February 8, 1974.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- Middle East
• Agriculture -- Research -- Africa, North
• Agricultural assistance -- Middle East
• Agricultural assistance -- Africa, North
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report of October 1974 meeting of the Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) (Reports 007094), 1974

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Creator: Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
**Program Name**
International Division

**Extent**
5 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agriculture -- Research
- Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

An International Service for National Agricultural Research (ISNAR) in the CGIAR (Reports 007095), 1977
Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

**Program Name**
International Division

**Extent**
2 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agriculture -- Research
- Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
- International Service for National Agricultural Research

Consultative group meetings on agricultural research, Paris, May 2-4 (Reports 007096), 1979
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

**Abstract/Summary**

**Program Name**
International Division

**Extent**
7 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agriculture -- Research -- Developing countries
- Agricultural assistance -- Developing countries
- Nutrition policy -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Review of IRRI International Rice Research Institute Research and Outreach Program (Reports 007097), 1975
Creator: Hathaway, Dale E.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to John J. Bresnan, dated March 21, 1975.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p. + attachment: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Research -- Southeast Asia
- Agricultural productivity -- Southeast Asia
- Crop yields -- Southeast Asia
- International Rice Research Institute

The Arid Lands Agricultural Development (ALAD) Program in the Middle East (Reports 007098), 1974

Creator: Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arid regions agriculture -- Middle East
- Range management -- Environmental aspects -- Middle East
- Agricultural development projects -- Middle East
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Review of 1980 Carlos Chagas Women's Research Competition Seminar (Reports 007099), 1980

Creator: Silverstein, Leni M.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's Research Competition -- Carlos Chagas Foundation
- Carlos Chagas Foundation Women's Research Competition.

Improving organizational linkages (Reports 007100), 1975

Creator: Wood, Garland Perry, 1922-

Abstract/Summary

Presented at the International Conference on Waterlogging and Salinity, Lahore, Pakistan, October 13-17, 1975.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

16 p.: ill -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Farmers -- Africa, North -- Societies, etc.
- Irrigation farming -- Africa, North
- Agriculture and state -- Africa, North
- Interorganizational relations
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

An international research and training program to improve the performance of irrigation systems (Reports 007101), 1980

Creator: Collins, Norman R.
Creator: Coward, E. Walter
Creator: Dagg, Matthew
Creator: Lenton, R. L.
Creator: Romm, Jeff
Creator: Seckler, David William, 1935-
Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Program Name

International Division;EPP

Related Grant Number

07390092

Related Grantee Name

The Ford Foundation
Extent

17 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Irrigation
- Irrigation engineers -- Training of
- Ford Foundation

Irrigation development in Asia: Needed international efforts (Reports 007102), 1979

Creator: Coward, E. Walter

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

28 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Irrigation projects -- Asia -- Finance
- Irrigation -- Research -- Asia
- Agricultural assistance -- Asia
- Endowments -- Asia -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Recent events in Pakistan (Reports 007103), 1979

Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to John J. Bresnan, Dated December 3, 1979.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political science -- Pakistan
- International relations
Women: their changing roles and status: Latin America and beyond-
notes from the IXth International Congress of Anthropological and
Ethnological Sciences, August 28 through Sept. 8, 1973, with pre-
Congress workshop in Oshkosh, Wisconsin (Reports 007104), 1973

Creator: Elmendorf, Mary L. (Mary Lindsay)

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the conditions of women in developing
countries.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Social conditions -- Developing countries --
Congress

Interactions between malnutrition and disease: a simultaneous
equations model applied to data from a low-income area of Karachi
(Reports 007105), 1979

Creator: Knowles, James C.

Abstract/Summary
Discusses why interest in nutrition and health concerns
have increased among economists and planners and their
importance in economic development.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Extent
55 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics
Research Centre); no. 37

Controlled Access Headings:
• Nutrition -- Developing countries
• Health -- Developing countries

External contacts to date (Reports 007106), 1974

- Page 384-
Abstract/Summary

Memo to Frank J. Miller (includes field notes on contacts made in Quetta and Lahore through May 13, 1974).

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Pakistan

Field notes from Karachi (Reports 007107), 1974

Abstract/Summary

Notes on visits to social service organizations, Karachi and Hyderabad.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- Pakistan

Observations on Pakistan archaeology, museums, conservation (Reports 007108), 1977

Abstract/Summary

Memo to John C. Cool. Observations and recommendations from a visit.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent

5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Archaeology -- Pakistan
• Museums -- Pakistan

Supplemental comments on the Indus Basin Assessment (Reports 007109), 1978

Creator: Falcon, Walter P., 1936-

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of perceptions in Pakistan about the Indus Basin as an integrated system, and also the great uncertainty of the present political and economic situation in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Indus River Watershed
• Pakistan -- Economic conditions
• Pakistan -- Politics and government

A justification for the use of consumer's surplus (Reports 007110), 1979

Creator: De Kuijper, Maria Alida Margaretha

Creator: Erickson, David L. (Biologist)

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

14 p.: ill., graphs -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Consumers' surplus -- Pakistan
• Income -- Pakistan
• Prices -- Pakistan
Recommendations for energy-related research (Reports 007111), 1979

Creator: De Kuijper, Maria Alida Margaretha
Creator: Erickson, David L. (Biologist)

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. -- 28cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Energy policy -- Pakistan
- Industrial policy -- Pakistan
- Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

Taxes and subsidies on petroleum products in Pakistan (Reports 007112), 1979

Creator: De Kuijper, Maria Alida Margaretha
Creator: Erickson, David L. (Biologist)

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. Comparison of estimated economic costs of subsidies and taxes on petroleum products in Pakistan and compare them with the budgeted cost of subsidies and revenues from taxes on petroleum product

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

- Petroleum -- Pakistan -- Economic aspects

Pakistan's petroleum policy: Analysis and recommendations (Reports 007113), 1979

Creator: De Kuijper, Maria Alida Margaretha
Creator: Erickson, David L. (Biologist)

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. Implications of increasing energy demands and costs on the economic stability of Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Petroleum -- Pakistan -- Government policy

Report on Quaid-i-Azam University (Anthropology Department) (Reports 007114), 1981
Creator: Ellis, Christine K.

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for Robert D'Arcy Shaw.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
- Education, Higher -- Pakistan
- Quaid-i-Azam University

Comments on draft economics research program of the PIDE (Reports 007115), 1979
Creator: Gillis, Malcolm

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Prof. Syed Nawab Haider Naqvi regarding PIDE's (Pakistan Institute of Development Economics) research program for 1979-1980.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

- Page 388-
Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan
- Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

Pakistan (Reports 007116), 1980
Creator: Edwards, Robert H.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation Program Development -- Pakistan

The Pakistan Center for Agricultural Policy Studies (Reports 007117), 1977
Creator: Falcon, Walter P., 1936-

Abstract/Summary
Memo to John C. Cool. Impressions of the proposed Pakistan Center for Agricultural Policy Studies.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
13 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture and state -- Research -- Pakistan

A gloss on Fox: some implications of the Fox Report for Foundation activities in the language field and proposals for follow-up (Reports 007118), 1968
Program Name
International Division

Extent
13 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Africa, East
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Africa, East
- French language -- Study and teaching -- Africa, East
- Sociolinguistics -- Africa, East
- Language and culture -- Africa, East
- Ford Foundation. International Division

The importance of language in the modern world (Reports 007119), 1968

Abstract/Summary
Agenda paper, Session V: Languages and Linguistics, at meeting of Foundation representatives.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Developing countries
- Language and culture -- Developing countries
- Sociolinguistics -- Developing countries
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Integration of population policy into development planning in Pakistan (Reports 007120), 1976
Creator: Snodgrass, Donald R.

Abstract/Summary
"Report on exploratory visit to Pakistan, November 7-11, 1976." --p. [1]

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Pakistan
- Population research -- Pakistan
- Population assistance -- Pakistan
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan

Agriculture program officer post: Ford Foundation, Pakistan (Reports 007121), 1975

Creator: Wood, Garland Perry, 1922-

Abstract/Summary

Objectives of the position are to establish communication linkage with officials of the various international agencies having major agricultural programs in Pakistan, gain knowledge and establish working relationships with Government of Pakistan institutions.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Pakistan

CIMMYT review 1977 (Reports 007122), 1977

Creator: Hanson, Haldore, 1912-1992

Creator: International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

Creator: Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Abstract/Summary

Memo to international centers of CGIAR; includes wheat and maize sections.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Research
• Wheat -- Research
• International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
• Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Population news (Reports 007123), 1978  
box 314

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

various pagings.

Ford Foundation Series

Population Office

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population
• Ford Foundation. Population Office.

The place of training in the development of people (Reports 007124), 1970  
box 314

Creator: Pollock, Ross

Abstract/Summary

Objectives of session were to review the principles of learning, to summarize the steps to training program design, and to discuss the place of training in the development of Government officers.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06890709

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Child Survival/Fair Start for Children: Information Paper (Reports 007125), 1982

**Abstract/Summary**

New strategies for delivery of health care to children in the developing world.

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

47 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Children -- Health and hygiene -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation

Demography, technology, and structural unemployment: a youth and adult employment and training program discussion paper (Reports 007126), 1982

**Program Name**

Education and Culture

**Extent**

53 p.: tables, charts -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Structural unemployment -- United States
- Minorities -- Employment -- United States
- Unemployment -- Research -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Culture

Education and culture: excellence and equity for the 1980s and beyond, Nov. (Reports 007127), 1982

**Abstract/Summary**

"We have been developing an integrated approach to education and culture, guided by three fundamental principles. The first is that the different aspects of the program should be mutually reinforcing. The second is that concern for the under-representatio

**Program Name**

Education and Culture
Extent

iii. 96 p.; 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Educational equalization -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Education and Culture

The stabilization strategy: a proposed private sector initiative for the 1980s (Reports 007128), 1982

Program Name
Education and Culture

Extent
var pag.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Symphony orchestras -- United States -- Finance
- Arts -- United States -- Finance
- Performing arts -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Education and Culture

Program on teenage pregnancy: status report (Reports 007129), 1982

Program Name
Urban Poverty program

Controlled Access Headings:
- Teenage pregnancy -- United States
- Teenage pregnancy -- Prevention -- United States
- Teenage fathers -- Services for -- United States
- Ford Foundation

Appraisal of government and university needs for computers in the Islamabad area, West, Pakistan (Reports 007130), 1967
Creator: Merritt, Lynne L. (Lynne Lionel), 1915-2001
Creator: Hartley, Joseph R.

Abstract/Summary
Preliminary report.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
16 p. -- 28 cm.
The Ford Foundation and Pakistani economics (Reports 007131), 1975

*Creator:* Lewis, John P. (John Prior), 1921-2010

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

30 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan
- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Central planning -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

University of Islamabad (Reports 007132), 1970

*Creator:* Hunsberger, I. Moyer, 1921-1987

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

48 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
- Education, Higher -- Pakistan
- Endowments -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- University of Islamabad

The University of Islamabad: Objectives, current status, a program for future assistance (Reports 007133), 1970

*Creator:* Hunsberger, I. Moyer, 1921-1987

- Page 395-


Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
12 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education (Graduate) -- Pakistan -- Congresses
- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- University of Islamabad

Factual questions for economics review (Reports 007134), 1975
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
9 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economists -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Economists -- Pakistan -- Supply and demand
- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Islamabad
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Some notes on the role of health, nutrition and population in rural development, 11 (Reports 007135), 1976
Creator: Chen, Lincoln C.

Abstract/Summary
From the Ford Foundation Conference on Rural Development in Asia held on Jan. 12-14, 1976 in Singapore.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
L75-167
Extant
6 p.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1976 Jan. 12-14: Singapore)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development -- Asia -- Congresses

Observations on the University of Islamabad 1969? (Reports 007136), 1969
Creator: Malik, F. B.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
45 leaves

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education and state -- Pakistan
• Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
• Education, Higher -- Pakistan

Confidential report on the University of Islamabad (Reports 007137), 1970
Creator: Hunsberger, I. Moyer, 1921-1987

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- Pakistan
• Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• University of Islamabad

An employment strategy for rural areas of Pakistan (Reports 007138), 1973
Creator: Eckert, Jerry
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

27 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Employment -- Pakistan
- Manpower -- Pakistan
- Manpower policy, Rural -- Pakistan
- Labor supply -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Islamabad
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Institute of National Languages 1974? (Reports 007139), 1974 box 315
Creator: Quinn, John A.

Abstract/Summary

Includes paper II on I.N.L.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages
- Linguistics -- Pakistan

Program exploration: Health, nutrition, and population in developing countries, August 1 (Reports 007141), 1979 box 315
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

17 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Nutrition -- Developing countries
- Population -- Developing countries
- Public health -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Import substitution and other needs: Some observations on the condition of Indian economics (Reports 007142), 1976 box 315
Creator: Lewis, John P. (John Prior), 1921-2010

Abstract/Summary

Review of the Ford Foundation's efforts to improve the teaching, research, and policy uses of economics in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching -- India
- Economics -- Research -- India

Potential of childcare program in Nicaragua (Reports 007143), 1980

Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Peter S. Cleaves, dated December 24, 1980.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

2 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Childcare program in Nicaragua

Controlled Access Headings:

- Child care -- Nicaragua
- Day care centers -- Nicaragua
- Rural children -- Services for -- Nicaragua
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Report on mid-September visit to Manila (Reports 007144), 1978

Creator: Gillis, Malcolm

Abstract/Summary

Memo to John Cool, dated October 8, 1978.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

12 p. + appendix: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Philippines
- Economics -- Research -- Philippines
- Economists -- Training of -- Philippines
- Endowments -- Philippines -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Economics in Pakistan 1974? (Reports 007145), 1974

Creator: Hiatt, Thomas A.

Abstract/Summary

Overview of grants in the field of economics to the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics and the University of Karachi.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan
- Economics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Pakistan

The land, the people, and the university: Research and action in the Naurar Valley (Reports 007146), 1975

Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Workshop of the Rural Area Planning, Research, and Action Project held at Ranikhet, Sept. 4-6, 1975.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

26 p.

Related Conference

Workshop of the Rural Area Planning, Research and Action Project (1975: Ranikhet, India)
Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- India -- Naurar Valley
- Natural resources -- India -- Naurar Valley
- Agriculture -- India -- Naurar Valley
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Igorot Mutual Association: trip report, February 11-14 (Reports 007147), 1981
Creator: Gibbs, Christopher J. N.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to John C. Cool, dated February 18, 1981.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p. + attachments

Controlled Access Headings:
- Land titles -- Philippines
- Land tenure -- Philippines
- Culture conflict -- Philippines
- Igorot (Philippine people)
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Elements of a strategy for our activities related to hill problems (Reports 007148), 1977
Creator: Petit, Michel, 1936-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- Nepal
- Rural development -- India
- Agriculture -- Research -- Nepal
- Agriculture -- Research -- India
- Hill farming -- Nepal
- Hill farming -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Harvard-Boston University proposal on public enterprise and the state of the field (Reports 007149), 1978
Creator: Ilchman, Warren Frederick

Program Name
International Division

Extent
24 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public administration -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

A program to increase and improve Asian participation in the international economic order (Reports 007150), 1977
Creator: Ilchman, Warren Frederick
Creator: Ruof, Peter

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
19 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International economic relations -- Research
• International trade

Towards a program in new international economic order in Southeast Asia: NIEO and the UN System (Reports 007151), 1977
Creator: Pande, Vijay G.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Warren F. Ilchman, dated December 1, 1977.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
23 p. + annexes: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Industrialization -- Southeast Asia
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on a visit to Sri Lanka, January 19 - February 9, 1979 (Reports 007152), 1979  
Creator: Winnick, Louis, 1921-2006

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Eugene S. Staples, dated April 9, 1979.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

37 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Housing -- Sri Lanka
- Housing policy -- Sri Lanka
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on Asian trip, July 26 - August 20, 1977 (Reports 007153), 1978  
Creator: Brimmer, Andrew F.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- International relations
- International economic relations
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The Ford Foundation and China studies (Reports 007154), 1974  
Creator: Finkelstein, David J.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Report on the employment conference at Bellagio on "Unemployment in developing nations", October 19-23 (Reports 007155), 1971

Creator: Edwards, Edgar O.

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for conference participants.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

8 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

[Employment] Conference (1971: Bellagio, Italy)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Unemployment -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Unemployment -- Research -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Propositions on the arts and the Ford Foundation (Reports 007156), 1966

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

10 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts and society -- Developing countries
- Arts -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts

Bangkok meeting on culture and the arts, Wednesday, June 4 (Reports 007157), 1980

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

Rapporteur's notes on the afternoon session. --p.1.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

19 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- East Asia -- Finance
- Arts -- Southeast Asia -- Finance
- Cultural property -- Protection -- East Asia
- Cultural property -- Protection -- Southeast Asia
- Endowments -- East Asia
- Endowments -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Japanese-American Education Leadership Exchange Program: a summary report of the first years- and recommendations for the next (Reports 007158), 1972

Creator: List, Claire

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

07100313

Related Grantee Name

Early Development Association

Related Grant Purpose

Partial support of a Japanese-American education exchange program.

Extent

14 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational exchanges -- Japan
- Educational exchanges -- United States
- Teachers -- Training of -- Japan
- Teachers -- Training of -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Early Development Association

Ford Foundation meeting on arts and culture in Asia, Erawan Hotel, June 4 (Reports 007159), 1980

Creator: Elliott, Carolyn M., 1937-

Abstract/Summary

Report of the morning session.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- East Asia -- Finance
- Arts -- Southeast Asia -- Finance
- Cultural property -- Protection -- East Asia
- Cultural property -- Protection -- Southeast Asia
- Endowments -- East Asia Endowments -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on trip to Asia as a consultant to the Ford Foundation from April 21 to May 7, 1980 (Reports 007160), 1980

Creator: Lanier, Richard S.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The potential for translation of serious literary works in Southeast Asia 1970s (Reports 007161), 1970

Creator: Galvin, Dallas

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. + attachment: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Literature -- Study and teaching -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Evaluation of capacity of Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong to undertake research and negotiations on NIEO issues, Nov. 9 (Reports 007162), 1977

Creator: Patrick, Hugh T.
Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Warren Ilchman, re: the New International Economic Order.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- International economic relations
- Economic research -- Asia

The state of economics and the economists in Pakistan and the role of Ford Foundation (Reports 007163), 1976

Creator: Naqvi, Syed Nawab Haider

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for the Ford Foundation to reorient its aid efforts for the continued growth of economics and the economic profession in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan

Enhancing India's capacity for NIEO new international economic order negotiations (Reports 007164), 1977

Creator: Lewis, John P. (John Prior), 1921-2010

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent

12 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic assistance -- India
- International economic relations
- International trade
- Ford Foundation. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Pacific Regional Conservation Center, Honolulu, Hawaii (Reports 007165), 1978  
Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth  
Program Name  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Museums -- Collection management -- Southeast Asia
- Curators -- Training of -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Public management review: Ford Foundation, Pakistan, September 1973. (Reports 007166), 1973  
Abstract/Summary  
Evaluation of grants administered from Pakistan field office.

Program Name  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation

Economic review: note on economic developments in India, Nepal and Sri Lanka (Reports 007167), 1975  
Creator: Pande, Vijay G.  
Creator: Reynolds, Norman E.
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

14 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Economic development -- India
- Economic development -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

---

Ghana: family planning communications: a programme status report (Reports 007168), 1971

**Creator:** Sweeney, William O., 1931-

**Abstract/Summary**


---

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

23 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Communication in birth control -- Ghana

---

An accelerated export expansion program for Pakistan (Reports 007169), 1966

**Creator:** Stanley, Alexander O.

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for the Export Promotion Bureau, Government of Pakistan, and the West Pakistan Institute of Management.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

41 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Export marketing -- Pakistan
Report on visit to Pakistan by Mr. John D. MacArthur, Acting Director, Project Planning Centre, University of Badford, as consultant to the Ford Foundation, Pakistan; September 28 to October 1 (Reports 007170), 1975

Creator: MacArthur, J. D.

Abstract/Summary

Draft of a report of a visit to Pakistan to discuss the possibility of developing a program of Provincial courses in project planning.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07650164

Related Grantee Name

Pakistan Institute Of Development Economics

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Regional planning -- Pakistan
- Pakistan Institute of Development Economics

Integration of disciplines in planning a production program (Reports 007171), 1975

Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Tenth IACP Maize Improvement Workshop held in Pakistan, Nov. 1-7, 1975. Discussion of integrated agricultural management.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Integrated agricultural systems -- Pakistan
• Corn -- Pakistan
• Inter-Asian Corn Program Maize Improvement Workshop
  (10th: 1975: Islamabad, Pakistan)

Report on maize situation in Pakistan: my visit October 20-
November 6 (Reports 007172), 1974

Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Special Assistant to the Prime Minister,
Rawalpindi. Plan for increasing corn production in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Pakistan

Maize and millets research in the N.W.F.P. (Reports 007173), 1971

Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture, Govt. of N.W.F.P.,
Peshawar. Discussion of the proposal for a Maize and Millets
Research Institute.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Extent

11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province
• Millets -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province

Notes on Pakistan food grain productivity (Reports 007174), 1976

Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of food supply and agricultural productivity issues
in Pakistan.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Grain -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Pakistan
- Food supply -- Pakistan

Developing agricultural research personnel 1970's? (Reports 007175), 1970
Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

Abstract/Summary
Discusses the need for more agricultural personnel to ensure an adequate food supply for the increasing world population.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural students -- Developing countries

Observations concerning research stations (Reports 007176), 1968
Creator: Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture, Govt. of West Pakistan. Evaluation of the Maize, Sorghum and Millets Program as a progressive step in research organization.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Foundation programs in agriculture, rural development and resource management in Pakistan (Reports 007177), 1969
Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.

Abstract/Summary
Notes attempting four tasks: 1) brief description of the major trends in agricultural production in Pakistan and the potentials and problems for the future; 2) short history of Foundation agricultural programs in the country; 3) outline rationale for the pr

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Pakistan
- Rural development -- Pakistan
- Natural resources management -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation

Maize varieties developed at Maize and Millets Research Institute, Pirshabak (Nowshera), N.W.F.P (Reports 007178), 1973
Creator: Shah, M. H.
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of how to improve crop yields in the N.W.F.P.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Crop yields -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province
- Corn -- Yields -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province
- Millets -- Yields -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province

Rice research in West Pakistan (Reports 007179), 1968
Creator: Shafi, Ch. Muhammad.
Abstract/Summary
Description of rice research taking place in West Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Research -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Cultivation of IRRI-PAK rice (Reports 007180), 1968
Creator: Shafi, Ch. Muhammad.

Abstract/Summary
Discusses the need to boost rice production, not only for domestic consumption, but as a valuable source for foreign exchange.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Yields -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Medical aspects of the Pakistan Family Planning Program (Reports 007181), 1971
Creator: Satterthwaite, Adaline

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the need to include family planning as a part of health care in Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
18 p. + appendices.
Resource use and coastal zone management in Pakistan: a background paper (Reports 007182), 1978
Creator: Sajidin, Mohammad

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the environment, coastal zone, and resource management in Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
28 p. + appendices.

Socio-economic decisions in agricultural extension 1970? (Reports 007183), 1970
Creator: Rochin, Refugio I.

Abstract/Summary
Presents the basic concepts and objectives of agricultural extension.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
7 p.

Social-economic implications of increasing maize productivity in the North West Frontier Province, West Wing of Pakistan (Reports 007184), 1971
Creator: Rochin, Refugio I.
Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need for more research on increasing maize productivity in N.W.F.P. Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Yields -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province
- Millets -- Yields -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province

Dwarf wheat adoption by barani smallholders of Hazara District: technological change in action (Reports 007185), 1971

Creator: Rochin, Refugio I.

Abstract/Summary

Overview of the area selected for a field survey, method used for data collection, and the salient socio-economic aspects of the barani smallholders. Discusses the sources of dwarf wheats and the time pattern of dwarf wheat adoption and fertilizer use, as

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

37 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Varieties -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province

Indus Basin study group: draft note (Reports 007186), 1978

Creator: Revelle, Roger, 1909-1991

Abstract/Summary

Preliminary overview of the issues affecting the long term productivity and stability of the Indus Basin.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
A proposed study of applied research needs for agriculture in Pakistan (Reports 007187), 1977

Creator: Revelle, Roger, 1909-1991

Abstract/Summary

Proposal for a study of research needs for agricultural policy in Pakistan to be undertaken by a team of three Pakistani specialists and three non-Pakistani consultants.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture and state -- Pakistan

Maize, sorghum and millets improvement and production programs in Pakistan (Reports 007188), 1975

Creator: Raja, Manzoor Elahi, 1933-
Creator: Chaudhry, A. R. (Abdur Rehman)
Creator: Izuno, Takumi
Creator: Palmer, A. F. E.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent

30 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Pakistan
- Sorghum -- Pakistan
- Millets -- Pakistan

Idle brains: graduate unemployment in Karachi (Reports 007189), 1978
Creator: Raffi, Rabia
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Gustafson, W. Eric

Abstract/Summary

Results of an extensive study of the employment experience of over 2000 graduates of the University of Karachi's class of 1971. Some of the issues found were the underutilization of educated manpower and the employment experiences of women.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

6 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 34

Controlled Access Headings:

- Labor supply -- Pakistan
- Women -- Employment -- Pakistan
- College graduates -- Employment -- Pakistan

Water and fertilizer interactions in wheat production (Reports 007190), 1975
Creator: Qureshi, S. A.
Creator: Chaudhry, Noor Muhammad
Creator: Eckert, Jerry

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for CENTO Panel Meeting on Optimum Use of Water in Agriculture to be held at Nuclear Institute for Agriculture and Biology, Luallpur, March 1975. Research
study designed to estimate the response of wheat to irrigation and fertilizer inputs in suc

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

19 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat
- Irrigation
- Fertilizers

---


*Box: 316*

**Creator:** Munshi, M. Z. A. (M. Zafar A.)

**Creator:** Hassan, M. M.

**Creator:** Hassan, S. F.

**Creator:** Dajwa, Manzoor Ahmad

**Creator:** Qureshi, S. A.

**Creator:** Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

**Abstract/Summary**


---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

94 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Pakistan

---

Visit to Northern Region (Reports 007192), 1969

*Box: 316*

**Creator:** McLean, Gordon W.

**Abstract/Summary**

Report of a visit to the rice growing areas of the Northern Region of West Pakistan.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06600433

Related Grantee Name

International Rice Research Institute

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
• International Rice Research Institute

Recommendations on provisions in Fourth Plan Industrial Investment Schedule for rice processing industry (Reports 007193), 1971

Creator: Young, R. Benjamin (Robert Benjamin)

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Joint Secretary, Planning Commission, President's Secretariat, Islamabad. Offers suggestions on the nature of provisions for the Rice Milling sector.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

26 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Milling -- Pakistan

Evaluation and prognostication of the accelerated rice improvement program (Reports 007194), 1970

Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Costs of paddy processing (Reports 007195), 1971
Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the economic aspects of rice milling and processing in Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06600433

Related Grantee Name
International Rice Research Institute

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Processing -- Pakistan
• Rice -- Milling -- Pakistan
• Rice -- Pakistan -- Economic aspects
• International Rice Research Institute

Considerations in developing a family planning incentive project in Pakistan (Reports 007196), 1975
Creator: Zaidi, Wiqor
Creator: Gillespie, Robert

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of family planning strategies in Pakistan, but the emphasis on the provision of birth control does not provide the motivation to reduce family size.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07650023

Related Grantee Name
Government of Pakistan

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Pakistan
- Pakistan

Sustaining and advancing the Green Revolution (Reports 007197), 1971

Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009

Abstract/Summary
Presented at the opening ceremony of the Pakistan Wheat Improvement Seminar at the Punjab Agricultural Research Institute, Lyallpur, March 18, 1971.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p.

Related Conference
Pakistan Wheat Improvement Seminar (1971: Lyallpur, Pakistan)

Controlled Access Headings:
- Wheat -- Yields
- Rice -- Yields
- Wheat -- Research
- Rice -- Research

Machinery demonstration at Yusefwala (Reports 007198), 1967

Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009

- Page 422-
Abstract/Summary
Prepared for Secretary of Agriculture, Govt. of West Pakistan, Lahore. Report on a visit to the Machinery Demonstration Unit, created to introduce tractors and other farm machinery to the production of dwarf wheat.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Wheat -- Machinery -- Pakistan
- Agricultural machinery -- Pakistan

Effects of delaying the first irrigation on the development of yield components in semi-dwarf wheat (Reports 007199), 1975
Creator: Chaudhry, Noor Muhammad
Creator: Eckert, Jerry
Creator: Ibrahim, Muhammad H.

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for CENTO Panel Meeting on Optimum Use for Water in Agriculture, held at Nuclear Institute for Agriculture and Biology, Lyallpur, March 1975.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Irrigation -- Pakistan
- Wheat -- Yields -- Pakistan

Summary of discussion: Ford Foundation Pakistan review seminar (Reports 007200), 1970
Creator: Hertz, Willard J.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of politics in Pakistan and suggestions for possible areas for Foundation assistance.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

L69-244.

Extent

25 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Ford Foundation Pakistan review seminar

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1969 Sept. 16-17: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Philanthropy -- Pakistan

My observations on agricultural research in East and West Pakistan and some comments on future Ford Foundation support (Reports 007201), 1968

Creator: Chandler, Robert F. (Robert Flint), 1907-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Ralph H. Smuckler. Report on a visit to Pakistan to observe the agricultural situation, especially in regards to rice.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice -- Pakistan
• Rice -- Research -- Bangladesh
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Bangladesh

The Ford Foundation in Pakistan: A briefing note (Reports 007202), 1976

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-
Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the Foundation's role in Pakistan's development, especially in the areas of agriculture, population, and education.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Pakistan

Stability and survival: The Himalayan challenge (Reports 007203), 1977

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

Regional background paper was written at the request of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources for an international conference on conservation of natural resources in high mountains held in Christchurch, New Zealand in Oc

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Natural resources conservation -- Himalaya Mountains

The great Indus food machine (Reports 007204), 1978

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

17 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
Recommendations for the new computer at the University of Islamabad: 1) verify that air conditioning works and that all utilities are available, 2) establish a rate per hour for computer use which recovers operating costs, 3) encourage outside academic, r

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07200145

Related Grantee Name

Quaid-E-Azam University

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Computer laboratories -- Pakistan -- Islamabad
- Quaid-i-Azam University

A review of the computer activity at Islamabad University (Reports 007206), 1973

Creator: Huskey, Harry Douglas, 1916-

Abstract/Summary

Recommendations for adding and maintaining computer equipment at the University of Islamabad, as well as installation problems, staffing, organization, and additional equipment needs.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
The Far Western Hills: Some longer term implications (Reports 007207), 1967

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Prime Minister and the Minister of Health, Land Reform, Food and Agriculture, Western Nepal. Attempts to focus attention upon the nature of certain middle-range problems of Western Nepal.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Computers -- Pakistan -- Islamabad
• Computer science -- Pakistan -- Islamabad

New initiatives towards the direct reduction of fertility, Aug. (Reports 007208), 1976

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

37 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Nepal

Related Conference

SEADAG Seminar of Population Implications of Pakistan's Development Policy (1976: Murree, Pakistan)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population -- Pakistan

Evaluation of proposal for an International Policy Institute of Agricultural Economic Research (Reports 007209), 1970
Creator: Hathaway, Dale E.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of the proposed policy institute for agricultural economic research. Concludes that such an institute is necessary.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries

The determinants of malnutrition in Bangladesh: Statement of the project (Reports 007210), 1979
Creator: Pitt, Mark Martin, 1949-

Abstract/Summary
Goal of research is to achieve an understanding of what foods poor people eat and how their consumption patterns change when food prices, income, season, family size, and other factors change. These factors allow observation of the impact of various polic

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Malnutrition -- Bangladesh

The Indus Basin Agricultural System: a rationale for environmental coordination (Reports 007211), 1976
Creator: Hecox, Walter E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Evaluation report of the Ford Foundation grants for the development of the Pakistan Administrative Staff College, Lahore (Reports 007212), 1977

**Creator:** Hussain, Syed M.

**Abstract/Summary**

An evaluation of grants to the Pakistan Administrative Staff College in Lahore.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

8 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Environmental economics -- Pakistan
- Environmental policy -- Indus River Delta (Pakistan)
- Environmental management -- Indus River Delta (Pakistan)
- Environmental management -- Pakistan
- Environmental policy -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

The Pakistan Center for Agricultural Policy Studies (Reports 007213), 1977

**Creator:** Falcon, Walter P., 1936-

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

15 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Management -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan

---

The Pakistan Center for Agricultural Policy Studies (Reports 007213), 1977

**Creator:** Falcon, Walter P., 1936-

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture and state -- Indus River Delta (Pakistan) -- Study and teaching
- Agriculture and state -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Environmental management -- Indus River Delta (Pakistan)
• Environmental management -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Notes: Visit to Pakistan, June 11 - 24 (Reports 007214), 1973
Creator: Benson, Charles Scott

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Scope and Contents

This report is a duplicate of Report 007549. It is available under that Report Number.

Child survival program possibilities in India, consultancy report (Reports 007215), 1983
Creator: Cash, Richard A.

Abstract/Summary

The focus of the consultancy was oral rehydration therapy.

Program Name

Developing Countries Program/United States and International Affairs Program/Urban Poverty program/Population Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Oral rehydration therapy in children -- India

Estimation of a production function for literates (Reports 007216), 1978
Creator: Hyer, Kathryn

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the importance of literacy in economic development by presenting the results of an estimated production function for literates.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

7 p. + appendices.
Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 31

Controlled Access Headings:

- Literacy -- Pakistan

Short-run, direct employment, price and income effects of the Muda Irrigation Scheme (Reports 007217), 1977

Creator: Goldman, Richard H.
Creator: Squire, Lyn, 1946-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

12 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural laborers -- Pakistan
- Labor supply -- Pakistan
- Irrigation projects -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

Rural development and the Ford Foundation (Reports 007219), 1975

Creator: Falcon, Walter P., 1936-

Abstract/Summary

Notes intended to stimulate discussion and debate at a January 1976 meeting in Singapore to discuss rural development in an Asian context. The two main issues are what can be said about the principles of social and economic development in the field and wh

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

L75-167.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1976 Jan. 12-14: Singapore)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- Asia

Professional emigration from Pakistan: Costs, benefits, and policies (Reports 007220), 1976
Discussion of the economic context of the emigration of professional persons from Pakistan.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

23 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Brain drain -- Pakistan

Report on observations and recommendations on rice handling and milling in West Pakistan (Reports 007221), 1968

Creator: Faulkner, Macon D.

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Minister for Food, Agriculture and Cooperation, Govt. of West Pakistan, Lahore (revised edition). Report of visits to rice processing plants.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Observations and recommendations on rice handling and milling in West Pakistan

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Milling -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
- Rice -- Processing -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Potato production in West Pakistan (Reports 007222), 1969

Creator: Hussain, Altaf

Creator: Campos, Armando
Abstract/Summary

Discusses the benefits of potatoes as a food source and the requirements for growing them as a crop.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Potatoes -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

A case for continued assistance to cereal grains research in the West Wing of Pakistan (Reports 007223), 1971
Creator: Havener, Robert D., 1930-2005

Abstract/Summary

Editorial by Ralph Edwards in an issue of Furrow magazine on lessons the United States should have learned from the recent outbreak of Southern Corn Leaf Blight.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Diseases and pests -- United States
• Grain -- Pakistan

Potential and problems of increasing rice exports from West Pakistan (Reports 007224), 1970
Creator: Havener, Robert D., 1930-2005

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

35 p. + appendices.

Related Conference

Cornell Workshop on Some Emerging Issues Accompanying Recent Breakthroughs in Food Production (1970: Ithaca, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice trade -- Pakistan

Improvement of water use and soil management practices in West Pakistan (Reports 007226), 1969

Creator: Conard, Haven Q.

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Secretary of Agriculture, Government of West Pakistan, Lahore. Review of the irrigation and soil management practices of the Province for the purpose of recommending a training program in this field.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

23 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Water use -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
- Soil management -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Museum collections on Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Soviet Union in New York State and their use in education (Reports 007227), 1964

Creator: Chapman, Allan D.

Program Name

International Division/Overseas Division

Extent

64 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Museums -- Collection management -- New York (State)
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Education for Pakistan in the Fourth Plan (Reports 007228), 1969

box 317

- Page 434-
Creator: Benson, Charles Scott

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Angus Maddison, dated August 12, 1969.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Pakistan
- Education and state -- Pakistan
- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Education -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Comments on the University of Islamabad (Reports 007229), 1969

Creator: Beadle, George Wells, 1903-1989

Abstract/Summary

Discussion on the development of a new institution, the University of Islamabad.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
- University of Islamabad

Public policy and the Indus Valley System (Reports 007230), 1975

Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

Report to John Cool on trip to Pakistan, December 1-2, 1975. Purpose of visit was to determine whether there may be a role for the Foundation in helping to establish additional research on the interaction between upland watershed management and downstream
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

34 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture and state -- Indus River Watershed
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Accomplishments of the accelerated crop improvement programs and action needed to sustain and expand their impact (Reports 007231), 1970

Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009

Abstract/Summary

Reports on the success of the Accelerated Crop Improvement Program in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Crop improvement -- Pakistan

Wheat improvement and production in Pakistan (Reports 007232), 1976

Creator: Campos, Armando

Abstract/Summary

Survey on the state of wheat improvement and production in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

34 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
Education in Pakistan: a report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 007233), 1954
Creator: Caldwell, John Thornton, 1954-

Abstract/Summary
An analysis of the system of education in Pakistan and a report to the Ford Foundation of author's independent judgement as to what aspects of education most critically needed private foundation help.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
73 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Pakistan
• Philanthropy -- Pakistan

Notes on environmental management in Pakistan: an overview and descriptions of selected institutions (Reports 007234), 1977
Creator: Hecox, Walter E.
Creator: Intiazi, Vasif

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
64 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Environmental protection -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The role of maize in world food needs to 1980 (Reports 007235), 1980
Creator: Hanson, Haldore, 1912-1992
Program Name
International Division

Extent
20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Research
• Food supply -- Research
• Population -- Research

Comments on rice policy (Reports 007236), 1969
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-
Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Abstract/Summary
Overview of the state of the rice program in Pakistan and the need to take advantage of the prospects for exporting rice.

Program Name
International Division; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Government policy -- Pakistan

The agricultural breakthrough: problems and approaches (Reports 007237), 1968
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/ Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Reflections on the "Socio-economic objectives of the Fourth Five-Year Plan: agricultural strategy (paragraphs 14-17)" (Reports 007238), 1969

Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Abstract/Summary
Discusses the implications for the agricultural sector of the "synthesis between the claims of economic growth and social justice", as well as plans for agricultural and food policy in Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
73 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Food supply -- Pakistan
- Nutrition policy -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Pakistan -- Economic aspects

Technical and economic factors influencing rice plant densities in Punjab (Reports 007239), 1979

Creator: Goldman, Richard H.
Creator: Shad, Rashid A.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rice -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

The present position of and trends in Pakistan 1974-1975? (Reports 007240), 1974

box 317
Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the poor condition of economics study and research in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Pakistan
- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan

Note on the braindrain of economists from Pakistan 1965-1966? (Reports 007241), 1965

Creator: Guisinger, Stephen E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Brain drain -- Pakistan
- Economists -- Pakistan

A proposal to establish a National Register of University Faculty (Reports 007242), 1970

Creator: Hunsberger, I. Moyer, 1921-1987

Abstract/Summary

Scheme for establishing a National Register of University Faculty which would contain biodata, lists of research publications, and lists of honors and doctoral dissertations supervised by all university faculty in Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

10 p. + appendices.
Pakistanis with foreign training in economics (Reports 007243), undated

*Creator:* Guisinger, Stephen E.

*Creator:* Qureshi, Sarfraz Khan

**Abstract/Summary**

List of Pakistani economists and their affiliations.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

17 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Economists -- Pakistan

---

Proposed recommendations for wheat production 1975-76 (Reports 007244), 1975

*Creator:* Campos, Armando

**Abstract/Summary**

Suggestions for improved wheat production in Pakistan.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Pakistan

---

Wheat production program 1975-76 (Reports 007245), 1975

*Creator:* Campos, Armando

**Abstract/Summary**

Objective, target, and strategy for the wheat production program.
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

26 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Pakistan

On setting national priorities for agricultural production research: With emphasis on the role of the social scientist (Reports 007246), 1980

Creator: Biggs, Tyler, 1942-

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for the Agricultural Research Conference 1980 (convened by the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad).

**Extent**

10 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Social aspects -- Pakistan
- Social scientists -- Pakistan

Educational efficiency and educational waste 1964? (Reports 007247), 1964

Creator: Benson, Charles Scott

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Educational evaluation

Pakistan's unexploited agricultural potential (Reports 007248), 1972

Creator: Borlaug, Norman E. (Norman Ernest), 1914-2009

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for the Special Assistant for Agricultural Affairs to the President of Pakistan. Examination of economic policy as it relates to agricultural education, research, and extension,
which may affect the attainment of an adequate food supply for Pakis

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Pakistan -- Economic aspects

Joint recommendations for wheat production in 1974-75 (Reports 007249), 1975

Creator: Campos, Armando

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat -- Pakistan

Accelerated wheat improvement program for West Pakistan (Reports 007250), 1964

Creator: Hanson, Haldore, 1912-1992

Abstract/Summary

Proposal for collaboration between Mexico and Pakistan on wheat improvement.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat -- Pakistan
• Wheat -- Mexico

Brief terminal report on the Agricultural Planning Cell (Reports 007251), 1969

Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-
Extent

14 p. + appendices: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Planning and management in the Middle East: a review of the Ford Foundation's technical assistance program, 1959-1978 (Reports 007252), 1978

Creator: Roy, Delwin A.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06590097

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Project specialists and consultants in development planning and management for the Middle East Area Office.

Extent

xv, 114 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Review of the Ford Foundation's ...

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical assistance -- Middle East
• Central planning -- Middle East
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
• Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Some concepts on potato seed certification rules and regulations (Reports 007253), 1970

Creator: Campos, Armando
Creator: Hussain, Altaf
Abstract/Summary
Preliminary study on the problems of seed certification and multiplication.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Seeds -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
• Seeds -- Certification -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

On the useful economist in developing countries (Reports 007254), 1976
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary
Economic analysis in developing countries.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
7 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 8

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economic anthropology -- Developing countries
• Economics -- Developing countries

On assessing a gift horse: the evaluation of foreign aid by recipients (Reports 007255), 1975
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary
An evaluation of foreign aid, emphasizing Peru.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Preliminary bibliography on the Indus River Basin: prospects for long-term stability and productivity (Reports 007256), 1977

Creator: Hecox, Walter E.

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the importance of the Indus Basin as an agricultural production system in Pakistan's development effort.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

46 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Pakistan
- Environmental protection -- Indus River Watershed

A concern for the disadvantaged: participation by women in society (Reports 007257), 1974

Creator: Miller, Frank Justus

Program Name

International Division

Extent

46 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women with social disabilities -- Developing countries
- Rural development -- Developing countries
- Social planning -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Notes on meetings in Bangkok, June 25-30, 1975 (Reports 007258), 1975

Creator: Gillis, Malcolm
Creator: Guisinger, Stephen E.

Abstract/Summary

Transcript of meeting notes, dated July 23, 1975.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

51 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Economics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Thailand
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Thailand
• Education, Higher -- Thailand -- Finance
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bangkok

Soil fertility and water management: recommendations for more intensive studies in soil and water management for increased crop yields (Reports 007259), 1966

Creator: Laird, Reggie J.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

16 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Accelerated crop improvement reports: West Pakistan; no. 3

Controlled Access Headings:

• Soil fertility -- Research -- Pakistan
• Fertilizers -- Research -- Pakistan
• Water-supply -- Pakistan
• Crop yields -- Pakistan
• Crop improvement -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Research -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Bibliographie sur les cereales (Reports 007260), 1972

Creator: Bronzi, Piero

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

PA68-848
Extents

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Cereal growing -- Tunisia -- Bibliography

Domestic workers video-cassette to Nicaragua (Reports 007261), 1980
Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Susan Berresford, dated December 23, 1980.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extents
2 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Domestics -- Nicaragua
- Employee rights -- Nicaragua
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Rural labor in Punjab: A survey report (Reports 007262), 1972
Creator: Eckert, Jerry
Creator: Badar, Muhammad A.
Creator: Akbar, Muhammad
Creator: Mansha, Muhammad

Abstract/Summary
Review of employment conditions in rural Punjab, Pakistan.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extents
103 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Labor supply -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

The economics of fertilizing dwarf wheats in Pakistan's Punjab (Reports 007263), 1971
Creator: Eckert, Jerry

- Page 448-
Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the use of fertilizer for dwarf wheats and other agricultural products of Pakistan.

Program Name

Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)
- Fertilizers -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

Notes on past and current research relating to rural employment and underemployment in Pakistan (Reports 007264), 1971
Creator: Eckert, Jerry
Creator: Martin, Ian, 1946-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Nate Koffsky, dated February 1, 1971.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

29 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural unemployment -- Pakistan
- Unemployment -- Pakistan
- Labor supply -- Research -- Pakistan
- Manpower policy, Rural -- Pakistan
- Manpower policy -- Pakistan

A procedure for identifying research topics for the economic research project (Reports 007265), 1971
Creator: Eckert, Jerry

Extent

3 p. + appendix -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Research -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Preliminary impression of the 1969-70 wheat crop and fertilizer situation (Reports 007266), 1970
box 319

- Page 449-
Creator: Eckert, Jerry

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Dr. Parvez Hasan. Tentative impressions from a visit regarding the winter wheat crop, the fertilizer situation and other matters.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Pakistan

Wheat production in Pakistan (Reports 007267), 1976


Abstract/Summary

Report of trip to Pakistan, March 6-12, 1976. Notes that Pakistan is far from reaching its full wheat growing potential.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Pakistan

An evaluation of the wheat research situation in Pakistan with suggestions for future action (Reports 007268), 1972


Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the assistance with wheat crops offered by the Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo in Mexico City.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

20 p.
Can we afford a half-time university? (Reports 007269), 1976

Creator: Akhtar, Humaira
Creator: Currimbhoy, Azizeh
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Shaikh, Sayeed A.

Abstract/Summary
Presents a case for the university to extend its working hours because “capacity utilization” is less than 50 percent.

Program Name
Education and Research; International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
13 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economic Research Centre); no. 15

Wheat marketing in Pakistan: an appraisal of prospects and requirements (Reports 007270), 1969

Creator: Madill, J. Wallace

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for the Secretary, Planning Commission, Pakistan Secretariat. Observations during a one month visit of wheat producing regions and marketing facilities in West Pakistan.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
46 p.
Some programmatic implications of women's reproductive health needs in rural Pakistan (Reports 007271), 1977

Creator: Mayo, Molly R.

Abstract/Summary

Initial analysis of the health needs of rural women, suggestions on how health care workers can expand their services, and how do constraints of the purdah system affect rural women's health care-seeking behavior and participation in social and economic development?

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

21 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural women -- Health and hygiene -- Pakistan
- Reproductive health -- Pakistan

Refugees and migrants: problems and program responses, June 1983. (Reports 007272), 1983

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for a June 1983 Board of Trustees meeting, "a discussion of the problems posed and experienced by refugees and migrants around the world....and of current and future grant activity within the 3 Foundation programs now most actively engaged in the

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Urban Poverty program/Human Rights and Governance/International Affairs

Controlled Access Headings:

- Refugees
- Emigration and immigration
- Migration, Internal

Pakistan visit to Indus Basin: July 2-9 (Reports 007273), 1977

Creator: Levine, Gilbert, 1948-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Peter Hakim and John Cool, dated July 8, 1977.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Watersheds -- Research -- Pakistan
- Watershed management -- Pakistan
- Groundwater -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Some cultural elements of family planning practices: bleeding disturbances and contraceptive method (Reports 007274), 1976

Creator: Mayo, Molly R.

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the need to address side effects, especially abnormal bleeding, which cause women to stop using their birth control methods, which leads to unwanted pregnancies. The bothersome bleeding is associated with the menstrual taboos in many societies.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

22 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Oral contraceptives -- Side effects
- Birth control
- Menstruation -- Cross-cultural studies

Feminism and family planning policies: observations on Pakistan-India-Bangladesh (Reports 007275), 1976

Creator: Mayo, Molly R.

Abstract/Summary

Discussion on the conditions of women in Asian countries and their role in development and population.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent

22 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in development -- Pakistan
- Women in development -- India
- Women in development -- Bangladesh
- Birth control -- Pakistan
- Birth control -- India
- Birth control -- Bangladesh
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Women in their society: a selected bibliography of Pakistan and other Islamic countries (Reports 007276), 1976
Creator: Mayo, Molly R.

Abstract/Summary

Attempts to define, provide a frame of reference for, and give order and structure to existing body of literature on women, attempt to establish a basic tool of research required to validate the study of women as a legitimate scholarly pursuit, and identi

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

32 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Pakistan
- Women -- Islamic countries
- Muslim women -- Pakistan
- Muslim women

Annual technical report: accelerated wheat improvement program, West Pakistan, 1967-68 (Reports 007277), 1968
Creator: Munshi, M. Z. A. (M. Zafar A.)
Creator: Abdulaziz, Mohamed Hassan
Creator: Khan, M. Suleyman
Creator: Qureshi, S. A.
Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture, Government of West Pakistan. Discussion of the progress made on improving wheat crops in Pakistan.
**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

123 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Pakistan

Fourth annual technical report: accelerated wheat improvement program, West Pakistan 1968-69 (Reports 007278), 1969

**Creator:** Munshi, M. Z. A. (M. Zafar A.)

**Creator:** Hassan, M. M.

**Creator:** Saeed, Mohammad

**Creator:** Bajwa, Manzoor A.

**Creator:** Qureshi, S. A.

**Creator:** Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for Secretary of Agriculture, Govt. of West Pakistan. Review of wheat crops in Pakistan.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

109 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Wheat -- Pakistan

Observations regarding the Population Planning Council's proposed training program for family welfare supervisors (Reports 007279), 1976

**Creator:** Minkler, Meredith

**Abstract/Summary**

Evaluation of the training program in Pakistan.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

6 p.
West Pakistan’s Rice Improvement Program (Reports 007280), 1968

**Abstract/Summary**

Discusses limitations in West Pakistan's rice production and suggestions for improvement.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rice -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Rice stem borer - 1970 ; and Rice stem borer- short course (Reports 007281), 1970

**Abstract/Summary**

Analysis of the causes of the stem borer outbreak in the rice crop of 1970.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

7 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Stem borers -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)
- Rice -- Diseases and pests -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

The determinants of mortality in a low income area of Karachi (Reports 007282), 1979

**Abstract/Summary**

A study of the factors which affect mortality rates in developing countries.
Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
45 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 35

Controlled Access Headings:
• Mortality -- Developing countries

The pros and cons of exchange control in developing countries (Reports 007283), 1975
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary
Based on the last part of the author's paper: Marginalist economic theory and public policy. Checklist to help policymakers weigh the pros and cons of a wide variety of economic decisions and how it applies to exchange controls in developing countries.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
25 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 5

Controlled Access Headings:
• Foreign exchange -- Law and legislation -- Developing countries

Regression without a model: analyzing school efficiency in Karachi (Reports 007284), 1978
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Dadabhoy, Sadequa
Creator: Litkouhi, Simin

Abstract/Summary
Study of how education policy impacts examination scores.
Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education and state -- Pakistan
- Education -- Pakistan

Efficiency and equity in secondary schools in Karachi: summary (Reports 007285), 1977
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Dadabhoy, Sadequa
Creator: Litkouhi, Simin

Abstract/Summary

Study based on stratified sample of Karachi's secondary schools to analyze educational efficiency and equity.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

4 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Research report (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 10

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational equalization -- Pakistan -- Karachi
- Education -- Pakistan -- Karachi

Do schools care about equality? (Reports 007286), 1977
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Dadabhoy, Sadequa
Creator: Litkouhi, Simin

Abstract/Summary

Based on an empirical study of the distribution of examination scores within secondary schools in Karachi. It is argued that schools do not care about the equality of their students' educational achievements.
Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
13 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 17

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational equalization -- Pakistan -- Karachi

Inflation in university grades: an example from Pakistan (Reports 007287), 1977
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Currimbhoy, Azizeh

Abstract/Summary
Study of the rise in grades at Karachi University.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Grading and marking (Students) -- Pakistan -- Karachi
• University Of Karachi

Exploring the neglected: A study of fruit and vegetable hawkers in Karachi (Reports 007288), 1977
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Hafeez, Sabeeha
Creator: Zahid, Shahid N.
Creator: Akhtar, Aasim Sajjad
Creator: Hakeem, Safia

Abstract/Summary
Study of the informal sector in the cities of developing countries, focusing on Karachi.
Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

106 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Research report (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 4

Controlled Access Headings:

• Informal sector (Economics) -- Pakistan -- Karachi
• Poor -- Pakistan -- Karachi

Choosing the elite: A study of admissions policy for higher education: Summary (Reports 007289), 1977

Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Akbar, Fatima
Creator: Hakeem, Safia
Creator: Raffi, Rabia
Creator: Tazeem-ur-Rehman

Abstract/Summary

Description of admissions policy to colleges and universities in Pakistan, which reveals that the current criteria of admission have little predictive power for university or professional school performance.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

4 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Research report (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 7

Controlled Access Headings:

• Universities and colleges -- Pakistan -- Admission

The economics of teacher training: summary (Reports 007290), 1977

Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Siddiqui, Khalil Y.
Creator: Arshad, Mohammed
Creator: Niaz, Naheed
Creator: Khan, Muneer A.

**Abstract/Summary**

Study of teacher training institutions in Pakistan.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

4 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Research report (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 8

Controlled Access Headings:

- Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan

Statistical analysis and improved policy-making (Reports 007291), 1976

Creator: Wallace, Michael B.
Creator: Hasan, M. Aynul
Creator: Mahmud, Fakhre

**Abstract/Summary**

Prepared for the Agriculture Research Council's Workshop on Economic Survey Studies, December 1976. Preliminary results of a research project being jointly conducted by the Applied Economics Research Centre at the University of Karachi and the Planning Un

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

10 p. + appendices.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 14

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Pakistan
• Cotton -- Pakistan

Preliminary findings from the Karachi Secondary School Study (Reports 007292), 1976

Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Creator: Dadabhoy, Sadequa
Creator: Litkouhi, Simin

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

10 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Research report; no. 3.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Secondary -- Research -- Pakistan
- Educational evaluation -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Egghead economics and practical policies (Reports 007293), 1976

Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary

Text of a talk given at the Management Association of Pakistan, August 1976. Discussion of the application of microeconomic theory to public policy, as in decisions of pricing publicly produced goods or in setting taxes or tariffs.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 13

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic policy
- Economics -- Pakistan

Thought for food: improving analysis in the Ministry of Agriculture (Reports 007294), 1976

- Page 462-
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Govt. of Pakistan. Suggestions for improved economic and statistical analysis within the Ministry of Food and Agriculture.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

33 p. + appendices.

Ford Foundation Series

Research report(University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre);no. 2

Controlled Access Headings:

- Pakistan
- Pakistan -- Economic conditions -- Statistics
- Pakistan. Ministry of Food, Agriculture & Cooperatives

Cognitive equality within schools: an example from Pakistan (Reports 007295), 1978

Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Creator: Dadabhoy, Sadequa

Creator: Litkouhi, Simin

Abstract/Summary

An empirical study of distributions of examination scores within secondary schools in Karachi shows that intraschool inequalities are relatively large. The results of several analyses are consistent with the hypothesis that either schools in Karachi do not

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Aims and objectives -- Pakistan -- Karachi
- Educational equalization -- Pakistan -- Karachi
- Educational tests and measurements -- Pakistan -- Karachi

Looking for the best: identifying exceptional performers in education and elsewhere (Reports 007296), 1975

box 320
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of why exceptional performers should be identified and methods of finding them.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
28 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 6

Controlled Access Headings:
• Successful people -- Pakistan
• Education -- Pakistan

Student merit and admission policy for pharmacy school (Reports 007297), 1975
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.

Abstract/Summary
Study over the use of "merit" in university admissions using the School of Pharmacy as an example. The issue of who and who is not admitted to professional programs will have significant impact on Pakistan's manpower policies.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
17 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Pakistan -- Karachi -- Admissions
• Pharmacy colleges -- Pakistan -- Karachi
• University of Karachi

Marginalist economic theory and public policy (Reports 007298), 1975
Creator: Klitgaard, Robert E.
Abstract/Summary

Outline of the attractions and pitfalls of marginalist economic prescriptions. Includes discussion of NASA’s pricing policies.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

95 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Austrian school of economics
- Economics

Determinants of the length of life in Asian, African and Latin American countries (Reports 007299), 1976

Creator: Dadabhoy, Sadequa

Abstract/Summary

Study examining 71 developing countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America to see whether the life expectancy in these countries can be predicted with the help of per caput GNP, daily per caput consumption of calories, population density, degree of urbani

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

24 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 9

Controlled Access Headings:

- Life expectancy -- Developing countries

Preliminary report of the diffusion and adoption of dwarf wheat varieties in Khanewal Tehsil, West Pakistan 1970 (Reports 007300), 1970

Creator: Lowdermilk, Max K.

Extent

40 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Preliminary thinking on the Agriculture Sector West Pakistan in the fourth Five-Year Plan (Reports 007301), 1968
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Abstract/Summary

Purpose of paper is to help improve the planning work of the Department. Outline of principles of agricultural programming and logical steps to be taken in the preparation of an agricultural development program for the Fourth Five-Year Plan.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

72 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Pakistan
• Planning -- Pakistan

The role of agricultural education and research in the development of agriculture (Reports 007302), 1968
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for a seminar on "Prospects and problems of agricultural development in Pakistan", April 23-24, 1968. Discusses the upcoming rural revolution and the importance of moving farmers into the age of science and technology.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

41 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Pakistan
• Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan

Strategy and outlook for agricultural development in Pakistan, March 16 (Reports 007303), 1968
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-
### Abstract/Summary
Prepared for a seminar on agricultural development in Lahore - March 16, 1968.

### Extent
95 p.

### Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan

---

### Abstract/Summary
Memo to the staff of the FF Women's Program in Central America, dated December 9, 1979.

### Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

### Extent
6 p. -- 28 cm.

### Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Services for -- Nicaragua
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

---

### Abstract/Summary
Report of the Subcommittee on the dynamics of telecommunications of the Telecommunications Task Force (Reports 007305), 1973

### Program Name
Public Broadcasting

### Related Grant Number
07290319

### Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

### Related Grant Purpose
Task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

### Extent
24 p. -- 28 cm.
The Telecommunications Task Force (Reports 007306), 1973

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Extent
33 p. -- 28 cm.

The computer-based education network: A geographically dispersed system for interactive self-paced learning (Reports 007307), 1973
Creator: Alpert, Daniel (Economist)

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number
07290319

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent
var. pag. -- 28 cm.
Creator: Chu, Godwin C., 1927-

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

07290319

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television and politics -- United States
- Television -- Research -- United States
- Political campaigns -- United States
- Mass media -- Research -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

The open university concept in the U.S.A.: possibilities, obstacles, strategies (Reports 007309), 1973

Creator: Hooper, Richard, 1821-1894

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

07290319

Extent

17 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- United States
- Education, Higher -- United Kingdom
- Adult education -- United States
- Adult education -- United Kingdom
- Mass media -- Research -- United States

Communications and society: suggestions for research and inquiry (Reports 007310), 1973
Creator: Kaufman, Paul, 1935-

**Program Name**
Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**
07290319

**Related Grantee Name**
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**
A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

**Extent**
14 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Communication -- Social aspects -- United States
- Telecommunication systems -- United States
- Mass media -- Research -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

---

Television: what new forms of international cooperation might be useful? (Reports 007311), 1974

Creator: Kohl, Kay Jordan, 1940-

**Program Name**
Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**
07290319

**Related Grantee Name**
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**
A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

**Extent**
29 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
On the use of telecommunications to meet the educational needs of developing nations (Reports 007312), 1973

Creator: Margolin, Joseph B., 1921-2006

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

07290319

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent

77 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Television -- International cooperation
• Television -- Developing countries
• Communication -- Research -- Developing countries
• Mass media -- Research -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
• Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Possible uses of telecommunications to meet the educational needs of women (Reports 007313), 1973

Creator: Sandler, Jerrold

Program Name

Public Broadcasting
Related Grant Number

07290319

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent

16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television and women
- Television in adult education
- Mass media -- Research
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Possible uses of telecommunications to meet the educational needs of the aging (Reports 007314), 1973

Creator: Sandler, Jerrold

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

07290319

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent

var. pag. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Mass media and older people
- Television in adult education
- Mass media -- Research
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
• Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Education, technology, and development: a critical reappraisal (Reports 007315), 1973

**Creator:** Sheffield, James R.

**Program Name**

Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**

07290319

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

**Extent**

17 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Educational technology -- Developing countries
- Mass media in education -- Developing countries
- Mass media -- Research -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)


**Creator:** Watson, William

**Abstract/Summary**

A paper prepared for the Telecommunication Task Force Subcommittee on Education of the Ford Foundation.

**Program Name**

Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**

07290319
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent

8 p.: ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television in education
- Television and the arts
- Mass media -- Research
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Why the arts? (Reports 007317), 1973

Creator: Watson, William

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

07290319

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

A task force to determine Ford Foundation policy in telecommunications.

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television and the arts
- Mass media -- Research
- Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

The elasticity of income taxes in Pakistan: an alternative approach (Reports 007318), 1978

Creator: Jeetun, Azad
Abstract/Summary

Discussion of taxation in Pakistan.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

26 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 25

Controlled Access Headings:

- Income tax -- Pakistan

- Commercial banks' profitability and portfolio structuring in Pakistan 1960-71 (Reports 007319), 1975

Creator: Siddiqui, Q. H.

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the growth of banking in Pakistan as part of economic development.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 5

Controlled Access Headings:

- Banks and banking -- Pakistan

- Current plans for the development of computing facilities and computer science at the University of Islamabad final version (Reports 007320), 1969

Creator: Hagstrom, Stanley

Abstract/Summary

Recommendations for a new computer facility at the University of Islamabad and a supporting program in computer science.
Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07200145

Related Grantee Name
Quaid-E-Azam University

Extent
46 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Computer laboratories -- Pakistan -- Islamabad
• Computer science -- Pakistan -- Islamabad
• University of Islamabad Computers
• University of Islamabad Computer science

Suggestions for further improvement in the accelerated potato improvement program in West Pakistan (Reports 007321), 1969
Creator: Niederhauser, John S.
Creator: Campos, Armando

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Potatoes -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

The NWFP Maize Production Program (Reports 007322), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent
10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
Asian population review Pakistan: Population situation and possible entry points for assistance (Reports 007323), 1972

Creator: Laurenti, Luigi

Abstract/Summary

Preliminary draft report, prepared during October 10-Nov. 10 1972. Pakistan situation discussed in terms of what is happening in population and what is needed that the Foundation can provide.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Pakistan -- Population

Elasticity and buoyancy of excise duties and import duties: a disaggregated study (Reports 007324), 1978

Creator: Jeetun, Azad

Abstract/Summary

Report of a recent study on import duties, excise duties, and sales taxes.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

31 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 26

Controlled Access Headings:

- Excise tax -- Pakistan
- Tariff -- Pakistan
- Sales tax -- Pakistan

Trends in inequality of income distribution in Pakistan (Reports 007325), 1978

Creator: Jeetun, Azad
Abstract/Summary

Measures the trends in income inequalities in Pakistan to find out whether economic growth spurs greater inequality.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 29

Controlled Access Headings:

- Income distribution -- Pakistan

The Federal tax system in Pakistan: an overview (Reports 007326), 1978

Creator: Jeetun, Azad

Abstract/Summary

Broad picture of the changing composition of revenue during the period 1960-61 and 1977/78 focusing on a few basic characteristics of the tax system in Pakistan.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Taxation -- Pakistan

Tax shifting in Pakistan: a case study of excise duties, sales tax and import duties (Reports 007327), 1978

Creator: Jeetun, Azad

Abstract/Summary

First section of analysis deals with the effect of changes in sales tax and excise duties on prices over the period 1963/64 to 1977/78, including surcharges. The second section presents findings on the impact of changes in import duties in January 1978 on
Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
28 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre): no. 28

Controlled Access Headings:
- Tax shifting -- Pakistan
- Excise tax -- Pakistan
- Sales tax -- Pakistan
- Tariff -- Pakistan

Multiple cropping patterns for the rice tract of Punjab, West Pakistan (Reports 007328), 1971
Creator: Khan, Muhammad Manzoor.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of multiple cropping for rice in Punjab, Pakistan.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rice -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)
- Multiple cropping -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

Possibilities of adopting multiple cropping practices in Dokri, Sind (Reports 007329), 1971
Creator: Khan, Muhammad Manzoor.

Abstract/Summary
Report submitted to the Rice Improvement Advisor and the Rice Botanist. Purpose of visit to the Government Rice Farm was to find out the possibilities of introducing a systematic multiple cropping scheme in the area in order to increase food production an

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Possibilities of adopting multiple cropping practices in Peshawar, N.W.F.P. (Reports 007330), 1970  
Creator: Khan, Muhammad Manzoor.

Abstract/Summary
Report submitted to the Rice Improvement Advisor and the Director of Agriculture. Purpose of visit to Peshawar was to find out the possibilities of introducing a systematic multiple cropping scheme in the area in order to increase food production and impr

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Maize in Asian cropping systems: present positions and considerations for improvement (Reports 007331), 1975  
Creator: Izuno, Takumi  
Creator: Palmer, A. F. E.

Abstract/Summary
Presented at the Tenth IACP Maize Improvement Workshop in Pakistan, Nov. 1-7, 1975. Purpose is to provide some pertinent data and points for discussion of raising productivity of Asian maize growers.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
23 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Asia

Small-scale, agriculturally related industry in the Punjab (Reports 007332), 1971

Creator: Kaneda, Hiromitsu
Creator: Child, Frank C.

Abstract/Summary

Study of agricultural/manufacturing intersection in the developing economy of West Pakistan.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

48 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Working paper series (University of California, Davis. Dept. of Economics); no. 2

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural industries -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

Requirements to get self-sufficiency in wheat from 1968 onward (Reports 007333), 1966

Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Secretary of Agriculture, Govt. of West Pakistan, Lahore. Discusses the need for fertilizers to assist Pakistan to become self-sufficient in wheat production.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
- Fertilizers -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Required output of skilled manpower in agriculture proper during the perspective plan period, 1965-1985 (Reports 007334), 1965
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
21 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Agriculturalists -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Agricultural laborers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Farmers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Wheat program 1967 (Reports 007335), 1968
Creator: Vaughn, John R.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Wheat -- Yields -- Middle East

Pre-investment planning for modern rice processing industries (Reports 007336), 1971
Creator: Young, R. Benjamin (Robert Benjamin)

Extent
109 p.+ appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rice -- Processing -- Asia

My observations on the January 5, 1977 Land Reform Program including the Agriculture Income tax and new ceilings on land ownership (Reports 007337), 1977
Creator: Wood, Garland Perry, 1922-
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Land reform -- Law and legislation -- Pakistan
- Land tenure -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Development of the rice drying and processing industry in India and Pakistan (Reports 007338), 1971

Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Abstract/Summary

Presented at the International Rice Research Conference, April 19-23, 1971, Los Banos, Philippines. Discussion of the Ford Foundation's efforts to implement new rice paddy processing procedures in India.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Drying -- India
- Rice -- Drying -- Pakistan
- Rice -- Processing -- India
- Rice -- Processing -- Pakistan

Modern parboiling plant: 96 tons per day (Reports 007339), 1971

Creator: Khan, Muhammad Akram, 1946-
Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Abstract/Summary

Presents the design and operation schedule for a modern parboiling plant with capacity to produce 96 tons of parboiled paddy per day.
**Program Name**  
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**  
4 p.+ appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Rice -- Processing -- Pakistan

Review of rice processing techniques (Reports 007340), 1971  
*Creator:* Wimberly, James E.

**Abstract/Summary**  
Prepared for Inter-regional Seminar on the Industrial Processing of Rice. Title sufficient as abstract.

---

**Program Name**  
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**  
32 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Rice -- Processing -- Asia

Multidisciplinary project on the Lower Ganges (Reports 007341), 1982  
*Creator:* Conway, Gordon

**Abstract/Summary**  
Proposal for a project studying the major water-related environmental changes that are occurring in the lower reaches of the Ganges.

---

**Program Name**  
Developing Countries Program; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**  
8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Environmental protection -- Ganges River Valley (India and Bangladesh)

Fertilizer distribution and use in Sind: An exploratory data analysis (Reports 007342), 1977  
*box 321*
Abstract/Summary

Sind Province has two sources of fertilizer. Paper discusses the prices of fertilizer which provide little motivation to increase production.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

18 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 16

Controlled Access Headings:
• Fertilizers -- Pakistan -- Sind (Province)

Rice processing industry in Ceylon (Reports 007343), 1971 box 321

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for the Minister of Agriculture and Lands, Colombo Ceylon. Observations from a visit to help improve the rice processing industry.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

34 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Processing -- Sri Lanka

Statistical techniques and improved policymaking: an analysis of farm-level agricultural data (Reports 007344), 1977 box 322

Creator: Wallace, Michael B.

Creator: Kadri, A. H.
**Extent**

iv, 82 p.: tables -- 32 cm.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Analysis of farm-level agricultural data

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Crop yields -- Pakistan
- Cotton trade -- Pakistan
- Sugarcane industry -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan -- Mathematical models
- Agriculture and state -- Pakistan

Preliminary thinking on the long range perspectives for agriculture in West Pakistan (Reports 007345), 1964

*Creator:* Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

**Program Name**

Overseas Division

**Extent**

31 p.: tables -- 32 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan
- Agriculture and state -- Pakistan

Agricultural productivity study: Econometric analysis (Reports 007346), 1978

*Creator:* Wallace, Michael B.

*Creator:* Hai, Akhtar

**Abstract/Summary**

The Agricultural Productivity Study was an extensive and comprehensive evaluation of agricultural problems in Sind Province.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

10 p.
Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 23

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Pakistan -- Sind (Province)

Nitrogenous fertilizer demand in Sind (Reports 007347), 1978
Creator: Wallace, Michael B.

Abstract/Summary
District-wide data on Sind Province for the years 1969-70 to 1975-76 and regression analysis are used to estimate the price elasticity of the demand for nitrogenous fertilizer.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
8 p. + appendices.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 24

Controlled Access Headings:
- Fertilizers -- Pakistan -- Sind (Province)

Annual technical report: Accelerated Wheat Improvement Program, West Pakistan, 1966-67 (Reports 007348), 1967
Creator: Qureshi, S. A.
Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

Abstract/Summary
Wheat research in Pakistan.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
86 p. + appendices.

Related Conference
Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Controlled Access Headings:
• Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan

Annual technical report: Accelerated Wheat Improvement Program, West Pakistan, 1965-66 (Reports 007349), 1966  
  Creator: Qureshi, S. A.  
  Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

Abstract/Summary

Wheat research in Pakistan.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

121 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan

Returns and risks in the NWFP extension demonstration (Reports 007350), 1975  
  Creator: Perrin, Richard K.  
  Creator: Winkelmann, Donald

Abstract/Summary

Presented at the Tenth IACP Maize Improvement Workshop held in Pakistan, Nov. 1-7, 1975. Begins with an assumption of how farmers behave and shows the implication of the assumption for researchers involved in making recommendations.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Pakistan  
• Farmers -- Pakistan

Education and employment in Pakistan (Reports 007351), 1978  
  Creator: Pasha, Hafiz A.  
  Creator: Hyer, Kathryn  
  Creator: Arshad, Rabia
Abstract/Summary

Paper examines Pakistan's educational system, with a focus on the link between education and development process, specifically through employment.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

27 p. + appendices.

Ford Foundation Series

Discussion paper (University of Karachi. Applied Economics Research Centre); no. 28

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Pakistan
- Labor supply -- Effect of education on -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Education and Culture

Regional trials on maize in NWFP (Reports 007352), 1972  
Creator: Palmer, A. F. E.

Abstract/Summary

Series of fertilizer trials on maize will be carried out on farmers' fields in the NWFP to determine the best package of agronomic practices (particularly rates of fertilizer application) for future recommendations to the farmers of the Province.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Fertilizers -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province

The level of Asian corn production technology: physiological limits and the role of plant type and varietal adaptation (Reports 007353), 1972  
Creator: Palmer, A. F. E.
Abstract/Summary

Presented at the Eighth Inter-Asian Corn Improvement Workshop, Bangkok, Thailand, October 9-13, 1972.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Yields -- Asia
• Corn -- Varieties -- Asia

Accelerated Wheat Improvement Program for Pakistan (Reports 007354), 1964

Creator: Narvaez Morales, Ignacio

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Haldore Hanson, re: trip to Pakistan, Nov. 9-18, 1964.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat -- Research -- Pakistan

Performance of IR-8 (IRRI-PAK) in West Pakistan (Reports 007355), 1967

Creator: McClung, A. Colin

Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Minister of Agriculture, Government of West Pakistan. Summary of observations made during a tour of commercial rice fields and Government farms and experiment stations, as well as comments concerning certain activities of the Accelerated Rice

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Plans for 1973 rice crop (Reports 007356), 1972

Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Facilitating research by graduate students on topics of priority in Pakistan (Reports 007357), 1978

Creator: Goldman, Richard H.

Abstract/Summary

Summary of the need to increase the social science research being done in Pakistan through encouraging graduate students to research priority topics.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Kharif 1972 yellow maize seed increase program (Reports 007358), 1972

Creator: Izuno, Takumi
Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Seeds
• Corn -- Varieties

Suggested NWFP action program for white maize seed production and procurement (Reports 007359), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent

27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Seeds -- Pakistan
• Corn -- Varieties -- Pakistan

Kharif 1972 maize program Tarnab (Reports 007360), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Pakistan

Kharif program-Pirsabak (Reports 007361), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Crops -- Pakistan -- Pirsabek

Maize research prospects in the NWFP (Reports 007362), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Corn -- Research -- Pakistan

Details of maize varieties under multiplication in Kharif (Reports 007363), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi
Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Varieties -- Pakistan

Kharif 1972 yellow maize crossing blocks (Reports 007364), 1972
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Varieties -- Pakistan

Maize and millets research in the North West Frontier Province of Pakistan: past problems and future prospects (Reports 007365), 1971
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Corn -- Research -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province
• Millets -- Research -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province

A status report on the maize, sorghum and millets improvement project (Reports 007366), 1970
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary
Progress of grain research projects in Pakistan.

Program Name
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
11 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Research -- Pakistan
- Sorghum -- Research -- Pakistan
- Millets -- Research -- Pakistan

Kharif 1972 white maize seed increase program (Reports 007367), 1972

*Creator:* Izuno, Takumi

**Extent**

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Seeds -- Pakistan

Thoughts on greater progress with fewer cycles (Reports 007368), 1972

*Creator:* Izuno, Takumi

**Extent**

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Pakistan

Basic strategy for increasing maize production in Pakistan (Reports 007369), 1972

*Creator:* Izuno, Takumi

**Abstract/Summary**

Suggestions for increasing maize production in Pakistan.

**Program Name**

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Pakistan

Special problems and opportunities in maize breeding in Pakistan (Reports 007370), 1972

*Creator:* Izuno, Takumi

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

15 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Breeding -- Pakistan
- Crop yields -- Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on visit, University of Islamabad, West Pakistan (Reports 007371), 1969

Creator: Jordan, Harold Watling, 1908-1984

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
- Education, Higher -- Pakistan
- College students -- Services for -- Pakistan
- University of Islamabad

Punjab Maize Development Program 1975 (Reports 007372), 1974

Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of ways to improve the maize crop yield in Pakistan.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

55 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Corn -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)

Report by consultant: the Third Seminar on the Construction of Educational Tests (Reports 007373), 1966
Creator: Myers, Sheldon S.

Abstract/Summary

A review of the seminar attended by the consultant on educational testing in Chile.

Program Name

Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06500112

Related Grantee Name

University Of Chile

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational tests and measurements -- Chile
- Universidad de Chile

West Pakistan rice stocks and export: The present situation (Reports 007374), 1971

Creator: Young, R. Benjamin (Robert Benjamin)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice trade -- Pakistan
- Rice -- Marketing -- Pakistan
- Rice -- Tariff -- Pakistan

General instructions for crossing blocks (Reports 007375), 1972

Creator: Izuno, Takumi

Extent

7 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Hybirdization -- Pakistan
- Page 497-

Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

- Corn -- Pakistan

Kharif 1972 white maize crossing blocks (Reports 007376), 1972  
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Corn -- Pakistan
- Hybridization -- Pakistan

Steps in variety development (Reports 007377), 1972  
Creator: Izuno, Takumi

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Corn -- Varieties -- Pakistan
- Hybridization -- Pakistan

Agribusiness in the evolving economy of West Pakistan (Reports 007378), 1972  
Creator: Mehren, George L. (George Louis), 1913-

**Extent**

14 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
- Grain -- Pakistan

Technical education: 1968 and beyond in West Pakistan (Reports 007379), 1968  
Creator: Pratt, Arden L.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

26 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on maize training program in Pakistan: my visit February 1 - March 8, 1975 (Reports 007380), 1975  
box 322

- Page 497-
Creator: Violic, Alejandro D.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Musahibuddin Khan, Deputy Director-General, Agricultural Research Council, dated March 8, 1975.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
18 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Corn -- Pakistan
- Sorghum -- Pakistan
- Crop improvement -- Pakistan
- Agricultural assistance -- Pakistan
- Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Statistical supplement to: Annual progress report on accelerated rice research program, West Pakistan (Reports 007381), 1966
box 323
Creator: Mueller, Kenneth E.
Creator: Abbasi, Rasul Bux M.
Creator: Muhammad Shafi# (Mufti#), 1897-1976
Creator: Khan, Sulyman

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
45 p.: principally tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rice -- Research -- Pakistan
- Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Statistical supplement to Annual progress report on accelerated rice research program, West Pakistan: 1967 (Reports 007382), 1968
box 323
Creator: Mueller, Kenneth E.
Creator: Abbasi, Rasul Bux M.
Creator: Muhammad Shafi# (Mufti#), 1897-1976

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

- Page 498-
Consultant's report concerning the University of Antioquia (Reports 007383), 1967

Creator: Waggoner, George R., 1916-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06500118

Related Grantee Name
University of Antioquia

Related Grant Purpose
Development program at the University in Colombia.

Extant
21 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Colombia -- Administration
- Education, Higher -- Colombia -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Universidad de Antioquia

Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin, Columbia (Reports 007384), 1967

Creator: Gores, Harold B., 1909-

Abstract/Summary
Related Grantee Name
University of Antioquia

Related Grant Purpose
Development program at the University in Colombia.

Extent
6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Colombia -- Administration
• Education, Higher -- Colombia
• Universidad de Antioquia

Some end-of-tour observations and comments on university and college education in India, 1963-1968 (Reports 007385), 1968
Creator: Willey, Malcolm M. (Malcolm Macdonald), 1897-1974

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of a Ford Foundation project at the University of Calcutta in an effort to improve higher education in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06500191

Related Grantee Name
University Of Calcutta

Extent
50 p.

Ford Foundation Series
University and college education in India

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- India
• University of Calcutta

Some notes and observations relating to U.P. Agricultural University, Pantnagar (Reports 007386), 1967
Creator: Willey, Malcolm M. (Malcolm Macdonald), 1897-1974

- Page 500-
Creator: Branch, J. Arthur

Abstract/Summary

Report of a visit to the U.P. Agricultural University, established by the state government, patterned after a United States land grant college.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- India
- Universities and colleges -- India
- U.P. Agricultural University (India)

Tribhuvan University (Kathmandu): A report with conclusions relating to self-study and planning (Reports 007387), 1966

Creator: Willey, Malcolm M. (Malcolm Macdonald), 1897-1974

Abstract/Summary

Report of a visit to the university and the need for it to determine what kind of a university it wants to be and what it needs to do to play a key role in development in Nepal.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

32 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Nepal
- Education, Higher -- Nepal
- Tribhuvana Vidyalaya

Orissa University of Agriculture and Technology: A description with observations and comments (Reports 007388), 1968

Creator: Willey, Malcolm M. (Malcolm Macdonald), 1897-1974

Creator: Branch, J. Arthur
Abstract/Summary

Report of a visit to Orissa University, a university in India modeled on American land grant colleges.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- India
- Education, Higher -- India
- Orissa University (India)

Background notes on universities in Bihar (Reports 007389), 1967
Creator: Willey, Malcolm M. (Malcolm Macdonald), 1897-1974
Creator: Branch, J. Arthur

Abstract/Summary

Description of the six universities in the Indian state of Bihar: Patna University, University of Bihar, Bhagalpur University, Ranchi University, Magadh University, and Sanskrit University.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

34 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Universities in Bihar

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- India -- Bihar (India)
- Education, Higher -- India -- Bihar (India)

Some salient aspect of my work during 1967-1968 (Reports 007390), 1968
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent
5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
• Agricultural extension work -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The role of the Planning Cell Agriculture Department (Reports 007391), 1968
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
21 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Planning Cell Agriculture Department

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Planning Cell Department of Agriculture: a brief progress report for September 1963 (Reports 007392), 1966
Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p. + annexes: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture and state -- Pakistan Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Pakistan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The new feminist movement in the U.S. (Reports 007393), 1975
Creator: Carden, Maren Lockwood

Program Name
National Affairs

- Page 503-
Report on visits to countries with active family planning programs and recommendations as regards the practice of family planning program in the U.A.R. (Reports 007394), 1966

Creator: Wahdan, Moh. Hilmy

Abstract/Summary

Report on visits to check the status of a grant to the Dept. of Preventive Medicine and Public Health at Alexandria University. Visits reported on the program in the U.S.A., Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, and India in order to see how their programs in fami

Program Name

International Division/Population Program; Africa and the Middle East/Middle East and North Africa;Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06500194

Related Grantee Name

Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Extent

16 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Family planning programs in the U.A.R.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- United Arab Republic
- Birth control -- Cross-cultural studies
• Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Demonstration project in family planning in the Sayeda Zeinab District, Cairo (Reports 007395), 1972

Creator: Ross, Helen S.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06500194

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Related Grant Purpose
Training and research in family planning and reproductive physiology in faculties of medicine at Cairo and Alexandria Universities.

Extent
23 leaves + appendices -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Family planning in the Sayeda Zeinab District, Cairo ...

Controlled Access Headings:
• Health education -- Egypt
• Birth control -- Egypt
• Public health -- Egypt
• Ford Foundation, Middle East and Africa
• Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

National training activities in family planning in Egypt (Reports 007396), 1972

Creator: Ross, Helen S.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06500194

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)
Related Grant Purpose

Training and research in family planning and reproductive physiology in faculties of medicine at Cairo and Alexandria Universities.

Extent

18 leaves -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Family planning in Egypt ...

Controlled Access Headings:

- Health education -- Egypt
- Birth control -- Egypt
- Public health -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Report on a scientific tour to the U.S.A. and Latin America, April 1 - June 1 (Reports 007397), 1967

Creator: Kamal, Ibrahim

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

24 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population assistance -- Research
- Population research -- Developing countries
- Birth control -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

The organization of the Birla Institute of Technology and Science (Reports 007398), 1963

Creator: Drew, Thomas Bradford, 1902-

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Related Grant Number

06500328

Related Grantee Name

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Related Grant Purpose

Development of the Birla Institute of Technology and Science at Pilani, India

Extent

93 p.: tables + appendices

Ford Foundation Series

Birla Institute of Technology and Science

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- India
- Education, Higher -- India -- Finance
- Technology -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
- Science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
- Birla Institute of Technology and Science

Law and social change, law and human choice: the Ford Foundation and international programs in law in the 1980's (Reports 007399), undated

Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-

Program Name

International Division

Extent

16 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- International law

A report to Fundacion Ford of Bogota and to the Universidad de los Andes (Reports 007400), 1970


Abstract/Summary

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06500307

Related Grantee Name

University of the Andes

Related Grant Purpose

Development of the School of Engineering at the university in Colombia.

Extent

54 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Mechanical engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Colombia
• Civil engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Colombia
• Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Colombia
• Universities and colleges -- Colombia
• Education, Higher -- Colombia
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Bogotá
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
• Universidad de los Andes (Bogota#, Colombia)

Observations concerning the University of the Andes (Reports 007401), 1968


Creator: Latin America and the Caribbean

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06500307

Related Grantee Name

University of the Andes
Related Grant Purpose

Development of the School of Engineering at the University in Colombia.

Extent

9 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Colombia
- Education, Higher -- Colombia
- Latin America and the Caribbean
- Universidad de los Andes (Bogota#, Colombia)

Report on site visit to INCAE Instituto Centroamericano de Administracion de Empresas, Managua, Nicaragua, October 2-3 (Reports 007402), 1975

Creator: Nagel, John S.
Creator: Wickham, Robert S.
Creator: Carlson, Bruce D.
Creator: Blumstein, Alfred

Program Name

Latin America and the Caribbean/Mexico and Central America

Related Grant Number

07200408

Related Grantee Name

Central American Institute Of Business Administration

Related Grant Purpose

Research and training in family planning management, Costa Rica, El Salvador and Nicaragua.

Extent

14 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Central America
- Population assistance -- Central America
- Instituto Centroamericano de Administracion de Empresas

Review of INCAE case material on family planning program management, July 13 (Reports 007403), 1974

Creator: Farley, John U.
Related Grant Number

07200408

Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control clinics -- Costa Rica
• Birth control clinics -- El Salvador
• Birth control clinics -- Nicaragua

Management for population programs (Reports 007404), 1973

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Program Name

Latin America and the Caribbean/Mexico and Central America

Related Grant Number

07200408

Related Grantee Name

Central American Institute Of Business Administration

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- Central America
• Population -- Central America
• Instituto Centroamericano de Administraci#n de Empresas

The Institute of Biomedical Science, UNAM Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico: site visit, July 14-15 (Reports 007405), 1975

Creator: Southam, Anna L., 1915-

Creator: Mahoney, Richard T.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to John Nagel, dated July 24, 1975.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

PA71-99A.
Extent
7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Medical sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Mexico
- Universities and colleges -- Mexico
- Education, Higher -- Mexico
- Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Untitled evaluation of the research proposal submitted by the Institute of Biomedical Research at UNAM Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico (Reports 007406), 1973

Creator: Diczfalusy, Egon

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
PA71-99A

Extent
4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Medical sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Mexico
- Universities and colleges -- Mexico
- Education, Higher -- Mexico
- Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

The transfer of population technology (Reports 007407), 1976

Creator: Chen, Lincoln C.
Creator: Hossain, Monowar

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07690812
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a new contraceptive research capacity (SIPA) at the Mexican Institute of Social Security.

Extent

25 p. + appendices: ill., tables, graphs -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Bangladesh
- Birth control -- Bangladesh
- Contraception -- Research -- Bangladesh
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Report of visit to Mexico, March 21-26 (Reports 007408), 1976

Creator: Sobrevilla, Luis A.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Sheldon Segal and Clifford A. Pease, dated March 31, 1976.

Related Grant Number

07690812

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a new contraceptive research capacity (SIPA) at the Mexican Institute of Social Security.

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Mexico
- Contraceptives -- Research -- Mexico
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Southern Africa: program directions (Reports 007409), 1977

Creator: Edwards, Robert H.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Program directives -- South Africa
- Apartheid -- South Africa

Visits to Costa Rica, Guatemala and Mexico (Reports 007410), 1968  box 324

Creator: Simmons, Ozzie G.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06600333

Related Grantee Name

Woman's Hospital

Related Grant Purpose

Teaching and research in reproductive biology and demonstration program in family planning.

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human biology -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
- Birth control -- Social aspects -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Woman's Hospital

Report on visit to the Division of Biology of Reproduction at the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, Mexico City (Reports 007411), 1972

Creator: Mann, Thaddeus, 1908-

Creator: Lutwak-Mann, Cecylia

Creator: Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)

- Page 513-
Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean/Mexico and Central America

Related Grant Number
06600334

Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Security

Related Grant Purpose
Research and training in reproductive biology.

Extent
3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human biology -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
• Birth control -- Mexico
• Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
• Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social

Meeting of the International Visiting Committee, Division of Research in Reproductive Biology, Department of Research, IMSS Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (Reports 007412), 1972
Creator: Moore, William J.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to John Funari, dated September 21, 1972.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
0660334

Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Security

Related Grant Purpose
Research and training in reproductive biology.
Extent

4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human biology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Mexico
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)
- Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social
- Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social

FEPAC's population seminars for leadership groups in Mexico (Reports 007413), 1972

Creator: Trowbridge, James W.

Creator: Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

L72-173

Extent

9 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1972 June 12-16: Helsingør, Denmark)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Mexico
- Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Consultant report, comments and recommendations apropos FEPAC training proposal submitted to the Ford Foundation (Reports 007414), 1974

Creator: Moore, William J.

Creator: Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)

Abstract/Summary

Memo Barry Schuman, dated November 25, 1974.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number

07000512
Related Grantee Name

Foundation for Population Studies, A.C.

Related Grant Purpose

Development of administration training, evaluation, and informational services for family planning in Mexico

Extent

14 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Mexico
- Population research -- Mexico
- Health education -- Mexico
- Population assistance -- Mexico
- Fundación para Estudios de la Población (Mexico)
- Ford Foundation. Population Program
- Foundation for Population Studies, A.C.

Report of consulting activities on Brazilian population studies project (May 19th to July 25, 1975) (Reports 007415), 1975
Creator: Merrick, Thomas William

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Eduardo Venezian, dated August 13, 1975.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07400635

Related Grantee Name

Mexican Population Association

Extent

16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Brazil
- Population assistance -- Brazil
- Birth control -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Rio de Janeiro
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
Mexican Population Association

Final report of assignment with the National Council of Negro Women (Reports 007416), 1968

Creator: Wiersma, J. W.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number

06600364

Related Grantee Name

National Council of Negro Women, Inc.

Extent

2 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- African American women -- Societies and clubs
- African American women -- Services for
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- National Council of Negro Women

Evaluation of progress of National Council of Negro Women (Reports 007417), 1968

Creator: Hazell, Arneda J.

Program Name

National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number

06600364

Related Grantee Name

National Council of Negro Women, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose

Project to recruit and train Negro women for community service.
Extent

20 leaves + attachments: ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- African American women -- Societies and clubs
- African American women -- Services for
- Service learning -- United States
- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- National Council of Negro Women

Box 324

Report on trip to Centro de Estudos e Pesquisas no Ensino de Direito (CEPED) and description of CEPED's development and prospects (Reports 007418), 1967

Creator: Steiner, Henry J.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to the Ford Foundation, dated September 1967.

Program Name

LF

Related Grant Number

06600386

Related Grantee Name

State University of Rio de Janeiro

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a center for legal studies.

Extent

32 p. + appendix -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Law -- Study and teaching -- Brazil -- Curricula
- Law students -- Brazil
- Lawyers -- Training of -- Brazil
- Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro. Centro de Estudos e Pesquisas no Ensino do Direito

Box 324

Notes on visit to Mexico City, October 29 to November 1, 1973; consultant visit to the Mexican Institute of Social Sciences (IMES) (Reports 007419), 1973

Creator: Sweeney, William O., 1931-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Mexico & Central America

Related Grant Number
07000224

Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Related Grant Purpose
Study on family planning in Mexico and preparation of scientific and popular publications resulting therefrom.

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Mexican Institute of Social Sciences (IMES)

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
- Instituto Mexicano de Estudios Sociales

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (66-35): Dr. Hill's consultant visit: (Reports 007420), 1967
Creator: Len#ero Otero, Luis

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06600035

Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Related Grant Purpose
Study on family planning in Mexico and preparation of scientific and popular publications resulting therefrom.

Extent
10 p. -- 28 cm.
Ford Foundation Series

Mexican Institute of Social Studies

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Mexico
- Population assistance -- Mexico
- Birth control -- Mexico
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Reporte de la visita del: Lic. Luis Lenero al: Centro de Estudios Sociales y de Poblacion (CESPO), Diciembre 1971 (Reports 007421), 1972

Creator: Lenero Otero, Luis

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06800023

Related Grantee Name

University of Toronto

Related Grant Purpose

Research on the improved utilization of University resources.

Extent

13 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Centro de Estudios Sociales...

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Costa Rica
- Universities and colleges -- Costa Rica
- Education, Higher -- Costa Rica -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- University of Toronto

Reporte sobre Asesoria al Departamento de Investigaciones Sociales: Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia Social de Venezuela (Reports 007422), 1974

Creator: Lenero Otero, Luis
Creator: Pindas, Pablo

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Mexico & Central America

**Related Grant Number**

07000224

**Related Grantee Name**

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for research and training in population studies and other applied social sciences.

**Extent**

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Political science -- Venezuela
- Political development -- Venezuela
- Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Consultant visit to the Social and Population Studies of the University of Costa Rica (C.E.S.P.O.) (Reports 007423), 1971

Creator: Len#ero Otero, Luis

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06800230

**Related Grantee Name**

University of Costa Rica

**Related Grant Purpose**

Training and research in family planning.

**Extent**

14 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population research -- Costa Rica -- Congresses
Biology of reproduction at the University of Costa Rica: consultant visit August 12 to 15, 1970. (Reports 007424), 1971
Creator: Gaul, Carlos

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800230

Related Grantee Name
University of Costa Rica

Related Grant Purpose
Training and research in family planning.

Extent
4 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Population research -- Costa Rica
- Birth control -- Costa Rica
- Universidad de Costa Rica

Field trip CESPO Centro de Estudios Sociales y Poblacion, Universidad de Costa Rica, Jan. 10-17 (Reports 007425), 1971
Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800230

Related Grantee Name
University of Costa Rica
Related Grant Purpose

Training and research in family planning.

Extent

11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Costa Rica
- Birth control -- Costa Rica
- Universidad de Costa Rica. Centro de Estudios Sociales y de
  Población

Development of the National Plan for Sex Education, Ministry of
Education, Costa Rica (Reports 007426), 1972

Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06800230

Related Grantee Name

University of Costa Rica

Related Grant Purpose

Training and research in family planning.

Extent

15 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sex instruction -- Costa Rica
- Education and state -- Costa Rica
- Population research -- Costa Rica
- Birth control -- Study and teaching
- Costa Rica
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Universidad de Costa Rica

Concept paper - Human rights and justice (group III) (Reports
007427), 1971

Creator: Dodds, R. H. (Robert H.), 1952-
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-
Creator: Forman, Shepard, 1938-
Program Name

Developing Countries Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

3 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights
• Affirmative action programs
• Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance

Consultant visit to CESPO (Reports 007428), 1972
Creator: Len#ero Otero, Luis

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06800230

Related Grantee Name

University of Costa Rica

Related Grant Purpose

Training and research in family planning.

Extent

16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Costa Rica
• Birth control -- Costa Rica
• Universidad de Costa Rica. Centro de Estudios Socials y Población

Report consultation visit February 18-23 (Reports 007429), 1968
Creator: Samora, Julian, 1920-1996

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06600035
Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Related Grant Purpose
Study of family planning in Mexico and preparation of scientific and popular publications resulting therefrom.

Extent
4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Costa Rica
• Birth control -- Costa Rica
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
• Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Evaluation of African-American dialogues (Reports 007430), 1972

Creator: Udoji, J. O. (Jerome O.)

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700039

Related Grantee Name
Africa-America Institute

Related Grant Purpose
Conference of African and American leaders.

Extent
[12] leaves -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
African-American dialogues

Conditions Governing Access:
Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
• African-American Institute

Evaluation of African-American dialogues (Reports 007431), 1972

Creator: Moss, James Allen, 1920-
Creator: Smythe, Hugh H. (Hugh Heyne), 1913-1977

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700039

Related Grantee Name
Africa-America Institute

Related Grant Purpose
Conference of African and American leaders.

Extent
70 leaves + appendices

Ford Foundation Series
African-American dialogues

Conditions Governing Access:
Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
• African-American Institute

The dialogues and African-American relations (Reports 007432), 1972

Creator: Castagno, A. A. (Alphonso Anthony), 1920-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700039

Extent
66 p. + appendices.
Ford Foundation Series

African-American relations

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Africa -- Foreign relations -- United States
- Africa -- Relations -- United States
- United States -- Relations -- Africa

Report on Inner-City Citizenship Education Project (Reports 007433), 1967

Creator: Duckrey, Marjorie

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

06700071

Extent

18 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Inner city
- League of Women Voters (U.S.). Education Fund

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro: Dr. Faria-Goes (Reports 007434), 1966

Creator: O'Neill, John J.

Related Grant Number

06700103

Related Grantee Name

Federal University of Rio De Janeiro

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Brazil
• Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Summary report of visit to development companies and state banks in the northeast and north of Brazil (Reports 007435), 1966

Creator: Nyhart, J. D. (J. Daniel)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06700122

Related Grantee Name

National Bank for Economic Development

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Banks and banking -- Brazil
• National Bank for Economic Development

Notes on the BNDE/MIT project to date (Reports 007436), 1968

Creator: Nyhart, J. D. (J. Daniel)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06700122

Related Grantee Name

National Bank for Economic Development

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Banks and banking -- Brazil
• National Bank for Economic Development

Report on visit to Brazil in Re SIPEME (Reports 007437), 1969

Creator: Hill, Thomas M. (Thomas Mason)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Related Grant Number
06700122

Related Grantee Name
National Bank for Economic Development

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Banks and banking -- Brazil
• National Bank for Economic Development

Consultation visit concerning centralized cataloging in the libraries (Universidad Bogota, Colombia) (Reports 007438), 1967
Creator: Hixson, Imogene

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries -- Colombia
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

La integracion de las bibliotecas de la Universidad Nacional de Colombia - estudio de los catalogs y las colecciones (Reports 007439), 1969
Creator: Montgomery, James H., 1930-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Report on libraries at the Universidad Nacional (Reports 007440), 1966

Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• Universidad Nacional de Colombia

Universidad Nacional - library (Reports 007441), 1966

Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional - Bogota, report on visit May 8-13 (Reports 007442), 1967

Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional - Library: progress report #7 (Reports 007443), 1967

Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

**Program Name**

Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06700203

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Academic libraries
- National University of Colombia (Bogota)

---

Universidad Nacional - library: progress report #8 (Reports 007444), 1968

Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

**Program Name**

Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06700203

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Academic libraries
- National University of Colombia (Bogota)

---

Universidad Nacional - library: progress report #10 (Reports 007445), 1968

Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

**Program Name**

Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06700203
Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional - library: progress report #11 (Reports 007446), 1968
Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional - libraries: progress report #12 (Reports 007447), 1969
Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional - library: progress report #13 (Reports 007448), 1969
Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-
Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional: progress report #14 (Reports 007449), 1969
Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

Universidad Nacional: progress report #16 (Reports 007450), 1969
Creator: Veenstra, John Gerald, 1928-

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700203

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Academic libraries
• National University of Colombia (Bogota)

A program for the improvement of elementary education (Reports 007451), 1967
Creator: Chiappetta, Michael

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700302

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Elementary

Consultants Report (Reports 007452), 1967
Creator: Chiappetta, Michael

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700302

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Elementary

Education in Chile (Reports 007453), 1971
Creator: Hakim, Peter

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700302

Extent
34 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
An Asian regional program in archaeology, conservation and museology (Reports 007454), 1977
Creator: Lyons, Elizabeth

Abstract/Summary
Cover memo by Eugene S. Staples.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Archaeology -- Asia
- Conservation of natural resources -- Art -- Asia
- Museum techniques -- Asia

Report to the Ford Foundation on curriculum planning in Asia (Reports 007455), 1979
Creator: Leinhardt, Samuel
Creator: Leinhardt, Gaea

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Teaching -- Exploratory data analysis -- Asia
- Curriculum planning -- EDA -- Asia

Potential projects involving population analysis and related work at sub-national levels (Reports 007456), 1979
Creator: Weldon, Peter D.

Abstract/Summary
Attachment is proposal for a development data bank for Thailand.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program
**Extent**

4 p. + attachment

**Ford Foundation Series**

Population analysis and related work at sub-national levels; Towards a development data bank for Thailand: a preliminary proposal

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population analysis

**Some reflections on the National Population Control Program of Bangladesh (Reports 007457), 1977**

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- Bangladesh

**Visit to Indonesia: July 17th - August 6th (Reports 007458), 1977**

Creator: Conway, Gordon

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Research & Education

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human ecology -- Study and teaching -- Indonesia

**Visit to Thailand, Indonesia and Philippines (Reports 007459), 1980**

Creator: Conway, Gordon

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Ecology -- Research -- Asia

Visit to India - March 17-20 (Reports 007460), 1979
Creator: Conway, Gordon

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Research & Education

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Environmental studies -- India

End of tour report: Part I Asia and the Pacific program and management considerations (Reports 007461), 1979
Creator: Smith, Theodore M.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

14 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Ford Foundation Indonesia Program

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Management

Education for regional development planning in developing areas and the North American Master's degree (Reports 007462), 1980
Creator: Fisher, Howard Benjamin

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

52 p. + cover outline.
Controlled Access Headings:
  • Education, Higher -- Developing countries -- Asia

Provisional report to the Ford Foundation mission to Indonesia between October and (Reports 007463), 1979

Creator: Vries, Egbert de, 1901-1994

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

24 p. + 4 p. cover letter.

Controlled Access Headings:
  • Agricultural development projects -- Indonesia

Potential for transition communities in the Mississippi Delta. n.p (Reports 007464), 1966

Creator: Cunningham, J. V. (James Vincent), 1911-1985

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Related Grant Number**

06700355

**Extent**

16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
  • Community development -- Mississippi
  • Housing programs

Every six seconds: a report on child survival/fair start program possibilities in India (Reports 007465), 1982

Creator: Gwatkin, Davidson R.

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

34 p. + appendices.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Child survival/fair start program possibilities in India

Controlled Access Headings:
• Health programs -- Children -- India
• Children -- Health and hygiene -- India

Final report on short term assignments (Reports 007466), 1969
Creator: Controulis, T.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Training -- Staff
• Development -- Administration

Terminal report (Reports 007467), 1970
Creator: Taylor, Philip Elbert

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Finance -- Fiscal reform
• Taxation

Departure report (Reports 007468), 1970
Creator: Maxwell, James Ackley, 1897-1975

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425

Extent
6 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Taxation
- Overseas personnel
- Consultants -- Procedures

Report concerning assignment, Feb. 28, - Mar. 2 (Reports 007469), 1972
Creator: Taylor, Philip Elbert

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Development -- Administration
- Public administration

Report on short term assignment (Reports 007470), 1971
Creator: Aboud, Wm. Geo.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Taxation
- Management -- Revenue

Ministry of Finance: review and evaluation (Reports 007471), 1969
Creator: Taylor, Philip Elbert

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425
Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Overseas development
• Financial Management

Papers on indirect taxes (Reports 007472), 1970
Creator: Maxwell, James Ackley, 1897-1975

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06700425

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Taxation
• Tax

An evaluation of Fordham University's participation in the project for preparation of Negro and Puerto Rican administrators for the New York Public School System (Reports 007473), 1969
Creator: Deenan, James R.

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
06700577

Related Grantee Name
The University Of The State Of New York

Extent
5 p. + various appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• African American school administrators -- New York (State)
  -- New York
Child Survival/Fair Start for Children: Draft Program Statement (Reports 007474), 1982

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Child health services
- Education
- Child care
- Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: South Africa, other Africa and Israel (Reports 007476), 1982

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

var. pag.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Africa
- Ford Foundation. Developing Countries

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews (Reports 007477), 1982

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Economic development
- International relations
- Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews (Reports 007478), 1982
Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Poverty -- Rural
• Poverty -- International
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews (Reports 007479), 1982

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Poverty -- Urban
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: China and Other Asia (Reports 007480), 1982

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• China
• Asia -- Development
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: Brazil (Reports 007481), 1982

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Brazil -- Development
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: Mexico and Central America (Reports 007482), 1982  box 918

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Mexico
• Central America
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: Andean Region and the Southern Cone (Reports 007483), 1982  box 918

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
44 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Latin America -- Development
• Andes Region
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: Southeast Asia (Reports 007484), 1982  box 918

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Asia, Southeastern
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

Developing country programs: FY 1983 program reviews: India, Nepal Sri Lanka (Reports 007485), 1982  box 918

Program Name
Developing Countries Program
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Program.

ENDA: an evaluation 1972? (Reports 007490), 1972
Creator: Rimlinger, Gaston V., 1926-

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

**Related Grant Number**
06100103

**Related Grantee Name**
The National School Of Administration

**Extent**
74 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**
Ecole Nationale d'Administration, Kinshasa, Zaire:
1960-1971: an evaluation

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- Africa
- Ecole nationale d'administration (Congo)

Reports of professional consulting services (Reports 007491), 1971
Creator: Leroy, Ve#ly, 1936-

**Abstract/Summary**
Report consists of three parts.

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
06100103;07190049

**Related Grantee Name**
The National School Of Administration

**Extent**
various pagings.
Ford Foundation Series

Mission to ENDA, Kinshasa.; Mission to the Universite Officielle du Congo, Lubumbashi.; Mission to the Universite Federale du Cameroun at Yaounde

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Africa
- Ecole nationale d'administration (Congo)
- Universite officielle du Congo a Lubumbashi
- Universite federale du Cameroun

Narrowing the gap between experiment stations yields and farmers fields (Reports 007492), undated

Creator: Havener, Robert D., 1930-2005

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

various pagings.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Comments on the ALAD Arid Lands Agricultural Development review (Reports 007493), 1978

Creator: Reme#nyi, Jo#zsef, 1891-1956

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

99 p. + appendices
Critical requirements of new dwarf wheat for maximum production (Reports 007494), 1972

Creator: Wright, William C.

Abstract/Summary

By Bill C. Wright, Ph.D., Agricultural Project Leader, Wheat Research & Training Center, The Rockefeller Foundation, Ankara, Turkey. Presented at FAO/Rockefeller International Seminar on Wheat Improvement and Production, Ayub Agricultural Research Institut

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06890187

Related Grantee Name

Ford Foundation

Extent

12 p.

Sorghum and millet improvement in the ALAD Program (Reports 007495), 1973

Creator: House, Leland Ralph, 1929-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

17 p.
Domesticating the wild buffalo gourd: the returns to further research (Reports 007496), 1974
Creator: Gotsch, Carl

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187

Extent
15 p.

Need for a concentrated international research effort on sorghum and millets to serve Africa and Asia (Reports 007497), 1970
Creator: House, Leland Ralph, 1929-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187

Extent
13 p.

Performance of closed pedigree double-cross maize hybrids and their synthetic progenies (Reports 007498), 1971
Creator: Curtis, Lawrence C.
Creator: Dhawan, N. L.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research

Grain sorghum yield trials, Agricultural Research Institute, Lebanon 1968: Progress report (Reports 007499), 1968
Creator: Curtis, Lawrence C.
Creator: Baldasar, Lucien

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Lebanon

An attempt to domesticate a wild, perennial xerophytic gourd, Curcurbita Foetidissima (Reports 007500), 1972
Creator: Curtis, Lawrence C.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

1 p.

Ford Foundation Series

A search for superior plants: progress report no. 1

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

An attempt to domesticate a wild, perennial Xerophytic gourd, Curcurbita Foetidissima. Progress report II, Discovery of antherless
and male sterile plants and their potential role in the production of hybrid seed for commercial planting (Reports 007501), 1972

Creator: Curtis, Lawrence C.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
8 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Discovery of antherless and male sterile plants and their potential role in the production of hybrid seed for commercial planting

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research
• Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

An attempt to domesticate a wild, perennial xerophytic gourd, Cucurbita Foetidissima: Progress report III, A search for superior buffalo gourd plants continued (Reports 007502), 1973

Creator: Curtis, Lawrence C.
Creator: Rebeiz-Nielsen, Natalie

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
8 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Search for superior buffalo gourd plants continued

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research
• Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Report of citrus, minor elements, salinity, and other soil problems in Egypt (Reports 007503), 1974

Creator: Chapman, Homer Dwight, 1898-2005

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research -- Egypt

Some impressions on sorghums, millets, and other crops for the Middle East (Reports 007504), 1970
Creator: Rachie, Kenneth O.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
8 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Sorghums, millets, and other...

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research -- Middle East
• Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Development of a dryland research center and a cereal production research program in Western Iran (Reports 007505), 1974
Creator: Bolton, Floyd E.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Agriculture -- Research -- Iran

The twin challenges: food enough and suppression of population growth in India (Reports 007506-001), 1967
Creator: Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- India
- Food supply -- India
- Birth control -- India
- Technical assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation India -- Program development

Energy research and development in industrial countries a first appraisal (Reports 007506-002), 1973
Creator: Hollomon, J. Herbert (John Herbert)
Creator: Grenon, Michel et al.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Power resources -- Research
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The twin challenges: food enough and suppression of population growth in India (Reports 007507), 1967

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- India
- Food supply -- India
- Population research -- India
- Technical assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation India -- Program development

A report on the proposed dry farming development and training center for Iran (Reports 007508), 1973
Creator: Russell, M. B.
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Research -- Iran

Contribution of animal breeding to improved sheep production in the Middle East and North African Region (Reports 007509), undated
Creator: Turner, Helen Newton.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
25 p. + attachments.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Livestock technology -- Middle East and Africa

Sheep breeding project at Terbol: suggestions for the future (Reports 007510), 1974
Creator: Turner, Helen Newton.
Creator: Fox, Carroll W.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.
Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Livestock technology
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program: program and budget for 1972 with projections through 1976 (Reports 007511), 1971
Creator: Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

1 v. (various pagings), tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Middle East -- Finance
- Agricultural assistance -- Middle East -- Finance
- Agricultural development projects -- Middle East -- Finance
- Arid regions agriculture -- Middle East -- Finance
- Range management -- Environmental aspects
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Statement of the Board of Trustees on policies, program, and operations (Reports 007512), 1962

Program Name

Board of Trustees

Extent

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Policy planning -- Ford Foundation
- Program development -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation

The University of Pittsburgh: a selective review with proposals for future paths (Reports 007513), 1966
**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Extent**

47 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- University administration
- Educational improvement
- Ford Foundation. Special Committee.

The arts: program submission concerning future program activities (Reports 007514), 1962

**Program Name**

Office of the Arts/Policy & Planning

**Extent**

16 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Arts -- Program planning -- Ford Foundation
- Program development -- Arts -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation

Program areas outside current limits of Humanities and the Arts Program, Feb. (Reports 007515), 1962

**Creator:** Lowry, W. McNeil (Wilson McNeil), 1913-

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Art patronage
- Arts
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Program development

Arts program: evaluation (1957-1961) and statement of current objectives and policies (Reports 007516), 1961

**Creator:** Lowry, W. McNeil (Wilson McNeil), 1913-

**Abstract/Summary**

Report on activities in the arts which have formed part of the Humanities and Arts Program.
Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Arts
• Philanthropy

Summaries of U.N. technical assistance programs, U.S. technical assistance and economic aid programs and Colombo plan technical cooperation and economic aid programs for the countries in Asia and the Near East where the Ford Foundation has programs (Reports 007517), 1953

Creator: Arnold, Edwin G. (Edwin Gustav), 1905-

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

65 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical assistance -- Developing nations
• Economics -- Developing nations

Wheat and barley bits (Reports 007518), 1975

Creator: Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program

Abstract/Summary

Number 1.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research
Wheat and barley bits (Reports 007519), 1976

Creator: Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program

Abstract/Summary

Number 5.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

5 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research
• Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Wheat disease news letter (Reports 007520), 1971

Creator: Swaminathan, M. S. (Monkombu Sambasivan)
Creator: Indian Agricultural Research Institute
Creator: Rockefeller Foundation

Abstract/Summary

Volume 4, number 2.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research
• Wheat -- Diseases and pests
• Indian Agricultural Research Institute
• Rockefeller Foundation
• Ford Foundation

Wheat disease news letter (Reports 007521), 1971
Creator: Rockefeller Foundation

Abstract/Summary

Volume 4, number 3.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

6 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research
- Wheat -- Diseases and pests
- Indian Agricultural Research Institute
- Rockefeller Foundation
- Ford Foundation

Wheat disease news letter (Reports 007522), 1971

Creator: Swaminathan, M. S. (Monkombu Sambasivan)
Creator: Indian Agricultural Research Institute
Creator: Rockefeller Foundation

Abstract/Summary

Vol. 4, number 4.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research
- Wheat -- Diseases and pests
- Indian Agricultural Research Institute
- Rockefeller Foundation
- Ford Foundation

Wheat disease news letter (Reports 007523), 1971

Creator: Swaminathan, M. S. (Monkombu Sambasivan)
Creator: Indian Agricultural Research Institute
Creator: Rockefeller Foundation

Abstract/Summary

Vol. 4, number 5.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research
• Wheat -- Diseases and pests
• Indian Agricultural Research Institute
• Rockefeller Foundation
• Ford Foundation

Differential rates of progress for food grains: report no. 16 (Reports 007524), 1969
Creator: Intensive Agricultural Development Program

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
9 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Intensive agricultural development notes

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural development projects -- India
• Intensive Agricultural Development Program

Secretary Patel visits Raipur: intensive Village Development Program: report no. 17 (Reports 007525), 1969
Creator: Intensive Agricultural Development Program

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
9 leaves -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Intensive agricultural development notes

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural development projects -- India
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Agricultural Development Program</td>
<td>8 leaves -- 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Intensive Agricultural Development Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract/Summary</td>
<td>Program highlights including regional development planning, housing and urban development planning, and miscellaneous information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Name</td>
<td>International Division/Asia and the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>18 p. + appendix.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Abstract/Summary                                  | Inaugural issue of a newsletter designed to strengthen communication between the India Field Office and the New York office. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Ford Foundation quarterly letter, India and Nepal (Reports 007529), 1968

Creator: Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

Abstract/Summary

Newsletter of the India Field Office.

Program Name

India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- India
• Man-power development -- India
• Rural development -- India
• Ford Foundation India

Program letter: family planning, May 1969. (Reports 007530), 1969

box 327

Abstract/Summary

Family planning program letter reports on Family Planning Projects and Programs in India, particularly those in which Foundation consultants work with individuals of the Government.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303

Related Grantee Name

Government of India
**Extent**

24 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- India

Program letter: Family planning, October 1969. (Reports 007531), 1969  
box 327

**Abstract/Summary**

Newsletter on family planning projects in India.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06400303

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of India

**Extent**

25 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- India

Quarterly letter: the Ford Foundation India Field Office, November 1969. (Reports 007532), 1969  
box 327  
box 935 sheet DPM  
69-23

**Abstract/Summary**

Newsletter of the India Field Office.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06400303

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of India
Extent
37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Community development -- India
- Agricultural development projects -- India
- Ford Foundation India


Abstract/Summary
Newsletter of family planning projects in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- India
- India


Abstract/Summary
Newsletter on family planning projects in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India
**Extent**

24 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- Ford Foundation
- India


**Abstract/Summary**

Newsletter of family planning projects in India.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06400303

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of India

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- Ford Foundation
- India


**Abstract/Summary**

Newsletter on family planning projects in India.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06400303
Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Extent

23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- India
- Ford Foundation
- India

Program letter: Family planning, August 1971. (Reports 007537), 1971

Abstract/Summary

Newsletter on family planning projects in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400303

Related Grantee Name

Government of India

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- India
- Ford Foundation
- India

Program letter: Family planning, January 1972. (Reports 007538), 1972

Abstract/Summary

Newsletter on family planning projects in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Some comments for the Ford Foundation's staff on the survey of the University of Delhi Library (Reports 007539), 1965

Creator: White, Carl Milton, 1903-1983

Abstract/Summary

Plan for Foundation assistance to the library.

Program Name

International Division S&SEA; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06800044

Related Grantee Name

The University Of Delhi

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Library science -- India
• University of Delhi

Evaluation/report memo. 1, On measuring the use of income by low-income families. 2, On validating interviews with low-income families (Reports 007540), 1967

Creator: Ferber, Robert, 1922-

Program Name

National Affairs
Related Grant Number
06890192

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Low income groups
• Poverty -- Income

Welfare and the incentives issue (Reports 007541), 1967
Creator: Weymar, F. Helmut

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
06890192

Extent
83 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Low-income groups -- Taxation
• Poverty -- Welfare

Creator: Hearn, Robert W.

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
06800253

Extent
37 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations -- Education
• Intern programs -- Foreign relations

Community Progress, Inc. of New Haven, Connecticut: review made June 26-28 (Reports 007543), 1967
Creator: Campbell, Clifford J.
Creator: Coleman, John Royston, 1921-
Creator: Bellin, Seymour S.
Creator: Cunningham, J. V. (James Vincent), 1911-1985
Creator: Jordan, James A., 1936-
Creator: Stewart, Charles

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Social Development

**Related Grant Number**
06200328

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Community schools -- New Haven (Conn.)
- Legal services -- New Haven (Conn.)
- Education -- New Haven (Conn.)
- Ford Foundation. Social Development

The California studies revisited: a retrospective appraisal of an experiment in applied technology (Reports 007544), 1971
Creator: Stover, Carl F.

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Related Grant Number**
06800333

**Extent**
125 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Technology -- Applied
- Industrialization -- California

Report on urbanization in Gary, Indiana (Reports 007545), 1969
Creator: Whiting, Basil J.

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Related Grant Number**
06800323
Teacher education in Chile: Outline and summary of Ford Foundation Program: University of Indiana (Reports 007546), 1969
Creator: Chiappetta, Michael

**Program Name**
Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**
06890635

**Extent**
37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Urbanization -- Indiana -- Gary
- Poverty -- Indiana -- Gary

Mona meetings: management programs (Reports 007547), 1969
Creator: Bierman, Harold

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**
06800475

**Extent**
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Executives -- Training of
- Education -- Management

Report to Dr. Douglas Ensminger concerning the Indian Institute of Mass Communication (Reports 007548), 1967
Creator: Ward, William B. (William Binnington), 1917-

**Program Name**
International Division/South and Southeast Asia
Related Grant Number
PA69-786

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- India
- Communication Indian Institute

Notes: Visit to West Pakistan, June 11 - 24 (Reports 007549), 1973
Creator: Benson, Charles Scott

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Related Grant Number
PA68-717.

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Foreign assistance for education and training

Report on Philadelphia (Reports 007550), 1968
Creator: Schermer, George, 1910-1989

Abstract/Summary
Plus supplement: August 1968. 3 p.

Program Name
Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number
06900494

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
- Public schools -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
- Urban schools -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
- Public school administration -- Philadelphia (Pa.)

Creator: Mattick, Hans W.

Program Name
National Affairs/Government and Law

Related Grant Number
07100159

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Prisons -- Reform
• Correctional institutions

Report to the Ford Foundation, March 1979 (Reports 007552), 1979

Creator: Veiga-Pinto, Françoise Latour da

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division

Extent
4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Research -- Congresses
• Research institutes -- Congresses

Mirrors, prisms and magnifying glasses: an assessment of women's rights in education (Reports 007553), 1979

Creator: Saario, Terry

Program Name
International Division
Extent

15 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Women
• Women's rights in education

The pilot project: formal experiment or learning laboratory? (Reports 007554), 1979

Creator: Korten, David C.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Pilot projects
• Ford Foundation (Philippines) Cooperative research project.

Education and culture program: a status report (Reports 007555), 1983

Abstract/Summary

Cover memo by Susan Berresford.

Program Name

Education and Culture

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher
• Minorities -- Education, Higher
• Ford Foundation

Summary report and recommendations for women's programs in Latin America/ Mary Elmendorf (Reports 007556), 1973

Creator: Elmendorf, Mary L. (Mary Lindsay)

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to William Carmichael, via Robert Myers.

Program Name

International Division
La campesina indigena (Reports 007557), undated
Creator: Elmendorf, Mary L. (Mary Lindsay)

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Extent
28 p.
Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural credit -- Mexico
• Rural credit -- Mexico

Visit to Stanford and Berkeley (Reports 007558), 1977
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.
Program Name
Office of the Vice President/International Division
Extent
9 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Sex differences in education -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Women's rights -- United States
• Feminism -- United States
• Stanford University
• University of California, Berkeley

A question of values (Reports 007559), 1976
Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-
Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Rio Office Staff, dated December 28, 1976.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

2 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Human rights -- Brazil
• Social justice -- Brazil
• Economic development -- Brazil
• Technical assistance -- Brazil
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Rio de Janeiro
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean


Creator: Ellman, Antony O.

Abstract/Summary

The author's functions were to advise the Planning and Evaluation Unit of the Ministry of Lands, Settlement and Water Development with its responsibility for the transformation approach to agriculture through co-operative farming.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06390290

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture, Cooperative -- Tanzania
• Agriculture -- Tanzania

Comments on my African tour (Reports 007561), 1967

Creator: Easterbrook, W. T. (William Thomas), 1907-
Abstract/Summary
Consultant report on development in Tanzania.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the
Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa

Related Grant Number
06390290

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Tanzania -- Economic conditions

Terminal report on the rural development consultancy in Botswana (Reports 007562), 1972
Creator: Chambers, Robert, 1932-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06390290

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Africa

Terminal report on Africa: consultancy (Reports 007563), 1973
Creator: Green, R.

Abstract/Summary
Report on an economic consultancy in Africa.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06390290

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural development projects -- Africa

Final consultancy report: The computational requirements for the Kenya government (Reports 007564), 1972
Creator: Shubik, Martin

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06390290

Extent
51 p. + memo.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Computers -- Kenya

A proposal for an urban development corporation in Tanzania (Reports 007565), 1969
Creator: Van Huyck, Alfred P.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06300209

Extent
106 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Urbanization -- Tanzania

Report on visit to University of Dar es Salaam (Reports 007566), 1971
Creator: Wardale, T.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06390290

Extent
10 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Africa

Consultancy report on A, National Agricultural Marketing Board. B, Cold Storage Board. C, Dairy Produce Board (Reports 007567), 1971

Creator: Williams, David.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06390290

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Tanzania

International studies retrospective review report (Reports 007568), 1975

Creator: McCaughey, Robert A.

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education and Research

Related Grant Number
06800466

Extent
32 p. + reviews.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher
• Universities and colleges -- International studies

The Police Foundation: an assessment of the last five years and a look to the future (Reports 007569), 1983

Creator: Urban and Rural Poverty Committee

Creator: WJG Associates

Program Name
United States and International Affairs Program/Urban Poverty program/Rural Poverty and Resources

Controlled Access Headings:
• Crime prevention -- United States -- Research
• Police regulations -- United States -- Research
• Police administration -- United States
• Police Foundation (U.S.)

International studies review: A: New York University B: Michigan and Yale Universities, December 1974 and February 3-5 (Reports 007570), 1975

Creator: Rosenzweig, Robert M.

Program Name
DE& R/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06800466

Extent
21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher
• Universities and colleges -- International studies

Review of the effects of the Ford Foundation ITR and related grants to Cornell University and the University of Pittsburgh: Indiana University (Reports 007571), 1975

Creator: Wilson, George M.

Program Name
DE & R/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06800466

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher
• Universities and colleges -- International studies

Mutt and Jeff: a tale of two academic universes: a comparative review of international studies and programs at the University of Wisconsin - Madison and Princeton University: Indiana University (Reports 007572), 1975

Creator: Wilson, George M.
**Program Name**

DE & R/Public Education

**Related Grant Number**

06800466

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher
- Universities and colleges -- International studies

**Capacity of nine states to administer block grants (Reports 007573), 1982**

Creator: Logue, Frank, 1963-

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Urban poverty
- Grants administration

**Faculty research fellowships on the role of women in society: a three year review (Reports 007574), 1975**

**Program Name**

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

**Related Grant Number**

07390027

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support of faculty fellowships for research on problems of women in society and dissertation fellowships in women's studies.

**Extent**

28 p. + appendices: tables -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Scholarships -- United States
Public affairs programming at the Asia Society (Reports 007575), 1973
Creator: Kytle, Calvin

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07100438

Extent
50 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public affairs -- Asia Society
• International development -- Asia

High level manpower survey 1967 and analyses of requirements, 1967 (Reports 007576), 1968
Creator: Bennett, Nicholas

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA649-5

Extent
45 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Development plans
• Manpower development
• Management

Consultant report on the Establishment Division in Zambia (Reports 007577), 1971
Creator: Berry, William Boyd
Abstract/Summary

In form of letter to D.A. Anderson. Consultancy addressed manpower development issues in Zambia, both civil service and private sector.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06490005

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Occupational training -- Zambia
• Zambia. Establishment Division

Report on the activities of the staff inspection and manpower utilisation section of the Central Establishment Division (Reports 007578), 1966

Creator: Glynn, Francis J.

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the organization of the unit and its activities.

Program Name

Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06490005

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Occupational training -- Tanzania
• Tanzania. Central Establishment Division

Report of H.P. Holzer on survey of government accounting of the Republic of Tanzania (Reports 007579), 1967

Creator: Holzer, H. Peter
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA649-5

Extent

15 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Finance, Public -- Tanzania -- Accounting
- Fiscal policy -- Tanzania

Terminal report: assignment as director of Executive Development Tanzanian National Development Corporation (Reports 007580), 1971

Creator: Landgrebe, Justus

Abstract/Summary

Report to David A. Anderson regarding work at the NDC regarding personnel administration policy.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06490005

Extent

7 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Personnel management -- Tanzania

Report on meetings in Dar es Salaam, 11.5-14.5.71 (Reports 007581), 1971

Creator: Mark, Christopher T.

Abstract/Summary

Strategy for a management development program and work with the National Development Corporation in Tanzania.
**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

**Related Grant Number**

06490005

**Extent**

2 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Occupational training -- Tanzania
- Executives -- Training of -- Tanzania
- National Development Corporation (Tanzania)

Report on assignment as consultant to the Training Review Committee, Kenya (the Wamalwa Committee) from June 1971 to (Reports 007582), 1972

Creator: Mayo-Smith, I.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

PA649-5.

**Extent**

3 p. + appendix.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Development plans
- Administrative agencies
- Management

A possible program to develop the law department of the University of Singapore as a regional center for legal education (Reports 007583), 1963

Creator: Von Mehren, Arthur Taylor

**Program Name**

Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06300516
Report on assignment as adviser on training to the Directorate of Personnel, Office of the President, June 1970-April 1971 (Reports 007584), 1971

Creator: Mayo-Smith, I.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06490005
Investigation of the machinery of government of the Republic of Kenya and recommended charges therefor (Reports 007586), 1970

Creator: Rubin, Edward

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA649-5.

Extent
14 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Development plans
• Administrative agencies
• Management

Terminal report: 1967 (Reports 007587), 1973

Creator: Seal, John B.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA649-5.

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Development plans
• Administrative agencies
• Management
• Manpower development

Annual manpower report to the president (1965 calendar year) (Reports 007588), 1966
Creator: Thomas, Robert L., 1928-

Abstract/Summary

Report to the Tanzanian government on manpower needs and status.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06490005

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Manpower -- Tanzania
- Occupational training -- Tanzania

Annual manpower report to the president (1967 calendar year) (Reports 007589), 1968

Creator: Thomas, Robert L., 1928-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA649-5.

Extent

15 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Development plans
- Management
- Manpower development

First report (Reports 007590), 1968

Creator: Webb, Carleton Eugene.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number

PA649-5.

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Development plans
- Legal training
- Management
- Manpower development

Trade and minimum wage rates (Reports 007591), 1969

Creator: Lefeber, Louis

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of trade and its impact on minimum wages and income distribution.

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06790362

Extent

40 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Free trade
- Minimum wage
- Income distribution

Report by G.D.N. Worswick on the Buenos Aires Faculty of Economics Development Programme (Reports 007592), 1963

Creator: Worswick, G. D. N. (George David Norman)

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06790362

Extent

7 p. + appendices.
Community education and training in integrated rural development: a phased action program (Reports 007593), 1973

Creator: Staley, Eugene, 1906-1989

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the need in India for improved education at all levels, and especially in rural areas, as part of an overall development strategy.

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07200033

Related Grantee Name

Government of Maharashtra

Extent

25 p.

Evaluative research project in occupational education and training Maharashtra: 1972-73 (Reports 007594), 1973

Creator: Kale, Pratima, 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of the second phase of the programme of work experience at the school level in Maharashtra.

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07200033

Related Grantee Name

Government of Maharashtra
Extent

93 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Occupational training -- India -- Maharashtra (India)
- Vocational education -- India -- Maharashtra (India)
- Maharashtra (India)

Evaluative Research Project in Occupational Education and Training, Maharashtra: an interim report: November 10, 1972: (prepared for the Task Force Meeting to be held on December 7, 1972) (Reports 007595), 1972

Creator: Kale, Pratima, 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of how the program is functioning and developing at the school level during the first term in 570 schools.

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07200033

Related Grantee Name

Government of Maharashtra

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Occupational training -- India -- Maharashtra (India)
- Vocational education -- India -- Maharashtra (India)
- Maharashtra (India)

Committee for Cooperation on English in Japan: (Tokyo office) final report (Reports 007596), 1970

Creator: Cammack, Floyd M.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06700057
Report: visit to India, January-March 1965 (Reports 007598), 1965  
Creator: Sheps, Mindel C.

Abstract/Summary
Summary of activities in India concerning teaching and consultations regarding the development of models for human fertility, conduct and analysis of fertility surveys, and the availability of and needs for biostatisticians in India.

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Extent
6 p.

- Page 591-
Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- India
- Fertility, Human -- India
- Biometry -- India
- India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning

Report to trip to India for family planning evaluation (Reports 007599), 1968
Creator: Bogue, Donald J., 1918-2014

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Douglas Ensminger and Oscar Harkavy. Evaluation of India's national family planning program and exploration of the possibility of establishing a "model" evaluation system in the state of Bengal.

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06400303

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control clinics -- India
- India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning

A report on the East Pakistan Educational Equipment Development Bureau (Reports 007600), 1970
Creator: Melton, Reginald F., 1934-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06400477

Extent
various pagings + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
Consultant's report to Ford Foundation, Mexico City (Reports 007601), 1972

Creator: Pettit, Joseph M. (Joseph Mayo)

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06600211

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Marine biology
- Engineering education (College)
- Science education (College)
- Monterrey Institute of Technology (ITESM: Nuevo Leon, Mexico)
- School of Marine Science and Food Technology (ECMTA: Guaymas, Mexico)

A report on Ford Foundation programs in urban and regional planning in India (Reports 007602), 1968

Creator: Fisher, Jack C., 1937-

Abstract/Summary
Review of urban and regional planning program in India, the need and recommended program for regional (spatial) planning at the state level, discussion of the role of the Foundation, and comparisons with the author's work in Yugoslavia and Eastern Europe.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific;Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka;Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
06890088

Extent
23 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
- City planning -- India
• Regional planning -- India

Landscape architecture project: Terminal report (Reports 007603), 1971
Creator: Skinner, D. N. B. (David N. B.)

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06890088

Extent
67 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Landscape architecture -- India
• Architecture -- Landscape

Report on trip to East Africa and the United States - 12 March to 2 (Reports 007604), 1968
Creator: Andrade, C. Preston, 1912-1978

Program Name
International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Related Grant Number
06890088

Extent
9 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International development

Final report of consultancy at West Pakistan Institute of Management (Reports 007605), 1969
Creator: Woltz, Claude C.
Creator: Stanley, Alexander O.

Abstract/Summary
Consultants worked with the Institute to expand export marketing in Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Related Grant Number
06600260

Related Grantee Name
International Marketing Institute

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Export marketing -- Pakistan
• International Marketing Institute (Cambridge, Mass.)
• West Pakistan Institute of Marketing

Latin American agricultural study trip (Reports 007606), 1968
Creator: Marble, Vern L.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06400514

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural extension
• Agricultural education (College)
• University of Minnesota

Consultantship report on agricultural education in Chile, Dec. 7
(Reports 007607), 1965
Creator: Matalamaki, William

Abstract/Summary
Study of private agricultural school Pascual Baburizza Los Andes and make recommendations for its improvement and make general survey of agricultural education in Chile and make recommendations for its improvement.

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean/Argentia and the Southern Cone; Office of the Vice President
**Related Grant Number**

06400514

**Related Grantee Name**

Regents Of The University Of Minnesota

**Extent**

21 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
- Agricultural School Administration
- Instituto Agricola Pascual Baburizza (Los Andes)
- University of Minnesota

Review of Ford Foundation agricultural programs in Argentina and Chile (Reports 007608), 1969

*Creator:* Ruttan, Vernon W.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06400514

**Extent**

14 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural extension work
- Agricultural development projects
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects
- University of Minnesota

Population issues: from obscurity to worldwide interest (Reports 007609), 1977

*Creator:* Saunders, Lyle

*Creator:* Harkavy, Oscar

**Program Name**

Population Program

**Extent**

various pagings.
Ford Foundation Series

Before and after Bucharest; Ford Foundation programs: review and projection

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population
- Ford Foundation program review

Elements of population strategy (Reports 007610), 1970

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

Population Program

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population
- United States. Agency for International Development

The present and prospective state of policy approaches to fertility (Reports 007611), 1974

Creator: Simmons, Ozzie G.
Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

20 p.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Population

Population and development planning: Rationale and functions of a population planning unit (Reports 007612), 1972

Creator: Hardee, J. Gilbert
Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

Population Program
**Extent**

11 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population

A suggested model for institutionalizing Foundation assistance to social science research in Southeast Asia (Reports 007613), 1972

**Creator:** Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

Population Program

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population
- Social sciences -- Research -- Southeast Asia

Notes relating to the June meeting of the WHO task force on "Acceptability profiles of fertility regulating methods" (Reports 007614), 1972

**Creator:** Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

Population Program

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population
- Fertility
- World Health Organization

Population planning and development: Malaysia (Reports 007615), 1972

**Creator:** Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Related Grant Number**

L72-173.
Extent

12 p.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1972 June 12-16: Helsingør, Denmark)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population

Social and management science resources for population and family planning in the region (Reports 007616), 1971

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

Population Program

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population
- Birth control
- Social and management sciences

Population: the inescapable problem (Reports 007617), 1971

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

Population Program

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population

Creating community demand for family planning: suggestion for an experimental approach (Reports 007618), 1971

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

Population Program

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Surveys of social and management sciences relevant to population problems: Asia (Reports 007619), 1971

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

Population Program

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social and management sciences

Survey of social and management sciences relevant to population problems: Philippines (Reports 007620), 1971

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

Population Program

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social and management sciences

Political science in population studies: action policy needs (Reports 007621), 1970

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

Population Program

**Extent**

21 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population studies

Memorandum II for the Ford Foundation: evaluation of Depthnews Service of the Press Foundation of Asia and related problems (Reports 007622), 1971

Creator: Sanders, Sol W.
**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**
06900180

**Extent**
various pagings + attachments.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Journalism -- Asia

Report on O.D.C. (Overseas Development Council) (Reports 007623), 1973
Creator: Clark, Ramsey, 1927-

**Program Name**
International Division/European and International Affairs

**Related Grant Number**
06900250

**Extent**
4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- International redevelopment
- Overseas Development Council

Assessment of the analytical side of the ODC program (Reports 007624), 1973

**Program Name**
International Division/European and International Affairs

**Related Grant Number**
06900250

**Extent**
11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- International redevelopment
- Overseas Development Council

A proposal from the United Planning Organization for operation of a data gathering and reporting system (Reports 007625), 1968

- Page 601-
Creator: Beck, Bertram M.
Creator: Harris, Frank, 1856-1931

Program Name
National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number
PA69-261.

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Databases -- Development

Visit to the Frederick Douglass Journalism Training Program in Richmond, Virginia, Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Maryland (Reports 007626), 1969
Creator: Willis, Clayton

Program Name
National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number
06900263

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Scholarships
- Journalism education
- Minorities
- Professional occupations

Afro-american Company and Virginia Council of Human Relations training program proposal for minority group journalists (Reports 007627), 1969
Creator: Willis, Clayton

Program Name
National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number
06900263
Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Scholarships
- Journalism education
- Minorities
- Professional occupations

Program report: Meeting with staff of American Bar Associations Special Committee on crime prevention and control, Washington, D.C. (Reports 007628), 1970

Creator: Morgan, G. H. (George H.)

Abstract/Summary

A review of staff activities.

Program Name

National Affairs/Government and Law

Related Grant Number

06900438

Related Grantee Name

American Bar Association Fund for Justice and Education

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Law -- United States
- Crime prevention -- United States
- American Bar Association

Women in development: final consultancy report, March 8 - April 20 (Reports 007630), 1977

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women

Indian impressions for family planning (Reports 007631), 1969

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06990507

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- Population assistance -- India
- Ford Foundation

A briefing note for program associates in family planning (Reports 007632), 1970

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06990507

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- Birth control
- Ford Foundation

The Philippines and the Ford Foundation (Reports 007633), 1980

**Creator:** Cool, John C., 1926-

**Abstract/Summary**

Background paper

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

13 leaves -- 28 cm.
Some observations on the Indian family planning program (Reports 007634), 1969

Creator: Reynolds, Richard.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06990563

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control
• Family Planning Administration.

Comprehensive family planning based on maternal -child health services: A feasibility study (Reports 007635), 1971

Creator: Taylor, Howard C.
Creator: Berelson, Bernard, 1912-1979

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06990563

Extent
86 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control
• Medical care
• International Institute for the Study of Human Reproduction

Sources of racial and religious tensions in New York City (Reports 007636), 1969

Creator: Louis Harris and Associates

box 331
Program Name

National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number

PA69-527.

Extent

339 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Discrimination -- Religious
• Race discrimination
• Civil rights -- New York (State) -- New York
• Louis Harris and Associates

Internal report of the Toksoz-Bronzi Mission, gypsiferous soils in the Euphrates Basin, Syria (Reports 007637), 1976

Creator: Bronzi, Piero

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07600030

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Irrigation -- Syria
• Soil reclamation -- Syria
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

A note on Euphrates projects in Syria (Reports 007638), 1976

Creator: Toksoz, Sadik

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07600030

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Irrigation
• Soil reclamation

The library problem of the University of the Philippines: summary report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 007639), 1970
Creator: Hillman, Donald J.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06400469

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Libraries -- Philippines  
• Education, Higher -- Libraries

A recommendation to the Ford Foundation: social sciences - graduate study and library resources at the University of the Philippines (Reports 007640), 1964
Creator: Swank, Raynard Coe, 1912-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06400469

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Libraries -- Philippines  
• Education, Higher -- Libraries  
• Social sciences -- Philippines

Program related investments: a policy and program review (Reports 007641), 1983

**Program Name**

Program Related Investments

**Extent**

25 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Program policy
- Ford Foundation

Program related investments: operating policies and procedures (Reports 007642), 1980

**Program Name**

Program Related Investments

**Extent**

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Program policy
- Ford Foundation

Pacoima tutorial community project (Reports 007643), 1971

**Creator:** Nachtigal, Paul M.

**Creator:** Fischer, Barbara

**Creator:** Covington, Olive

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education

**Related Grant Number**

06990744

**Extent**

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Public schools
- Education, Primary
- Tutorial Community School

T.C.P. - April 1972, one year later (Reports 007644), 1972

**Creator:** Nachtigal, Paul M.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education

**Related Grant Number**

06990744
Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education
- Public schools
- Education, Primary
- Tutorial Community School.

Status report on program explorations related to literacy problems (Reports 007645), 1983

Program Name

Urban Poverty program/Rural Poverty and Resources

Controlled Access Headings:

- Literacy -- Study and teaching -- United States
- Literacy -- Computer-assisted instruction
- Literacy programs -- United States
- Soldiers -- Education, Non-military, United States
- Ford Foundation

Civil rights, social justice and Black America: for discussion at the meeting of the Trustees' Human Rights, Governance and International Affairs Committee, March 23 (Reports 007646), 1983

Creator: Huntley, Lynn

Abstract/Summary

Paper reviews past and present Foundation activities to assist African Americans in the areas of civil rights advocacy, political participation, employment opportunity, and the role of Black churches and mainstream African-American organizations, and make

Program Name

Board of Trustees; United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance; Human Rights and Governance/International Affairs; HRG

Controlled Access Headings:

- African Americans -- Civil rights
- African Americans -- Political activity
- African Americans -- Economic conditions
- African Americans -- Social conditions
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance

The Ford Foundation and China (Reports 007647), 1983

box 331

box 332

box 332
**Program Name**

Human Rights and Governance/International Affairs

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Research -- China
- Technical assistance -- China
- Endowments -- China -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Aswan: a multidimensional approach to national development (Reports 007648), 1965

**Reel R-9302**

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06400413

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Aswan (Egypt)
- Aswan Regional Planning Project.

Aswan Regional Planning Project review: March 1964 (Reports 007649), 1966

**Creator:** Loken, Robert D. (Robert De Long), 1912-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06400413

**Related Grantee Name**

Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Regional planning of the Aswan Governorate.

**Extent**

15 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Regional planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Social planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Mines and mineral resources -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Natural resources -- Egypt -- Aswan -- Management
- Agricultural resources -- Egypt -- Aswan
A note on the Five-Year Plan for the Economic and Social Development of the Government of Asswan (Reports 007650), 1966
Creator: Hosny, Ahmed

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06400413

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Related Grant Purpose
Regional planning of the Aswan Governorate.

Extent
9 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Regional planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Economic development -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Social planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Endowments -- Egypt -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Fulfilling the promise of the high dam (Reports 007651), 1966
Creator: Loken, Robert D. (Robert De Long), 1912-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06400413

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Related Grant Purpose
Regional planning of the Aswan Governorate.
Extent

25 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Dams -- Egypt -- Design and construction
- Regional planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Central planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Natural resources -- Egypt -- Management
- Economic development -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Asswan Regional Planning Project (Reports 007652), 1965
Creator: Glowczewski, Jerry

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400413

Related Grantee Name

Arab Republic of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Related Grant Purpose

Regional planning of the Aswan Governorate.

Extent

51 p.: principally ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public housing -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Regional planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- City planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Regional planning of Asswan (Reports 007653), 1964
Creator: Ingerson, Earl, 1906-
Creator: Hagan, Robert Mower, 1916-
Creator: Harbison, Frederick Harris
Creator: Wielinski, Zenon A.
Creator: Schoonover, Warren R. (Warren Rippey), 1891-
Creator: Brown, C. J.
Creator: Brichant, Ander L.
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06400413

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic of Egypt (Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

Related Grant Purpose
Regional planning of the Aswan Governorate.

Extent
23 leaves + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Regional planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Manpower planning -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Community development -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Technical training -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Vocational education -- Egypt -- Aswan
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Report on exploratory survey of the Indonesian system of judicial administration (Reports 007654), 1968
Creator: Pirsig, Maynard E., 1902-1997
Creator: Hogg, James F.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07000142

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Law -- Indonesia
- Judicial administration -- Indonesia

Thoughts on the status of reproductive biology in the Arab Republic of Egypt (Reports 007655), 1972
Creator: Laurence, K. A.
Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Related Grant Number
06800829

Extent
7 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Reproductive biology in the...

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control -- Arab Republic of Egypt

Congo situation (Reports 007656), 1963
Creator: Heaps, David

Program Name
Overseas Division/Near East and Africa

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political science -- Research -- Congo (Democratic Republic)
• Law -- Study and teaching -- Congo (Democratic Republic)
• Law schools Congo (Democratic Republic)
• Education, Higher -- Congo (Democratic Republic)
• Technical assistance -- Congo (Democratic Republic)
• Ford Foundation. Near East and Africa

Report on site visit to the Learning Dimensions Program: W.F. Miller and Moffet Schools, Philadelphia (Reports 007657), 1971
Creator: Sealey, Leonard

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
07000447

Related Grantee Name
The Board Of Education Of The School District Of Philadelphia
Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Pennsylvania (Pa.) -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
- Education, Primary
- Learning Dimensions Program

Reflections on administrative and economic program review - East Africa (Reports 007658), 1977

Creator: Pratt, Cranford

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07090139

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Africa, East

Training and localisation of Swaziland Civil Service (Reports 007659), 1969

Creator: Udoji, J. O. (Jerome O.)

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07090139

Extent
31 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Civil service -- Swaziland

Evaluation and recommendations for the Arusha Development Program of the East Community (Reports 007660), 1973

Creator: PADCO
Creator: PADCO

box 332
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07090139

Extent
55 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Community development -- Africa, East
• PADCO
• PADCO

Proposed organization for East African community research (Reports 007661), 1972

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07090139

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Community research -- Africa, East

Report to the Ford Foundation on UNICA (Association of the Universities and Research Institutes) (Reports 007662), 1971
Creator: Good, H. M.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06900346

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- Caribbean Area

My visits to Colombia and the Dominican Republic (Reports 007663), 1971

Creator: Lowenthal, Abraham F.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06900346

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- Caribbean Area

Report to the Ford Foundation on UNICA (Association of the Universities and Research Institutes of the Caribbean) (Reports 007664), 1971

Creator: Tunnermann Bernheim, Carlos, 1933-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06900346

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- Caribbean Area

Report on Henry Ford Hospital, April 15 (Reports 007665), 1974


Program Name

Special Programs

Related Grant Number

07390800

Related Grantee Name

The Ford Foundation
Extents

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Medicine -- Research
- Hospitals
- Henry Ford Hospital

Consultant visit to the Colombian Association of Population Studies (ACEP) on the Rural Women Research Project, July 19 to August 14 (Reports 007666), 1977

Creator: Deere, Carmen Diana

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Richard Dye.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07450702

Extents

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural women
- Rural development -- Women
- Colombian Association of Population Studies Rural Women Research Project.

Notes on sex biases in national data systems: A consultancy report (Reports 007667), 1977

Creator: D'Souza, Stan

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extents

32 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sex biases in national data systems

Women's Task Force Meeting with Elizabeth Koontz, Director of the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor, December 13 (Reports 007668), 1972

box 332
Creator: Koontz, Elizabeth D. (Elizabeth Duncan), 1919-1989

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Labor -- Women
- Women's rights -- United States
- Ford Foundation Women's Task Force

Higher education activities relating to the status of women (Reports 007669), 1973
Creator: Chamberlain, Mariam

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Harold Howe II.

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Status of women
- Ford Foundation. Education

Review of the first year of Public Education's efforts in the area of sex discrimination in public schools (Reports 007670), 1973
Creator: Saario, Terry

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Harold Howe II.

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Sex discrimination
• Ford Foundation Public education.

Chicago Youth Development Project (Reports 007671), 1962
Creator: Toby, Jackson

Program Name
Public Affairs

Related Grant Number
06000191

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Crime -- Illinois -- Chicago (Ill.)
• Youth projects -- Illinois -- Chicago (Ill.)

Minutes of meeting on women in higher education (Reports 007672), 1971

Program Name
Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
L71-26.

Extent
12 p.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1971 Nov. 17: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Education
• Ford Foundation

Transcript of meeting of Women's Task Force on July 13, 1972 with Shirley McCune of the National Education Association on Sex Bias in Elementary and Secondary Schools (Reports 007673), 1972
Creator: McCune, Shirley D.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
36 p.
Report on visit to University College, New York University to review Three-Year Master's Degree Grant - January 29 (Reports 007674), 1968  

Creator: Ferguson, Alan D.

Program Name
Education

Related Grant Number
06000302

Extent
3 p.

Cognitive consequences of formal and informal education (Reports 007675), 1972  

Creator: Cole, M. A. (Michael A.)

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number
PA74-255 Attach

Extent
various pagings.

The economics of malnourished children: an example of disinvestment in human capital: University of Chicago (Reports 007676), 1973  

- Page 621-
Creator: Selowsky, Marcelo
Creator: Taylor, Lance, 1940-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Malnutrition in children -- Economic aspects
• Children -- Nutrition

The development of a pilot program in intensive homestead agro-forestry (Reports 007677), undated
Creator: Hanratty, Martin

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
15 p. + appendices.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Intensive homestead agro-forestry -- Bangladesh

Ford Foundation Conference on Women and Public Employment: background paper (Reports 007678), 1975
box 333

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
11 p.

Related Conference
Ford Foundation Conference Women and public employment.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Women and public employment
- Ford Foundation

Modification in current program priorities to include formal commitment to research and action on the status and roles of women especially, but not exclusively, as they relate to fertility behavior (Reports 007679), 1973

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Oscar Harkavy.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

24 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Fertility
- Status of women

Results of the Women’s International Forum on Population and Development (Reports 007680), 1974

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Oscar Harkavy.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

07400149

Extent

2 p. + appendices.

Related Conference

Women’s International Forum Population and development.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women’s International Forum Population and development

The three year master's program at the University of Nebraska: report on visit, January 13-14 (Reports 007681), 1966

box 333

- Page 623-
Creator: Parker, Thomas W.

Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

06300067

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Nebraska -- Graduate work
- Education, Higher -- Nebraska
- University of Nebraska--Lincoln

Rural women in Bangladesh: socio-economic conditions and educational needs (Reports 007682), 1979

Creator: Islam, Shamima

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific;India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

31 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural women -- Bangladesh
- Women's rights -- Bangladesh

An inventory of women's studies programs and women's research centers in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin America (Reports 007683), 1980

Creator: Spatta, Carolyn D.

Program Name

Women's Programs

Extent

27 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's studies -- Women's research centres

Credit and finance needs of women workers (Reports 007684), 1979  
Creator: Sundar, Pushpa

Abstract/Summary

Small field study on the needs bank credit for women.
Discussion of the need for women to be gainfully employed in
order to accelerate economic growth and self-employment is
proposed as a tool for increasing women's employment.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Extent

46 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women employees -- India
- Credit -- India

Working Women's Forum, Madpeas (Reports 007685), 1979  
Creator: Sundar, Pushpa

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Extent

[16] leaves: ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Working class women -- India -- Madras
- Self-employed women -- India -- Madras
- Women in development -- India
- Economic development -- India
- Working Women's Forum (India)

The Foundation's External Affirmative Action Program (Reports 007686), 1979  
Creator: Hertz, Willard J.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Franklin A. Thomas, dated August 22, 1979.
Program Name
Administration/Personnel

Extent
7 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Affirmative action programs -- United States
- Diversity in the workplace -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Administration
- Ford Foundation. External Affirmative Action Program
- Ford Foundation

Essay reviews: sexism, inequality and education (Reports 007687), 1978
Creator: Saario, Terry

Abstract/Summary

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Sexism and education

Islamic education in Indonesia (Reports 007688), 1979
Creator: Jones, Sidney, 1952-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Islamic education -- Indonesia

The pioneers: women fight for equity in the blue-collar work force (Reports 007689), 1980
Creator: Jaffe, Natalie

Program Name
Women's Programs
Extant
43 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Parity in work force
- Labor supply -- Parity for women

Women's programs in Sao Paulo, consultancy report (Reports 007690), 1980
Creator: Silverstein, Leni M.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to James A. Gardner.

Program Name
Women's Programs

Extent
24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women's program -- Brazil -- Sao Paulo

Projects involving women in Mexico (Reports 007691), 1973
Creator: Elmendorf, Mary L. (Mary Lindsay)

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Robert Myers.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Mexico

Mexican visit (Reports 007692), 1979
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Mexico
• Women's rights -- Mexico
• Women -- Education
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Trip to the Dominican Republic (Reports 007693), 1980

Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Jeffrey Puryear.

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural women -- Dominican Republic

Women and rural development: the shift to capitalist production and the formation of a female proletariat (Reports 007694), 1980

Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women and rural development
• Rural development -- Women

My visit as consultant in ethics of research to Colombia and Brazil, June 29-July 23, July 27 (Reports 007695), 1974

Creator: Barber, Bernard

Abstract/Summary

Memo to William C. Carmichael, Includes book review and notes to grant applicants concerning guidelines for research with human subjects.
**Extent**


**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Research -- Moral and ethical aspects
- Human reproduction -- Research
- Nutrition -- Research

Report of the Visiting Committee to the ICBF Infant Psychological Stimulation Program, November 24-27 (Reports 007696), 1975

*Creator:* Cazden, Courtney B.

*Creator:* De Lorenzo, Eloise

*Creator:* Lombana, Austin

*Creator:* Pollitt, Ernesto

*Creator:* Ricciuti, Henry N.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

14 leaves + appendices -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Infants -- Psychological testing -- Latin America
- Infant psychology -- Latin America
- Infants -- Care -- Latin America
- Child psychology -- -- Latin America
- Child development -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

The United Nations Conference: Women's Half Decade Forum (Reports 007697), 1980

*Creator:* Barroso Castro, Carmen

**Abstract/Summary**

Narrative report from conference held in Copenhagen, July 14-24, 1980.

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

8 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.
Related Conference

Women's Half Decade Forum (1980: Copenhagen, Denmark); Women's Half Decade Forum United Nations Conference

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Congresses
- Women -- Research
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Centro de Apoyo a las Mujeres Violadas (Reports 007698), 1979  
**Creator:** Redclift, Nanneke

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rape crisis training -- Mexico
- Centro de Apoyo a las Mujeres Violadas.

Gente Ayudando Gente: community development projects in Yucatan (Reports 007699), 1979  
**Creator:** Redclift, Nanneke

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Community development -- Mexico -- Yucatan (State)
- Community development -- Mexico -- Yucatan (State)
- Gente Ayudando Gente

Background information in support of proposed planning, training and research DAP on West African women's roles and status (Reports 007700), 1979  
**Creator:** McKee, Katharine

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Robert S. Drysdale.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

36 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's roles -- Africa, West
- Women's rights -- Africa, West
- Ford Foundation. West African Office

National meeting on population: Tarma, Peru, June 25-29 (Reports 007701), 1979
Creator: Mertens, Walter

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

10 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Peru -- Congresses
- Birth control -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Untitled report on Sandinist movement in Nicaragua (Reports 007702), 1980
Creator: Fagen, Richard R.

Abstract/Summary

Letter to James Himes - consultancy.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sandinist movement -- Nicaragua

Report of meeting on women and higher education (Reports 007703), 1977
Creator: Knight, Lucy
Program Name
Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
L71-26

Extent
26 p.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Education

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for discussion at the December 1985 meeting of the Urban and Rural Poverty Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Program Name
Board of Trustees; United States and International Affairs
Program/Urban Poverty program

Extent
42 leaves.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Urban schools -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Urban Poverty

Bogota visit, 2 June 1972: consultant's report (Reports 007705), 1972
Creator: Weikart, David P.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Nutrition

Observations on trip to Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia (Reports 007706), 1967

Creator: Carmichael, William D. (William Daniel), 1929-

Program Name
International Affairs

Related Grant Number
05700322

Extent
6 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Europe, Eastern
• Ford Foundation. International Affairs

Two case studies of faculty seminar "Retooling: Earlham - Antioch Program" (Reports 007707), 1963

Creator: Hucker, Charles O.

Program Name
International Training and Research

Related Grant Number
05900331

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Teachers
• Teaching -- Faculty development
• Earlham.

Report of the Committee of Review and Evaluation of the Ford Urban Program after a review of the Urban Studies Center of Rutgers: State University (Reports 007708), 1966

Creator: Zeidler, Frank P.

Program Name
Public Affairs

Related Grant Number
05900352
Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Cities and towns -- Study and teaching
- Education -- Urban studies

Report on my consultancy in Kenya (Reports 007709), 1979
Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
Office of the Vice President/International Division

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Sex role -- Kenya
- Women -- Kenya -- Social conditions
- Kenya. Central Bureau of Statistics

The public management setting in Peru (Reports 007710), 1974
Creator: Cleaves, Peter S.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
07390039

Extent
34 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public administration -- Peru

International training and research at UCLA and Minnesota (Reports 007711), 1975

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President
Related Grant Number
06900363

Extent
14 p. + 4 p. supplement -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technology -- Minnesota, University of
- International programs -- University of California at Los Angelos
- International programs -- University of Minnesota

The uncommitted adolescent: candidate for gang socialization: confidential report to the Ford Foundation, Youth Development Program (Reports 007712), 1962
Creator: Toby, Jackson
Creator: Karacki, Larry

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
06000266

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Crime -- Illinois -- Chicago (Ill.)
- Youth projects -- Illinois -- Chicago (Ill.)

End of tour report (Reports 007713), 1960
Creator: Richards, Clare E.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06100189

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Colombia
• Universities and colleges -- Colombia -- Los Andes

Report on March 6 visit to Center for Comparative Studies in Technological Development and Social Change, University of Minnesota (Reports 007714), 1975


Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
07490824

Extent
4 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Education, Secondary
- International studies
- University of Minnesota

International studies at Berkeley (Reports 007715), 1975


Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
07490824

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Education, Secondary
- International studies
- University of California, Berkeley

Review of the effects of Ford Foundation ITR International Training and Research and related grants to Cornell University and the University of Pittsburgh: Indiana University (Reports 007716), 1975

Creator: Wilson, George M.

Program Name
International Division; VP
Report on New York University visit (Reports 007717), 1975
Creator: Rosenzweig, Robert M.
Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

International studies review progress report (Reports 007718), 1974
Creator: Rosenzweig, Robert M.
Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

- Page 637-
Final evaluation and recommendation for termination of grant to the Interamerican Center for Scholarly Books (CILA), PA65-92A (Reports 007719), 1972
Creator: Netherton, John P.
Creator: Centro Interamericano de Libros Academicos.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**
PA65-92A.

**Extent**
4 p. + attachments.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Scholarly publishing -- Latin America
- Centro Interamericano de Libros Academicos.

Creator: Winder, David

**Abstract/Summary**
Paper prepared for DCP Women's Programming Meeting, New Delhi, April 21-23, 1983.

**Program Name**
Human Rights and Governance/Developing Countries Program

**Extent**
11 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Women -- Developing countries

Conference on the current status of medical and biological research related to the population problem (Reports 007721), 1959
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

**Program Name**
Economic Development & Administration
Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research
• Fertility, Human -- Research
• Biology -- Research

Report on the University of Los Andes Bogota, Colombia (Reports 007722), 1967
Creator: White, Winston

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Related Grant Number
06100188

Extent
65 p. + appendum.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Colombia
• Universities and colleges -- Colombia -- Los Andes

Loan repayment assistance program manual: a project of The Civil Committee of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (Reports 007723), 1991
Creator: Geminiani, Victor
Creator: Link, Richard, 1942-
Creator: National Legal Aid and Defender Association. Civil Committee

Related Grant Number
08500952

Related Grantee Name
National Legal Aid and Defender Association

Controlled Access Headings:
• Student loan funds -- United States
• Law students -- United States
• Student financial aid administration -- United States
• National Legal Aid and Defender Association. Civil Committee
The problem of women and mathematics: A report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 007724), 1981

Creator: Fox, Lynn H., 1944-

Abstract/Summary

A review of relevant research and possible intervention to improve women's mathematics skills and increase their participation in math-related fields. [...] This report by Lynn Fox was commissioned by the Ford Foundation as part of an investigation into the reasons for the limited participation of women in advanced mathematics and related scientific fields. Our objective was to identify the particular proble.A review of relevant research and possible intervention to improve women's mathematics skills and increase their participation in math-related fields.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Ford Foundation Series

[Ford Foundation publications]

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in mathematics
- Sex differences in education
- Mathematics -- Study and teaching
- Ford Foundation

A report on the Youth Consultant Project of the YMCA Program for Detached Workers in the City of Chicago (Reports 007725), 1963

Creator: Koslow, Jules, 1916-

Program Name

Public Affairs/Youth

Related Grant Number

06100346

Extent

58 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Crime -- Illinois -- Chicago (Ill.)
- Youth projects -- Illinois -- Chicago (Ill.)

Establishing a rural development programme in Eastern Nigeria (Reports 007726), 1968
Creator: Coatswith, Ray

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural development -- Nigeria
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa


Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Kenya

An experiment in communication: the meaning of work, education and family life to lower class delinquent boys (Reports 007728), 1963

Creator: Toby, Jackson
Creator: Farlee, Coralie

Program Name

Public Affairs

Related Grant Number

06000266

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

07000224

**Extent**

8 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Mexican Institute of Social Studies

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Research -- Mexico
- Istituto meridionale di storia e scienze sociali

A critical review of the Mexican Institute of Social Studies (Reports 007730), 1974

Creator: Hill, Reuben, 1912-1985
Creator: Urzúa, Raúl
Creator: Saunders, Lyle

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Mexico & Central America

**Related Grant Number**

07000224

**Related Grantee Name**

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)
Related Grant Purpose
Support for research and training in population studies and other applied social sciences.

Extent
23 p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Mexican Institute of Social Studies

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- Mexico
• Social action -- Mexico
• Instituto Mexicano de Estudios Sociales

Comments to document: a critical review of the Mexican Institute of Social Studies: Instituto Mexicano de Estudios Sociales (Reports 007731), 1974
Creator: Hoz Brito, Enrique la

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Latin America and the Caribbean/Mexico and Central America

Related Grant Number
07000224

Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Extent
6 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Mexican Institute of Social Sciences

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
• Instituto Mexicano de Estudios Sociales

Ford Foundation staff review of El Colegio (Reports 007732), 1971
Creator: Freeman, Howard E.
Creator: Schuman, Barry
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Mexico & Central America

Related Grant Number

07000224

Related Grantee Name

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Extent

18 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Mexican Institute of Social Studies

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
- Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Personal views on social science research in Mexico (Reports 007733), undated

Creator: Freeman, Howard E.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07750224

Extent

4 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Mexican Institute of Social Studies

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
Evaluation of the Mexican Institute for Social Studies' publications (Reports 007734), undated

Creator: Urzúa, Raúl

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
PA77224

Extent
17 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Mexican Institute of Social Studies

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:


Creator: Lozano, Maria Guadalupe Zetina.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Mexico & Central America

Related Grant Number
07000224

Related Grantee Name
Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Extent
various pagings.
Ford Foundation Series

Mexican Institute of Social Studies

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
- Instituto Mexicano de Estudios Sociales

Restructuring the political economy of Egypt: Ford Foundation technical assistance in policy and planning in the 1970's (Reports 007736), 1981

Creator: Roy, Delwin A.

Program Name

Developing Country Programs [Developing Countries Program]; Developing Countries Program/Middle East and North Africa

Related Grant Number

07000224

Related Grantee Name

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Related Grant Purpose

Support for research and training in population studies and other applied social sciences.

Extent

27 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Egypt
- Technical assistance -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and North Africa

CAE/PAU Ludhiana, India, 15 August 1973 - November 3 (Reports 007737), 1973

Creator: Nelson, G. L. (Gordon Leon), 1919-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07100467
Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- India
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- India
- Agricultural engineering -- India

The three year Master's program at Monterey report on visit, March 23 (Reports 007738), 1967
Creator: Parker, Thomas W.

Program Name

Education/Special Programs

Related Grant Number

06400101

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Foreign study
- International education
- Education, Higher
- Education, Secondary
- International studies
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching
- Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies

Asia trip (Reports 007739), 1978
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

29 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sex differences in education -- Asia
- Sex instruction -- Asia
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Eastern region of Nigeria: a short list of public documentation found useful for the study of rural development problems (Reports 007740), 1966

Creator: McLoughlin, Peter F. M.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural development -- Nigeria -- Bibliography

Visit to Kenya and Tanzania (Reports 007741), 1976

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women's rights -- Kenya
• Women's rights -- Tanzania
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Visit to England (Reports 007742), 1976

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Feminism -- England

- Page 648-
• Women's rights -- England
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Visit to some women activists and researchers in Italy (Reports 007743), 1976

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Feminism -- Italy
• Women's rights -- Italy
• Women -- Education -- Italy
• Ford Foundation. International Division

The impact of education on women's roles: the case of Ghana (Reports 007744), 1977

Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Abstract/Summary

This work was commissioned by the Ford Foundation in 1972. A team of social scientists was asked to examined the roles and statuses of women in eight countries: Japan, Bangladesh, Ghana, Egypt, Mexico, France, the U.S. and Poland.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

76 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Education -- Ghana -- Impact on women's roles

Sex differences in educational opportunity and employment in six countries (Reports 007745), 1978

Creator: Smock, Audrey C.
Abstract/Summary
Prepared for International Institute for Education Planning

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Sex differences in educational opportunity and employment in six countries
• Employment (Economic theory) -- Effects of sex differences in educational opportunity

Women's opportunities for education and its impact on their roles in Mexico (Reports 007746), 1977
Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Abstract/Summary
This work was commissioned by the Ford Foundation in 1972.
A team of social scientists was asked to examined the roles and statuses of women in eight countries: Japan, Bangladesh, Ghana, Egypt, Mexico, France, the U.S. and Poland.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
67 leaves.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Education -- Mexico

The International Division's Women's Program: discussion paper (Reports 007747), 1980

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
20 p. + appendices - 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Services for
• Women -- Research
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Revised budget for fiscal year 1970 (Reports 007748), 1970

Creator: Edwards, Robert H.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

23 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Central planning -- Pakistan
• Central planning -- Bangladesh
• Endowments -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Bangladesh -- Evaluation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Program activities and program possibilities in the field of women's rights, opportunities, or disabilities (Reports 007749), 1973

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Mr. Howe.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Services for -- United States
• Women's rights
• Women in development
• Feminism
• Ford Foundation

Perspectives of the International Division on program activities bearing on the status of women (Reports 007750), 1972

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Mr. Howe.
Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Services for
• Women's rights
• Feminism
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Meeting on women in higher education, November 17 (Reports 007751), 1971
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
9 p.

Related Conference
Ford Foundation. Meeting on Women in Higher Education
(1971 Nov. 17: New York)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Education
• Women's rights
• Women -- Education, Higher
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Affirmative action: the need for self-study (Reports 007752), 1973
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.
Creator: Smith, Theodore M.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Dressner and Trottenberg.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
2 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
Discussion questions for the management workshop on staff composition, recruitment and development (Reports 007753), 1973

Creator: Carmichael, William D. (William Daniel), 1929-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to International Division Conference participants, dated September 22, 1973.

Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

L73-69

Extent

3 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Employees
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Personnel management
- Ford Foundation. International Division

The Affirmative Action Personnel Program (Reports 007754), 1973

Creator: Gormbley, William P.

Program Name

Administration/Personnel

Extent

5 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Affirmative action programs -- United States
- Diversity in the workplace -- United States
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Personnel management
- Ford Foundation Affirmative Action Personnel Program

IIEP/UNESCO Seminar on Planning Problems in Rural Education, Paris, 13-17 (Reports 007755), 1975

- Page 653-
Creator: Sharpe, Richard S.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Education Advisers.

Program Name
Education and Research

Extent
10 p. + appendices.

Related Conference
IIEP/SIDA Seminar on Planning Problems in Rural Education
(1975 Oct. 13-17: Paris, France)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural education planning problems -- IIEP/SIDA Seminar

Visit to UCLA (Reports 007756), 1979
Creator: Lesch, Ann Mosely

Program Name
International Division

Extent
1 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International studies -- UCLA
• Barber/Illchman international studies review
• University of California, Los Angeles. Committee on International and Comparative Studies

Report of interviews at Columbia University in co-junction with Ford Foundation and NEH survey of colleges and universities regarding programs in international education (1-2 February 1979) (Reports 007757), 1979
Creator: Starr, John Bryan

Program Name
International Division

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International studies -- Colombia
- Barber/Ilchman international studies review
- Columbia University. Institute of War and Peace Studies

| Report of interviews at the University of Chicago in conjunction with Ford Foundation and NEH survey of colleges and universities regarding programs in international education (8-9 February 1979) (Reports 007758), 1979 |
| Creator: Starr, John Bryan |

| Program Name |
| International Division |

| Extent |
| 9 p. |

| Controlled Access Headings: |
| International studies -- University of Chicago |
| Barber/Ilchman international studies review |
| University of Chicago International studies. |

| Summary of international studies visits, May 1 (Reports 007759), 1979 |
| Creator: Gaer, Felice D. |

| Abstract/Summary |
| Report of visits to Indiana, University of Washington at Seattle, and Harvard University. |

| Program Name |
| International Division |

| Extent |
| 5 p. -- 28 cm. |

| Controlled Access Headings: |
| Foreign study |
| International education |
| Universities and colleges -- International cooperation |
| Universities and colleges -- Evaluation |
| Barber / Ilchman International Studies Review |

| Visit to Yale University, International studies review, January 29-30 (Reports 007760), 1979 |
| Creator: Himes, James R. |

| Program Name |
| International Division |
Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International studies -- Yale University
- Barber/Ilchman international studies review
- Yale University. Institute of International Studies

Interviews at Michigan State University (February 20-21, 1979) (Reports 007761), 1979
Creator: Gaberman, Barry D.

Abstract/Summary
From Barber/Ilchman international studies review: background interviews.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International studies -- Michigan State University
- Barber/Ilchman international studies review
- Michigan State University

Interviews at Tulane University (March 1-2, 1977) (Reports 007762), 1977
Creator: Gaberman, Barry D.

Abstract/Summary
From Barber/Ilchman International Studies Review: background material.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International education
- Foreign study
- Tulane University

Evaluation of the Advanced Studies in English (Reports 007763), 1967
box 335
Abstract/Summary

A critique of the ASE materials designed for the Civil Service Training Centres of Nigeria.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400141

Extent

45 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- English (Second language)
- Language education (Elementary and secondary)
- English language -- Textbooks
- Language education (College)

Terminal report on English language training programs (Reports 007764), 1966

Creator: Evans, A. R.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400141

Controlled Access Headings:

- English (Second language)
- Language education (Elementary and secondary)
- Language teachers
- Teachers -- Training of
- Language education (College)

Terminal report of consultancy at Institute of Eastern Nigeria (Reports 007765), 1966

Creator: Persky, Phillip.

Abstract/Summary

Reports on the development of an English language training institute in eastern Nigeria.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400141

Related Grantee Name

Board Of Trustees Of Southern Illinois University

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- English language -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria -- Foreign speakers
- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Board of Trustees

Preliminary observations concerning establishment of a TEFL Center in Nigeria (Reports 007766), 1964

Creator: Jacobs, F. Robert

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400141

Extent

6 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- English (Second language)
- Language education (Elementary and secondary)
- Language teachers
- Teachers -- Training of
- Language education (College)
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

USAID/Nigeria: report on the teaching of English (Reports 007767), 1964

Creator: O'Connor, Lillian

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number
06400141

Extent
48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• English (Second language)
• Language education (Elementary and secondary)
• Language teachers
• Teachers -- Training of
• Language education (College)

The Nigerian tryouts of the ELS Teacher Education Program: report of Tryout I (Reports 007768), 1967
Creator: Van Syoc, W. Bryce (Wayland Bryce), 1916-
Creator: Schwarz, Paul A.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06400141

Extent
45 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• English (Second language)
• Language education (Elementary and secondary)
• Language teachers
• Teachers -- Training of
• Language education (College)

The Nigerian tryouts of the ELS Teacher Education Program: report of Tryout II (Reports 007769), 1968
Creator: Van Syoc, W. Bryce (Wayland Bryce), 1916-
Creator: Schwarz, Paul A.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06400141
**Extent**

34 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- English (Second language)
- Language education (Elementary and secondary)
- Language teachers
- Teachers -- Training of
- Language education (College)

---

External (Ford Foundation affirmative action program/ Willard J. Hertz (Reports 007770), 1975

Creator: Hertz, Willard J.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Mariam K. Chamberlain.

---

**Program Name**

Administration

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Affirmative action programs -- United States
- Diversity in the workplace -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Coordinating Committee on Women's Programs External affirmative actio

---

The status and roles of women as related to and affected by the programs of the International Division (Reports 007771), 1974

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to POICS, heads, and overseas reps.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

4 p. + appendices

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women -- Services for
- Women’s rights
- Feminism
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Conference on "Le Fait Feminin" (Reports 007772), 1976  
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.  
Creator: Saario, Terry

Abstract/Summary

Memo to International Division Committee on Women's Programs, dated September 24, 1976.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

2 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Conference on "Le Fait Feminin" (1976 Sept. 2-6: Royaumont Center, Paris)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Congresses
• Women -- Services for
• Ford Foundation. International Division

IIEP seminar on inequalities in the development of education (Reports 007773), 1978  
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

5 p. + appendices.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher

International Sociological Association meetings (Reports 007774), 1978  
box 335
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs, dated September 11, 1978.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

4 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Research
• Sex role -- Research
• Research Committee on Sex Roles International Sociological Association Meeting.

Conference on equal pay and equal opportunity at Wellesley College (Reports 007775), 1978

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to International Division Committee on Women's Programs, dated May 17, 1978.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

4 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Equal Pay and Equal Opportunity Policy for Women Conference (1978 May 1-4; Wellesley College)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Equal pay for equal work -- Congresses
• Pay equity -- Congresses
• Labor policy -- United States -- Congresses
• Manpower policy -- United States
• Affirmative action programs -- United States
• Family policy -- United States
Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation. Vice President

National Women's Conference (Reports 007776), 1977

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to International Division Committee on Women, dated December 5, 1977.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

4 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

National Women's Conference (1977: Houston, Tex.)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Congresses
- Women -- Research
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation. Vice President

Visit to Radcliffe Institute (Reports 007777), 1975

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.
Creator: Saario, Terry

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Research on women -- United States
- Women's rights -- United States
- Feminism -- United States
- Radcliffe Institute

Visit to Wellesley Center (Reports 007778), 1975

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.
Creator: Saario, Terry

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women.
Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in higher education -- United States
- Women's rights -- United States
- Women -- Education, Higher -- United States
- Feminism -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Wellesley College. Center for Research on Women

AID Conference on Women in Development (Reports 007779), 1975

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women in Programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

5 p.

Related Conference

AID Conference on Women in Development

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in development
- Women's rights
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Wellesley and Wingspread Conferences (Reports 007780), 1976

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Committee on Women.
Related Conference

Wellesley Conference on Women and Development (1976: Wellesley University)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in development -- United States
- Women -- Education -- United States
- Feminism -- United States
- Women's rights -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States

Seminar on African women in rural development (Reports 007781), 1976
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to International Division Committee on Women, dated May 3, 1976.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Seminar on African Women in Rural Development Overseas Liaison Committee

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in rural development -- Africa
- Women in development -- Africa
- Overseas Liaison Committee Seminar on African Women in Rural Development

Recommendation for "A" status: DAP for a women's program in Brazil (Reports 007782), 1980
Creator: Silverstein, Leni M.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to James A. Gardner.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

18 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's program -- Ford Foundation (Rio de Janeiro)
- Ford Foundation (Rio de Janeiro) Women's program.

Seminario "A Mulher na Forca de Trabalho na America Latina": conclusiones y recomendaciones relativas a las fuentes de informacion necesarias para estudiar la participacion de la mujer en los mercados de trabajo en America Latina = Seminar on Women in t (Reports 007783), 1978

Creator: Torrado, Susana

Creator: Instituto Universitario de Pesquisas do Rio de Janeiro

Creator: Seminario a Mulher na Forca de Trabalho na America Latina (1978: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Abstract/Summary

Conference held to study women's participation in the labor force in Latin America.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

15 p. + appendices.

Related Conference

Seminario a Mulher na Forca de Trabalho na America Latina (1978: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women employees -- Latin America
- Women -- Employment -- Latin America
- Instituto Universitario de Pesquisas do Rio de Janeiro

Sao Paulo trip notes, visit to Pro Mulher (Reports 007784), 1978

Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law -- Brazil
Meeting to discuss research on the status of women in Colombia, Venezuela, and Peru (Reports 007785), 1974
Creator: Myers, Robert G.

**Abstract/Summary**
Memorandum to Bruce Carlson.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
4 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Status of women -- Peru -- Colombia
- Status of women -- Venezuela

Progress report - affirmative action (Reports 007786), 1972
Creator: Trottenberg, Arthur D., 1917-

**Abstract/Summary**
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

**Program Name**
Administration

**Extent**
3 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Affirmative action programs -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Affirmative action.

Creator: Wells, H. Bradley (Henry Bradley), 1927-

**Program Name**
Developing Countries Program/South and Southeast Asia

**Related Grant Number**
06400160
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment of women and minorities on the professional staff</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reports 007788), 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Trottenberg, Arthur D., 1917-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract/Summary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 p.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled Access Headings:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Employment of women and minorities -- Ford Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ford Foundation Employment of women and minorities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Percy Amendment (Reports 007789), 1974</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Barber, Elinor G.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Germain, Adrienne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract/Summary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum to heads, POICs, representatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Office of the Vice President</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 p. + appendices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled Access Headings:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Women in development -- United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ford Foundation. International Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whither women and development? (Reports 007790), 1981</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Dunlop, Joan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Name
United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women in development
- Women's rights
- Ford Foundation

Survey of new feminist organizations: progress report (Reports 007791), 1975
Creator: Carden, Maren Lockwood

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Feminist organizations -- Surveys
- Women's rights -- United States
- Feminism -- United States
- Ford Foundation Program possibilities in women's rights.

Language planning, language spread, and language change (Reports 007792), 1978
Creator: Cooper, Robert L. (Robert Leon), 1931-2012

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics, 1979.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Planning, spread, change

Movement and agencies of language spread: Wales and the Soviet Union compared (Reports 007793), 1978
box 336
Creator: Lewis, E. Glyn

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

46 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language spread -- Wales and USSR

Program in language education for the Middle East Region (Reports 007794), 1977
Creator: Haynes, Lilith M.
Creator: Tucker, G. Richard

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Guillaume de Spoelberch, dated February 7, 1977.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

7 leaves + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Middle East
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- Middle East
- Linguists -- Middle East
- Sociolinguistics -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation Program in language for the Middle East

Proceedings: International Conference on the Methodology of Sociolinguistic Surveys (Reports 007796), 1975
Creator: Pool, Jonathan
Creator: Cooper, Robert L. (Robert Leon), 1931-2012
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.
Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

45 p. - 28 cm.

Related Conference

International Conference on Methodology of Sociolinguistic Surveys (1975 May 19-21: Montreal, Quebec)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Sociolinguistics -- Methodology -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. International Division
• Ford Foundation. Vice President

CIEFL Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages evaluation study (Reports 007797), 1974

Creator: Fox, Melvin J.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Donald Taylor.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational planning -- Evaluation
• Language and languages -- Study and teaching
• Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages

International studies at Cornell (Reports 007798), 1979

Creator: Schuman, Barry

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Elinor G. Barber and Warren Ilchman.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President
### Extent

5 p.

#### Controlled Access Headings:

- International studies -- Cornell University
- Cornell University. Center for International Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Controlled Access Headings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 p.</td>
<td>International studies -- Cornell University, Cornell University. Center for International Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International studies review: visit to Harvard University: dinner with senior faculty (Reports 007999), 1979  
**Creator:** Gaer, Felice D.

**Program Name**  
International Division/Office of the Vice President

### Extent

6 p. + appendices.

#### Controlled Access Headings:

- International studies -- Harvard University
- Barber/Ilchman international studies review -- Background material
- Harvard University. Committee on International and Regional Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Controlled Access Headings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 p. + appendices</td>
<td>International studies -- Harvard University, Barber/Ilchman international studies review -- Background material, Harvard University. Committee on International and Regional Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International studies review: meeting with Karl Deutsch, Chairman, Committee on International Studies and Stanfield Professor of International Peace, Harvard University (Reports 007800), 1979  
**Creator:** Gaer, Felice D.

**Program Name**  
International Division/Office of the Vice President

### Extent

5 p.

#### Controlled Access Headings:

- International studies -- Harvard University
- Barber/Ilchman international studies review -- Background material
- Harvard University. Committee on International and Regional Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Controlled Access Headings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 p.</td>
<td>International studies -- Harvard University, Barber/Ilchman international studies review -- Background material, Harvard University. Committee on International and Regional Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sex discrimination: the big new problem for boards (Reports 007802), 1973  
**Creator:** Saario, Terry

**Program Name**  
International Division/Office of the Vice President
Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Sex discrimination and public education
- Public schools -- Sex discrimination

Minutes of meeting December 6, 1974 with Esther Boserup (Reports 007803), 1975
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Esther Boserup, J. Bresnan, W. Carmichael, R. Edwards, L. Hardin, V. Ruttan, A. Weisblatt

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Management

The three year Master's program at the University of Nebraska: report on visit, January 9-10 (Reports 007804), 1967
Creator: Parker, Thomas W.

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
06300067

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Nebraska -- Graduate work
- Education, Higher
- University of Nebraska--Lincoln

Toward a program of child development and child care in Latin America (Reports 007805), 1980
Creator: [names redacted]

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Extent

45 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Child development -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation (Latin America) Program for Child Development and Care.

Harijan wasti (Reports 007806), 1980
Creator: Rice, Marion J.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- India

Irrigation: making it useful for disadvantaged groups (Reports 007807), 1980
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Irrigation Seminar-ADC/AUFS (1980 June 19-20: Salisbury, Conn.)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Irrigation -- Social aspects -- Developing countries -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. International Division
• Ford Foundation. Vice President

United Planning Organization, Washington D.C., February 13 (Reports 007808), 1968
Creator: Campbell, Clifford J.

Program Name

National Affairs
Related Grant Number
06400183

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Urban renewal
• City planning
• Urban poverty
• Blacks

United Planning Organization, Washington, D.C., November 30 (Reports 007809), 1967

Creator: Campbell, Clifford J.

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
06400183

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Urban renewal
• City planning
• Urban poverty
• Blacks

United Planning Organization, Washington, D.C., October 5 (Reports 007810), 1967

Creator: Campbell, Clifford J.

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
06400183

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Urban renewal
• City planning
- Page 676-

- Urban poverty
- Blacks

UPO Washington, D.C. visit March 16 through 19 (Reports 007811), 1966

Creator: Campbell, Clifford J.

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
06400183

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Urban renewal
- City planning
- Urban poverty
- Blacks

Confidential report on the Department of AGronomy, Argentina National University of the South, Bahia Blanca, Argentina (Reports 007812), 1970

Creator: McKell, C. M.
Creator: Harris, Lorin E., 1915-1992

Program Name
Office of the Vice President/Finance

Related Grant Number
06400216

Related Grantee Name
National University of the South

Related Grant Purpose
Comprehensive development of agricultural training, research, and extension at the university in Argentina.

Extent
4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Research -- Argentina
- Agricultural extension work -- Argentina
Agricultural teaching and research at the National University of the South Bahia Blanca, Argentina: Purdue University (Reports 007813), 1971

Creator: Templeton, William C., Jr.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**
06400216

**Extent**
26 p. + appendices.

**Ford Foundation Series**
Final report to the Ford Foundation

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agricultural development projects -- Argentina

Education for regional planning in developing countries (Reports 007814), 1967

Creator: Friedmann, John

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**
06400222

**Extent**
18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education -- Chile
- Urbanization -- Chile
- Poor -- Chile
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

A general theory of polarized development (Reports 007815), 1967

Creator: Friedmann, John
Abstract/Summary

An attempt to formulate a general theory of the development process and regional planning.

Program Name

Latin America and the Caribbean/Argentina and the Southern Cone; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06400222

Related Grantee Name

Institute of International Education, Inc.

Extent

41 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Chile
- Urbanization -- Chile
- Regional planning -- Chile
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean
- Ford Foundation. International Affairs
- Institute of International Education, Inc.

Report on visit to National Engineering University (Reports 007816), 1965

Creator: Town, George R.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06400219

Extent

10 p. + 2 p. supplement.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Peru

Budget cuts revisited: An OLAC perspective on adjusting to reduced spending levels (Reports 007817), 1974

Creator: Carmichael, William D. (William Daniel), 1929-
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Memoranda re Argentina, 1966. (Reports 007818), 1966 box 336

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Repressive regimes -- Argentina
• Fundación Bariloche
• Universidad de Buenos Aires

Population Office activities, fiscal (Reports 007819), 1969 box 336
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
4 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population -- Program activities

Population Office activities, fiscal (Reports 007820), 1970 box 336
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
4 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population -- Program activities

1970-71 budget: the social sciences and population policy (Reports 007821), 1970

Creator: Driver, Edwin D.

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Budget -- International Division -- Population

Population at alternative budget levels (Reports 007822), 1974

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

22 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Budget -- International Division -- Population

Asia and the Pacific Program by (Reports 007823), 1974

Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Pacific Area
- Technical assistance -- Asia
- Endowments -- Pacific Area
- Endowments -- Asia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Ford Foundation

Budget reductions (Reports 007824), 1974

Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.
Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- International relations -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs
- Ford Foundation

Options in education and culture (Reports 007825), 1974
Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Finance
- Arts -- Finance

A single Foundation operation in education (Reports 007826), 1974
Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Program development -- Education
- Education -- Program development

The careers of women Latin Americanists (Reports 007827), 1976
Creator: Chaplin, David

Abstract/Summary

Draft copy - not for quotation without permission.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
**Extent**

37 p. + attachment.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Women -- Latin America
- Latin Americanists

--- Income and expenditure expectations and their budgetary implications (Reports 007828), 1970 box 337

**Program Name**

Office of the Treasurer

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Budget information
- Ford Foundation

--- Population information (Reports 007829), 1966 box 337

**Creator:** Harkavy, Oscar

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

5 p. + attachments

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Population research
- Population assistance
- Birth control

--- Report on the National Employment Service of India: end of tour report (Reports 007830), 1968 box 337

**Creator:** Freeman, Homer J.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06400400

**Extent**

81 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Manpower planning -- India

Evaluacion de Equipamiento Comunitario (Reports 007831), 1966  box 337
Creator: Kennon, Paul

Abstract/Summary

In Spanish.

Extent

38 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Community development -- Chile
• Housing -- Chile
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Study-travel tour of North American universities (Reports 007833), 1965  box 337
Creator: Williams, R. L. (Randolph Lambert)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06400433

Extent

4 p. but incomplete.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- North America
• Universities and colleges -- North America

Memorandum on population-demography: 1964 meeting with representatives of the Association of Medical Faculties at University Del Valle (Reports 007834), 1964  box 337
Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

PA64-4444.
**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Population research -- Colombia
- Population research -- Latin America

Planning session on water use and management - Oct 23 (Reports 007835), 1980  
Creator: Germain, Adrienne  
Creator: Weisblat, A. M. (Abraham M.)

**Program Name**

Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

1 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Irrigation -- India
- Water-supply -- India
- Drinking water -- India
- Ford Foundation. Planning session on water use and management

Request for "A" status for a supplemental DAP on research on women and development in the Andean Region and the Southern Cone (769-0825) (Reports 007836), 1979  
Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Richard W. Dye.

**Extent**

10 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Women in development -- Andean Region Southern Cone

The International Division's work on women's roles in development (Reports 007837), 1976  
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Elinor Barber and David Bell.
Program Name  
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent  
5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:  
- Women in development  
- Women's rights  
- Feminism  
- Ford Foundation. International Division Women's DAP.

The Ford Foundation and women (Reports 007838), 1976  
Creator: Goodwillie, Susan

Program Name  
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent  
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:  
- African women -- Ford Foundation  
- Women -- Ford Foundation  
- Ford Foundation and women

Curriculum for professionals dealing with rural women (Reports 007839), 1980  
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary  
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name  
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent  
3 p. + appendices.

Related Conference  
Working Seminar: Collateral in Development (1980 Dec. 4-5:  
Spring Hill Conference Center)

Controlled Access Headings:  
- Women in development

Kenya - sex differences in education (Reports 007840), undated
Creator: Zollner, Joy.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Sex differences in education -- Kenya

Women in Francophone West Africa (Reports 007841), 1979
Creator: McKee, Katharine

Program Name
IF/Middle East and Africa

Extent
3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in Francophone West Africa

Progress on Women's DAP and related developments (Reports 007842), 1979
Creator: McKee, Katharine

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Adrienne Germain.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Services for -- Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation

Women contacts at Universities of Ibadan, Ife, and Lagos (Reports 007843), 1979
Creator: McKee, Katharine

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa
Extents

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in academia -- Universities of Ibadan, Ife, Lagos
- Universities of Ibadan, Ife, Lagos

The Association for the Study of Women in Africa (ASOWA) (Reports 007844), 1979
Creator: McKee, Katharine

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extents

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's rights -- Nigeria
- Feminism -- Nigeria
- Association for the Study of Women in Africa Nigeria.

Programming for women in the Middle East (Reports 007845), 1975
Creator: Pappas, Linda M.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Betty Skolnick.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extents

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation programming for women -- Middle East

Women in Bangladesh (Reports 007846), 1973
Creator: Zeidenstein, George

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Elinor Barber.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
**Extent**

2 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women -- Bangladesh

---

**Experiments in education for rural development (Reports 007847), 1975**

**Creator:** Kale, Pratima, 1938-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

---

**Research: prospects for program development (Reports 007848), 1976**

**Creator:** Mayo, Molly R.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

---

**Confidential impressions of International Seminar on Women, Islamabad, November 10-15 (Reports 007849), 1975**

**Creator:** Mayo, Molly R.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Dr. John Cool.
Related Conference

International Seminar on Women's Participation in Development (1975 Nov. 10-15: Islamabad, Pakistan)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in development -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Seminar on "Role and Status of Women", Pakistan Administrative Staff College, 29-31 October 1975. (Reports 007850), 1975
Creator: Mayo, Molly R.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Dr. John Cool.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Related Conference

Seminar on "Role and Status of Women" (1975 Oct. 29-31: Pakistan Administrative Staff College)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's roles -- Pakistan

Review of Foundation assistance for education research, planning and experimentation in Thailand (Reports 007851), 1980
box 337

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research -- Ford Foundation (Bangkok)
- Ford Foundation (Bangkok) Education research.

Women participation in currently supported programs, projects and awards (Reports 007852), undated
Creator: Del Castillo, Solita
box 337

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

4 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Services for -- Philippines
• Women's rights -- Philippines
• Ford Foundation --(Manila) Women's programs

Visit of Ms. Elinor G. Barber to the Philippines (Reports 007853), 1977

Creator: Rixhon, Gerard

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Dr. Ozzie G. Simmons.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Sex differences in education -- Philippines

The educational correlates of occupational attainment: a Bangkok case study of large-scale organizations (an abstract) (Reports 007854), 1976

Creator: Fry, Gerald W. (Gerald Walton), 1942-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational correlates of occupational attainment -- Thailand -- Bangkok

The Ford Foundation in Thailand (Reports 007855), 1977

box 337
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

3 leaves + attachment: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Thailand
- Endowments -- Thailand -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Note on irrigation and women (Reports 007856), 1981

Creator: Chambers, Robert, 1932-
Creator: Lenton, R. L.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Irrigation and women
- Women and irrigation

Visit to India and Indonesia (Reports 007857), 1981

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Eugene S. Staples, Tom Kessinger.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Education -- India
- Women -- Education -- Indonesia
- Women's rights
- Feminism
- Ford Foundation. International Division

History and conditions of female labor force participation in Colombia (Reports 007858), 1975
Creator: León de Leal, Magdalena
Creator: López de Rodríguez, Cecilia

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Female labor force -- Colombia

Request for "A" status approval: delegated-authority project for research, training and applied projects relating to the position of women in Mexico and Central America (Reports 007859), 1980
Creator: Redclift, Nanneke

Program Name

International Division

Extent

21 p.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Mexico -- Congresses
• International Division Women

The Brazilian Women's Program (Reports 007860), 1980
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
**Extent**

6 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Women -- Services for -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation

---

**The Urban and Regional Development Advisory Program in Chile of the Ford Foundation: A review and an evaluation (Reports 007861), 1968**

Creator: Mallon, Richard D.
Creator: Sjoberg, Gideon
Creator: Wingo, Lowdon

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06490224

---

**Extent**

54 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Community development -- Chile
- Housing -- Chile

**Support for emerging community development corporations (Reports 007862), 1983**

**Program Name**

Program Related Investments

---

**Extent**

31 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Community development, Urban
- Community development
- Ford Foundation

**Evaluation of nutrition projects in Mexico (Reports 007863), 1983**

Creator: Solimano, Giorgio

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program
Urban community development in Ahmedabad: a report updating
earlier review by Mr. John Kennedy (Reports 007864), 1969

Creator: Chatterjee, Bishwa Bandhu, 1922-

**Abstract/Summary**

Review of a grant in Ahmedabad given to spur urban
community development.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06000368

**Related Grantee Name**

Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation

A report on the urban community development projects in Delhi and
Ahmedabad (Reports 007865), 1966

Creator: Kennedy, J. P. (John Patrick), 1930-

**Abstract/Summary**

Result of an extensive study of the two programs of urban
community development supported by the Foundation during
the last ten years.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
06000368

Related Grantee Name
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Urbanization -- India -- Delhi (India)
- Urbanization -- India -- Ahmadabad
- Community development, Urban -- India -- Delhi (India)
- Community development, Urban -- India -- Ahmedabad
- Ahmadabad (India)

Report as consultant to the Science Teaching Center: University of the Philippines, October 3 - November 4 (Reports 007866), 1966
Creator: DeRose, James V.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06400486

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Science -- Study and teaching
- Education -- Science

Discussions in Paris of research on women (Reports 007867), 1976
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to ID Committee on women's programs.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Some impressions of higher education in South America (Reports 007868), 1961

Creator: McHenry, Dean Eugene, 1910-

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

9 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- Research -- South America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Review of Foundation-funded women's studies research centers (Reports 007869), 1980

Creator: Knowles, Marjorie Fine, 1939-

**Abstract/Summary**

*Release approved by author 8/86 (See reference card under "Knowles").

**Program Name**

Women's Programs

**Extent**

29 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women's studies

The Three Year Master's Program at Washington University: report on visit, March 9 (Reports 007870), 1967

Creator: Parker, Thomas W.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

06300068

**Extent**

7 p.
Continuing education and women (Reports 007871), 1973  
Creator: Spangenberg, Gail

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Harold Howe II.

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Extent
6 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Continuing education and women
• Women and continuing education

Visits to Berkeley and Stanford (Reports 007872), 1976  
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to ID Committee on Women's Programs.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in development -- United States
• Women -- Education -- United States
• Women's rights -- United States
• Feminism -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Stanford University
• University of California, Berkeley

The first four days - Warsaw (Reports 007873), 1961  
Creator: Dickey, John Sloan, 1907-1991

Program Name
International Affairs
Related Grant Number
05700322

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Scholarships -- Poland
- Ford Foundation. International Affairs

Plan for Eastern European student exchange (Reports 007874), 1950
Creator: Myer, Richard S.
Program Name
International Affairs

Related Grant Number
05700322

Extent
5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Europe
- Education -- Exchange policy

Interviews of Professors Stolper, West, and Lewis, at Lagos: March 17-21 (Reports 007875), 1969
Creator: Hanson, Haldore, 1912-1992
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Nigeria
- Universities and colleges -- Nigeria

Women: problems, perspectives, and programs for development (Reports 007876), 1978
Creator: Sundar, Pushpa
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.

Trip report - India: February 6-19 (Reports 007877), 1979 box 338
Creator: Jones, Sidney, 1952-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

13 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women in development -- India

Untitled letter to Patricia M. Wald re: affirmative action in the International Division (Reports 007878), 1974 box 338
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Affirmative action programs
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Ford Foundation. International Division --Affirmative action

Report on Urban Studies Program at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (Reports 007879), 1960 box 338
Creator: Fisher, Ernest M. (Ernest McKinley), 1893-

Program Name

Public Affairs

Related Grant Number

05700162

Extent

9 p.
controlled access headings:

- cities and towns -- study and teaching
- education -- urban studies
- university of north carolina at chapel hill

trip to the philippines, pakistan, bangladesh, and india, march 1975 (reports 007880), 1975

creator: barber, elinor g.

abstract/summary

memorandum to committee on women in id programs. discusses the varying social conditions of women in the four countries and notes that the sexual inequality found in all four countries justifies continued foundation support.

program name

international division/office of the vice president; india, nepal and sri lanka

extent

18 p.

controlled access headings:

- women -- philippines -- social conditions
- women -- pakistan -- social conditions
- women -- bangladesh -- social conditions
- women -- india -- social conditions
- ford foundation. international division

women's access to agricultural extension services in botswana (reports 007881), 1980

creator: bettles, f. m.

abstract/summary

prepared for ford foundation workshop on women in agricultural production in eastern and southern africa, nairobi, 9-11 april 1980.

program name

international division/middle east and africa

extent

25 p. + appendices.

related conference

ford foundation workshop on women in agricultural production in eastern and southern africa (1980 apr. 9-11: nairobi, kenya)
Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's access to agricultural extension services -- Botswana

Report of Ford Foundation program specialists in library development: Central Library, Univ. of Baghdad (Reports 007882), 1962

Creator: Kebabian, Paul B.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

05800276

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Libraries -- Development
- Ja#mi#at Baghda#d

Grass-Roots approaches to training for rural development in Latin America - Brooking Institution, February 9 (Reports 007883), 1976

Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development training -- Latin America
- Proyecto Lingu#i#stico Francisco Marroqui#n

Women's Task Force meeting with Elise Boulding (Reports 007884), 1972

Creator: Boulding, Elise

Abstract/Summary

Transcript of minutes from meeting of November 10, 1972.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President
**Extent**

44 p. -- 28 cm.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Sex role -- Developing countries
- Women in development -- Developing countries
- Women -- Research -- Developing countries
- Women's Task Force Meeting with Elise Boulding.

Transcript of Women's Task Force meeting with Professor Lee Rainwater, Department of Sociology, Harvard (Reports 007885), 1972

Creator: Rainwater, Lee

**Abstract/Summary**

Transcript of minutes from meeting of October 25, 1972.

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

49 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women's rights -- United States
- Women heads of households -- United States
- Women -- United States -- Economic conditions
- Women -- Research -- United States
- Ethnology -- United States
- Women's Task Force Meeting with Professor Lee Rainwater.

Report on the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations Team on Higher Agricultural Education Research and Extension in Colombia (Reports 007887), 1961

Creator: Myers, William Irving, 1891-1976

Creator: Leagans, J. Paul


**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Related Grant Number
06400467

Extent
30 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Education, Higher
- Rockefeller Foundation

Women: a priority area for the Ford Foundation in the 1980's (Reports 007888), 1976
Creator: Roditti, Esther C.

Abstract/Summary
Paper presents strategies on strengthening and expanding program support for women related to sex discrimination, leadership development, and women's rights.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
16 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women
- Trustees Planning Project: The Condition of Human Beings.

The International Division's Women's Program: Information paper (Reports 007889), 1979
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women's rights
- Women in development
• Ford Foundation. International Division Women's programming

University of the Andes, progress evaluation report. #1 (Reports 007890), 1965

Creator: Schuyler, George W.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- Colombia
• University administration -- Colombia

Progress report on the development program of the University of the Andes, Bogota (Reports 007891), 1966

Creator: Triolo, James S.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher
• University administration

Report to the Ford Foundation on consultation with the University of the Andes, Bogota, Colombia (Reports 007892), 1964

Creator: Triolo, James S.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher
• University administration

The financial administration of the University of Concepcion (Reports 007893), 1965

Creator: Garrison, S. B.
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher
- University administration
- University of Concepcion (Chile)

The University of Concepcion Library (Reports 007894), 1968  box 338
Creator: Alonso, Fernando Rodriguez
Creator: Harrington, C. W. (Charles William)

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Academic libraries -- Chile
- Universidad de Concepcion

Puerto Rico's Joint Education Improvement Project (Reports 007895), 1966  box 338
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06500147

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Education, Primary
- Education, Secondary

The Alaskan Rural Teaching Project (Reports 007896), 1966  box 338
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.
Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06500272

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Education, Primary
- Education, Secondary

The Pittsburgh CSI Program (Reports 007897), 1966
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
PA65-75.

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Education, Primary
- Education, Secondary

Project opportunity in the Southern states (Reports 007898), 1966
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06500239

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Education, Primary
Visits to Colorado WSSSP, Nevada WSSSP, and Trump Internship School (Reports 007899), 1966  
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education  

**Related Grant Number**

06500352

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education  
- Education, Primary  
- Education, Secondary

The Milton Project (Reports 007900), 1966  
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education  

**Related Grant Number**

06400246

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education  
- Education, Primary  
- Education, Secondary

Santa Barbara Center for Coordinated Education (CCE) (Reports 007901), 1965  
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education  

**Related Grant Number**

06300357
Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Education, Primary
• Education, Secondary

Visit to Nashville Education Improvement Project (Reports 007902), 1965  box 338
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

06500143

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Education, Primary
• Education, Secondary

Visit to Nashville Education Improvement Project (Reports 007903), 1965  box 338
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

06400238

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Education, Primary
• Education, Secondary

Visit to Nova High School and Elementary School (Reports 007904), 1965  box 338
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.
Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06400513

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Education, Primary
• Education, Secondary

Capsule summary of Bennington (Reports 007905), 1965
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06400244

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Education, Primary
• Education, Secondary

The Oregon Program (Reports 007906), 1964
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
62-208.

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Education, Primary
• Education, Secondary

National Conference on Rural Community Development: October 18-20, 1971: University of Nebraska (Reports 007907), 1971
Creator: Gann, Elbie L.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
07300028

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development
• Employment (Economic theory) -- Rural

Discussion paper: Pakistani women's status - problems (Reports 007908), 1976
Creator: Anis Mirza, 1938-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to John J. Bresnan.

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Status of women -- Pakistan

Workshop on Women's Access to Educational Opportunities in Eastern Africa (Reports 007909), 1980
Creator: Laketch Dirasse

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to William Carmichael, March 1980.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
7 leaves -- 28 cm.
**Related Conference**

Workshop, Women's Access to Educational Opportunities (Eastern Africa)

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women -- Education -- Africa, Eastern
- Education -- Africa, Eastern
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Vice President

Visit to Nigeria, November 3-10 (Reports 007910), 1976

**Creator:** Barber, Elinor G.

**Creator:** Goodwillie, Susan

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Melvin Fox/Cecile DeSweemer.

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women's status -- Nigeria
- Women's rights -- Nigeria
- Feminism -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Regional Conference on the Implementation of National, Regional and World Plans of Action for the Integration of Women in Development (Reports 007911), 1977

**Creator:** Arañ Reyes, Petra

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Related Conference**


**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women in development -- Congresses
Non-formal education and development (Reports 007912), 1979

Creator: Chowdhry, Kamla, 1920-2006

Abstract/Summary

Presented at the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, in collaboration with the IFARD Global Convention.

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Non-formal education and development
• Development and non-formal education

Report of the Television Acquisitions Sub-Committee to the Ford Foundation Ad Hoc Committee on Television Preservation (Reports 007913), 1975

Creator: Rose, Dan

Program Name

Office of Communications

Related Grant Number

07490827

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Television archives
• Television

Notes on visit to the University of North Carolina in connection with review of the Urban Studies Program (Reports 007914), 1960

Creator: Pincus, William

Program Name

Education

Related Grant Number

05700162
Impressions of the status of women in Japan (Reports 007915), undated

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Conditions Governing Access
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
• Women's rights -- Japan
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Untitled letter to Carl Green re: status of women in China (Reports 007916), 1980
Creator: Iwao, Sumiko, 1935-

Extents
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
• Women's rights -- China

Discretionary grants: Asia and Pacific Division for Women (Reports 007917), 1975
Creator: Redman, Linda J.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to John J. Bresnan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Creator: Assaad, Marie

Program Name
International Division

Extent
2 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Research
• Endowments -- Evaluation

Egypt: trip report: May 25 - June 5 (Reports 007919), 1974

Creator: Pappas, Linda M.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Courtney A. Nelson.

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population and family planning -- Egypt

Visit to India, Dacca, Bangkok, Indonesia, February 25, 1977 - April 8 (Reports 007920), 1977

Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to John Bresnan regarding author's tour in South and Southeast Asia to evaluate educational research, differences in degree of development in the countries, praise
for the Foundation employees, and a role for the Foundation in achieving intelle

**Program Name**

International Division; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- India
- Education -- Bangladesh
- Education -- Thailand
- Education -- Indonesia

---

**Program Name**

International Division/ South and Southeast Asia

**Extent**

21 p. + appendices: tables -- 28 cm

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
- Charity organization -- Southeast Asia
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

---

**Program Name**

International Division / Population Program

**Extent**

15 p. + appendices.
Interviews in Nairobi on the status of women in Kenya (Reports 007923), 1974
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population -- Law and legislation -- Sweden

Trip to Tanzania: status and roles of women (Reports 007924), 1974
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
• Women's rights -- Kenya
• Women in development -- Kenya

West Africa visit (Reports 007925), 1980
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
8 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in development -- Africa, West
• Women's rights -- Africa, West
• Feminism -- Africa, West
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Toward a program of child development and child care in Latin America: draft for discussion (Reports 007926), 1980
box 339
Program Name
Developing Countries Program-Argentina and the Southern Cone

Extent
56 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Child development -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Office for the Andean Region and the Southern Cone.

Proposed research conceptualization seminars (Reports 007927), 1977
Creator: Szanton, David L., 1938-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Drs. Alfian, Sicat, and Xuto.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Research conceptualization seminars -- Southeast Asia

Asian travels, March 10-April 9, 1977: an overview (Reports 007928), 1977
Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to John Bresnan.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Asia

The changing status of women: Mexico (Reports 007929), 1973
Creator: Elmendorf, Mary L. (Mary Lindsay)
**Creator**: Trimble, Mary

**Abstract/Summary**
Prepared for Ford Foundation Task Force on Women.

**Program Name**
International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**
138 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Women's status -- Mexico

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The critical needs of African women (Reports 007930), undated</th>
<th>box 339</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Laketch Dirasse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**
51 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.**

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- African women -- Education, health, employment
- Women -- Africa -- Education, health, employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thoughts on library development work at the University of Baghdad (Reports 007931), 1966</th>
<th>box 339</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Wilder, David T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
05800276

**Extent**
6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complete Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The University of Baghdad Libraries: a review of the project as of April 3-4 (Reports 007932), 1963</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Middle East and Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Grant Number</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA58-256.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 p.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled Access Headings:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Academic libraries -- Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Library administration -- Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Libraries -- Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ja'mi'at Baghdad. Maktabah al-Markazi#yah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ja'mi'at Baghdad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigation on behalf of women: an assessment (Reports 007933), 1979</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger, Margaret A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Office of the Vice President</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97 p. + appendices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled Access Headings:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Women's rights and litigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actions and defenses -- Impact on women's rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on the Universidad del Valle's proposal for an instructional resources center (Reports 007934), 1968</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyle, Jack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean;International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Report from Hugo Sandoval's visit to CREE Program in Cali - Bogota, December 4-5 (Reports 007935), 1972
Creator: Sandoval, Hugo.

Addendum to report of Hugo Sandoval's visit to CREE Program in Cali - Bogota, December 4-5 (Reports 007936), 1972
Creator: Sandoval, Hugo.
• Universidad del Valle

Micro-teaching for in-service university professors (Reports 007937), 1971  
Creator: Higginson, Francis Lee

Program Name  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number  
07000439

Extent  
55 p.

Controlled Access Headings:  
• Education, Higher -- Colombia  
• Universidad del Valle

Report on program development in nonformal education for rural populations in Colombia (Reports 007938), 1971  
Creator: Hoxeng, James

Program Name  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number  
07000439

Extent  
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:  
• Education, Higher -- Colombia  
• Education, Rural -- Colombia  
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Report on work done with CREE, Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colombia in preparation for a workshop on instructional objectives (Reports 007939), 1971  
Creator: Hoxeng, James

Program Name  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number  
07000439
**Extent**

23 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Universities and colleges -- Colombia
- Education, Higher -- Colombia
- Teachers -- Training of -- Colombia
- Universidad del Valle

---

**The National Coal Policy Project: its functions and implementation (Reports 007940), 1980**

**Creator:** McFarland, Andrew

**Program Name**

Research and Education

**Related Grant Number**

07850633

**Extent**

110 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Coal
- Coal trade
- Power resources

---

**Teacher turnover and inservice training (Reports 007941), 1976**

**Creator:** Arnstein, George E. (George Ernest), 1924-

**Program Name**

Education and Research

**Related Grant Number**

07390811

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Employment (Economic theory) -- Teachers
- Teachers -- Training of

---

**In-service education in language arts and reading (Reports 007942), 1976**

**Creator:** Goodman, Kenneth S.
Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
07390811

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Education
- Reading
- Education -- In-service

The professional growth of practicing teachers: a Ford Foundation study on school staff development 1969 (Reports 007943), 1976
Creator: Holmes, Monica C. (Monica Cynthia), 1949-

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
07390811

Extent
59 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Teachers -- Training of
- Education
- Educational change

An assessment of the Ironbound Community School (Reports 007944), 1976
Creator: Jameson, Valerie
Creator: Neaman, Judith S.

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
07390811

Extent
11 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- New Jersey
- Ironbound Community School

Conference in Los Angeles (8/3-5, 1977) on Elihu Katz' report to the BBC on "Social research on broadcasting: proposals for further development" (Reports 007945), 1977

Creator: Lacey, Richard A.
Creator: Katz, Elihu, 1926-

Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

07390811

Related Grantee Name

The Ford Foundation

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television broadcasting -- Social aspects -- Study and teaching
- Mass media -- Social aspects -- Study and teaching
- Ford Foundation

Bank Street College self-study (Reports 007946), 1977

Creator: Katz, Lilian G. (Lilian Gonshaw), 1932-
Creator: Bank Street College

Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

07390811

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher
- Bank Street Study

National Association of Elementary School Principles in Minneapolis (Reports 007947), 1975

- Page 724-
Creator: Morrison, Sid, 1933-

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
07390811

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Elementary
• Elementary -- School principals

Creator: Ames, Edward A.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Environmental policy
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The problem of energy use in the United States. (Reports 007949), undated

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
5 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Environmental policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

A background discussion of the power supply issue (Reports 007950), 1970
Creator: Ames, Edward A.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Power resources
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Airlie House Conference on Electric Power Production and the Environment (Reports 007951), 1970
Creator: Ames, Edward A.

Program Name
Government and Law/Research & Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Power resources
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Notes on Ford Foundation report on teacher development (Reports 007952), 1978
Creator: Washburn, A. Michael
Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

07390811

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Teachers -- Training of
- Education

Staff development report on teacher education (Reports 007953), undated

Creator: Martus, Marjorie

Abstract/Summary

Draft of book on staff development.

Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

07390811

Extent

184 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Teachers -- Training of
- Education

The National Council of States on Inservice Education: Consultant report on "State action for Inservice Education Conference, New Orleans (Reports 007954), 1976

Creator: Sealey, Leonard

Program Name

Education and Research
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Related Grant Number</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Controlled Access Headings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The energy balance model: a preliminary report</td>
<td>07390811</td>
<td>14 p.</td>
<td>Education -- In-service, Education -- Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Public Schools-University of Minneapolis Teacher Corps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reports 007955), 1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Sealey, Leonard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related Grant Number</td>
<td>07390811</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 p. + appendices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Access Headings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teachers -- Training of -- Minnesota -- Minneapolis (Minn.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Public schools -- Minnesota -- Minneapolis (Minn.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Education -- Minnesota -- Minneapolis (Minn.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The energy balance model: a preliminary report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Data Resources, Incorporated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Affairs/Research &amp; Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related Grant Number</td>
<td>07290125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td></td>
<td>121 p.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Access Headings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Economics -- Energy demand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy, employment, and the economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Creator: Saulter, Kenneth J.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
66 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Energy and employment
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Report on OPEC and Gulf area politics (Reports 007958), 1972
Creator: Al-Sowayel, Saud

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
131 p.

Ford Foundation Series
OPEC & Gulf area politics

Controlled Access Headings:
• Politics, Practical -- Power resources -- Saudi Arabia
• Natural resources -- Saudi Arabia
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

State and local response to energy facility siting issues (Reports 007959), 1973
Creator: Baldwin, Malcolm F., 1940-

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125
**Extent**

35 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Energy facilities
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The ecological effects of oil pollution in the marine environment (Reports 007960), 1973
Creator: Boesch, Donald F.
Creator: Hershner, Carl H.

**Program Name**
Research and Education

**Related Grant Number**
07290125

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Pollution -- Ecological effects -- Marine
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The quantitative impact of special federal tax provisions on domestic investment in oil and gas reserves (Reports 007961), 1973
Creator: Cox, James C.
Creator: Wright, Arthur W., 1938-

**Program Name**
Research and Education

**Related Grant Number**
07290125

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Taxation -- Federal Oil and Gas Industry
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The relations of economic rents and price incentives to oil and gas supplies: Rutgers University (Reports 007962), 1972
Creator: Davidson, Paul, 1930-
Creator: Falk, Laurence H.
Creator: Oesung, Lee

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Research & Education

**Related Grant Number**
07290125

**Extent**
71 p. + attachments

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Petroleum industry and trade
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The distributive impact of energy policies (Reports 007963), undated  
**Creator:** Davie, Bruce F.  
**Creator:** Duncombe, Bruce F.

**Program Name**
Research and Education

**Related Grant Number**
07290125

**Extent**
60 p. + attachments.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Energy shortages: The states respond (Reports 007964), 1973**
**Creator:** Foell, Wesley K.
**Creator:** Goldsmith, Oliver Scott
**Creator:** Hayes, P. G.
Program Name

Research and Education

Related Grant Number

07290125

Extent

27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Energy shortages
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Internalizing the costs associated with catastrophic accidents in energy systems (Reports 007965), undated

Creator: Green, Harold P.

Program Name

Research and Education

Related Grant Number

07290125

Extent

46 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Energy industries -- Accidents
• Energy policy
• Power resources
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Energy research and development in industrial countries a first appraisal (Reports 007966), 1973

Creator: Hollomon, J. Herbert (John Herbert)

Creator: Grenon, Michel et al.

Abstract/Summary

"We thought of two possible methods. The first one was a mere listing of research organizations and research facilities. The second one, which was chosen, is automatically less
complete, but more descriptive, and was estimated more suited
to a better unde

**Program Name**
Research and Education

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Power resources -- Research
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

| Energy use and environmental quality: a look at prospects and policy alternatives (Reports 007967), 1976 |
| Creator: Griffin, James M., 1944- |
| **Program Name** |
| Research and Education |

**Related Grant Number**
07290125

**Extent**
80 p. + attachments.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Environmental quality
- Environmental protection
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

| State and local decisions related to resource development (Reports 007968), 1973 |
| Creator: Heller, Barbara, 1936- |
| **Program Name** |
| Research and Education |

**Related Grant Number**
07290125

**Extent**
18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Power resources -- Government policy

- Page 733-
The geographic scope of energy markets: oil, gas, and coal (Reports 007969), 1973
Creator: Hogarty, Thomas F.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Energy industries
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The demand for gasoline: a mixed cross-sectional and time series analysis (Reports 007970), 1973
Creator: Houthakker, Hendrik S.
Creator: Verleger, Philip K.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Fuel trade
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

United States taxation and the incentive to develop foreign primary energy sources (Reports 007971), 1973
Creator: Jenkins, Glenn P.

Program Name
Research and Education
Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
67 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Energy development
• Energy policy
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

State decision-making under federal pollution control law (Reports 007972), 1973
Creator: Jorling, Thomas Cash, 1940-

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Pollution control industry
• Pollution
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Firm size and technological change in the petroleum and bituminous coal industries (Reports 007973), 1973
Creator: Mansfield, Edwin

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
56 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Fuel trade -- Firm size
• Fuel trade -- Research
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

A survey of the extent of unneutrality toward energy under State, excise, property, and severance taxation (Reports 007974), 1973

Creator: Manvel, Allen D., 1912-1997

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Taxation -- Rates and tables -- Electric and gas utilities
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Economies of scale of firms engaged in oil and coal production: Michigan State University (Reports 007975), 1973

Creator: Moore, Thomas Gale

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Fuel trade
- Coal trade
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Potential competition in uranium enriching (Reports 007976), 1973

Creator: Moore, Thomas Gale

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125
Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Fuel trade -- Uranium enriching
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

---

**Policy alternatives (Reports 007977), 1973**

*Creator:* Moore, Thomas Gale

**Related Grant Number**

07290125

**Program Name**

Research and Education

---

**Coal industry (Reports 007978), 1973**

*Creator:* Moyer, Reed

**Related Grant Number**

07290125

**Extant**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Fuel trade -- Nuclear enriching
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

---

**Two externalities in petroleum exploration (Reports 007979), 1973**

*Creator:* Peterson, Frederick M.

**Program Name**

Research and Education

- Page 737-
Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Petroleum exploration
• Petroleum -- Prospecting
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

An essay on energy policy and employment (Reports 007980), 1973
Creator: Rosen, Sherwin, 1938-2001

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Energy industries -- Economic aspects
• Energy policy
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The relationship between economic structure and political power: the energy industry (Reports 007981), 1973
Creator: Salamon, Lester M.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
70 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Energy industries -- Economic aspects
• Energy industries -- Political aspects
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Taxation, regulation, electric utility pricing and the efficient allocation of energy resources (Reports 007982), 1973
Creator: Spann, Robert M.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Energy industries -- Economic aspects
• Energy industries -- Taxation
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Tax policy and the oil industry (Reports 007983), 1973
Creator: Stiglitz, Joseph E.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
128 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Fuel trade -- Taxation
• Energy industries -- Taxation
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Maritime subsidies, oil prices and environmental pollution (Reports 007984), 1973
Creator: Tuccillo, John A.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125
Extent

48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Energy industries -- Environmental pollution
- Pollution -- Energy industry
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Data development for the I-O energy model (Reports 007985), 1973
Creator: Jack Faucett Associates.

Program Name

Research and Education

Related Grant Number

PA72-125.

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Power resources -- Research
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Retail and wholesale prices for primary and secondary energy sources in the United States 1960 (Reports 007986), 1974
Creator: Foster Associates (Washington, D.C.)

Program Name

Research and Education

Related Grant Number

07290125

Extent

2 v.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Energy industries -- Economic aspects
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Technological aspects of the prevention, control and cleanup of oil spills in the ocean (Reports 007987), 1973
Creator: Milgram, Jerome H.
Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125

Extent
100 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:
• Pollution prevention
• Oil spills -- Prevention
• Environmental policy
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Potential energy conservation from recycling metals in urban solid wastes (Reports 007988), 1974
box 342

Creator: Midwest Research Institute (Kansas City, Mo.)

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
PA72-125.

Extent
68 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Energy conservation
• Metals -- Recycling
• Recycling (Waste, etc.)
• Energy policy
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

The outlook for independent domestic refiners to the early 1980's (Reports 007989), 1974
box 342

Creator: Lichtblau, John H.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
07290125
Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Petroleum -- Refining
- Fuel trade
- Petroleum industry and trade
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Study of effectiveness of industrial fuel utilization (Reports 007990), 1974

Creator: Thermo Electron Corporation.

Program Name

Research and Education

Related Grant Number

PA72-125.

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Fuel trade
- Energy policy
- Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Martin Luther King, SCLC's Ministers Leadership Training Program in Miami, February 1968, with specific reference to the "Poor people's march on Washington for jobs or income" (Reports 007991), 1968

Creator: George, Bryant, 1927-

Program Name

National Affairs/Administration

Related Grant Number

06700580

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Civil rights
• Religious education

Report to the Ford Foundation: Minister's Leadership Training Program Miami Session (Reports 007992), 1968
Creator: George, Bryant, 1927-

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Social Development

**Related Grant Number**
06700580

**Extent**
8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Religious education
- Civil rights

Comments on the current status of the Spanish educational reform: Major achievements, problems and prospects (Reports 007993), 1971
Creator: Fraenkel, Peter

**Program Name**
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**
07000305

**Extent**
41 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education -- Spanish
- Universities and colleges -- Education, Spanish

Notes on Ford Foundation consultants in Spain (Reports 007994), 1971
Creator: Fraenkel, Peter

**Program Name**
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**
07000305
Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- Spain
- Universities and colleges -- Spain

Ford Foundation collaboration with the educational reform in Spain, Sept. 25 (Reports 007995), 1975  
*Creator:* Fraenkel, Peter

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

07000305

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- Spain
- Universities and colleges -- Spain
- Student exchange programs -- Spain

The sociolinguistics scene (Reports 007996), 1977  
*Creator:* Barber, Elinor G.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Mr. Sutton.

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Sociolinguistics -- Study and teaching
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Access to women's education in rural areas (Reports 007997), 1979  
*Creator:* Barber, Elinor G.
Abstract/Summary
Presented at New York Seminar on Agriculture and the Rural Community, City University Graduate Center, Dec. 12, 1979.

Extent
9 p.

Related Conference
Agriculture and the Rural Community (1979: New York)

Controlled Access Headings:
- Access to education -- Rural women
- Rural women -- Access to education

Rural education (Reports 007998), 1979
creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
23 p.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education
- Ford Foundation. International Division

November 1978 "Bellagio" education meeting (Reports 007999), 1978
creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

Related Grant Number
07190366

Extent
3 p.

Related Conference
"Bellagio" Education Meeting (1978 Nov.)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Literacy research

Barbara Burn's meeting on advanced training and research (Reports 008000), 1978

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F. X. Sutton.

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• International studies -- Advanced training and research


Creator: Goodwillie, Susan

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to William D. Carmichael.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

11 p. + annexes -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women in development -- Africa
• African Training and Research Centre for Women

The need for appropriate education and evaluation of women education programmes (Reports 008002), 1980

Creator: Ainan, Catherine M.

Abstract/Summary

Presented at the Workshop on Women and Education - Nairobi, Kenya.

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Women's access to education -- Somalia

Women's access to higher education: Tanzanian experience (Reports 008003), 1980
Creator: Mvungi, M. V.

Abstract/Summary
Presented to the Workshop on Women and Education - Nairobi, Kenya. Title sufficient as abstract.

Extent
18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Education, Higher -- Tanzania

Women's access to nonformal education: the experience of Tanzania. (Reports 008004), 1980

Abstract/Summary

Extent
18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women's access to nonformal education -- Tanzania

Two Kenya case studies on women's development and literacy projects (Reports 008005), 1980
Creator: Opiyo, Mary.

Abstract/Summary

Extent
18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Education -- Kenya
- Literacy -- Kenya
- Women in development -- Kenya

Attempt to summarize my attitudes toward both the University of Baghdad and library development (Reports 008006), 1966
Creator: Wilder, David T.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

05800276

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Libraries -- Development
- Ja#mi#at Baghda#d

Background material: Affirmative action: revised (Reports 008007), 1977

Extent

1 v. (various pagings) -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Affirmative action programs -- Endowments
- Ford Foundation. Affirmative Action Committee
- Ford Foundation Program development

Interim report on the expanded Women's Program drafts (Reports 008008), 1980

Extent

13, 22 p., tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Services for -- Endowments
- Women -- United States -- Endowments
- Ford Foundation. Women's Program Group
- Ford Foundation. Women's Program Group

Thoughts on research and action on the status and roles of women (stimulated by Adrienne Germain's paper and International Division Seminar, March 15, 1974) (Reports 008009), 1974

Creator: Method, Francis J.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's status and roles

Report of the Subcommittee on Training for the Affirmative Action Advisory Committee (Reports 008010), 1977

box 343
Extents

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Affirmative action programs -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Affirmative action.

The Ford Foundation as an Affirmative Action employer (Reports 008011), 1973
Creator: Trottenberg, Arthur D., 1917-

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Affirmative action programs -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Affirmative action.

The issue of inequality in pension benefits for men and women (Reports 008012), 1976
Creator: Franck, Jane

Extent

14 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Inequality in pension benefits for men and women
- Pension benefits -- Inequality

Inequality in pension benefits for men and women: an interim report (Reports 008013), 1977

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

17 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Inequality in pension benefits for men and women
- Pension benefits -- Inequality
- Ford Foundation. Coordinating Committee on Women's Progress.

Coordinating committee on women's programs: Supplementary memorandum to Interim Report on "Equal Pensions" (April 1977) (Reports 008014), 1977
Creator: Roditti, Esther C.
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Pension trusts
- Women’s rights
- Pay equity -- Women

Florida school labor relations service: an assessment (Reports 008015), 1977
Creator: Franz, Sharon L.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
07600081

Extent
27 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public schools
- Industrial relations

Famille et developpement: report to the Ford Foundation = Family and development (Reports 008016), 1979
Creator: Fullick, R. F.

Abstract/Summary
Consultancy was to examine the business management and production costs of a magazine called Famille et developpement.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
13 p. + appendices.
Ford Foundation Series

Family and development

Controlled Access Headings:

- Family -- Africa
- Periodicals -- Publishing -- Africa

Report to Ford Foundation on field visit to West African universities and research institutes, February 22 to March 4 (Reports 008017), 1979

Creator: Luckham, Robin

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07890718

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- African
- Research institutes -- African
- Education -- African

Report of Consulting assignment to the University of IFE, Nigeria: Cornell University (Reports 008018), 1977

Creator: Ojerinde, Adedibu, 1949-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07890718

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Nigeria
- Universities and colleges -- Nigeria

Conference on the Sociolinguistic Survey of the Cameroun, June 14-15 (Reports 008019), 1979

Creator: Tucker, G. Richard
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Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07890718

Extent

3 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sociolinguistics -- Cameroon
- Education -- Cameroon

Untitled, in letter form (Reports 008020), 1978

Creator: Bamberger, Jeanne Shapiro

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

10 p. + 33 p. attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Primary
- Music -- Instruction and study
- Kodaly Music Teaching System.

A report about the Classroom Action Research Network Conference, Cambridge, July 7-9 (Reports 008021), 1978

Creator: Brownstein, Bonnie

Creator: McCutcheon, Gail, 1941-

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

16 p. + attachments.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Primary
- Education -- Research
- Classroom action research

Reading recovery research project (Reports 008022), 1979
Creator: Clay, Marie M.

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number
PA72-256.

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Primary
- Education -- Research

Report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008023), 1979
Creator: Clay, Marie M.

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number
PA72-256.

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Primary
- Education -- Research

Mass media and children: concrete steps to advance knowledge and policy (Reports 008024), 1978
Creator: Comstock, George A.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization
Related Grant Number
PA72-256.

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Media -- Television -- Children
- Television -- Children
- Television -- Social research

Guidelines to planning and development University of Zambia 1971
(Reports 008025), 1972
Creator: Fields, Carl A.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06600434

Extent
25 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Zambia
- Universities and colleges -- Zambia

An evaluation of the Council on Foreign Relations (Reports 008026), 1973
Creator: Solomon, Anthony M.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number
07400534

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International relations -- Council
- International relations -- Ford Foundation

The Council on Foreign Relations: an evaluation (Reports 008027), 1973
Creator: Solomon, Anthony M.

- Page 754-
Creator: Packard, George R.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number

07400534

Extent

20 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

• International relations -- Council
• International relations -- Ford Foundation

Report to the Ford Foundation on assistance to Project Torque (Reports 008028), 1979

Creator: Hyde, Arthur A.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Primary
• Education -- Research
• Project Torque

Assessment of the Fellowship Program of the Rockefeller University Institute for Comparative Human Development (Reports 008029), 1978

Creator: Jones, Reginald Lanier, 1931-

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

PA72-256
Extent
106 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Fellowship programs
• Rockefeller University. Institute for Comparative Human Development

Discussion paper- University of Khartoum Grant: United Arab Republic (Reports 008030), 1973
Creator: Irelan, William T.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07400253

Related Grantee Name
University Of Khartoum

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Sudan
• Education, Higher -- Sudan
• University of Khartoum

Creator: Roy, Delwin A.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07400253

Related Grantee Name
University of Khartoum

Related Grant Purpose
Support of development-oriented research and training programs.
Extent

18 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public administration -- Sudan
- Administrative agencies -- Sudan
- Technical assistance -- Sudan
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- University of Khartoum

Report on trip to Khartoum, August 9-13 (Reports 008032), 1973, box 344
Creator: De Camp, David

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07400253

Related Grantee Name

University Of Khartoum

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Sudan
- University of Khartoum

A summary of approaches and issues in studying teacher planning prepared for the Ford Foundation (Reports 008033), 1977, box 344
Creator: McCutcheon, Gail, 1941-

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research
- Teacher planning

- Page 757-
- Institute for Research on Teaching

Report of a study of educational evaluation in fifteen countries (Reports 008034), 1977

Creator: McKenna, Bernard, 1966-

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

64 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research
- Educational evaluation
- Education -- Foreign countries

A report to the Ford Foundation regarding the Workshop on Instrumental Enrichment in Detroit, Jan. 29 - Feb. 1 (Reports 008035), 1979

Creator: Roth, David R.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256.

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research
- Teachers -- Training of
- Instrumental enrichment

Recommendation to Ford Foundation on proposal for "Coordination of Instrumental Enrichment in North America" (Reports 008036), 1979

Creator: Kaya-Carton, Esin

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

- Page 758-
Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education
- Education -- Research
- Instrumental enrichment
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Untitled, in letter form (Reports 008037), 1980
Creator: Kaya-Carton, Esin

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public schools
- Education -- Research
- Educational evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

Evaluation of "Learning to Write" (Reports 008038), 1980
Creator: Ziegler, Alan

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256.

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Research
- Teachers -- Training of

Untitled in letter form (Reports 008039), 1979
Creator: Mehan, Hugh, 1941-

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Research
- Education policy

Untitled, in letter form (Reports 008040), 1979

Creator: McClelland, David C. (David Clarence)

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256.

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Research
- Educational evaluation
- Educational Testing Service

Children's Television Workshop proposal for a mini-series on the arts (Reports 008041), 1979

Creator: Kenas, Peggy

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

PA72-256

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Research
• Television in education
• Children's Television Workshop

Untitled, in letter form (Reports 008042), 1979
Creator: Cazden, Courtney B.

**Program Name**

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

PA72-256.

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Education -- Research
• Motion pictures in education

East African tour group summary talks and discussions at Kansas State University with emphasis on research and management aspects (Reports 008043), 1979
Creator: Foote, Richard Jay, 1914-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07290388

**Extent**

62 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Universities and colleges -- Kansas
• Research -- Management -- Kansas

An agricultural program strategy for Eastern and Southern Africa (Reports 008044), 1971
Creator: Le Melle, Wilbert J.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07290388
### Extent
various pagings.

#### Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- Africa
- Agriculture -- Africa

#### Notes on Tanzania (Reports 008045), 1972
**Creator:** Sprague, Ernest Warren, 1925-

### Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

### Related Grant Number
07290388

### Extent
8 p.

#### Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- Tanzania
- Agriculture -- Tanzania

#### Report on the current status and trends in educational research (Reports 008046), 1973
**Creator:** Kaya-Carton, Esin

### Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

### Related Grant Number
PA72-256

### Extent
15 p.

#### Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Research
- Educational evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

#### Report to Ford Foundation regarding the 1977 mission to Algeria for the study of the bayoud disease of date palms (Reports 008047), 1977
**Creator:** Smith, S. N. (Shirley Nash), 1926-
**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
07290438

**Extent**
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Bayoud disease of date palms (Fusarium Oxysporum)
- Date palm

Visit to Algeria for second meeting of the International Committee for the Research Steering Committee (Reports 008048), 1974

Creator: Colhoun, J.

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
07290438

**Extent**
3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Bayoud disease of date palms (Fusarium Oxysporum)
- Date palm

Brief report for Mr. Boukli (Reports 008049), 1974

Creator: Smith, S. N. (Shirley Nash), 1926-

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
07290438

**Extent**
3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Bayoud disease of date palms (Fusarium Oxysporum)
• Date palm

Untitled, in letter form (Reports 008050), 1974

Creator: Snyder, W. C. (William C.), 1914-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural assistance
• Bayoud date palm disease

Preliminary report of William C. Snyder and Andrew G. Watson on the vascular Fusarium Bayoud disease of date palms (Phoenix Dactylifera) (Reports 008051), 1972

Creator: Snyder, W. C. (William C.), 1914-
Creator: Watson, Andrew G.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07290438

Extent

10 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural diseases
• Vascular Fusarium Bayoud disease

Preliminary report on International Workshop-Seminar on the Vascular Fusarium (Bayoud) Disease of Date Palms (Reports 008052), 1972

Creator: Snyder, W. C. (William C.), 1914-
Creator: Watson, Andrew G.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number
07290438

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural diseases
• Vascular Fusarium (Bayoud) disease

Technical report of William C. Snyder and Andrew G. Watson on the vascular Fusarium Bayoud disease mission in Algeria in (Reports 008053), 1972
Creator: Snyder, W. C. (William C.), 1914-
Creator: Watson, Andrew G.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07290438

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural diseases
• Vascular Fusarium (Bayoud) disease

Report by Professor Dil on the Tenth Congress of the West African Linguistic Society held at the Univ. of Ghana, Legon (Reports 008054), 1972
Creator: Dil, Anwar S.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07600029

Related Grantee Name
International African Institute

Extent
7 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Africa -- Congresses
- International African Institute

Report on the Center for Applied Linguistics at the University of Dakar: Southern Illinois, Univ (Reports 008055), 1971
Creator: Redden, James E.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06600380

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Linguistics -- University of Dakar

The schooling environment as a context for individual modernization: University of Chicago (Reports 008056), 1973
Creator: Holsinger, Donald B.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

57 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Modernization -- Brazil
- Education -- Brazil

Consultant's report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008057), 1979
Creator: Kim, Kwan S.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07950426

Extent

6 p.
Evaluation of the Management Development Program in Turkey (Reports 008059), 1981

Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06500295

Extent
7 p.

Higher Management Institute of Turkey (Reports 008060), 1971

Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06500295

Extent
7 p.

Support to private enterprise in developing countries training and research (Reports 008061), 1965

Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number

06500295

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Business development -- Turkey
- Charity organization -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Notes on the FAO Farm Management Data Collection System (Reports 008062), 1979
Creator: Fitch, J. B. (James Burgess), 1888-1962

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07750149

Extent

6 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Farm management -- FAO
- Computers -- Agriculture

The economic efficiency of water use in Egyptian agriculture: opening round of debate (Reports 008063), 1979
Creator: Fitch, J. B. (James Burgess), 1888-1962

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07750149

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Farm management -- Egypt
- Agriculture -- Egypt
• Water use -- Egypt

The Egyptian Farm Management Survey: an approach to understanding a complex agricultural system (Reports 008064), 1979

Creator: Fitch, J. B. (James Burgess), 1888-1962

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07750149

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Farm management -- Egypt
• Agriculture -- Egypt
• Water use -- Egypt

Report to the Ford Foundation: Cairo Field Offices (Reports 008065), 1979

Creator: Clark, Sara F.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07750149

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Farm management -- Egypt
• Agriculture -- Egypt -- Technological innovations

Trilateral Commission (Reports 008067), 1976

Creator: Silj, Alessandro, 1935-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Craufurd Goodwin, dated March 7, 1976.

Program Name

International Division
Related Grant Number

07300799

Related Grantee Name

The Trilateral Commission (North America)

Related Grant Purpose

General support.

Extent

11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- World politics -- Societies, etc.
- International cooperation -- Societies, etc.
- International relations -- Societies, etc.
- Trilateral Commission

The Trilateral Commission: Ford Foundation, April 14 (Reports 008068), 1976

Creator: Ruof, Peter

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07700367

Extent

11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- World politics -- Societies, etc.
- International cooperation -- Societies, etc.
- International economic relations
- Internationalism
- Trilateral Commission

The Trilateral Commission: North American evaluation (Reports 008069), 1976

Creator: Ruof, Peter

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division

Related Grant Number
07300799

Related Grantee Name
The Trilateral Commission (North America)

Related Grant Purpose
General support.

Extent
7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- World politics -- Societies, etc.
- International cooperation -- Societies, etc.
- International relations -- Societies, etc.
- Trilateral Commission

Trilateral Commission: Ford Foundation, March 2 (Reports 008070), 1976
Creator: Ruof, Peter
Creator: Gaer, Felice D.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07300799

Extent
6 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- World politics -- Societies, etc.
- International cooperation -- Societies, etc.
- International economic relations
- Internationalism
- Trilateral Commission

The Trilateral Commission (Reports 008071), 1976
Creator: Green, Carl J.
Abstract/Summary

Memo to John Bresnan, dated February 17, 1976.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number

07300799

Related Grantee Name

The Trilateral Commission (North America)

Related Grant Purpose

General support.

Extent

11 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• International relations -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Trilateral Commission

Notes on proposed wheat variety demonstrations in Lebanon -1967
(Reports 008072), 1967

Creator: Hill, F. F. (Forrest Frank), 1900-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187

Extent

4 p. + cover letter and exhibits.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Wheat Cultivation
• Irrigation

Proposed agricultural program for countries served by the Beirut office of the Ford Foundation (Reports 008073), 1967

Creator: Walker, Hugh, 1914-
Creator: Hill, F. F. (Forrest Frank), 1900-
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Agricultural development projects

Proposed agricultural program for the Near East (Reports 008074), 1967
Creator: Hill, F. F. (Forrest Frank), 1900-
Creator: Walker, Hugh, 1914-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06800188

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Agricultural development projects

Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program: review and evaluation 1969? (Reports 008075), 1969
Creator: Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187

Extent
1 v. (various pagings) - 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research -- Middle East
• Agricultural assistance -- Middle East
• Agricultural development projects -- Middle East
• Arid regions agriculture -- Middle East
• Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

The Seed Technology Program at the American University of Beirut (Reports 008076), 1973

Creator: Douglas, Johnson E.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural assistance
• Agricultural development projects

The English Language Segment of the AUC Management Program (Reports 008077), 1971

Creator: Bowen, J. Donald (Jean Donald), 1922-1989

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07400253

Related Grantee Name

University Of Khartoum

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Linguistics -- Egypt
• Language and languages -- Study and teaching
• American University in Cairo

A case for trickle irrigation studies on sandy soils of Southern Tahrir Province (Reports 008078), 1974
Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Irrigation

Terminal report (Reports 008079), 1965
Creator: Curtis, Lawrence C.

Program Name
International Training and Research

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- Syria
• Education development -- Syria

Suggestions regarding the further development of the Seed Wheat Production Program and seed certification in Lebanon (Reports 008080), 1974
Creator: Douglas, Johnson E.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Agricultural development projects

Factors affecting job tenure and performance among women agricultural extension officers (Reports 008081), 1978
Creator: Mutiso, Roberta

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
0785039

**Extent**
119 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Women agricultural extension workers
• Women in agriculture
• Agricultural extension work

Report on the trip to Greece, Turkey and Iran to survey sheep, breeding and cereal and forage production research (Reports 008082), 1967
Creator: Fox, Carroll W.
Creator: Hardison, W. A.

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
PA68-187

**Extent**
24 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Agricultural assistance -- Turkey
• Agriculture -- Research -- Turkey

First comprehensive rice research and production discussion paper for Egypt (Reports 008083), 1973
Creator: McLean, Gordon W.
Creator: Toriyama, Kunio.

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
95 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Research
• Rice -- Research

An assessment of existing plans and recommendations for farm and campus development (Reports 008084), 1974
Creator: Miller, H. James
Creator: Minehart, Donald J.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Agricultural development projects
• Agricultural Research Institute (U.S.)

Proposals for developing and maintaining research lands and facilities and improving production techniques in Iran (Reports 008085), undated
Creator: McCrary, J. Dean

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187

Extent
9 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural assistance
- Agricultural development projects

Round table on organizing and administering national agricultural research systems: an interpretive summary. (Reports 008086), 1973

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural assistance
- National Institute of Administration and Development Lebanon

Planning for a national agricultural research system (Reports 008087), 1973

Creator: Russell, M. B.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural assistance
- National Institute of Administration and Development Lebanon

Terminal report on consultancy to the Ford Foundation’s Office for the Middle East and Africa (Reports 008088), 1973

Creator: Russell, M. B.
Abstract/Summary

The consulting assignment took place from September 20 to December 29, 1973. The assignment was to "advise the National Institute of Administration and Development in Lebanon on the development of a program and material for the Round-Table on Organizing a

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

06890187

Related Grantee Name

Ford Foundation

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Research -- Lebanon
- Soil management -- Lebanon
- Water-supply -- Lebanon
- National Institute of Administration and Development Lebanon.

Report of sheep - breeding consultant (Reports 008089), 1974

Creator: Turner, Helen Newton.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA68-187.

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural assistance
- Sheep -- Breeding

The strengthening of the Mediterranean and Near East Cooperative Cereal Improvement Programs (Reports 008090), undated

box 345
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
11 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Cereal production
• Ford Foundation

The Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program: sheep management studies (Reports 008091), 1971

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
PA68-187.

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural assistance
• Agricultural development projects
• Sheep development
• Ford Foundation

The Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program: sheep production in the Middle East and North Africa (Reports 008092), 1971
The Lebanese Seed Program: strengthening the seed multiplication, seed distribution and seed quality control system in Lebanon (Reports 008093), 1972

**Creator**: Douglas, Johnson E.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

PA68-187.

International workshop for evaluation specialist on non-formal education for family planning (Reports 008094), 1974

**Creator**: Pappas, Linda M.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07590801

Report to the Ford Foundation on visits as a consultant in linguistics to Khartoum, Sudan, and Alexandria, Egypt (Reports 008095), 1975

**Creator**: Elert, Claes-Christian, 1923-
Report on the 14th International African Seminar, Kinshasa (Reports 008096), 1976
Creator: Jernudd, Bjo#rn H.

Hausa, Manding and Swahili as major contact languages in Africa: International African Institute 1976? (Reports 008097), 1976
Creator: Turay, Karim
Creator: International African Institute
**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Language and languages -- Africa
- Hausa (African people)
- Mandingo (African people)
- Swahili-speaking peoples
- International African Institute
- International African Institute

Notes on the Arid Lands Agricultural Project (Reports 008098), 1970

**Creator:** Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

PA68-187.

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural assistance
- Agricultural development projects
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

Progress and plans of Arid Lands Agricultural Development Project (Reports 008099), 1970

**Creator:** Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

PA68-187.

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural assistance
- Agricultural development projects
- Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program (Ford Foundation)

ISODARCO: International School on Disarmament and Research on Conflicts (Reports 008100), 1976
Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-

**Program Name**
European and International Affairs

**Related Grant Number**
EIA:PA76-334.

**Extent**
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Disarmament
- Education -- Conflict research

Consultant’s final report covering the period June 1969 to May 1970: clerical skills training (Reports 008101), 1970
Creator: Zamora, Adelaide B.

**Abstract/Summary**
Report on a project at the Clerical Skills Training to help the Indonesian government in its development program by upgrading the clerical and secretarial support personnel of the government.

**Program Name**
International Division/South and Southeast Asia

**Related Grant Number**
06790565

**Extent**
5 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**
Clerical skills training

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Executives -- Training of -- Indonesia
- Clerks -- Training of -- Indonesia

Summary report: Institute for Clerical Training (Reports 008102), 1968
Creator: Polso, J. Perry.

Program Name

Education and Research/Special Programs

Related Grant Number

06300293

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Executives -- Training of
- Institute for clerical training.

Economic and Social Studies Conference Board: final evaluation: Ford Foundation (Reports 008103), 1978

Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

PA61-366

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Business development -- Turkey
- Ekonomik ve Sosyal Etüdler Konferans Heyeti (Turkey)

Report on my trip to Washington and Cairo, January 4-12 (Reports 008104), 1974

Creator: De Camp, David

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07300066

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

box 346
• Education -- Language
• Universities and colleges

Consulting report: University of Ife, Nigeria (Reports 008105), 1976  box 346
Creator: Debelak, Jim

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07300417

**Related Grantee Name**

Obafemi Awolowo University

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Education, Higher -- Nigeria
• Computers -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria
• University of Ife

Report on THAT trip (May 30-June 17, 1972) (Reports 008106), 1972  box 346
Creator: Harrison, William W.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07300066

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Education -- Language
• Universities and colleges -- Education

Consulting trip to Ife University, March 14-30 and some comments on the status of the project (Reports 008107), 1977  box 346
Creator: Sharp, Don, 1922-2011

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number
07300417

Related Grantee Name
Obafemi Awolowo University

Extent
3 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Nigeria
• Education, Higher -- Nigeria
• University of Ife

Preliminary report on co-ordination committee on women's programs, December 1974. (Reports 008108), 1974

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Services for

Talking about affirmative action for women (Reports 008109), 1976

Creator: Coordination Committee on Women's Progress.

Program Name
Special Programs

Related Grant Number
PA74-816.

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher
• Public schools
• Affirmative action programs -- Women
• Women
• Coordination Committee on Women's Progress.

Sex as a factor in the pricing and underwriting of employee benefits (Reports 008110), 1977

Creator: Hirschland, David G.
Creator: Tewksbury, Richard A.

Program Name
Special Programs

Related Grant Number
07490816

Extent
75 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Employee fringe benefits
• Civil rights -- Employees
• Pensions

Inequality in pension benefits for men and women (Reports 008111), 1977

Creator: Coordinating Committee on Women's Progress.

Program Name
Special Programs

Related Grant Number
PA74-816.

Extent
17 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Pensions
• Men -- Pensions
• Civil rights -- Pensions
• Coordinating Committee on Women's Progress.

Personal report on the language programmes at Al - Azhar University (Reports 008112), 1973

Creator: Carnochan, J. M. (John Murray), 1817-1887

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Middle East and North Africa

Related Grant Number
07100448

Related Grantee Name
Arab Republic Of Egypt (Ministry Of Foreign Affairs)

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Language and languages -- Saudi Arabia
- Ja'amiyat al-Azhar

Recent visit to Britain: United Arab Republic (Reports 008113), 1971
Creator: Harrison, William W.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07100448

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Great Britain

Fellowship programs in West European studies and International relations (Reports 008114), 1975
Creator: Gaer, Felice D.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number
07300379

Extent
22 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- International relations -- European education
- Fellowship programs -- European studies

Federal Institute of Industrial Research of the Federal Ministry of Industries (Reports 008115), 1973
Creator: Bank, Robert B.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07500048

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Research, Industrial -- Nigeria

Denver Research Institute: Interpretation of proposed objectives and strategies for Industrial Analysis Division of FIIR (Reports 008116), 1974
Creator: Beenhakker, Ad

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07500048

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Industrial development (Nigeria)

Thirty days in Beirut (Reports 008117), 1979
Creator: Edwards, Edgar O.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07890708
Evaluation of DAP 640-0408 A, B, C: support to the Nigerian Institute of Management (Reports 008118), 1980
Creator: Van Buer, Franklyn D.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06400408

Development plans of the NIM and Ford Foundation assistance required (Reports 008120), 1973
Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400408

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Executives -- Training of
• Educational assistance
• Nigerian Institute of Management

Summary report on Nigerian Institute of Management advanced management program: Ibadan (Reports 008121), 1971

Creator: Levy, F. K.

Program Name

Management development

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational assistance
• Nigerian Institute of Management

Report on the advancement management program conducted at the University of Ibadan, August 9-28 (Reports 008122), 1970

Creator: Wing, George A. (George Albert), 1928-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400408

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Executives -- Training of
• Educational assistance
• University of Ibadan

Report no. 1: Training needs survey (Reports 008123), 1969

- Page 792-
Creator: Mulhall, H.

Abstract/Summary

A report by Urwick, Orr and Partners International Limited.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400408

Extent

13 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Executives -- Training of
• Educational assistance
• Nigerian Institute of Management

Report no. 2: recruitment and selection of lecturer/consultants (Reports 008124), 1969

Creator: Urwick, Orr & Partners International Ltd.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06400408

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Executives -- Training of
• Educational assistance
• Nigerian Institute of Management

Summary report of consultation with the Institute of Statistical Studies and Research, Cairo University: Florida State University (Reports 008125), 1969

Creator: Bradley, Ralph A.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Statistical studies

Report on consulting visit -- October 25 thru November 7 (Reports 008126), 1968
Creator: Cook, Clinton D.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Science education -- Reform

Report of visit to Cairo, from 9th to 26th March 1972, to conduct a series of seminars at the Institute of Statistical Studies and Research, Cairo University (Reports 008127), 1972
Creator: Cormack, R. M. (Richard Melville)

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Statistical studies

Riyadh University Library Project: Phase I, Comments on the consultants' report (Reports 008128), 1970
Creator: Dunn, O. C. (Oliver Charles), 1909-
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Architectural design -- Riyadh University
• Riyadh University Library Architectural Design

Brief report on consulting assignment in Egypt related to seminar on operations research (Reports 008129), 1972
Creator: Eldin, Hamed Kamal, 1924-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Operations research

Abstract of report on consulting assignment in Egypt (UAR) (Reports 008130), 1971
Creator: Elmaghraby, Salah E., 1927-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
Operations research

A proposed strategy of action for a program in "Science and Technology in Society" (Reports 008131), undated
Creator: Manassah, Jamal T.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
15 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social development and technology
• Technology and social development

Report on Cairo dictionary project consultation period (Reports 008132), 1973
Creator: Stowasser, Karl

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06590101

Extent
13 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Ciaro Dictionary Project

Controlled Access Headings:
• Lexical analysis
• Arabic Lexicography Program.

The potential for a publishing operation at the Royal Scientific Society in Amman, Jordan (Reports 008133), 1977
Creator: Waller, Theodore
**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06590101

**Extent**

6 p. + attachments.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Publishing operation -- Jordan

---

Report of consulting assignment, Cairo University Library Project (Reports 008134), 1972

**Creator**: Kotb, Sameha

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07200367

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Library development -- Egypt
- Jāmi°at al-Qāahirah.

---

Cairo University Library Project, grant #720-0367 (Reports 008135), 1973

**Creator**: Munn, Robert F.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07200367

**Extent**

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Library development
• Jāami‘at al-Qāahirah.

The Ford Foundation in Israel, August (Reports 008136), 1957

Creator: Rudlin, Walter Arthur, 1909-

Abstract/Summary
Memo to F. F. Hill, A. C. Wolf, and H.P. Hall, dated August 21, 1957.

Program Name
Overseas Division; Overseas Development

Related Grant Number
05790288

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Program specialists (Near East); consultant on requests for assistance relative to project in Israel.

Extent
12 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Israel
• Endowments -- Israel -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation

Report on visit to Israel, January 14-29, 1969 (Reports 008137), 1969

Creator: Pechman, Joseph A., 1918-
Creator: Katz, Amram

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
05800016
Related Grantee Name

Israel Foundations Trustees

Related Grant Purpose

Research projects related to the development of Israel.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Research -- Israel
- Social sciences -- Research -- Israel
- Technical assistance -- Israel
- Endowments -- Israel -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Israel Foundations Trustees

Report on visit to Tuskegee Institute on February 11-12 (Reports 008138), 1966

Creator: Stern, Milton R.

Program Name

Education and Research/Special Programs

Related Grant Number

06400366

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- University
- Education -- Black
- Universities and colleges, Black

Report on Fisk (Reports 008139), 1966

Creator: Stern, Milton R.

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number

06400365

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- University
- Education -- Black
• Universities and colleges, Black

Report on the 1964 grants to thirteen predominately Negro higher educational institutions (Reports 008140), 1969

Creator: Jordan, J. R.

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number

06400365

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- University
• Education -- Black
• Universities and colleges, Black

Report of visit to PACE, Cleveland, Ohio (Reports 008141), 1968

Creator: Nachtigal, Paul M.

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

06800565

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Secondary
• Civil rights -- PACE
• Education, Elementary

Report of LeMoyne College (Reports 008142), 1966

Creator: Stern, Milton R.

Program Name

Special Programs

Related Grant Number

06400362
Trip to Bennet College, Greensboro N.C. (10/22/63), Livingston College, Salisbury, N.C. (10/23/63); and Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte, N.C. (October 24 and 25) (Reports 008143), 1963

Creator: Paschall, Elizabeth

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Special Program files, dated November 7, 1963.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number

06400363

Related Grantee Name

Bennett College

Related Grant Purpose

Faculty and staff development and student assistance (general support).

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• African American universities and colleges -- North Carolina
• Universities and colleges -- North Carolina
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Education, Higher -- United States
• Bennett College (Greensboro, N.C.)
• Livingston College
• Johnson C. Smith University

Report on visit to Bennett College, Greensboro North Carolina (Reports 008144), 1966

Creator: Stern, Milton R.
Program Name
Special Programs

Related Grant Number
06400363

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges, Black
• Bennett College (Greensboro, N.C.)

Education and school improvement in Detroit, August 1-4 (Reports 008145), 1960
Creator: Hunter, David R. (David Romeyn), 1916-2000
Creator: Saltzman, Henry

Program Name
Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number
06000250

Related Grantee Name
Board of Education of School District of the City of Detroit

Related Grant Purpose
Improvement of education for pupils in depressed urban areas.

Extent
17 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Michigan -- Detroit (Mich.)
• Education -- United States
• Education and state -- Michigan -- Detroit (Mich.)
• Education and state -- United States
• Public schools -- Michigan -- Detroit (Mich.)
• Ford Foundation. Education and Public Policy
• Board of Education of School District of the City of Detroit

Transcript of Women's Task Force meeting, May 31 (Reports 008146), 1973
Creator: Schoenbrod, Rhonda
Creator: Freedman, Ann
Extent

52 p.

Related Conference

Women's Task Force Meeting on Women and the Law

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women and the law -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Women's Task Force

The Philippines under martial law: a brief assessment (Reports 008147), 1974

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Martial law -- Philippines
• Philippines under martial law
• Ford Foundation

Brief report on status of women in the Philippines (Reports 008148), undated

Creator: Aguilar, Arthur N.

Extent

9 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women's status -- Philippines

Task force on the status of women (Reports 008149), 1972

Creator: Rosser, Colin

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Elinor G. Berber.

Extent

3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women's status -- Indonesia

Visit to South Africa (Reports 008150), 1978  
Creator: McLean, Sheila Avrin

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
42 leaves + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights -- South Africa
• Civil rights -- South Africa
• Apartheid -- South Africa
• Blacks -- South Africa -- Social conditions
• Ford Foundation

Higher Education Resource Services, (HERS) New England and Mid-Atlantic: an evaluation (Reports 008151), 1976  
Creator: Carden, Maren Lockwood

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
07400613

Extent
37 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher
• Women -- Education
• Feminism -- United States
• Women's rights -- United States

Women - the challenge of the eighties: A new perspective on development (Reports 008152), 1980  
Creator: Antrobus, Peggy

Abstract/Summary
Paper present at a meeting with the field staff of the FF, March 21, 1980.
Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Development -- Women
- Women -- Development

The Foundation's Philippine Program, FY 76-77 (Reports 008153), 1974

Creator: Ashabranner, Brent K., 1921-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Eugene S. Staples, dated December 3, 1974.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

11 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Philippines -- Finance
- Education, Higher -- Philippines
- Technical assistance -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation


Extent

19 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women’s studies -- Arab world
- Women's studies -- Arab countries
- Institute for Women Studies in the Arab world. Workshop (1976 June 6-8: Wellesley)

Report to the Ford Foundation on SVIMEZ visit, April 19-26, 1964: Colgate University (Reports 008155), 1964

Creator: Barnett, Vincent M.

Program Name

International Affairs

Related Grant Number

05700280
Reflections on the situation at the SVIMEZ (Reports 008156), undated

Creator: Rosenstein-Rodan, P. N.

Program Name

International Affairs

Related Grant Number

05700280

Extent

9 p.

Processing Information:

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Education
- Economics -- Italy

Copenhagen forum on women (Reports 008157), 1980

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to International Division committee on Women's Programs, dated July 23, 1980.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Services for -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Women -- Research -- Developing countries
- United Nations International Women's Year Denmark
  Copenhagen 1980
• NGO forum-UN International Women's Year

American men and women of science (Reports 008158), undated

Creator: Cole, Jonathan R.

Extent

14 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Sex status -- Influence on attainment of social position in science
• Women in science

Women functionaries (Reports 008159), 1981

Creator: Elliott, Carolyn M., 1937-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Women's Program Group.

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women in agriculture -- India

Research on television advertising and children: a paper for the Ford Foundation (Reports 008160), 1973

Creator: Lyle, Jack

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number

07400340

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Television -- Children
• Advertising -- Children

Reading is Fundamental (Reports 008161), 1972

box 347
Creator: Sandler, Jerrold

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Literacy -- United States
- Reading Is Fundamental, Inc.

Human rights and public affairs in the Philippines, 1984 Aug. (Reports 008162), 1984

Creator: Plant, Roger

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Developing Countries Program/Office of the Vice President; Developing Countries Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

19 leaves.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation Southeast Asia program development

Visit to the center, May 18 and 19 (Reports 008163), 1978

Creator: Martus, Marjorie

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the files (65-372, 78-084).

Related Grant Number

06500372:07800084

Related Grantee Name

Center For Applied Linguistics
**Extant**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching
- Center for Applied Linguistics

Report on sociolinguistics research in Latin America (Reports 008164), 1971

Creator: Alleyne, Mervyn C.

**Abstract/Summary**

Presented at the conference on Sociolinguistically Oriented Language Surveys, Center for Applied Linguistics, Sept. 6-7, 1971.

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Sociolinguistic research -- Latin America

Review of resources for planning, research, and the teaching of languages in Malaysia (Reports 008165), 1971

Creator: Noss, Richard B.

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Language research and teaching -- Malaysia

Meeting on language (Reports 008166), 1971

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Melvin J. Fox.

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Language development and linguistics
- Ford Foundation. Meeting on Language (1971 June 19)

Notes on Conference of the Language Association of Eastern Africa (Reports 008167), 1972

Creator: Fox, Melvin J.
Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Wayne Fredericks, dated July 24, 1972.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Conference of the Language Association of Eastern Africa
(Limuru, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Congresses
- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Africa, Eastern
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- Congresses
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- Africa, Eastern
- Sociolinguistics -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Language Association of Eastern Africa Conference, 7-9 July 1972, Limuru, Kenya (Reports 008168), 1972

Creator: Bamgbos#e, Ayo#
Creator: Banjo, Ayo J.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

10 leaves -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Language Association of Eastern Africa Conference (1972: Limuru, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Congresses -- Study and teaching -- Africa, Eastern
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- Congresses
- Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- Africa, Eastern
- Sociolinguistics -- Congresses
The regional language situation with reference to Foundation interests (Reports 008169), 1972
Creator: Noss, Richard B.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Howard G. Schaller, dated July 13, 1972.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Southeast Asia
• Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- Southeast Asia
• English language -- Study and teaching -- Southeast Asia
• Ford Foundation

Untitled trip report re: consultant visit to Khartoum (Reports 008170), 1974
Creator: De Camp, David

Extent
11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Language -- Sudan
• Universities and colleges -- Sudan
• University of Khartoum

Creator: Fox, Melvin J.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07600029
Related Grantee Name
International African Institute

Related Grant Purpose
Support for the IAI's Language and Education Unit.

Extent
9 leaves -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
• Language and languages -- Africa -- Congresses
• Linguistics -- Africa -- Congresses
• Language policy -- Africa -- Congresses
• Endowments -- Africa -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
• International African Institute

The Ford Foundation and equality of opportunity for women (Reports 008172), undated

Extent
23 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Equal opportunity
• Ford Foundation

Women in higher education: A report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008173), 1977
Creator: Graham, Patricia Albjerg

Program Name
Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
L71-26


**Extent**

20 p.

**Related Conference**


**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women -- Education

Poor rural women: a policy perspective (Reports 008174), 1977

**Creator:** Germain, Adrienne

**Extent**

21 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women in rural development
- Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Sex role

British-American talks on cooperation in English language teaching (Reports 008175), 1978

**Creator:** Fox, Melvin J.

**Creator:** Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Francis X. Sutton.

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- United States and Britain -- English language teaching

The status of women, the Foundation, and India (Reports 008176), 1972

**Creator:** Cool, John C., 1926-

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women's status -- India

Designing reading instruction for cultural minorities: the case of the Kamehameha early education program (Reports 008177), 1981

**Creator:** Cazden, Courtney B.
Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education

Extent

100 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Minority cultures

Budget projections for 1980-81 (Reports 008178), 1978

Creator: Smock, David R.

Abstract/Summary

Biennial budget projections for the International Division.

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Program development
• Budget
• Ford Foundation. Eastern and Southern Africa Office
• Ford Foundation

The implications of Kenya's high rate of population growth (Reports 008179), 1979

Creator: Smock, Audrey C.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

8 p.: tables, chart -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- Kenya
• Fertility, Human -- Kenya

Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration (Reports 008180), 1967

Creator: Ahmed, G.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Creator: LeBlond, Robert

Program Name
Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number
06100103

Related Grantee Name
The National School Of Administration

Extent
29 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Africa
- Library science -- Africa
- Ecole nationale d'administration (Congo). Centre de documentation et de recherches

Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research (NISER) (Reports 008182), 1972

Creator: Bloom, Clark C.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to William Gamble, dated December 12, 1972.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06600381
Related Grantee Name

University of Ibadan

Related Grant Purpose

Support for the research and training program of the Nigerian Institute for Social Economic Research.

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Nigeria
- Economics -- Research -- Nigeria
- Endowments -- Nigeria -- Evaluation
- Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research

The Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research (Reports 008183), 1974

Creator: Rimlinger, Gaston V., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

A status report. --T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06600381

Related Grantee Name

University of Ibadan

Related Grant Purpose

Support for the research and training program of the Nigerian Institute for Social Economic Research.

Extent

27 p. + appendix: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Nigeria
- Economics -- Research -- Nigeria
- Endowments -- Nigeria -- Evaluation
Some thought on language as a factor in basic education in Africa (Reports 008184), 1974

Creator: Fox, Melvin J.

**Extent**

23 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Language as a factor in basic education in Africa

Language as a factor in development (Reports 008185), undated

Creator: Fox, Melvin J.

**Extent**

39 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Language and culture
- Sociolinguistics

Scientific and technological vocabulary in the less common languages: some solutions in search of a problem (Reports 008186), 1974

Creator: Noss, Richard B.

**Abstract/Summary**

Discusses the problems in scientific and technical vocabulary in less common languages and how that might impede the transmission of information.

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Science -- Language
- Technology -- Language
- Sociolinguistics

Rapport a Monsieur le Recteur Antoine Wembi Report to the Rector Antoine Wembi on ENDA (Reports 008187), undated

Creator: Higgins, Benjamin Howard, 1912-

Creator: Raynauld, Andre#
**Program Name**

Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06100103

**Related Grantee Name**

The National School Of Administration

**Extent**

10 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- Africa
- Ecole nationale d'administration (Congo)

A longitudinal growth study: a joint sociological-medical child development programme at Tefle (Reports 008188), undated

Creator: Fiawoo, D. K.

**Related Grant Number**

05900079

**Extent**

5 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Child development -- Ghana

A normative study of adolescent life in Ghana: a comparative study of adolescent adjustment in Tefle and Accra (Reports 008189), undated

Creator: Fiawoo, D. K.

**Related Grant Number**

05900079
Extent

8 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Adolescence -- Ghana

Growing up in a Ghanaian village: a study of some social and psychological aspect of education at Tefle, Lower Volta, District, Ghana (Reports 008190), undated

**Creator:** Fiawoo, D. K.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

05900079

Extent

5 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Social aspects -- Ghana
- Education and state -- Ghana

Child development research at Tefle, Lower Volta District (Reports 008191), undated

**Creator:** Fiawoo, D. K.

**Related Grant Number**

05900079
Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Child development -- Ghana
- Children -- Research -- Ghana

Progress report on a study of kinship fostering in Northern Ghana. (Reports 008192), undated

Related Grant Number

05900079

Extent

8 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

The comparative study of fostering in Ghana, 1965. (Reports 008193), 1965

Abstract/Summary

The differences in fostering children in eastern Gonja versus central Gonja.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

05900079

Related Grantee Name

University Of Ghana

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Foster parenting -- Ghana -- Gonja Region (Ghana)
• University of Ghana

An investigation into mathematical concepts among Ghanaian children (Reports 008194), 1968

Creator: Beard, Ruth Mary

**Related Grant Number**

05900079

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Mathematics -- Study and teaching -- Ghana
- Education -- Ghana

The library at the International School, Ibadan compared with American Library Association Standards for school libraries (Reports 008195), 1965

Creator: Amos, Geraldine O.

**Abstract/Summary**

Description of the library at the school and a comparison with ALA standards.

**Program Name**

Africa and the Middle East/West Africa; Office of the Vice President

**Related Grant Number**

06200386

**Related Grantee Name**

University Of Ibadan

**Extent**

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- School libraries -- Nigeria -- Ibadan
- Ibadan International School Library.

Report and recommendations for Ford Foundation support of the Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration (Reports 008196), 1982

Creator: Heady, Ferrel
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06300080

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public administration
• E.R.O.P.A.

The International Division's Women's Program: discussion paper
(Reports 008197), undated

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are
open for scholarly research.

Scope and Contents
This report is a duplicate of Report 007747 and is available
under that Report Number.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Ford Foundation

Bali Irrigation and Related Development Project, ADB, appraisal
mission consultancy, 14 February to 13 (Reports 008199), 1978
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David Bell, Jack Bresnan, Ted Smith.

Extent
7 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Irrigation projects -- Indonesia
• Agricultural development projects -- Indonesia
• Water-supply -- Indonesia
• Agricultural assistance -- Indonesia
• Asian Development Bank

Institute for Women's Studies in the Arab World, visit February 2
(Reports 008200), 1979
Creator: Germain, Adrienne
Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Richard C. Roberts.

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women in the Arab world
• Beirut University College. Institute for Women's Studies in the Arab World

Report to the Ford Foundation on the work of its rural development team in Nigeria's Eastern region: University of Santa Clara (Reports 008201), 1965

Creator: McLoughlin, Peter F. M.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06300498

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural development -- Nigeria
• Agriculture -- Nigeria
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Plan for a Pilot Resettlement Project in Okigwi Division (Reports 008202), 1966

Creator: Smock, David R.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Land settlement -- Nigeria
• Rural development -- Nigeria
• Agriculture -- Nigeria

Rural development attitude survey, Eastern Nigeria. Part 1 (Reports 008203), 1967
Abstract/Summary

A sampling of attitudes held by the people of Eastern Nigeria which would have a possible impact on rural development.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number

06300498

Related Grantee Name

Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- Nigeria
- Agriculture -- Nigeria
- Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria

Comments on the establishment of community plantations in Eastern Nigeria (Reports 008204), 1965

Abstract/Summary

Author's recommendations for how community plantations can be established with the minimum of difficulty. Community-based plantations are intended to make peasant agriculture more commercial and profitable.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number

06300498

Related Grantee Name

Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria
Abstract/Summary

Purpose of the review is to evaluate the achievements of the Rural Development Project in Eastern Nigeria during the year 1966. The activities have also been described in quarterly reports.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number

06300498

Related Grantee Name

Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria

Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- Nigeria, Eastern
- Agriculture -- Nigeria, Eastern
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria
**Extent**

13 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development -- Nigeria
- Agriculture -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

**Rural Development Project: Eastern Nigeria: Quarterly report**

(Reports 008207), 1965

*Creator:* Coatswith, Ray

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development -- Nigeria, Eastern
- Agriculture -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

**A brief on the Rural Development Project for Dr. D.R. Kingsley**

(Reports 008208), 1965

*Creator:* Coatswith, Ray

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06300498

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development -- Nigeria
- Agriculture -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

**Rural Development Project, Eastern Nigeria: Background brief 1963**

(Reports 008209), 1965

*Creator:* Sheldon, Richard (Richard Robert)

*Creator:* Le Melle, Wilbert J.
Abstract/Summary
Review of the progress of the project.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number
06300498

Related Grantee Name
Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development -- Nigeria
• Agriculture -- Nigeria
• Government of Eastern Region of Nigeria

End of tour report (Reports 008210), 1966

Creator: Smock, David R.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06300498

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development -- Nigeria
• Agriculture -- Nigeria

The anatomy of a major program: A report to the Ford Foundation on an effort to reform graduate education in the United States: Ford Foundation (Reports 008211), 1977

Creator: Armsey, James W., 1917-2008

Program Name
Education and Research

Controlled Access Headings:
Some thoughts on graduate education (Reports 008212), 1977  
Creator: Armsey, James W., 1917-2008  

**Program Name**  
Education and Research

**Related Grant Number**  
07500318

**Extent**  
9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Universities and colleges -- Graduate work  
- Universities and colleges  
- Education, Higher

Travel report (Reports 008213), 1978  
Creator: D'Souza, Stan

**Extent**  
various pagings.

**Related Conference**  
Seminar on Women's Work in Latin America (1978 Nov. 23-26: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Seminar on Women's Work in Latin America (1978 Nov

Report on visit to Botswana, April 13-17 (Reports 008214), 1980  
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

**Abstract/Summary**  
Memorandum to David Smock, Nairobi.

**Extent**  
7 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Women in development -- Botswana

Programming for women in FY74; staff meeting December 9 (Reports 008215), 1975  
box 348
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to George Zeidenstein.

Extent

3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's roles and status -- Bangladesh

The IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences held in Chicago, August 29- September 8, 1973, November 1973/ Rounaq Jahan. (Reports 008216), 1973

Creator: Jahan, Rounaq

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p.: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Women -- Research -- Bangladesh
- Women in development -- Bangladesh
- Anthropology -- Research -- Congresses
- Ethnology -- Research -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Report on Lima visit (Reports 008217), 1975

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to James Trowbridge.

Extent

11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in development -- Peru

Future International Division programming on women (Reports 008218), 1976

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Frank Sutton.
Extent
10 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women -- Services for
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Regional South and Southeast Asian seminar on women and development, March 28-April 1 (Reports 008219), 1977
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to files (760-0207).

Program Name
International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in development -- South Asia
• Women in development -- Southeast Asia

Public education grants in language and linguistics: past and projected (Reports 008220), 1970
Creator: Martus, Marjorie

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Edward J. Meade, Jr. dated February 27, 1970.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Extent
5, 15 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Linguistics -- Study and teaching -- United States
• Language arts -- Study and teaching -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Public Education

Women and National development in African countries: some profound contradictions (Reports 008221), 1973
Abstract/Summary

Prepared for Ford Foundation Task Force on women.

Extent

58 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women in development -- Africa
- United Nations. Economic Commission for Africa

Conference on sociolinguistic surveys (Reports 008222), 1975
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Related Grant Number

PA73-648A.

Extent

7 p.

Related Conference

Conference on Sociolinguistics Surveys (1975 May 19-21: Montreal, Quebec)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sociolinguistics surveys

Women's Division, Cabinet Secretariat, Pakistan (Reports 008223), 1980
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Robert Shaw, dated June 16, 1980.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

3 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Research -- Pakistan
- Women -- Services for -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. International Division
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Pakistan

Outcome of Philippines visit, October 12-18 (Reports 008224), 1978
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Ozzie Simmons, Manila.

Extent
2 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Philippines

My work in (Reports 008225), 1978
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to D.E. Bell.

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in rural development
• Population and family planning

Indonesia's sociolinguistic situation (Reports 008226), undated
Creator: Echols, John M.

Extent
10 p. + appendices.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Sociolinguistics -- Indonesia
• Language and culture -- Indonesia

Ford Foundation grants relating to English as a second language and related problems (Reports 008227), 1971
Creator: Fox, Melvin J.

Abstract/Summary
Prepared for the conference on cooperation in the teaching of English to speakers of other languages, Ditchley Foundation, Feb. 5-8, 1971.
Extent

4 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Evaluation

Economic foundations of women in the labor market (Reports 008228), 1980
Creator: Reagan, Barbara Benton, 1920-

Extent

52 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in the labor market

The place of research organizations indigenous to developing countries in an international network of agricultural science (Reports 008229), 1970
Creator: Schuh, G. Edward (George Edward), 1930-

Abstract/Summary

"Presented at the Annual Meeting of U.S. University Directors of International Agricultural Programs, University of Illinois, June 14-16, 1970." -- p. [1].

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

20 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Research -- Developing countries
• Economic development -- Developing Countries
• Agriculture -- Research -- Developing countries
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Developing countries
• Technical assistance -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Women in Latin American fotonovelas: from Cinderella to Mata Hari (Reports 008230), 1979
Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of Seminar on Women in the Labor Force in Latin America (Reports 008231), 1978
Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
19 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Employment -- Latin America -- Congresses
- Labor supply -- Latin America -- Congresses
- Labor policy -- Latin America -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

An agricultural program for Zambia (Reports 008232), 1971
Creator: Le Melle, Wilbert J.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07290388

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural development projects -- Zambia
- Agriculture -- Zambia
- Rural development -- Zambia

CIMMYT Research Directors' workshop, 19th April, 1983: Ford Foundation work on FSR (Reports 008233), 1983
Creator: Jones, David B.

Program Name
Developing Countries Program/Eastern & Southern Africa
Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Farming system research -- East and South Africa

Human rights in Latin America: report on 11/26/82 - 12/11/82 trip to Peru, Chile, and Argentina (Reports 008234), 1983
Creator: Crahan, Margaret E.

Program Name

Developing Countries Program/Argentina and the Southern Cone, United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

50 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- Latin America

Offshore banking: issues with respect to criminal use (Reports 008235), 1979
Creator: Blum, Richard H.
Creator: Kaplan, John, 1929-1989

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

07950372

Extent

35 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Offshore banking

Overseas Development Institute workshop on financing the recurrent costs of agricultural programs: evaluating current problems (Reports 008236), 1983
Creator: Jones, David B.

Program Name

Developing Countries Program/Eastern & Southern Africa
Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agricultural administration -- Recurrent costs

Report to the Ford Foundation's Developing Country programs on mission to investigate and prepare grants to promote the preservation and propagation of traditional music in the Yemen Arab Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Sudan, and the Arab Republ (Reports 008237), undated
Creator: Bakewell, Anderson Duke

Program Name
Developing Countries Program/Middle East and North Africa

Extent
13 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Folk music -- Africa, North
• Folk music -- Middle East
• Cultural property -- Protection -- Africa, North
• Cultural property -- Protection -- Middle East

Report on assignment (Reports 008238), 1982
Creator: Jiggins, Janice

Program Name
Developing Countries Program/Bangladesh; Developing Countries Program/Bangladesh

Extent
3 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in agriculture -- Bangladesh
• Rural development -- Bangladesh
• Bangladesh. Korshi Mantranalacya Women's desk

Monitoring the Ford Foundation Educational Leadership Program: visit to Atlanta University (Reports 008239), 1971
Creator: Saario, Terry
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Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• African Americans -- Education, Higher
• African American universities and colleges
• Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work

Report to the Ford Foundation. Memorandum #1 (Reports 008240), 1968
Creator: Preston, Atkins.

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
06700427

Extent
4 p. + draft.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Research
• Public schools -- Primary
• Two Bridges Model School District.

Ford Foundation consultant’s report: to help plan review and dissemination of case study on bilingual education (Reports 008241), 1981
Creator: MacDonald, Barry

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number
07900698

Extent
5 p. + comments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public schools -- United States
• Education, Bilingual -- United States

School change: plan and response (Reports 008242), 1974
Creator: Cichon, Ronald E.
Creator: Hazell, Clive
Creator: Scheinfeld, Daniel, 1933-

Program Name
Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

Related Grant Number
07500195

Extent
126 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public schools
• Educational change
• Education, Elementary
• Nettlehorst Project

Untitled, in letter form (Reports 008243), 1974
Creator: Galinsky, Ellen

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Related Grant Number
PA73-195

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public schools
• Motion pictures in education
• Tutorial community project

The teacher as learner, or Learning while teaching: perspective on school staff development (Reports 008244), 1980
Creator: Martus, Marjorie

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education
Related Grant Number
07390811

Related Grantee Name
The Ford Foundation

Extent
48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Teachers -- Training of
• Staff development
• Ford Foundation

Power, politics, and policy: formulation and implementation of Federal Staff Development Laws (Reports 008245), 1976
Creator: Grkovic, Susan

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Extent
203 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Teachers
• Schools -- Staff development

An analysis of major federal education in the area of staff development (Reports 008246), undated
Creator: Grkovic, Susan

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number
07390811

Extent
101 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.
The planning unit in the University of Dar es Salaam (Reports 008247), 1974  
Creator: Carter, J. Roger

Program Name  
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number  
07200216

Scope and Contents  
This report is a duplicate of Report 008248, and is available under that Report Number.

Controlled Access Headings:  
- Manpower development -- Tanzania  
- Education -- Tanzania

The Planning Unit, University of Dar es Salaam (Reports 008248), 1973  
Creator: Carter, J. Roger

Abstract/Summary  
List of current activities and functions of the Planning Unit, which was established to assist in middle and long term planning of the University in response to manpower demands and development needs.

Program Name  
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa

Related Grant Number  
07200216

Related Grantee Name  
University Of Dar Es Salaam

Extent  
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:  
- Occupational training -- Tanzania
• Education, Higher -- Tanzania
• University College, Dar es Salaam

The Learning Potential Assessment Device (LPAD) Training Project: expert assessment of project utility: Yale University (Reports 008249), 1980

Creator: Jensen, Mogens R.
Creator: Gordon, Edmund W.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

08050730

**Extent**

24 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Special education
• Education -- Minorities

Consultant report: African art and culture project (Reports 008250), 1972

Creator: Sealey, Leonard

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education

**Related Grant Number**

06990286

**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Art, African
• Cultural development -- African

Report on visits to various innovative educational projects during the period November 23 to December 8 (Reports 008251), 1969

Creator: Sealey, Leonard

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education
Related Grant Number

06990286

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Curriculum development
- Curriculum planning

Rural Teacher Training Program: (Lebanon): Visit to Berea College, January 8 (Reports 008252), 1958

Creator: Hall, Harvey P.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

05600318

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Rural
- Teachers -- Training of -- Lebanon

American Association for the Advancement of the Humanities: consultant's report: proposed use of grant proceeds (Reports 008253), 1980

Creator: Durocher, Larry

Program Name

National Affairs/Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number

08000459

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Humanities -- Study and teaching
• American Association for the Advancement of the Humanities

Summary evaluation of the Management and Business Development Program of the Ford Foundation in Turkey, 1952 - 1976 (Reports 008254), 1976

Creator: Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07000061;06500295

**Extent**

iv, 98 p. -- 28 cm.

**Ford Foundation Series**

Management and business development program of the ...

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Business development -- Turkey
- Management -- Turkey
- Endowments -- Turkey -- Evaluation
- Philanthropy -- Turkey -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Observations regarding the Ford Foundation projects at the University of East Anglia (Reports 008255), 1974

Creator: McKeegan, Hugh

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

07300180

**Extent**

16 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Teaching research -- Africa
- Humanities -- Study and teaching -- Africa
- University of East Anglia

Report to the Ford Foundation: 17 August - 8 (Reports 008256), 1976
Creator: Walker, Robert

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

07300180

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Research -- Africa
- Universities and colleges -- Africa
- University of East Anglia

Report on third century America project (Reports 008257), 1977  
**Creator:** Jervis, Robert, 1940-

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Social Development

**Related Grant Number**

07700037

**Extent**

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- American politics
- Pacific news service

A lower profile, a sense of program, and new problems: A reassessment of the operations of the Southwest Council of La Raza, Feb. (Reports 008258), 1972  
**Creator:** Goldmann, Robert, 1921-  
**Creator:** Talbot, Allan R.  
**Creator:** Seessel, Tom

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Social Development

**Related Grant Number**

07100026
**Patterns of mobility in educational leadership:** a review and analysis of the final phase of research and study of the leadership development program (Reports 008259), 1973  
**Creator:** Derrer, Douglas S.

**Program Name**  
Public Education

**Related Grant Number**  
06890338

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Education -- Staff development  
- Development leadership  
- Leadership  
- Educational leadership -- United States  
- Ford Foundation. Public Education. Leadership Development Program

**Comments on the narrative report on the Leadership Development Program (Reports 008260), 1976**  
**Creator:** Nevin, David, 1927-2011

**Program Name**  
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**  
06890338

**Extent**  
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Education -- Staff development  
- Leadership development

**The Leadership Development Program: a report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008261), 1977**  
**Creator:** Nevin, David, 1927-2011
**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

06890338

**Extent**

246 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Staff development
- Leadership development

Proposed research plan for the Leadership Development Program (Reports 008263), 1970

Creator: Derrer, Douglas S.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

06890338

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Staff development
- Leadership development

Guidelines for evaluating change in followup interviews with leadership development fellows (Reports 008264), undated

Creator: Derrer, Douglas S.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

**Related Grant Number**

06890338

**Extent**

5 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**
Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Staff development
- Leadership development

Leadership Fellows Program (Reports 008265), 1968
Creator: Bohrson, Ralph G.
Creator: Dennis, Nancy

Abstract/Summary

Description and analysis of the Leadership Fellows Program (LFP) after 1 year of operation.

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number

06890338

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Staff development
- Leadership -- United States
- Development leadership -- United States

Initial report on research and study of the Leadership Development Program (Reports 008266), 1970
Creator: Derrer, Douglas S.

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number

06890338

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Staff development
- Leadership development

Report on site visit to the offices of the independent colleges and universities of Indiana (Reports 008267), 1978
Creator: Binder, Frederick M.
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Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research; Education and Research/Higher Education and Research

Related Grant Number

06890338

Related Grantee Name

The Ford Foundation

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Staff development
- Leadership development
- Ford Foundation

Report of Boston School desegregation for the Division of Education and Research of the Ford Foundation (Reports 008268), 1978
Creator: Adams, Frank

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number

07600577

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- School integration -- Boston (Mass.)
- Education -- Research -- Boston (Mass.)

Planning a TEFL teaching English as a foreign language program: a case study (Reports 008269), 1971
Creator: Larudee, Faze

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07750230

Extent

16 p.
Report to the Ford Foundation on the second course in university management and organization: August 11 - September 5 (Reports 008270), 1969

Creator: University of Wisconsin--Madison

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
06800266

Extent
8 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
- University management and organization
- University of Wisconsin--Madison

Report to the Ford Foundation on the third course in university management and organization: August 10-September 3 (Reports 008271), 1970

Creator: University of Wisconsin--Madison

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
06800266

Extent
4 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
- University management and organization
- University of Wisconsin--Madison

Report to the Ford Foundation on the first seminar in university administration and operations and internship sequence (Reports 008272), 1970

Creator: University of Wisconsin--Madison

Program Name
Education and Research
Related Grant Number

06800266

Extent

4 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- University administration and operations
- Internship sequence
- University of Wisconsin--Madison

Report to the Ford Foundation on the second seminar in university administration and operations and internship sequence (Reports 008273), 1971

Creator: University of Wisconsin--Madison

Program Name

Education and Research

Related Grant Number

06800266

Extent

5 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:

- University administration and operations
- Internship sequence
- University of Wisconsin--Madison

Reports related to science education in Egypt (Reports 008274), 1971

Creator: Pella, Milton O.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06700219

Extent

24 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Science education -- Egypt

The work of a manpower planning unit in Africa (Reports 008275), 1969

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06700545

**Extent**

71 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Manpower planning -- Africa
- Manpower organization -- Africa
- Manpower implementation -- Africa
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Reports of professor Gerald van Belle-consultant to ISSR and SCC Cairo University: (Reports 008276), 1973

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06700219

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Statistical studies
- Statistical development
- Statistical center
- Ford Foundation

English language in the Middle East: "A summary of recent Ford Foundation programs and future project possibilities" (Reports 008277), 1972

**Creator:** Harrison, William W.
Related Grant Number
06500313

Extent
50 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• English language -- Middle East

Population Studies Program American University Beirut: recommendations (Reports 008278), 1971
Creator: Croley, H. T.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07200139

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population studies -- Lebanon -- Beirut
• Recommendation

Programs and budgets of the International Agricultural Centers: discussions of 1975 programs and budgets (Reports 008279), 1974
Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Abstract/Summary
Memoranda and discussion papers on related Ford Foundation support.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
var. pag. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1972 June 20 & 23: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- International cooperation -- Societies, etc.
• Agriculture -- Tropics -- Societies, etc.
• Agricultural assistance -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. International Division
• Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Ford Foundation-ALAD programs in Egypt (Reports 008280), undated

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

30 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Ford Foundation history
• ALAD programs -- Egypt
• Ford Foundation

The domestication of a wild perennial, xerophytic gourd: Cucurbita foetidissima the buffalo gourd (Reports 008282), 1974

*Creator:* Curtis, Lawrence C.

*Creator:* Rebeiz-Nielsen, Natalie

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Genetic information
• Cucurbita foetidissima

Observations on the ministry of agriculture - Jordan Valley Commission Linear Programming Project (Reports 008283), 1973

*Creator:* Gotsch, Carl

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

6 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- Jordan
• Environmental policy -- Jordan
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

ICARDA International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas: a preliminary view (Reports 008284), 1975
Creator: Russell, M. B.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
40 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research
• Food crops -- Research

Rice production in South East Asia (Reports 008285), 1974
Creator: Wimberly, James E.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Asia and the Pacific

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rice production -- Asia, Southeastern

Wheat and barley (Reports 008286), undated
Creator: Saari, E. E. (Eugene Eino)
Creator: Srivastava, Jitendra, 1940-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
20 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Wheat and barley improvement

The Police Foundation: An assessment of the last five years and a look to the future (Reports 008287), 1983

Creator: Grinker, William J.
Creator: WJG Associates

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Urban Poverty program

Extent

77 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Criminal Justice, Administration of -- United States
- Police -- United States
- Crime prevention -- United States -- Research
- Police regulations -- United States -- Research
- Police administration -- United States
- Police Foundation (U.S.)

Group dynamics in a North-Indian village: a study of factions (Reports 008288), 1954

Creator: Lewis, Oscar, 1914-1970

Program Name

Overseas Division

Related Grant Number

05500087

Extent

37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development -- India

Report to Southern Languages Book Trust on accountancy methods (Reports 008289), 1956

Creator: Schulman, Jack.

Abstract/Summary

Consultancy assignment was to study the current accountancy methods used by the South Indian publishing industry and to suggest improvements and to study the costing of books in
order to help in determining cost factors for the Trust's loan program to pub

**Program Name**
Overseas Division; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**
05500205

**Related Grantee Name**
The Southern Languages Book Trust

**Extent**
25 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Publishers and publishing -- Accounting -- India
- Southern Languages Book Trust

Southern Languages Book Trust: final report (Reports 008290), 1961

*Creator:* Roche, Edwin.

**Program Name**
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

**Related Grant Number**
05500205

**Related Grantee Name**
The Southern Languages Book Trust

**Extent**
21 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Publishers and publishing -- India
- Southern Languages Book Trust (Madras, India)

Report to Southern Languages Book Trust concerning the marketing of popular books in South India (Reports 008291), 1956

*Creator:* Levin, Martin

**Abstract/Summary**
Working outline and list of specific objectives for planning for book marketing in India.
Program Name
Overseas Division: Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
05500205

Related Grantee Name
The Southern Languages Book Trust

Extent
36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Books -- Marketing -- India
- Southern Languages Book Trust (Madras, India)

Evaluation of Southwest Leadership Program, Center for Community Change (Reports 008292), 1977
Creator: Lacey, Richard A.

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number
07500361

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Community development -- New Mexico
- Southwest Leadership Program

Staffing and functions of the educational planning unit in Ghana: Report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008293), 1968
Creator: Williams, Peter, 1935 Apr. 7-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06300275

Extent
5 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Ghana

Educational planning assignment in Kenya June 1966-June 1968: Terminal report to Ford Foundation (Reports 008294), 1968

Creator: Williams, Peter, 1935 Apr. 7-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06300275

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Kenya

Report on a visit to Knoxville College, Knoxville, Tennessee, May 12-13 (Reports 008295), 1966

Creator: Stern, Milton R.

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number
06400361

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Black universities
- Education -- Black

Appalshop (Reports 008296), 1975

Creator: Kenas, Peggy

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
07600562
**Extent**
6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Documentaries -- Southern
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

**Appalshop, Inc.: film distribution (Reports 008297), 1975**
Creator: Kenas, Peggy

**Program Name**
Education and Research/Public Education

**Related Grant Number**
07600562

**Extent**
11 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Documentaries -- Southern

**Report on education project: first half of (Reports 008298), 1978**
Creator: Kenas, Peggy

**Program Name**
Education and Research

**Related Grant Number**
07600562

**Extent**
3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Documentary films -- Appalachian Region
- Education -- Appalachian Region
- Educational assistance -- Appalachian Region
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

**Appalshop: first year of Ford Grant (Reports 008299), undated**
Creator: Kenas, Peggy

**Program Name**
Education and Research/Public Education
Related Grant Number

07600562

Extent

8 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Documentary films -- Appalachian Region
- Education -- Appalachian Region
- Educational assistance -- Appalachian Region
- Ford Foundation. Education and Research

The Just Community Project: final phase (Reports 008300), 1980
Creator: Franz, Sharon L.
Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

07600563

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public schools
- Education, Secondary
- Community development

Harvard University the Just Community Project: an interim assessment (Reports 008301), 1978
Creator: Franz, Sharon L.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Education & Research

Related Grant Number

07600563

Extent

36 p. + appendices.
Report on site visit to Lilian Webber's Project (Reports 008302), 1971

Creator: Sealey, Leonard

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education

**Related Grant Number**

07200049

**Related Grantee Name**

Research Foundation Of The City University Of New York (CUNY)

**Extent**

4 p.

- Controlled Access Headings:
  - Education -- Experimental methods
  - Open classroom
  - Research Foundation of the City University of New York (CUNY)

The Center on Information on America (Reports 008303), 1978

Creator: Franz, Sharon L.

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Policy and Social Organization

**Related Grant Number**

07700352

**Extent**

13 p.

- Controlled Access Headings:
  - Educational publications
  - Information dissemination
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the Educational Broadcasting Corporation</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence Fund Programming projects for the Ford Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reports 008304), 1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Spergel, Howard K.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Grant Number</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07400343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 p. + appendices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled Access Headings:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Public broadcasting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Television in education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• WNET (Television station : New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research project - Indian Law Institute - some comments (Reports</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008305), 1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Friedmann, Wolfgang, 1907-1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overseas Division/Near East and Africa; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Grant Number</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05300003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Grantee Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Indian Law Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 p.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled Access Headings:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Educational law and legislation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Indian Law Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final report: &quot;Electric Company&quot; and second graders watching</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior (Reports 008306), 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Popp, Helen M. (Helen Mitchell), 1928-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

07100088

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television in education
- Public broadcasting
- Children's Television Workshop

Short reflections on the Indian Law Institute (Reports 008307), 1970 box 352
Creator: Jackson, John H. (John Howard), 1932-

Program Name

International Training and Research/Overseas Division

Related Grant Number

PA65-16.

Related Grantee Name

The Indian Law Institute

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education
- Universities and colleges -- Law and legislation
- The Indian Law Institute

Education in Argentina, November 13-December 3 (Reports 008308), 1966 box 352
Creator: Hunter, John M. (John Merlin), 1921-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America

Related Grant Number

06200031
Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Argentina
• Educational assistance -- Argentina

The Institute of Economic Research of the University of Cordoba, Argentina (Reports 008309), 1961
Creator: Grinv#ald, Joseph

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Related Grant Number
06200031

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Research -- Argentina -- University of Cordoba

University education and the regional concept in Central America (Reports 008310), 1963
Creator: Enarson, Harold L., 1919-2006

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06200109

Extent
52 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Central America
• Universities and colleges -- Central America

University education in Central America (Reports 008311), 1961
Creator: Enarson, Harold L., 1919-2006
Abstract/Summary
A report on five universities in Central America and the regional agency they created to help the Ford Foundation explore grantmaking for higher education in Central America.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06200109

Extent
80 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Central America
- Universities and colleges -- Central America
- University cooperation -- South America
- Universidad de Costa Rica
- Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Honduras
- Universidad de El Salvador
- Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala
- Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua

Preliminary report on investigation in Jamaican primary schools, November-December 1963 (Reports 008312), 1964

Creator: Vernon, Philip E., 1905-1987

Abstract/Summary
The objects of the investigation were to develop suitable techniques of surveying and to obtain preliminary results on the difference between Jamaican boys and boys of the same age in technological cultures on a varied battery of tests.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America; Latin America and the Caribbean/Mexico and Central America; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
06200334

Related Grantee Name
The University of the West Indies
**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Primary -- Cross-cultural studies
- Education, Primary -- Jamaica
- Boys -- Jamaica
- Boys -- Cross-cultural studies
- University of the West Indies

Report on the Institute of Education, University of the West Indies (Reports 008313), 1968  
**Creator:** Simons, Hans

**Abstract/Summary**

Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

24 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- West Indies
- University of the West Indies (Mona, Jamaica). Institute of Education

Educational television in India (Reports 008314), 1966  
**Creator:** Neurath, Paul Martin, 1911-

**Abstract/Summary**

Describes the Delhi School Television Project in its fourth year of operation.

**Program Name**

International Division/South and Southeast Asia; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06000334

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of India
The Delhi School Television Project: Evaluation report (Reports 008315), 1962
Creator: Neurath, Paul Martin, 1911-

Abstract/Summary
Based on evaluation survey of a Foundation grant to conduct an experiment in the use of television in the higher secondary schools in Delhi.

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06000334

Related Grantee Name
Government of India

Planning and Development Division in Ministry of Education, Pakistan (Reports 008316), 1961

Abstract/Summary
Report of a grant for consultants within the Ministry of Education.

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06000374
Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Pakistan
- Pakistan. Central Bureau of Education

Report on consultation activities in Pakistan (Reports 008317), 1961

Creator: Stelson, Thomas E. (Thomas Eugene), 1928-2005

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06000374

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Engineering -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Pakistan

Governmental structures, tax capacities and other factors affecting the ability of nine states to administer block grants (Reports 008318), 1982

Creator: Logue, Frank, 1963-

Abstract/Summary

Supplement to Logue Report #007573.

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program
Extent

38 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Block grants
- States -- Administration

Latin American University Libraries and the Ford Foundation (Reports 008319), 1962
Creator: Fraenkel, Peter

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Academic libraries -- Latin America

Potentialities for library cooperation in Valparaiso and Vina Del (Reports 008320), 1965
Creator: Barrett, Laurence N.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Libraries -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Developing country programs FY1983 program reviews: Rapporteur notes (Reports 008321), 1982
Creator: box 919

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Program review -- Developing countries
Ford Foundation. Developing Countries.

Evaluation study: the Ford Foundation Program for Administrative Interns (Reports 008322), undated
Creator: Foster, David I.

**Program Name**

Humanities & Arts program

**Related Grant Number**

06200406

**Extent**

110 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Administration
- Arts -- Management

---

Report on Family Planning Program in Pakistan: 1/21/ (Reports 008323), 1966
Creator: Dixon, M. S.
Creator: Keeney, Sam

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06300038

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population -- Pakistan -- Contraception -- Pakistan

---

Family Planning Program in Pakistan: final report (Reports 008324), 1966
Creator: Dixon, M. S.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Related Grant Number
06300038

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Pakistan
- Population assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Pakistan: log notes (Reports 008325), 1967
Creator: Perkin, Gordon W.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06300038

Extent
24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Pakistan
- Population assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Population Program

Report to the Ford Foundation and the government of Pakistan from the Population Council on the Ford Foundation Grant in Family Planning to the Government of Pakistan, 1961 and (Reports 008326), 1962
Creator: Population Council

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Pakistan
- Population assistance -- Pakistan
- Population Council

Terminal evaluation of reproductive biology grants: PA# 62-469, 470, 471, 472, 63-391, 392, 393 and 394 (Reports 008327), 1970
Creator: Sommer, John G.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06200469;PA62-470;PA62-471;PA62-472;PA63-391;PA63-392;PA63-393;PA63-394.

**Extent**

15 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population
- Contraception

Observations on the Faculty of Agronomy: University of Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic (Reports 008328), undated

Creator: Gamble, William K., 1920-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06200506

**Extent**

4 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agronomy -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Dominican Republic
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Dominican Republic
- Universities and colleges -- Dominican Republic
- Universidad de Santo Domingo

Joint Center for Urban Studies, M.I.T. and Harvard, May 18 (Reports 008329), 1961

Creator: Wadsworth, Homer C., 1913-1994

**Program Name**

Education
Related Grant Number

05800391

Extent

3 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Urban studies
• Cities and towns -- Study and teaching
• Joint Center for Urban Studies
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• Harvard University

Joint Center for Urban Studies, Harvard - M.I.T., March 30 (Reports 008330), 1962

Creator: Havighurst, Robert J. (Robert James), 1900-1991

Creator: Henderson, Julia J.

Creator: Wadsworth, Homer C., 1913-1994

Program Name

Education

Related Grant Number

05800391

Extent

10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Urban studies
• Cities and towns -- Study and teaching
• Joint Center for Urban Studies
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• Harvard University

Diagnostico de Services Espontaneous e Informales de Cuidado Infantil el los Barrios Marginales de Lima (Reports 008331), 1982

Creator: Anderson, Jeanine

Program Name

Developing Countries Program

Extent

78 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Children -- Peru

La Crianza y la Socializacion del Nino en LatinoAmerica Estudio de Casos: Colombia y Peru (Reports 008332), 1982
Creator: Kardonsky-Titelman, Vera

**Program Name**
Developing Countries Program

**Extent**
117 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Child development -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Rural Family Planning Project: Allahabad Agricultural Institute (Reports 008333), 1975
Creator: Friedman, Herbert L.

**Program Name**
Population Programulation program/European and International Affairs

**Related Grant Number**
07400147

**Extent**
5 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Rural development
- Birth control -- India

The Ford Foundation and Asia (Reports 008334), 1983

**Program Name**
Developing Countries Program

**Extent**
various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Asia -- Foundation support
- Ford Foundation

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008335), 1979
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008336), 1979
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008337), 1978
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008338), 1978

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008339), 1978

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008340), 1978

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008341), 1977

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008342), 1977
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008343), 1977
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008344), 1977
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008345), 1976
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education:Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]: National Affairs program/Research & Education:Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008346), 1976  box 354

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education:Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]: National Affairs program/Research & Education:Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008347), 1976  box 354

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education: Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education: Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008348), 1976

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education: Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]: National Affairs program/Research & Education: Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008349), 1975

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
**Program Name**

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

**Related Grant Number**

07200067

**Related Grantee Name**

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

**Extent**

16 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008350), 1975

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

---

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

**Related Grant Number**

07200067

**Related Grantee Name**

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

**Extent**

16 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008351), 1975

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008352), 1975

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008353), 1974

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
**Program Name**

National Affairs/Research & Education: Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]: National Affairs program/Research & Education: Rights and Social Justice

**Related Grant Number**

07200067

**Related Grantee Name**

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

**Extent**

17 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008354), 1973

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Research & Education: Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]: National Affairs program/Research & Education: Rights and Social Justice

**Related Grant Number**

07200067

**Related Grantee Name**

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

**Extent**

15 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public interest law
- Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008355), 1973

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
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Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Monitoring report on the Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008356), 1973
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

Evaluation of Center for Law in the Public Interest. Third monitoring report, Feb. 5 (Reports 008357), 1973
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.
Abstract/Summary

Report based on visit to Los Angeles offices of the Center for Law in the Public Interest.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education:Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education:Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

15 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public interest law
- Center For Law In The Public Interest

Evaluation of Center for Law in the Public Interest. Second monitoring report, Oct. 17 (Reports 008358), 1972

Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Abstract/Summary

Report based on visit to Los Angeles offices of the Center for Law in the Public Interest.

Program Name

National Affairs/Research & Education:Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education:Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number

07200067

Related Grantee Name

California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent

16 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public interest law
• Center For Law In The Public Interest

First report: Center for Law in the Public Interest (Reports 008359), 1972
Creator: Rabin, Robert L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Research & Education; Rights And Social Justice Program [RSJ]; National Affairs program/Research & Education; Rights and Social Justice

Related Grant Number
07200067

Related Grantee Name
California Center For Law In The Public Interest

Extent
13 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public interest law
• Center for Law in the Public Interest

The pilot project for Favela schools in Rio de Janeiro (State of Guanabara) (Reports 008360), 1963
Creator: Havighurst, Robert J. (Robert James), 1900-1991

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent
16 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Brazil -- Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
• Education -- Social aspects -- Brazil -- Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
• Educational assistance -- Brazil
• Ford Foundation. Brazil Office

Evaluation of Ford Foundation Grant to National University of Nicaragua: Report to visit (Reports 008361), 1965
Creator: King, Richard G., 1922-
**Program Name**

Latin America and the Caribbean/Mexico and Central America

**Related Grant Number**

06200518

**Related Grantee Name**

National University Of Nicaragua

**Extent**

18 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- Nicaragua
- Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua

---

The Three Year Master's Program at Florida State University: report on visit (Reports 008362), 1966

Creator: Parker, Thomas W.

**Program Name**

Higher Education & Research

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Arizona, University
- Master's programs -- Arizona, University

---

Report of visit to India (Reports 008363), 1971

Creator: Jain, Sagar C.

**Abstract/Summary**

Purpose of the visit was to attend a Case Work Shop organized by the Administrative Staff College, Hyderabad and to explain to the people in the Indian Institute of Public Administration the purpose and intent of above note project and to explore the poss

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
**Related Grant Number**

07100180

**Related Grantee Name**

University Of North Carolina

**Extent**

7 p. + appendix.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- India
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Review note on the basic development plan for the Calcutta Metropolitan District (Reports 008364), 1967  
**Creator:** Herbert, John D.

**Abstract/Summary**

Reviews and evaluates the rationale for several key aspects of the plan and suggests areas of work which call for major concentrations of effort.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

06100217

**Related Grantee Name**

Government Of West Bengal

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)
- Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Project

Policy and personnel projections for the Ford Foundation's Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Project (Reports 008365), 1965  
**Creator:** Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

**Abstract/Summary**

Memo on the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Project.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific: Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06100217

Related Grantee Name
Government of West Bengal

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)
• Metropolitan Planning Project

Observations on Calcutta Planning Operations after visit May 19-June 2 (Reports 008366), 1963
Creator: Andrade, C. Preston, 1912-1978

Abstract/Summary
General report of observations on the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Operation based on a very brief visit.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06100217

Related Grantee Name
Government Of West Bengal

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)
• Ford Foundation. Metropolitan Planning Project

The Three Year Master's Program at the University of Virginia: report on visit April 28-29 (Reports 008367), 1966
Creator: Parker, Thomas W.
Program Name

Education

Related Grant Number

06300383

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• University of Virginia

The Three Year Masters Program at the University of Wyoming: report on visit, December 6 (Reports 008368), 1966

Creator: Parker, Thomas W.

Program Name

Education

Related Grant Number

06300384

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Universities and colleges -- Wyoming -- Graduate work
• Education, Higher -- Wyoming
• University of Wyoming

Report on Three-Year Master's Degree Program: University of Wyoming (Reports 008369), 1966

Creator: Carmichael, Oliver C. (Oliver Cromwell), 1891-1966

Program Name

Education

Related Grant Number

06300384

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: human rights and governance (Reports 008370), 1983

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program/Human Rights and Governance

**Extent**

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human rights -- Developing countries
- Political science -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Andean Region and Southern Cone (Reports 008371), 1983

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

70 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Ford Foundation
- Technical assistance -- South America
- Endowments -- South America -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Andean Region and Southern Cone

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Bangladesh (Reports 008372), 1983

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

63 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Bangladesh
- Endowments -- Bangladesh -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Brazil (Reports 008373), 1983

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Controlled Access Headings:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Developing Countries Program | 66 p. | • Technical assistance -- Brazil  
• Endowments -- Brazil -- Evaluation  
• Ford Foundation |
| Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: China and other Asia (Reports 008374), 1983 | | |
| Developing Countries Program | 14 p. | • Technical assistance -- China  
• Endowments -- China -- Evaluation  
• Ford Foundation |
| Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Eastern and Southern Africa (Reports 008375), 1984 | | |
| Developing Countries Program | 55 p. | • Technical assistance -- Africa, East  
• Technical assistance -- Africa, Southern  
• Endowments -- Africa, East -- Evaluation  
• Endowments -- Africa, Southern -- Evaluation  
• Ford Foundation. Africa, East -- Program evaluation  
• Ford Foundation. Africa, Southern -- Program evaluation |
| Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: India, Nepal, Sri Lanka (Reports 008376), 1983 | | |
Extent
69 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- India
• Technical assistance -- Nepal
• Technical assistance -- Sri Lanka
• Endowments -- India -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Nepal -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Sri Lanka -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: New York: International Affairs (Reports 008377), 1983

Program Name
Developing Countries Program/International Affairs

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. International Affairs

Investment update (Reports 008378), 1983

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Programs.

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Mexico and Central America (Reports 008379), 1983

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
49 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Mexico
Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Middle East and North Africa (Reports 008380), 1983

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Extent
55 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Middle East
• Technical assistance -- Africa, North
• Endowments -- Middle East -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Africa, North -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Developing Country Programs

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Rural Poverty and Resources (Reports 008381), 1983

Program Name
Developing Countries Program/Rural Poverty and Resources

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development
• Technical assistance
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. Rural Poverty and Resources

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: South Africa, other Africa (regional), Israel (Reports 008382), 1983

Program Name
Developing Country Programs [Developing Countries Program]; Developing Countries Program

Extent
39 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Africa
• Technical assistance -- Israel
• Endowments -- Africa -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Israel -- Evaluation
Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: Southeast Asia (Reports 008383), 1983

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

42 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Southeast Asia
- Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Developing country programs FY 1984 program reviews: West Africa (Reports 008384), 1983

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Africa, West
- Endowments -- Africa, West -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Africa, West -- Program evaluation

Final report to the Ford Foundation on the Pakistan Project (Reports 008385), 1976

**Creator:** Niehoff, Richard O.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06300507

**Extent**

21 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development projects -- Pakistan
- Rural development -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Pakistan
Comilla, Pakistan. Academy for Rural Development

Narrative report: Comilla Project: Pakistani Academy for Rural Development, November 64 thru June 65 (Reports 008386), 1966
Creator: Havener, Robert D., 1930-2005

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

74 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rural development projects -- Pakistan
- Rural development -- Pakistan
- Agriculture -- Pakistan
- Comilla, Pakistan. Academy for Rural Development

Improving budgeting in district councils and municipal committees in East Pakistan (Reports 008387), 1966
Creator: Platt, George M. (George Milo)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300507

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Municipal finance -- Bangladesh
- Municipal budgets -- Bangladesh
- Finance, Public -- Bangladesh

Work with the Department of Basic Democracies in West Pakistan: final report (Reports 008388), 1966
Creator: Platt, George M. (George Milo)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300507
Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public administration -- Pakistan
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

A survey of local government problems in district councils and municipal committees in West Pakistan (Reports 008389), 1966
Creator: Platt, George M. (George Milo)

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300507

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Cities and towns -- Pakistan
- Local government -- Pakistan
- Public administration -- Pakistan

Findings and recommendations regarding program possibilities for the Ford Foundation in Philippine public affairs (Reports 008390), 1984
Creator: Kerkvliet, Benedict J.

Program Name

Developing Countries Program/Southeast Asia

Extent

34 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public administration -- Philippines
- Technical assistance -- Philippines
- Ford Foundation

Progress report on Case Development Program at West Pakistan Institute of Management (Reports 008391), 1967
Creator: Hansen, Harry L., 1911-1992
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**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**
06390445

**Related Grant Purpose**
Consultants and fellowships for advanced management training in Pakistan.

**Extent**
14 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Executives -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Turkey**

**Program Name**

**Extent**
9 p. + appendices: tables -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Executives -- Training of -- Turkey
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching -- Turkey
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

---

**Program Name**
Guidelines for development: A report to the West Pakistan Management Association (Reports 008393), 1967

**Creator:** Kerwin, Robert (Robert W.)

---

**Program Name**

**Extent**
31 p. + appendices -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Executives -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

A policy environment for competitive small industry (Reports 008394), 1965

Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300567

Extent

26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Small business -- India
- Industrialization -- India
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Reflection on the development of small scale industries in India (Reports 008395), 1965

Creator: Merani, Shambhu T.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300567

Extent

59 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Small business -- India
- Industrialization -- India

Observations on development administration in the Philippines (Reports 008397), 1963

Creator: Stone, Donald Crawford, 1903-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300106
Extent

8 p. + log.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public administration -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Philippines
- Education, Higher -- Philippines

Report and recommendations on Ford Ford support of the Regional Organization for Public Administration and the Institute of Public Administration, University of Manila (Reports 008398), 1962

Creator: Heady, Ferrel

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06300106

Extent

25 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public administration -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Philippines
- Central planning -- Philippines
- Education, Higher -- Philippines

The North Carolina Fund: review made October 5 (Reports 008399), 1967

Creator: Review Committee.

Program Name

Social Development

Related Grant Number

PA63-581.

Extent

45 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:

- Community development -- North Carolina
- Review Committee.

Report of visit: North Carolina Comprehensive School Improvement Project October 31-November 5 (Reports 008400), 1967

box 355
Creator: Nachtigal, Paul M.

Program Name

Social Development

Related Grant Number

PA63-581.

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- School improvement programs -- North Carolina
- School management and organization -- North Carolina
- Public schools -- North Carolina
- Education -- North Carolina

North Carolina Comprehensive School Improvement Project: report of visit November 19 (Reports 008401), 1965

Creator: Nelson, Lester W.

Program Name

Social Development

Related Grant Number

PA63-581.

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- School improvement programs -- North Carolina
- School management and organization -- North Carolina
- Public schools -- North Carolina
- Education -- North Carolina

North Carolina Comprehensive School Improvement Project (Reports 008402), 1965

Creator: Nelson, Lester W.

Program Name

Education/Special Programs

Related Grant Number

PA63-581
Model City Population Planning Project: an attempt by a Philippine city to cope with its problem of natural increase (Reports 008403), 1978

Creator: Madigan, Francis C.
Creator: Fierro, Alfonso C. del, 1946-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07400400

Extent
78 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Population research -- Philippines
- Birth control -- Philippines

The 1973 Census of Agriculture: results of analysis of large estate census of plantation rubber (Reports 008404), 1973

Creator: Montgomery, Roger Dee, 1942-

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Related Grant Number
07500620

Extent
43 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rubber industry and trade -- Indonesia
- Agricultural productivity -- Indonesia
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Indonesia
Consulting activities at the Getulio Vargas Foundation (Reports 008405), 1968
Creator: Ebel, Robert L.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Brazil
- Social sciences -- Research -- Brazil
- Fundação Getulio Vargas

A summary report of the seminar on UNCTAD V and the International Economy of Thailand January 20-21 (Reports 008406), 1979
Creator: Narongchai Akkharasehan

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**
24 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Economics -- Thailand
- Education, Higher -- Thailand
- International economic relations

A report on four long range planning seminars primarily for negro youth (Reports 008407), 1963
Creator: McEniry, William Hugh

**Program Name**
Education

**Related Grant Number**
06200320

**Extent**
7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- African Americans -- Education, Higher
• African American universities and colleges

Report on activities as consultant: July 11-July 15 (Reports 008408), 1963

Creator: McEniry, William Hugh

**Program Name**

Education

**Related Grant Number**

06200230

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- African Americans -- Education, Higher
- African American universities and colleges

Report on activities as consultant (Reports 008409), 1963

Creator: McEniry, William Hugh

**Program Name**

Education

**Related Grant Number**

06300574

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- African Americans
- African Americans -- Education

Report on a request for a grant to strengthen graduate education in the sciences throughout Brasil (Reports 008410), 1963

Creator: Kidd, Charles Vincent

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06300579
Related Grantee Name

National Council for Advanced Training of University-Level Personnel

Related Grant Purpose

Provision of fellowships and specialized training programs for graduate students and science professors from Brazil.

Extent

15 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Science -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Education (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Educational assistance -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Brazil Office
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- National Council for Advanced Training of University-Level Personnel

Observations on the growth and development of the Universidade Rural do Estado de Minas Gerais: Iowa State University (Reports 008411), 1967

Creator: Andre, Floyd
Creator: Anderson, Marvin A.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06300580

Related Grantee Name

Government of the State of Minas Gerais

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Brazil
- Education, Rural -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean
- Government of the State of Minas Gerais

Creator: Thomas, D. Woods (Donald Woods), 1925-
Creator: Schuh, G. Edward (George Edward), 1930-

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06300580

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of the State of Minas Gerais

**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Brazil
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Brazil
- Government of the State of Minas Gerais

Instituto de Economia Rural Universidade Rural do Estado de Minas Gerais Vicsosa, Minas Gerais, Brazil (Reports 008413), 1963
Creator: Thomas, D. Woods (Donald Woods), 1925-

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06300580

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of the State of Minas Gerais

**Extent**

14 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- Brazil
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
- Government of the State of Minas Gerais

A note on INCAE, and the public management specialization (Reports 008414), 1977
Creator: Siffin, William J.
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07200408

Related Grantee Name
Central American Institute Of Business Administration

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public administration -- INCAE
- Birth control -- Central America
- Instituto Centroamericano de Administracion de Empresas

Report and recommendations on grant to PRODEUR: University of Sao Paulo (Reports 008415), 1979
Creator: Merrick, Thomas William

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07700625

Related Grantee Name
Brazilian Association for Population Studies (Abep)

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Population studies -- Brazil
- Brazilian Association for Population Studies (Abep)

Report and recommendations on grant to the University of Brasilia (UNB) (Reports 008416), 1979
Creator: Merrick, Thomas William

Program Name
Latin America and the Caribbean
Related Grant Number
07700626

Related Grantee Name
Foundation for Environmental Research

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Brazil
• Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research

Interim report on ABEP activities, including the 1979 Research Competition (Reports 008417), 1979
Creator: Merrick, Thomas William

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07700626

Related Grantee Name
Foundation for Environmental Research

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population studies -- Brazil
• Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research

The National Council of Applied Research: a case study in technical assistance (Reports 008418), undated
Creator: Pfanner, David E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
05700015

Extent
6 p.
Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Southeast Asia -- Case studies
- Economics -- Southeast Asia

An evaluation of CEDES (Reports 008419), 1978

Creator: Fagen, Richard R.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07300550

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Government studies -- Argentina
- CEDES Argentina

Report on the Center for Educational Studies (Reports 008420), 1977

Creator: Krasno, Richard M.
Creator: Marino, Agustin Lombana

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06900281

Extent

32 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Mexico -- Mexico City (Mexico)

The Corporacion Centro Regional de Poblacion at the beginning of the eighties (Reports 008421), 1980
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Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07300416

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Thailand
• Birth control -- Thailand

Action-housing Urban Extension Program: office of Policy and Planning (Reports 008422), 1964
Creator: Catalano, Richard M.

Program Name
Social Development

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• City planning
• Urbanization
• Action, Inc.

Training for family planning personnel: a report prepared for the Indonesian Planned Parenthood Association (Reports 008423), 1970
Creator: Mathews, Betty P.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06700564

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control clinics -- Management -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
• Birth control clinics -- Employees -- Training of
• Birth control -- Indonesia
• Population research -- Indonesia

Trip report: Singapore, Colombo, Ceylon, Cairo (Reports 008424), 1967
Creator: Perkin, Gordon W.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06700564

Extent
46 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Southeast Asia
• Birth control -- Southeast Asia

Ford Foundation, Indonesia: Consultant’s or project leader’s quarterly review (Reports 008425), 1969
Creator: Ryder, Brooks

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06700564

Extent
p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population studies -- Indonesia
• Demography -- Indonesia

Consultation with the evaluation unit, Institute of Rural Economy, Ministry of Rural Development, Government of Mali (Reports 008426), 1976
Creator: Berg, Elliot

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
L76-73
The demographer's modest proposals: Some preliminary thoughts
draft, October 1968 revision (Reports 008427), 1968

Creator: Smith, Theodore M.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**

06700564;06890322

**Extent**

16 p. -- 28 cm.

**Related Conference**

PAPER Conference (1968: Lake Como, Italy)

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population studies -- Indonesia
- Demography -- Indonesia
- Birth control -- Endowments -- Indonesia

Evaluating agricultural research programs (Reports 008428), 1975

Creator: Ruttan, Vernon W.

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Related Grant Number**

06300152

**Extent**

28 p. + attached comments by Steppler, H. A.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural development projects -- Evaluation
- Agricultural assistance

Report on education and population Jamaica (Reports 008429), 1974

- Page 913-
Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07300015

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Research -- Jamaica
• Population research -- Jamaica

Report on the American School Longitudinal Study (Reports 008430), 1975
Creator: Sanday, Peggy Reeves

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07300515

Related Grantee Name
University of the Valley of Guatemala

Extent
11 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education -- Guatemala
• Educational assistance -- Guatemala
• American School Guatemala

Review of Master's Degree Program in Measurement, Evaluation, and Research in Education at Universidad del Valle de Guatemala (Reports 008431), 1975
Creator: Sandy, Peggy R.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07300515
Related Grantee Name
University Of The Valley Of Guatemala

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Guatemala -- Graduate work
- Education, Higher -- Guatemala
- University of the Valley of Guatemala

Report on the Master's Degree Program at the Universidad del Valle (Reports 008432), 1972
Creator: King, Richard G., 1922-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07300515

Related Grantee Name
University Of The Valley Of Guatemala

Extent
11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Guatemala -- Graduate work
- Education, Higher -- Guatemala
- Ford Foundation. Latin America
- University of the Valley of Guatemala

Consultant's report: evaluation of Plaza Sesamo: INCCAPAC, 1974
Preliminary Draft (Reports 008433), 1974
Creator: Freeman, Howard E.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07300515

Related Grantee Name
University Of The Valley Of Guatemala
Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Television programs in preschool education -- Mexico
  Central America
- University of the Valley of Guatemala

Some reflections on the Instituto Torcuato Di Tella (Reports 008434), 1980
Creator: Grinva#ald, Joseph

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800572

Related Grantee Name
Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Securing and advancing economic and social rights and strengthening West African social justice institutions (POM), November 30 (Reports 008435), 2005
Creator: Gitari, Joseph B.

Program Name
Peace and Social Justice/Human Rights and International Cooperation

Ford Foundation Series
Program Officer Memo; POM

Controlled Access Headings:
- Human rights advocacy -- Africa, West
- Social justice -- Africa, West
- Social justice -- Africa, West -- Societies, etc.
- Ford Foundation. Human Rights
Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

- Ford Foundation. Rights and Social Justice
- Ford Foundation. West Africa Office

Social science program, Argentina (Reports 008437), 1971
Creator: Manitzas, Nita R.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800572

Related Grantee Name
Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Extent
37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social sciences -- Research -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Summary conclusions of the Alonso-Rasmussen-Silvert-Urquidi Visiting Team to the Di Tella Institute: August 11-15 (Reports 008438), 1969
Creator: Urquidi, Victor L.
Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.
Creator: Rasmussen, Werner
Creator: Alonso, Ramon L. (Ramon Luis)

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800572

Related Grantee Name
Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Extent
28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Summary of consultancy with BEMFAM: (Social Research Project: 8/24-9/12, 1970) (Reports 008439), 1970
Creator: Hernandez Alvarez, Jose

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700460

Related Grantee Name
Syracuse University

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Brazil
• Population studies -- Latin America
• Sociedade Civil Bem Estar Familiar no Brasil

Ford Foundation Population Program in Brazil (Reports 008440), 1970
Creator: McLaughlin, Robert T.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06700462

Extent
9 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Brazil
• Population studies -- Brazil
• Sociedade Civil Bem Estar Familiar no Brasil

BEMFAM: Social Science Research Project (Reports 008441), 1968
Creator: Moore, William J.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Some suggestions for BEMFAM communication programs (Reports 008442), 1970

Creator: McLaughlin, Robert T.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Report on consultantship in Brazil in regard to the Ford Foundation Grant to BEMFAM: 10-28/ (Reports 008443), 1969

Creator: de Armijo, Fanny Rosenzuaig

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
- Sociedade Civil Bem Estar Familiar no Brasil

Third consultancy to BEMFAM (Reports 008444), 1970
Creator: de Armijo, Fanny Rosenzuaig

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06700462

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population studies -- Brazil
- Birth control -- Brazil
- Sociedade Civil Bem Estar Familiar no Brasil

Consultation on family planning in Brazil (Reports 008445), 1969
Creator: Emig, Otto R.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06700462

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Population research -- Brazil
- Birth control -- Brazil

Recommendatory report on Brazil for BEMFAM: 2/7/-3/7/ (Reports 008446), 1969
Creator: de Armijo, Fanny Rosenzuaig

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06700462
Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population studies -- Brazil
- Birth control -- Brazil
- Sociedade Civil Bem Estar Familiar no Brasil

Brazil: the population situation (Reports 008447), 1971
Creator: Naylor, Thomas H., 1936-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06700462

Extent

8 p., 12 p. + attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Brazil
- Birth control -- Brazil
- Sociedade Civil Bem Estar Familiar no Brasil

Changes in Argentinian agricultural production and productivity over the past 25 years: University of Minnesota (Reports 008448), 1966
Creator: Fienup, Darrell F.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06800572

Extent

23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Argentina
- Agricultural productivity -- Argentina
- Agricultural development projects -- Argentina

A comparative study of regional development in Brazil: 1968 (Reports 008449), 1970
Creator: Maybury-Lewis, David
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800479

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- Brazil
- Education -- Brazil

Consultancy in Brazil (Reports 008450), 1971
Creator: Maybury-Lewis, David

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800479

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Brazil

Consultancy with the Teaching and Research Program in Social Anthropology, Rio de Janeiro (Reports 008451), 1968
Creator: Lewis, Daniel Maybury
Creator: Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Abstract/Summary
Also included is a letter to the director in Portuguese. Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean: Latin America and the Caribbean/Brazil; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
06800479
Related Grantee Name

Federal University of Rio De Janeiro

Extent

5 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Anthropology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Ethnology -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
- Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Comments on a project, leaders and population policy in Mexico, developed by the Instituto Mexicano de Estudios Sociales (IMES) (Reports 008452), 1974

Creator: Sweeney, William O., 1931-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; Mexico & Central America

Related Grant Number

07000224

Related Grantee Name

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Mexico
- Birth control -- Mexico
- Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

An analysis of the National Women's Education Fund (Reports 008453), 1979

Creator: Waite, Joan

Program Name

National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number

07800037
Extent
6 p. + numerous attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Women -- Education -- Finance

Notes and special data for Dr. Bamble: Study of Mexican agriculture during (Reports 008454), 1966
Creator: Palm, Charles Edmund, 1911-1996

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06500288

Extent
35 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural development projects -- Mexico
- Agriculture -- Mexico

Appraisal of Economic Research Center: University of Singapore (Reports 008455), 1969
Creator: Wilcox, Clair, 1898-1970

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06400483

Related Grantee Name
National University of Singapore

Related Grant Purpose
Establishment of a Center for Economic Research at the University.

Extent
10 leaves -- 28 cm.
### Recommendations on evaluation of M-E-C program (Reports 008457), 1953

**Creator:** Jones, Ronald Winthrop, 1931-

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

Overseas Division

**Extent**

14 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education -- Burma
- Mass Education Council Program Evaluation

### Burma revisited --- 19 years later (Reports 008458), 1971

**Creator:** Gamble, William K., 1920-

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Burma

### Report on South and Southeast Asia Program, FY 1958 (Reports 008459), 1960

**Creator:** Gant, George F.

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

**Extent**

9 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Technical assistance -- South Asia
• Technical assistance -- Southeast Asia
• Endowments -- South Asia -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia
• Ford Foundation

The South and Southeast Asia Program (Reports 008460), 1961

Creator: Gant, George F.

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- South Asia
• Technical assistance -- Southeast Asia
• Endowments -- South Asia -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Endowments
• Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

Economic development planning in Singapore: Ford Foundation (Reports 008461), 1969

Creator: Hatzfeldt, Hermann

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06400483

Extent

48 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economic development -- Singapore
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Singapore
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Evaluation of family planning education: programs in Colombia (Reports 008462), 1972

Creator: Simmons, Alan B. (Alan Burtham), 1941-

Program Name

International Division/Population Program
**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Birth control -- Latin America
- Population research -- Latin America

An assessment of the Program of the Colombian Association for the Welfare of the Family (PROFAMILIA) (Reports 008463), 1973

**Creator:** Deju, Jorge
**Creator:** Belsky, Raymond
**Creator:** Carlo, Jose D.
**Creator:** Joubert, Frederico
**Creator:** Vintinner, Frederick

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

07200382

**Extent**

92 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Birth control -- Colombia
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Report on a study of administration at the National University of Cordoba (Reports 008464), undated

**Creator:** Middlebrook, William T.

**Abstract/Summary**

Accompanied by draft of report in Spanish. Report on administration undertaken at the National University of Cordoba.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina -- Administration
- National University of Cordoba (Argentina)
• National University of Cordoba (Argentina)

Situation report on Argentina: a summary of the visit by Philip Converse, Nita Manitzas and Warren Miller with senior staff members of the CIS of the de Tella Institute, October 1968 (Reports 008465), 1968

Creator: University of Michigan. Survey Research Center

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Social sciences -- Research -- Argentina
• Area studies -- United States
• Foreign study -- United States
• Educational exchanges -- Argentina
• Educational exchanges -- United States
• Intellectual cooperation
• University of Michigan. Survey Research Center
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Consultant report on legal aid and human rights programs in the Middle East (Reports 008466), 1984

Creator: Henkin, Alice H.

Abstract/Summary

Alice H. Henkin was a consultant to the Ford Foundation's Middle East office in Cairo for a five-day period between January 13-20, 1984.

Program Name

Developing Countries Program/Middle East and North Africa; Africa and the Middle East

Controlled Access Headings:

• Legal aid -- Egypt
• Human rights -- Egypt

Preliminary report on ECCO site visit (Reports 008467), 1973

Creator: Price, Hugh B.

Program Name

Social Development/National Affairs
Related Grant Number

07200095

Related Grantee Name

Atlanta University

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural development
• Community corporations -- Rural
• Atlanta University. Graduate School of Business. East Central Committee for Opportunity (ECCO)

Report on visits to U.S. population studies centers: Ford Foundation (Reports 008468), 1969

Creator: McLaughlin, Robert T.

Program Name

Population Program

Related Grant Number

06800630

Extent

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Population research -- United States
• Birth control -- United States

Evaluations of the Population Council (Reports 008469), 1979

Creator: Simmons, Ozzie G.
Creator: Hayes, Frederick O'R.
Creator: Zeidenstein, George

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

various pagings.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research
- Population Council

Television programme research and prototype production unit (Reports 008470), 1977
Creator: Postgate, Richmond.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07400030

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication, International
- Television
- Radio

Report to the Ford Foundation on visit to India and Paris from March 20th to April 6 (Reports 008471), 1976
Creator: Postgate, Richmond.

Abstract/Summary

Includes trip itinerary and reports on the development of educational technology and programming in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07400030

Related Grantee Name

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organizations

Extent

20 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Communication, International
- Television in education -- India
- Radio -- India
- United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organizations

The film and TV Institute - POONA India: the problem of merger (Reports 008472), 1974
Creator: Postgate, Richmond.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07400030

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Television -- India
- Motion pictures -- India

Report on assignment from the Ford Foundation with the Ford/UNDP UNESCOGO1 project No. IND/72/033 "Television Programme Research and Prototype Production Unit"- Sept/Oct (Reports 008473), 1974
Creator: Postgate, Richmond.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07400030

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Communication, International
- Television
- Radio

Some comments on the International Broadcast Institute (Reports 008474), 1975
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-
**Program Name**  
Office of Communications

**Extent**  
29 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Communication -- International broadcasting
- Development -- International broadcasting
- Information dissemination -- International media

A preliminary evaluation: Ford Foundation program of grants for urban planning education for minority students - 1968 (Reports 008475), 1974  
**Creator:** Parsons, Kermit C. (Kermit Carlyle), 1927-

---

**Program Name**  
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

**Related Grant Number**  
07000146

**Extent**  
32 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Minorities -- Education
- City planning -- Education

Evaluation report of the Federation of Private Universities of Central America and Panama, FUPAC (Reports 008476), 1975  
**Creator:** Swett M., Francisco X.

---

**Program Name**  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**  
07400336

**Extent**  
18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- Central America
• Private schools -- Central America

Systems planning: uses and limitations of a systems approach for education planning (Reports 008477), 1970

Creator: McMeekin, Robert W.

Abstract/Summary

Systems analysis as applied to education.

Program Name

Asia and the Pacific/IP

Related Grant Number

06990191

Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Educational planning -- Malaysia
• System analysis -- Malaysia

Report submitted on tour abroad sponsored by Ford Foundation during the months of May and (Reports 008478), 1970

Creator: Khan, Majid, 1942-

Abstract/Summary

Author is Joint Secretary of Agriculture for West Pakistan. Covered agricultural issues from several areas: Lebanon, Wisconsin, Mexico, California, and Tokyo.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06500380

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

40 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Cross-cultural studies
• Exchange of persons programs -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
• Pakistan

Towards self-reliance through accelerated increase of foodgrain production for self-sufficiency and export (Reports 008479), 1967

Creator: Aresvik, Oddvar, 1915-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06500380

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan
• Education -- Pakistan

A status report: Ford Foundation grant PA65-380 (Reports 008480), 1970

Creator: Davy, Dorcey F.

Program Name

International Division/LAP

Related Grant Number

06500380

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan
• Agricultural education

Comments on the West Pakistan Agriculture University at Lyallpur (Reports 008481), 1971

Creator: McLean, Gordon W.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06500380
Extent
14 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural development projects -- Pakistan
- Agricultural education

Trip reports: London; Bern; Algiers; Cairo; India (Reports 008482), 1979
Creator: Winkelmann, Donald

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800880

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Maize production
- Wheat production
- International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

A review of research conducted in Argentina on maize and wheat production practices and comments on future research needs: Iowa State University (Reports 008483), undated
Creator: Voss, R. D.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800880

Extent
67 p. + bibliography.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Maize production -- Argentina
• Wheat production -- Argentina

Garcia Rovira (Colombia) and Cajamarca (Peru) grants for Socio-
Economic Studies associated with Intensive Rural Development
Projects: A final evaluation (Reports 008484), 1977

Creator: De Janvry, Alain

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07200136

Related Grantee Name

Colombian Agricultural Institute

Extent

60 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural development -- Colombia
• Rural development -- Peru
• Economics -- Colombia -- Sociological aspects
• Economics -- Peru -- Sociological aspects
• Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario

Report of discussions of provincial educational planning in
Indonesia (Reports 008485), 1974

Creator: Heneveld, Ward

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07300630

Related Grantee Name

Government of the Republic of Indonesia

Extent

19 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Higher -- Indonesia
• Government of the Republic of Indonesia

Activities, problems and prospects of Proppida Jawa Timur (Reports
008486), 1975

- Page 936-
Creator: Heneveld, Ward

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

07300630

Related Grantee Name

Government of the Republic of Indonesia

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Indonesia
- Government of the Republic of Indonesia

The Polytechnic Institutes: Pakistan Ford Foundation grants, 1951-1971, Field Office evaluation (Reports 008487), 1973

Creator: Miller, Frank Justus

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

05700231

Extent

24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Pakistan
- Technical institutes -- Pakistan

Design report for the Rawalpindi Polytechnic Institute (Reports 008488), undated

Creator: Stevens, Dwight E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

05700231
Extent

7 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• School design

Review of the Ford Foundation's External Affirmative Action Policy (Reports 008489), 1983

Creator: Rapoport, Rhona

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Developing Countries Program

Related Grant Number

MCA83-980

Extent

55 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Affirmative action programs -- United States
• Ford Foundation. Energy Policy Project

Report of the project MAP team on RAP (Reports 008490), 1971

Creator: Map Team.

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

PA71-480.

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public housing -- Pennsylvania (Pa.) -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
• Urban renewal
• Map Team.

Report on initial MAP visits to resident's advisory board for the Ford Foundation (Reports 008491), undated

Creator: Map Team.

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Related Grant Number**

PA71-430.

**Extent**

13 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public housing -- Pennsylvania (Pa.) -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
- Urban renewal -- Philadelphia (Pa.)
- Map Team.

Irrigation development in West Africa: suggested foundation actions (Reports 008492), 1983

Creator: Coward, E. Walter

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program/West Africa

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Irrigation projects -- Africa, West
- Irrigation -- Africa, West
- Famines -- Africa, West
- Agricultural development projects -- Africa, West

Situation report on Brazil: a summary of the visit by Philip Converse, Nita Manitzas and Warren Miller with personnel of the Candido Mendes Institute and the Getulio Vargas Foundation, October 1968 (Reports 008493), 1968

Creator: University of Michigan. Survey Research Center
**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

2 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Research -- Brazil
- Educational exchanges -- Brazil
- Educational exchanges -- United States
- Intellectual cooperation
- University of Michigan. Survey Research Center
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

| Evaluacion del INCAE en el desarrollo de su Programa de Gestion Publica (Reports 008494), 1977 | box 358 |
| Creator: Oszlak, Oscar |

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

07400652

**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social sciences -- Latin America
- Management -- Central America
- Instituto Centroamericano de Administraci#n de Empresas

| El Fenomenode la investigacion en educacion en Colombia (1960-1978): Informe final presentado a la Fundacion Ford (Reports 008495), 1978 | box 358 |
| Creator: Toro A., Jose# Bernardo |
| Creator: FEPEC (Organization) |
| Creator: Centro para el Desarrollo de la Educaci#n No-Formal |

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

07200445
Related Grantee Name

Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Extent

157 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Colombia
• FEPEC (Organization)
• Centro para el Desarrollo de la Educación No-Formal
• Mexican Institute of Social Studies (IMES)

Evaluacion del Programa Nacional de Leche: Estudio Sobre Su Aprovechamiento por la Población del Gran Santiago, 1972. (Reports 008496), 1972

Creator: Hirmas, María Eugenia

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07200445

Related Grantee Name

Republic Of Chile

Extent

73 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Milk -- Chile
• Nutrition -- Chile
• Chile

Evaluation of Cell Block Theatre for Ford Foundation (Reports 008497), undated

Creator: Beck, Deborah, 1954-

Program Name

Office of the Vice President/Office of the Arts

Related Grant Number

07750508
Extent
6 p. + appendices.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Prison theater
- Criminals -- Rehabilitation
- Prison reformers -- Theater

An evaluation of the Argus Exemplary Employment Program (Reports 008498), 1980
Creator: Smith, Dennis C. (Dennis Charles), 1945-

Program Name
National Affairs/Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
PA79-199

Extent
111 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social service -- Youth
- Child development
- Argus Exemplary Employment Program

Department of Economics of the Pontifica Universidad Catolica del Peru: A report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008499), 1979
Creator: Hunt, Shane J.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07200410

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economics -- Peru
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Economics Department of the Pontifica Universidad Catolica del Peru (Reports 008500), 1978</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Hunt, Shane J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

07200410

**Extent**

37 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Economics -- Peru
- Education, Higher -- Peru

Preserving HUD-assisted multifamily housing: an affirmative role for the area office (Reports 008501), 1977

Creator: Baron, Richard D.

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Related Grant Number**

07590835

**Extent**

49 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Housing -- HUD
- Affirmative action programs -- Housing

Evaluation of the Social Science Unit at the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, Columbia Univ (Reports 008502), 1981

Creator: Solimano, Giorgio

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Related Grant Number**

07750420
Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Caribbean Area

A plan for evaluation and monitoring Foundation grants (Reports 008503), undated

Creator: Schrank, Robert, 1917-

Program Name

National Affairs

Related Grant Number

06900732

Extent

9 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Subsidies -- Evaluation and monitoring

New Directions in Language and Area Studies: Priorities for the 1980s. Johnson Foundation - Wingspread Center, Racine Wisconsin, 18-20 February 1979, Comment on Professor John Hunter's Position Paper for Session II: "Developmental Assistance Programs" (Reports 008504), 1979

Creator: Himes, James R.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Language and languages -- Study and teaching
- Area studies

A report on my recent visit to Chile, September 21-25, 1970 (Reports 008505), 1970

- Page 944-
Creator: Rao, K. Nagaraja (Krishnappa Nagaraja), 1921-
Creator: Allende Gossens, Salvador, 1908-1973

Abstract/Summary
Memo to John Nagel, dated October 2, 1970.

Program Name
Office of the Vice President/Finance

Related Grant Number
06500327

Related Grantee Name
Institute of International Education, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose
Comprehensive strengthening of the University of Chile through collaboration with the University of California.

Extent
4 leaves + attachment: ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Higher education and state -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Universities and colleges -- Chile -- Finance
- Endowments -- Chile -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Informe Del Proyecto Til-Ilpes "El Cambio Social en America Latina, Las Perspectivas Sociologicas" (Reports 008506), undated
Creator: Faletto, Enzo
Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001
Creator: O'Donnell, Guillermo A.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07200058

Extent
30 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Latin America

The TIL ILPES project: Recommendations (Reports 008507), 1974

Creator: Faletto, Enzo

Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001

Creator: O'Donnell, Guillermo A.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07200058

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Latin America

Report on the U.P. University of Philippines College of Agriculture Development program, 8/64-6/66, Cornell University: University of Philippines (Reports 008508), 1966

Creator: Knott, James Edward, 1897-1977

Program Name

International Division/LAP

Related Grant Number

06500153

Extent

44 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural development projects -- Philippines

Agricultural information and communications: University of Philippines (Reports 008509), 1965

Creator: Ward, William B. (William Binnington), 1917-
**Program Name**
International Division/LAP

**Related Grant Number**
06500153

**Extent**
28 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Agricultural development projects -- Philippines

Report of the consultant on the Research and Graduate Education Program: University of Philippines (Reports 008510), 1966
Creator: Kennedy, William K.

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**
06500163

**Extent**
27 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Universities and colleges -- Philippines -- Graduate work
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Philippines
- Agricultural development projects -- Philippines

Report of the visiting professor and extension consultant: University of Philippines (Reports 008511), 1966
Creator: Durfee, Arthur E.

**Program Name**
International Division/LAP

**Related Grant Number**
06500153

**Extent**
48 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Agricultural development projects -- Philippines

Report of the consultant in plant pathology, September - November 1965: Ford Foundation-sponsored up-Cornell Graduate Education Program: University of the Philippines (Reports 008512), 1965
Creator: Kent, George C. (George Cantine), 1914-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06500153

Extent
56 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Plant diseases -- Philippines
• Agricultural development projects -- Philippines

Interim report of the Ford Foundation Sponsored U.P. University of Philippines - Cornell Graduate Education Program: University of Philippines College of Agriculture (Reports 008513), 1966
Creator: Everett, Herbert L.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06500153

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Philippines -- Graduate work
• Education, Higher -- Philippines

Wheat in Bangladesh: An economic analysis of past, present and future developments (Reports 008514), 1975
Creator: Biggs, Stephen
Creator: Clay, Edward J.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
33 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Wheat production -- Bangladesh
• Agriculture -- Research -- Bangladesh

Report on the Latin American Social Science Council Conference in Mexico (Reports 008515), 1972

Creator: Mallon, Richard D.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800892

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Mexico
• Education, Higher -- Mexico

Report on the Catholic University of Chile: July 26-August 21 (Reports 008516), 1965

Creator: Frodin, Reuben

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06000213

Related Grantee Name
University of Concepcion

Related Grant Purpose
University reform - reorganization of science and mathematics programs.

Extent
31 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Chile -- Evaluation
• Physical sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
• Science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
• Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
• Education, Higher -- Research -- Chile
• Universidad Católica de Chile

Memorandum of library development 1965 (Reports 008517), 1967
Creator: Kingsley, James M.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America

Related Grant Number

06000213

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Library development -- Latin America

Memorandum on East European emigre publishing in the field of human rights (Reports 008518), 1983
Creator: Scammell, Michael
Creator: Shatzkin, Leonard

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

90 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Publishers and publishing -- East European -- Human rights
• East European publishing -- Human rights

Report on a proposed two-year graduate program in sociology at Catolica University (Reports 008519-001), 1971
Creator: Browning, Harley L.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07100013

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Universities and colleges -- Peru -- Graduate work
• Education, Higher -- Peru
• Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú

Report on a proposed two-year graduate program in sociology at Católica University (Reports 008519-002), 1971
Creator: Browning, Harley L.

**Related Grant Number**

7100013

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Education, Higher -- Peru
• Peru

Notes on the situation in Indonesia (Reports 008520), 1974
Creator: Papenek, Gustav Fritz

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Indonesia

AIA-Ford Fellowship Program in Architecture monitoring report number 3 (Reports 008521), 1973
Creator: Parsons, Kermit C. (Kermit Carlyle), 1927-

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

**Related Grant Number**

07000172

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Architecture -- Study and teaching
• American Institute of Architecture

Assessment of reproductive risk in non-pregnant women: a guide to establishing priorities for contraceptive care (Reports 008522), 1967
Creator: Perkin, Gordon W.

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program
Related Grant Number

06890322

Extent

15 p.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1968 Apr. 8-11: Lake Como, Italy)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population
- Birth control

The South Forty Corporation: prison and post-prison programs (Reports 008523), 1972

Creator: Hearn, Robert W.

Program Name

National Affairs/Government and Law

Related Grant Number

07300384

Extent

10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Criminals -- Rehabilitation
- Prison discipline
- Prisoners -- Deinstitutionalization

The Ford Foundation report to the Office of Social Development (Reports 008524), 1976

Creator: Franklin, Charter, Inc.

Program Name

National Affairs/Social Development

Related Grant Number

07450641

Extent

various pagings + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Redevelopment corporations
• Urban renewal
• Franklin, Charter, Inc.

From discrimination to affirmative action: Public attitudes 1935 - 1977: Stanford University (Reports 008525), 1977
Creator: Lipset, Seymour Martin

Program Name
National Affairs/Government and Law

Related Grant Number
07490841

Extent
174 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Affirmative action programs
• Discrimination
• Women's rights

Ford Foundation supported program at Federal University of Juiz de Fora, the Center for Reproductive Biology - under the direction of Amaury Andrade, M.D (Reports 008526), 1973
Creator: Nakamura, Robert M., 1927-

Program Name
International Division/Population Program

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Birth control
• Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora

Propublicos: Informe y recomendaciones (Reports 008527), 1977
Creator: Comite Visitante Internacional.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
PA75-301.

Extent
51 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Public interest -- Colombia
- Political science -- Colombia
- Comite Visitante Internacional.

Evaluation of AIA Minority Fellowship Program: the transition to AIA funding (Reports 008528), 1974
**Creator:** Parsons, Kermit C. (Kermit Carlyle), 1927-

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

**Related Grant Number**
07000172

**Extent**
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Architectural education
- American Institute of Architecture

American Institute of Architects National Fellowship Program: professional training in architecture: monitoring report number 2, May 2 (Reports 008529), 1972
**Creator:** Parsons, Kermit C. (Kermit Carlyle), 1927-

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

**Related Grant Number**
07000172

**Extent**
10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Architecture -- Education -- Endowments -- Evaluation
- Architecture -- Study and teaching -- Endowments -- Evaluation
- Education -- Endowments
- Philanthropy -- Education
- American Institute of Architecture

American Institute of Architects National Fellowship Program: professional training in architecture: monitoring report number 1, January 20 (Reports 008530), 1971
**Creator:** Parsons, Kermit C. (Kermit Carlyle), 1927-
Program Name
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Related Grant Number
07000172

Extent
20 p. (various pagings), forms, ill. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Architecture -- Education -- Endowments -- Evaluation
• Architecture -- Study and teaching -- Endowments -- Evaluation
• Education -- Endowments
• Philanthropy -- Education
• American Institute of Architecture -- Evaluation
• American Institute of Architects

Foundation's future role in the prevention and control of crime (Reports 008531), 1969

Program Name
National Affairs

Related Grant Number
PA65-317.

Extent
29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Crime prevention
• Ford Foundation

Informe al Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario y su Oficina Central de Biometria (Reports 008532), 1971

Creator: Rojas, Basilio A.
Creator: Casas, Eduardo, 1957-

Program Name
Developing Countries Program

Related Grant Number
07200106
Extent

52 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Colombia
• Computers -- Agriculture

The high-skill approach to ecosystem management: Combining economic, ecological, and social objectives: A preliminary analysis of the impacts of selected Jobs-In-The-Woods projects (Reports 008533), 1998

Creator: Brodsky, Gerry David, 1943-
Creator: Hallock, Margaret, 1947-

Controlled Access Headings:

• Forest management -- Northwest, Pacific
• Forest ecology -- Northwest, Pacific
• Forests and forestry -- Northwest, Pacific
• Ecosystem management -- Northwest, Pacific
• Forest management
• Forest ecology
• Forests and forestry
• Ecosystem management


Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of Foundation support for education abroad of Third World nationals during the period of 1960-1980.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

109 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education (Graduate) -- Developing countries
• Student exchange programs -- Developing countries
• Foreign study -- Developing countries

Consultant's report on urban policy, studies, and research in Brazil (Reports 008535), 1974

Creator: Coniff, Michael

box 360
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
07550071

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Urban planning and research -- Brazil
- Urban policy -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Proposed arrangements for 1968-70 for the initiation of common efforts in a program of research in Brazil as a part of the program of comparative political studies in the Latin cultural area, Political Behavior Program of the Survey Research Center, Insti (Reports 008536), 1968


Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social sciences -- Research -- Brazil
- Area studies -- United States
- Foreign study -- United States
- Educational exchanges -- Brazil
- Educational exchanges -- United States
- Intellectual cooperation
- University of Michigan. Survey Research Center

Summary of discussion held in November among Kenneth Organski, Warren Miller, Gino Germani, Philip Converse, and Samuel Barnes (Reports 008537), 1968


Creator: University of Michigan. Survey Research Center

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Harry E. Wilhelm, dated December 2, 1968.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Research -- India

1969 Purdue University grain sorghum, forage sorghum and sudangrass commercial variety performance trials (Reports 008541), 1969

Creator: Oswalt, D. L.

Creator: Pickett, R. C.

**Program Name**

International Division

**Related Grant Number**

07000520

**Extent**

34 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Grain research

1970 Purdue University grain sorghum and forage sorghum and sorghum-sudangrass commercial variety performance and USDA grain sorghum yield trials (Reports 008542), 1970

Creator: Oswalt, D. L.

Creator: Pickett, R. C.

**Program Name**

International Division

**Related Grant Number**

07000520

**Extent**

18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Grain research

A review of the Di Tella Institute (Reports 008543), 1977

Creator: Grunwald, Joseph, 1920-

Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07200454; 06800572

Related Grantee Name

Torcuato Di Tella Institute

Extent

20 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Latin America
- Education -- Argentina
- Di Tella Institute

Report of Visiting Committee on the Instituto Torcuato Di Tella (Reports 008544), 1976

Creator: Foxley, Alejandro

Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001

Creator: Skidmore, Thomas E.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07200454

Extent

35 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Latin America
- Instituti Di Tella

Evaluation of the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights (Reports 008545), 1985

Creator: Manitzas, Nita R.

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

- Page 960-
Notes on the Ranikhet Workshop of the Rural Area Planning, Research, and Action Project (RAPRAP) (Reports 008546), 1975

Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Management of interdisciplinary research, Singh & Bailey papers, future discipline-wise research work, and future products from RAPRAP.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07300433

Related Grantee Name

G.B. Pant University Of Agriculture And Technology

Research and action in the Uttar Pradesh: What next? (Reports 008547), 1976

Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Abstract/Summary

Discusses a research project on problems facing farmers in a small river valley and suggests priorities for future research.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Related Grant Number
07300433

Related Grantee Name
G.B. Pant University Of Agriculture And Technology

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- India -- Uttar Pradesh (India)
- Rural development -- India -- Uttar Pradesh (India)
- Ford Foundation. Asia Programs
- G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Ranichauri

RAPRAP: Some lessons from experience (Reports 008548), 1976  
Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Abstract/Summary
Research on rural development in the Kumuan Himalaya of Uttar Pradesh.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07300433

Related Grantee Name
G.B. Pant University Of Agriculture And Technology

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- India
- G.B. University Rural Area Planning, Research, and Action Project.

RAPRAP: Agenda for future research and development (Reports 008549), 1976  
Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-
Abstract/Summary
Research in agriculture and rural development in hilly areas of the Himalaya.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07300433

Related Grantee Name
G.B. Pant University Of Agriculture And Technology

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rural development -- India
• Rural development -- Nepal
• G.B. University. Rural Area Planning, Research, and Action Project.

Rural area planning, research, and action project: A summary of the seminar on "Regional/Area Planning and Resource Development" Pantnagar, May 27-29 (Reports 008550), 1976
Creator: Bailey, Charles R. (Charles Randall), 1938-

Abstract/Summary
Report of a seminar held at the culmination of three years of work by the RAPRAP project.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
07300433

Related Grantee Name
G.B. Pant University Of Agriculture And Technology

Extent
10 p.
Graduate training and research in agricultural economics in Latin America: a review of the role and performance of eight graduate programs (Reports 008551), undated

Creator: Fienup, Darrell F.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

27 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Consultant's report on agriculture in Argentina (Reports 008552), 1972

Creator: Peterson, Willis L.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07000639

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Argentina

St. Louis Tenant Affairs Board Education Project: an assessment (Reports 008553), 1977

Creator: Franz, Sharon L.
Program Name
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Related Grant Number
07200472

Extent
38 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public housing -- Management -- Missouri -- Saint Louis (Mo.)
- St. Louis Tenant Affairs Board Education Project.

St. Louis tenant management corporation social services division, St. Louis housing authority (Reports 008554), 1977
Creator: Franz, Sharon L.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Anita Miller, dated August 22, 1977.

Program Name
National Affairs;Education and Public Policy

Related Grant Number
07200472

Related Grantee Name
Tenant Affairs Board
Extent
7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Housing -- Missouri
• Housing -- United States
• Social service -- Missouri
• Social service -- United States
• Social work administration -- Missouri
• Landlord and tenant -- Missouri
• Tenant Management Corporation (St. Louis)

St. Louis T.A.B. Education Project (Reports 008556), 1978  box 361
Creator: Franz, Sharon L.

Program Name
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Related Grant Number
07200472

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Housing -- Tenants’ associations
• St. Louis Affairs Board Education Project.

Tenant management in St. Louis (Reports 008557), 1975  box 361

Program Name
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Related Grant Number
PA72-472.

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public housing -- Management -- Tenant participation
• Tenants’ associations -- Missouri
• Ford Foundation

The National Council of Applied Economic Research: a case study in technical assistance (Reports 008558), 1964  box 361
Creator: Pfanner, David E.
**Program Name**
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

**Related Grant Number**
07700389

**Extent**
103 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Economic assistance -- Case studies
- Economic development

Report on consultation trip to Columbia: May 24-June 24 (Reports 008559), 1970
Creator: Fanning, Thomas, -1993

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**
07000427

**Extent**
13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education -- Colombia

Report on visit to Nigeria: June 22-July 2 (Reports 008560), 1971
Creator: Kimball, Merritt E.

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
06700148

**Extent**
13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Nickelson, Alden L.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Education -- Nigeria</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report to division of socioeconomic studies: Colombian Agricultural Institute (ICA) (Reports 008562), 1976</td>
<td>box 361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Schuh, G. Edward (George Edward), 1930-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Education -- Nigeria</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Comparative Education Study and Adaption Center University of Lagos.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notes for annual report (Reports 008563), 1970</td>
<td>box 361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Nickelson, Alden L.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Economics -- Sociological aspects -- Colombia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related Grant Number</td>
<td>06600375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Createor: International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related Grant Number</td>
<td>06700148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Createor: University of Lagos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related Grantee Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Lagos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Related Grant Purpose

Establishment of comparative education center at the University of Nigeria.

Extent

5 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Nigeria
- Teachers -- Training of -- Nigeria
- Curriculum planning -- Nigeria
- Education -- Nigeria
- University of Lagos. Comparative Education Study and Adaptation Centre

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Overseas Division/Near East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06700148

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Congresses
- Science -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

07100387
Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Peru
• Universities and colleges -- Peru -- Graduate work
• Education, Higher -- Peru

Final report on assignment at Haile Sellassie I University Library, January 3, 1968 - December 15 (Reports 008566), 1969

Creator: Allen, Francis W. (Francis Wilbur)

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06490420

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent

3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Library science -- Study and teaching -- Ethiopia
• Universities and colleges -- Ethiopia
• Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
• Education, Higher -- Ethiopia
• Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
• Haile Sellassie I University, Library

Directory of Ethiopian libraries (Reports 008567), 1968

Creator: Amos, Geraldine O.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06490420
Extent
76 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Libraries -- Ethiopia -- Directories
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report on visit to the School of Journalism (Reports 008568), 1971
Creator: Barton, Frank
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Journalism -- Study and teaching -- Africa, East
• Journalists -- Training of -- Africa, East

East African colleges and universities 1972/ Conrad Brinner (Reports 008569), 1972
Creator: Brinner, Conrad
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
42 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
• Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Terminal report on consultancy at Curriculum Development and Research Centre in Kenya (Reports 008570), 1970
Creator: Cahill, William F.
Abstract/Summary

Consultancy objectives were to see through to publication the Standard 4 first year Swahili course Masomo Ya Kiswahili 1, to study the course to determine what precisely had been taught in it and how well in order to plan a second year course, to train Mi

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06490420

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Swahili language -- Study and teaching -- Kenya
- English language -- Study and teaching -- Kenya
- Curriculum planning -- Kenya

Note on the Conference on Education and Scientific and Technical Training in Relation to Development in Africa, 16-27 (Reports 008571), 1968

Creator: Carter, J. Roger

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa

Related Grant Number

06490420

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Africa -- Congresses
- Technical education -- Africa -- Congresses

Distance teaching and educational expansion in Tanzania: A report on a consultancy visit to the Ministry of National Education, Tanzania, sponsored by the Ford Foundation September 11-29 (Reports 008572), 1975
Creator: Dodds, Tony

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Distance education -- Tanzania
• Education -- Tanzania

Report on termination of service with the Ford Foundation in East Africa (Reports 008573), 1966
Creator: Donoghue, James R.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern -- Administration
• Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
• Ford Foundation. Africa, Eastern

Recataloging project University College Nairobi Library December 19, 1967 - December 19 (Reports 008574), 1969
Creator: Kris, J. Flagg

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent
17 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Recataloging -- Nigeria
- Reclassification (Libraries) -- Nigeria
- Cataloging -- Nigeria
- Library administration -- Nigeria
- Universities and colleges -- Nigeria
- Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
- Education, Higher -- Nigeria
- Education, Higher -- Africa
- Nairobi University College. Library

Activities with the Commission for Technical Education and Vocational Training, under the Ford Foundation: Lusaka, Zambia, September 1969 (Reports 008575), 1973

Creator: Ford, V. C. R. (Victor Charles Robert)

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Zambia -- Education
• Africa, Eastern -- Education

Terminal report on the teaching of English as a second language in Uganda (Reports 008576), 1969

Creator: Heston, Thomas J. (Thomas Janney)

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06490420

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- English language -- Study and teaching -- Foreign speakers -- Uganda
- Education, Primary -- Uganda

Terminal report on the teaching of English as a second language in Uganda (Reports 008577), 1970

Creator: Hemphill, Roderick J.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06490420

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- English language -- Study and teaching -- Foreign speakers -- Uganda
- Education, Primary -- Uganda

Consultant report on the new faculty of engineering at the University of Dar es Salaam (Reports 008578), 1970


**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06490420
Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Tanzania
- Universities and colleges -- Tanzania
- Education, Higher -- Tanzania
- Chuo Kikuu cha Dar es Salaam

Haile Sellassie I University: Planning Office (Reports 008579), 1974
Creator: Schten, Edward V.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent
15 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Nigeria -- Administration
- Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
- Education, Higher -- Nigeria
- Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
- Haile Sellassie I University

Report on the consultations held March 17-21, 1975 in the Universities of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam (Reports 008580), 1975
Creator: Schechter, William H. (William Howard), 1920-

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420
Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Kenya -- Administration
- Universities and colleges -- Tanzania -- Administration
- Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
- Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
- University of Nairobi
- Chuo Kikuu cha Dar es Salaam

Multi-media educational programmes for Kenya (Reports 008581), 1974

Creator: Seligman, David

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06490420

Related Grantee Name

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose

Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent

16 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Kenya -- Congresses
- Universities and colleges -- Kenya -- Congresses
- Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
- Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Two years in Kenya: a report (Reports 008582), 1966
Creator: Stabler, Ernest, 1914-

Abstract/Summary
Consultancy covered education issues and rural development.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education -- Kenya
- Rural development -- Kenya

Report on the development of the Haile Selassie I University Library (Reports 008583), 1967
Creator: Stierwalt, Ralph E.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Related Grantee Name
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

Related Grant Purpose
Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

Extent
25 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Library administration -- Ethiopia
- Universities and colleges -- Ethiopia
- Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
- Education, Higher -- Ethiopia
- Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
Report to the Ford Foundation on Haile Selassie I University (Reports 008584), 1967
Creator: Strevey, Tracy E.

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06490420

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Universities and colleges -- Ethiopia
- Education, Higher -- Ethiopia
- Haile Selassie I University

Creator: Villarino, Crescencia T.

**Abstract/Summary**

Consultancy report. Title sufficient as abstract.

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06490420

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Kenya
- Curriculum planning -- Kenya
- Kenya Institute of Education

Final report on adviser's work since June 25 (Reports 008586), 1971
Creator: Wilson, Roger W.
Abstract/Summary
Advisor worked in the areas of technical education in Kenya.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical education -- Kenya

A report to Mr. Francis Sutton, Esq. on the visit to the three colleges of the union of East Africa: October 3-17 (Reports 008587), 1965
Creator: Wood, Frederic C., 1903-

Program Name
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
06490420

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational development -- University of East Africa
• University of East Africa

Revision of pages 14-21 of February 26, 1968 application for funds to support a program of comparative political studies in the Latin cultural area, submitted by Political Behavior Program of Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research, the Univ (Reports 008588), 1968

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Harry E. Wilhelm, dated December 2, 1968.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
**Extent**
8 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Political science -- Research -- Latin America
- Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Additional academic space needs for University College, Nairobi, Kenya for the academic year 1970-1971 (Reports 008589), 1966
Creator: Wood & Tower Incorporated

**Program Name**
Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**
06490420

**Related Grantee Name**
Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**
Project specialists and consultants for educational planning and development for Eastern Africa.

**Extent**
17 leaves + appendices: ill., tables -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Universities and colleges -- Kenya -- Administration
- Universities and colleges -- Africa, Eastern
- Education, Higher -- Kenya
- Education, Higher -- Africa, Eastern
- University of Nairobi

The second India Study Project: objective and plan of operations (Reports 008590), 1973

**Program Name**
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**
L74-23.

**Extent**
7 p.
Ford Foundation Series

Second India series

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economic development -- India
- Population research -- India
- Ford Foundation

Forestry in year (Reports 008591), 1974
Creator: Thapar, S. D., 1928-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

L74-23

Extent

80 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Second India series

Controlled Access Headings:

- Forests and forestry -- India -- Economy

Long-term prospects of population growth and labour force in India (Reports 008592), 1974
Creator: Ambannavar, Jaipal P.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

L74-23

Extent

108 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Second India series

Controlled Access Headings:
India in 2001: fuels or "Second India" and energy (Reports 008593), 1974  
**Creator:** Parikh, Kirit S.

**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**  
L74-23.

**Extent**  
82 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**  
Second India series

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Fuel -- India
- Power resources -- India

---

The Indian economy in 2000 A.D. (Reports 008594), 1974  
**Creator:** Tata Economic Consultancy Services

**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**  
L74-23.

**Extent**  
100 p.

**Ford Foundation Series**  
Second India series

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Economics -- Research -- India
- Tata Economic Consultancy Services

---

Transportation in the second India (Reports 008595), 1974  
**Creator:** Tata Economic Consultancy Services
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

L74-23

Extent

121 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Second India series

Controlled Access Headings:

• Transportation -- India
• Tata Economic Consultancy Services

Communication in the second India (Reports 008596), 1974

box 362

Creator: Tata Economic Consultancy Services

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

L74-23.

Extent

103 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Second India series

Controlled Access Headings:

• Communication -- India
• Tata Economic Consultancy Services

Tertiary sector in the second India (Reports 008597), 1975

box 362

Creator: Tata Economic Consultancy Services

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

L74-23.
Extent
176 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Second India series of studies

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic forecasting -- India
- Economic development -- India
- Service industries -- India
- Tata Economic Consultancy Services
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Second India’s prospects for food: a perspective for policies (Reports 008598), 1974
Creator: Rao, V. M. (Vidyananda Mohan), 1931-

Abstract/Summary
"A study undertaken as part of Second India Series of Studies sponsored by the Ford Foundation, New Delhi." --T.p.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
L74-23

Extent
ii, 80 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Food supply -- India
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Second Tamil Nadu - 2000 A.D.: summary of findings (Reports 008599), 1973
Creator: Institute for Techno-Economic Studies

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
L74-23.
Extent
44 leaves -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Second India series of studies

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic development -- Tamil Nadu (India)
- Economic development -- India
- Economic forecasting -- Tamil Nadu (India)
- Economic forecasting -- India
- Institute for Techno-Economic Studies
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Second Tamil Nadu - 2020 A.D: summary of findings, 1973/
Institute for Techno-Economic Studies. (Reports 008600), 1973
Creator: Institute for Techno-Economic Studies

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific;India, Nepal and
Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
L74-23.

Extent
391 p. + appendices: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Second India series of studies

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic development -- Tamil Nadu (India)
- Economic development -- India
- Economic forecasting -- Tamil Nadu (India)
- Economic forecasting -- India
- Institute for Techno-Economic Studies
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation. India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

A glance at the Egyptian science establishment (Reports 008601), 1973
Creator: Manassah, Jamal T.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number

L74-28.

Extent

19 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Egypt
- Technology -- Study and teaching -- Egypt
- Education -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

People, places ... and impressions: Cairo, September 19 to October 1 box 363
(Reports 008602), 1973

Creator: Manassah, Jamal T.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

L74-28.

Extent

45 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Egypt
- Technology -- Study and teaching -- Egypt
- Education -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Evaluation of the Youth Advocacy Project, Center for Community Issues Research, directed by Eve Block (Reports 008603), 1974 box 363

Creator: Beck, Rochelle

Creator: Block, Eve E.

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Youth -- Services for -- United States
- Center for Community Issues Research

Reproductive biology and contraceptive development: a view from the Ford Foundation (Reports 008604), 1974
Abstract/Summary

A paper presented at the 36th Symposium of the Japanese Association of Medical Sciences on Early Embryonic Development, Hakone, Japan.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control
- Contraceptive development

Terminal report (Reports 008605), 1975

Abstract/Summary

Consultant report on visit to Botswana concerned with reorganization of government in November 1969.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public services -- Botswana

Portugal: principal conclusions and some questions (Reports 008606), 1976

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number

L74-249

Extent

15 leaves -- 28 cm.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Political science -- Portugal
- Economic assistance -- Portugal
- Ford Foundation

The 44th Quaker International Conference on the Mediterranean: cooperation for survival? (Reports 008607), 1974
Creator: Ames, Edward A.

Program Name
Research and Education

Related Grant Number
L74-249.

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Marine resources development

The field office's economics review (Reports 008608), 1975
Creator: Hiatt, Thomas A.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
L74-292.

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economics -- Pakistan

Some thoughts on the economics review (Reports 008609), 1974
Creator: Edwards, Edgar O.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
L74-292
Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economic development

Human rights and intellectual freedom: chairman: Mr. Edwards; rapporteur: Mr. Gardner. (Reports 008610), 1975

Program Name
International Division/National Affairs

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights

Staff development at South Africa's black universities (Reports 008611), 1974

Creator: Smock, David R.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
L74-297.

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges, Black -- South Africa
• Blacks -- Education, Higher -- South Africa

The feasibility and desirability of Foundation support for social science research conducted by South African social scientists in South Africa (Reports 008612), 1974

Creator: Sklar, Richard L.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Exploration of scholarly views in Botswana and Lesotho on social science research in South Africa (Reports 008613), 1974

Creator: Cottingham, Clement

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

L74-297

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- South Africa

Report of the subcommittee on information dissemination of the Telecommunications Task Force (Reports 008614), undated

Creator: Telecommunications Task Force.

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Extent

13 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Information dissemination -- Telecommunication
- Telecommunication -- Information dissemination
- Telecommunications Task Force.

Final report on Mauritian testing project (Reports 008615), 1974

Creator: Chiriaca, Athene

Creator: Sutton-Smith, Brian

Program Name

Education and Research/Public Education
Related Grant Number
L74-212

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Testing -- Education
• Mauritian testing project

MEA support for research and training on Africa and the Middle East (Reports 008616), 1974
Creator: Smock, David R.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
L74-331.

Extent
43 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Middle East
• Technical assistance -- Africa
• Endowments -- Middle East -- Evaluation
• Endowments -- Africa -- Evaluation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
• Ford Foundation

Management development in the Ivory Coast and other entente countries (Reports 008617), 1973
Creator: Massey, J. W.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
L74-374

Extent
23 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Proposal for a series of studies and/or demonstrations to assess
the effect on children of television commercials and children's
programmes (Reports 008618), 1973
Creator: Himmelweit, Hilde T.

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

L74-109.

Extent

19 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television -- Effect on children
- Television and children

Impressions about Universidad Catolica (Reports 008619-001),
1968
Creator: Nett, Roger

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

1, 9, 7 -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Universidad Cato#lica de Chile

Research on television advertising and children (Reports
008619-002), 1973
Creator: Lyle, Jack
Creator: Fernandez, Jane

Program Name

Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number

L74-109

Controlled Access Headings:

- Television -- Effect on children
• Television and children

Children and television: what do we know?: what do we need to know? (Reports 008620), 1973
Creator: Gussow, Joan Dye

**Program Name**
Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**
L74-109

**Extent**
15 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Television -- Children
- Television and children

A reaction paper prepared for the Ford Foundation Seminar on research on the effects of television advertising on children (Reports 008621), 1973
Creator: Palmer, Edward L.

**Program Name**
Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**
L74-109.

**Extent**
7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Television -- Children
- Television and children

TV advertising to children: a consumer educator's view (Reports 008622), 1973
Creator: Schoenfeld, David

**Program Name**
Public Broadcasting

**Related Grant Number**
L74-109
A review of cognitive development theory and research and discussion of implications for research on children's responses to television advertising (Reports 008623), 1973

Creator: Wackman, Daniel B.
Creator: Wartella, Ellen

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number
L74-109

Reaction paper to two discussion papers for the Ford Foundation Children and Television Seminar (Reports 008624), 1973

Creator: Mielke, Keith W.

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number
L74-109.

Response to: the social cost of advertising: Harvard University by Hilde T. Himmlweit (Reports 008625), 1973

Creator: Ward, Scott, 1942-
Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number
L74-109.

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Television and children

A review and discussion of "The social cost of advertising" by Hilde T. Himmelweit and "The effect of child-directed television advertising on children" by Associates for Research in Behavior (Reports 008626), undated
Creator: Bernstein, Joan Z.
Creator: Thain, Gerald J.

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number
L74-109.

Extent
10 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Television and children
• Television advertising and children

Response to position paper prepared by Hilde T. Himmelweit (Reports 008627), undated
Creator: Manoff, Richard K.
**Related Grant Number**

L74-109.

**Extent**

8 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Television and children
- Television advertising and children

---

**Response to Dr. Himmelweit's keynote paper (Reports 008628), 1973**

Creator: Smardan, Ed

**Program Name**

Public Broadcasting

---

**Related Grant Number**

L74-109

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Television -- Children
- Television and children

---

**Health and nutrition in India: what should the Ford Foundation do? (Reports 008629), 1974**

Creator: Chafkin, Sol H.
Creator: Gwatkin, Davidson R.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

---

**Related Grant Number**

L74-128.

**Extent**

21 p.
Notes on conversations with five trustees about the Foundation's current higher education program and options for the future (Reports 008630), 1974

Creator: Howe, Harold, 1918-2002
Creator: de Janosi, Peter E.
Creator: Payton, Benjamin Franklin, 1932-

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Related Grant Number

L74-49

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Ford Foundation's future support

End of tour report to Kenya (Reports 008631), 1967

Creator: Sheffield, James R.

Abstract/Summary

Discusses the large proportion of Kenyan students studying overseas and the problems this causes for finding high-level manpower.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/Eastern & Southern Africa

Related Grant Number

06490420

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Student exchange programs -- Kenya
- Education, Higher -- Kenya
- Manpower -- Kenya

Issues concerning Vietnam-era: veterans, deserters, and draft-evaders (Reports 008632), 1975

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Government and Law

**Related Grant Number**

L74-286.

**Extent**

3 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Vietnam War, 1961-1975 -- United States
- Vietnam War, 1961-1975 -- Desertions
- Veterans -- United States -- Social conditions
- Draft resisters -- United States
- Clemency -- United States
- Clemency Program

Report on consultancy in human ecology (Reports 008633), 1982

**Creator:** Vayda, Andrew Peter

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program/Southeast Asia

**Related Grant Number**

08150517

**Extent**

30 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human ecology -- Indonesia
- Human ecology -- Research -- Indonesia

Progress and planning in the sciences (Reports 008634), 1971

**Creator:** MacMillan, William H.

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

06800650
Related Grantee Name

Addis Ababa University

Related Grant Purpose

Support for the academic and administrative development of the University.

Extent

33 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Ethiopia
- Science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Ethiopia
- Life sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Ethiopia
- Medical sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Ethiopia
- Haile Sellassie I University

Ford Foundation assistance to the University libraries 1965 (Reports 008635), 1972

Creator: Haile Sellassie I University.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

20 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Haile Sellassie library system
- Haile Sellassie I University

Report on review of work of Centre and its future potentials (Reports 008636), 1975

Creator: Ramos, Carlos P.

Creator: Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07300591

Related Grantee Name

Government of the Special Capital District of Jakarta
Related Grant Purpose

Development of an urban and environmental research center for Indonesian municipalities.

Extent

16 leaves + annexes -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Cities and towns -- Research -- Indonesia
- City planning -- Indonesia
- Technical assistance -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Government of the Special Capital District of Jakarta

Report on the Ford Foundation Division of Humanities and the Arts Program in Greece, 1968-1972 (Reports 008637), 1973

Creator: Myrivili, Katie

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

26 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Arts -- Greece -- Finance
- Humanities -- Greece -- Finance
- Cultural property -- Protection -- Greece
- Endowments -- Greece -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. Humanities and the Arts
- Ford Foundation

A report from the Soviet Union (Reports 008638), 1970

Creator: Blumenfeld, Yorick

Program Name

Humanities & Arts program

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Humanities -- Soviet Union
- Arts -- Soviet Union
- Page 1002-
• Socialism -- Arts

A report on the English Arts laboratories (Reports 008643), 1969  
**Creator:** Blumenfeld, Yorick

**Program Name**  
Humanities & Arts program

**Related Grant Number**  
L67-238

**Extent**  
14 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
• Art, Modern -- 20th century  
• Art -- England

Romania: a literary awakening (Reports 008644), 1969  
**Creator:** Blumenfeld, Yorick

**Program Name**  
Humanities & Arts program

**Related Grant Number**  
L67-238

**Extent**  
9 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
• Romanian literature  
• Literature

Education in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands: the dilemma of Micronesia (Reports 008645), 1974  
**Creator:** Nevin, David, 1927-2011

**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Related Grant Number**  
L73-35.

**Extent**  
199 leaves -- 28 cm.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Micronesia
- Education -- Islands of the Pacific
- Education and state -- Micronesia
- Education and state -- Islands of the Pacific
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

International Women's Year - 1975: background paper (Reports 008646), 1974

Creator: Germain, Adrienne

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

L72-306

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's status
- Women in development
- Women's rights
- Feminism

Trip to Colombia and Brazil: (Reports 008647), 1974

Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

L72-306

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women's rights -- Colombia
- Women's rights -- Brazil
- Feminism -- Colombia
- Feminism -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Images of women in Latin American fotonovelas from Cinderella to Mata Hari (Reports 008648), 1980

Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
L72-306.

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Latin American literature

Some impressions of European correction practices and policies: report on a two week trip to four European countries (Reports 008649), 1973
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

Program Name
National Affairs; International Division/European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number
L72-213

Extent
44 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Correctional institutions -- Europe
- Prisons -- Europe

Research on television and children and youth: what are the priorities? (Reports 008650), 1976
Creator: Anderson, Kristin P.
Creator: Comstock, George A.
Creator: Dennis, Nancy

Program Name
Public Broadcasting

Related Grant Number
L75-149

Extent
140 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Television and children
- Television and youth

Policies to reduce ethnic tensions in three African countries: a report to the Ford Foundation on an exploratory trip to Nigeria, Kenya, and Tanzania (Reports 008651), 1980
Creator: Horowitz, Donald L.

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
L72-239.

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Ethnic conflict -- Africa

John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University (Reports 008652), 1980
Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
L72-239.

Extent
33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Political planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- John F. Kennedy School of Government

Institute of Policy Sciences and Public Affairs, Duke University (Reports 008653), 1980
Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization
Related Grant Number

L72-239.

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Education, Higher -- United States
- Duke University. Institute of Policy Sciences and Public Affairs

Rand Graduate Institute (Reports 008654), 1980

box 365

Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Program Name

Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

L72-239.

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States
- Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work
- Education, Higher -- United States
- Pardee Rand Graduate School

School of Urban and Public Affairs, Carnegie-Mellon University (Reports 008655), 1980

box 365

Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Program Name

Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number

L72-239.

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Education, Higher -- United States

Public Management Program: Graduate School of Business, Stanford University (Reports 008656), 1980
Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
L72-239.

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public administration -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States
• Political planning -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States -- Graduate work
• Education, Higher -- United States
• Stanford University. Graduate School of Business

Recommendations for future Foundation support of programs in public policy (Reports 008657), 1980
Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
L72-239.

Extent
33 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political planning -- Study and teaching -- Finance
• Education, Higher -- Finance

Gun control: an agenda for research (Reports 008658), undated
Creator: Clark, Leroy D., 1934-
Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
L72-239

Extent
19 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Firearms -- Law and legislation
• Gun control

Meeting on the use of firearms by civilians, June 2, 1976. (Reports 008659), 1976

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Related Grant Number
L72-239.

Extent
24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Firearms -- Law and legislation
• Gun control

Americans and the Middle East: summary of a conference under the auspices of the Ford Foundation's Committee on Public Policy and Social Organization held on March 14 (Reports 008660), 1975

Program Name
Public Policy and Social Organization

Extent
18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations -- Congresses
• Security, International -- Congresses
• Ford Foundation. Public Policy and Social Organization

Program evaluation: Education and Research Division. (Reports 008661), 1976

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Office of the Vice President

**Related Grant Number**

L75-68.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- SVT

Health and nutrition as possible factors in juvenile anti-social behavior. (Reports 008662), 1976

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Education and Research/Office of the Vice President

**Related Grant Number**

L72-68.

**Extent**

11 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Juvenile delinquency -- Health and nutrition

Report of Ford Foundation consulting mission (Harari-Thibault mission) in response to a request from the Algerian Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research (Reports 008663), 1975

**Creator:** Harari, Maurice

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

22 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Science -- Research -- Algeria
- Education, Higher -- Algeria

Evaluation of Carlos Chagas Foundation, research competition on women, October 7-14 (Reports 008664), 1978

**Creator:** Riegelhaupt, Joyce.
Creator: Schmink, Marianne

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

19 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Brazil
- Fundação Carlos Chagas

Consultant visits to Brazil (March 4-15) and Mexico (March 16-19) with Oscar Harkavy and John Nagel (Reports 008665), 1976

Creator: Saunders, Lyle

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

4 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Brazil
- Population research -- Mexico
- Population assistance -- Brazil
- Population assistance -- Mexico

Teacher education in vocational agriculture in Brazil: background and consultant report (Reports 008666), 1965

Creator: Peterson, Milo J.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Study and teaching -- Brazil

Science policy studies in Brazil (Reports 008667), 1970

Creator: Oldham, C. H. G.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Science and state -- Brazil

Projects 2211 and 2327 (Reports 008668), 1970
Creator: Shubik, Martin
Creator: Naylor, Thomas H., 1936-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Economics -- Research -- Brazil
• Economics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
• Economics -- Brazil -- Computer programs
• Technical assistance -- Brazil
• Fundacão Getúlio Vargas

Report on travel to Colombia, Chile and Brazil summer (Reports 008669), 1971
Creator: Lenneberg, Eric H.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

54 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Language acquisition -- Latin America
• Language and culture -- Latin America
• Sociolinguistics -- Latin America

Final report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008670), 1972
Creator: Lenneberg, Eric H.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

20 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Nutrition -- Language development
- Language acquisition -- Nutrition
- Language acquisition -- Deprived children

Recommendations for the Bureau of the Census, related to plans for the production of data on the U.S. population of Latin origin: University of Arizona (Reports 008671), undated

Creator: Hernandez, Jose

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

4 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Latin population -- United States
- Hispanic population -- United States

Project of the faculty of law of the University of Sao Paulo (Reports 008672), 1967

Creator: Hellerstein, Jerome R.
Creator: Rosenn, Keith S.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

31 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Law teachers -- Brazil
- Law schools -- Brazil
- Law -- Study and teaching -- Brazil
- Universidade de Sao Paulo Legal project

Impressions, judgements, reflections etc., gathered on my recent trip to Brazil, Sept. 17 (Reports 008673), 1973

Creator: Harberger, Arnold C.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Saving and investment -- Brazil
- Economics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Economists -- Training of -- Brazil

Report to the Ford Foundation on use of fellowship grant (Reports 008674), 1969

Creator: Gordon, Shirley C.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Acculturation
- Assimilation (Sociology)
- Education
- Stanford University. School of Education

Report to the Ford Foundation, November 11-30, 1966: Brazil (Reports 008675), 1966

Creator: French, Charles Ezra, 1923-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

28 leaves + appendices: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching -- Brazil
- Agriculture and state -- Brazil
- Agriculture -- Research -- Brazil
- Technical assistance -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Brazil Office

Report on trip to Brazil to attend symposium on demographic research in Brazil, and to consider Ford program in population. (Reports 008676), undated

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Extent

28 leaves + appendices: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Brazil

Social Sciences and Education Program, School of Education, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte (Reports 008677), 1976

Creator: Carnoy, Martin

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Brazil
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Brazil
- Education -- Developing countries

Report as consultant for Ford Foundation appraising the development of population work in Brazil (Reports 008678), 1976

Creator: Browning, Harley L.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Brazil -- Congresses
- Population assistance -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Field report. #5: Sao Luiz. (Reports 008679), 1970

Creator: Box, L.
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Communication -- Brazil

Field report #2 on Educational broadcasting in Brazil: recife (Reports 008680), 1970
Creator: Box, L.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational broadcasting -- Brazil
• Public broadcasting -- Brazil
• Radio in education -- Brazil
• Television in eduction -- Brazil

Educational broadcasting in Brazil (Reports 008681), 1970
Creator: Box, L.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational broadcasting -- Brazil
• Public broadcasting -- Brazil
• Radio in education -- Brazil
• Television in eduction -- Brazil

Educational research in Brazil: University of Sao Paulo (Reports 008682), undated
Creator: Gouveia, Aparecida Joly
Extent

various pagings.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Brazil

The Ford Foundation and public broadcasting. (Reports 008683), 1973

Program Name

Office of Communications/Public Education

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public broadcasting -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Public Broadcasting

The use of technology or media (Reports 008684), undated

Program Name

Office of Communications

Extent

various pagings.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Communications -- Finance
• Public broadcasting -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Office of Communications

Why foundations should not be taxed (Reports 008685), 1969

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Program Name

Office of the President
**Extent**

2 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Taxation

Television in higher education. (Reports 008686), undated  
**Program Name**

Office of Communications/Public Education

**Extent**

7 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Television in higher education
• Television in education
• Education, Higher

The PBS-Ford Scholarship Program: a review (Reports 008687), 1976  
**Creator:** Branch, William

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

Office of Communications

**Extent**

62 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Public television -- United States -- Finance
• Public broadcasting -- United States
• Public Broadcasting Service (U.S.)

An Anglophone West African Regional Education Research Program (Reports 008688), 1976  
**Creator:** Harbison, Ralph W. (Ralph Warner), 1942-
**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

26 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Research -- Africa, English-speaking
- Education -- Research -- Africa, West

Educational research and Foundation policy (Reports 008689), 1975  
*Creator:* Myers, Robert G.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean/  
Higher Education and Research

**Extent**

30 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Research

The Nettlehorst School Project, Chicago, Illinois (Reports 008690), 1975  
*Creator:* Nettlehorst Evaluation Collective

**Program Name**

Education and Research/Public Education

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public schools -- Chicago (Ill.)
- Education -- Chicago (Ill.)
- Nettlehorst School Project

Stones by the rivers edge: transitions in a school change project  
(Reports 008691), 1978  
*Creator:* Sealey, Leonard  
*Creator:* Amarel, Marianne  
*Creator:* House, Ernest R.  
*Creator:* Langmeyer, Daniel  
*Creator:* Lortie, Dan C. (Dan Clement), 1926-  
*Creator:* Mayer, Rochelle
Creator: McLean, Leslie D.
Creator: Evaluation Collective

Program Name
Education and Research

Extent
79 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Elementary
- Education, Secondary
- Evaluation Collective

Nettlehorst School Project: The first two years July, 1974 to (Reports 008692), 1976
Creator: Amarel, Marianne
Creator: House, Ernest R.
Creator: Langmeyer, Daniel
Creator: Lortie, Dan C. (Dan Clement), 1926-
Creator: Mayer, Rochelle
Creator: McLean, Leslie D.
Creator: Sealey, Leonard
Creator: Nettlehorst Evaluation Collective

Program Name
Education and Research/Public Education

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public schools -- Chicago (Ill.)
- Education -- Chicago (Ill.)
- Nettlehorst School Project

The international competence of American research universities (Reports 008693), 1977
Creator: Langmeyer, Daniel

Program Name
Higher Education & Research

Extent
20 p.

Controlled Access Headings: 
The Federal government and the major research university indispensable partnership for excellence (Reports 008694), 1976

**Creator:** Bundy, McGeorge

**Program Name**
Higher Education & Research

**Extent**
18 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Research universities -- Federal government
- Federal government -- Research universities

Suggestions and questions for the projected evaluation of the Ford Foundation grant to the Latin American Demographic Center (Reports 008695), 1970

**Creator:** Simmons, Ozzie G.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
17 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Demography -- Latin America

Results of visit to FLACSO Federacion Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales by Richard Adams and Roger Nett, November 27 and 28, 1969 (Reports 008696), 1969

**Creator:** Nett, Roger

**Creator:** Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-

**Abstract/Summary**
Memo to John Netherton, dated December 9, 1969.
Related Grantee Name
Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences, Chile (FLACSO/Chile)

Related Grant Purpose
Regional programs of graduate training and research in sociology and political science.

Extent
17 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America
• Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Latin America
• Social scientists -- Training of -- Latin America
• Federación Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales

Report on a visit to FLACSO Federacion Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales, November 27 - 28 (Reports 008697), 1969
Creator: Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800796

Related Grantee Name
Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences, Chile (FLACSO/Chile)

Related Grant Purpose
Regional programs of graduate training and research in sociology and political science.

Extent
15 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America
• Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Latin America
• Social scientists -- Training of -- Latin America
Consulting activities of Byron L. Fry on subjects of computing and information systems for the University of Chile (Reports 008698), 1974

Creator: Fry, B. L.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06500327

Related Grantee Name
Institute Of International Education, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose
Comprehensive strengthening of the University of Chile through collaboration with the University of California.

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Management information systems -- Chile
- Computer science -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Teleprocessing monitors (Computer programs)
- Educational exchanges
- Intellectual cooperation
- Universidad de Chile
- University of California, Berkeley

Preliminary report on the proposed Ford Foundation University of California-University of Chile Program (Reports 008699), 1965
Creator: Young, Charles E. (Charles Edward), 1931-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
19 leaves + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Universities and colleges -- Chile
- Universities and colleges -- United States
- Educational exchanges -- Chile
- Educational exchanges -- United States
• Intellectual cooperation
• Universidad de Chile
• University of California, Los Angeles

Report of assessment of the University reform (Reports 008700), 1970

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Fernando Molina, Universidad Catolica de Chile, dated October 2, 1970.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
81 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Chile -- Administration
• Education, Higher -- Chile
• Higher education and state -- Chile
• Universidad Catolica de Chile

Evaluation of the Chile Law Program (Reports 008701), 1968
Creator: Cotter, William Ross, 1926-1981
Creator: Steiner, Henry J.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to John P. Netherton.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
31 leaves + annexes -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Law schools -- Chile
• Law -- Study and teaching -- Chile
• Lawyers -- Training of -- Chile
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Report on visit to Chile, January 6-30, 1966 (Reports 008702), 1966
Creator: Shaplin, Judson T.
Creator: Shaplin, Marjorie L.
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06500329

Related Grantee Name
Institute of International Education, Inc.

Related Grant Purpose
Program for development of curricula and teaching materials
and for teacher training in Chile.

Extent
23 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Educational planning -- Chile
- Teachers -- Training of -- Chile
- Education -- Chile
- Educational assistance -- Chile
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Institute of International Education, Inc.

A report of my assignment with the Ford Foundation to the
Universidad Tecnica del Estado January 1, 1963 to December 31
(Reports 008703), 1963
Creator: Mellard, George A.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical education -- Chile
- Universidad Tecnica del Estado (Chile)
- State University of Technology (Santiago, Chile)

A report to the Rector of the Universidad Tecnica del Estado
(Reports 008704), 1963
Creator: Mellard, George A.
**Extent**

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Universities and colleges -- Chile -- Evaluation
- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Universidad Técnica del Estado (Chile)

---

The State Technical University of Chile (Reports 008705), 1962

*Creator:* Hayes, Harold P., 1920-

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

---

**Related Grant Number**

06290169

---

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

---

**Related Grant Purpose**

Program specialists and consultants (Latin America); advisers to the State Technical University in Chile.

---

**Extent**

[i], 25 leaves: ill., tables, charts -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Universities and colleges -- Chile
- Technical education -- Chile
- State Technical University of Chile

---

The State Technical University of Chile: Report number 2 (Reports 008706), 1963

*Creator:* Hayes, Harold P., 1920-

**Abstract/Summary**

Summary of observations and conclusions based upon the author's visit to the State Technical University of Chile as a special consultant.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

---

- Page 1026-
Extent

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical education -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- State Technical University of Chile

End of assignment report on urban development in Chile (Reports 008707), 1970
Creator: Earwaker, Frank J.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural development -- Chile
- Regional planning -- Chile
- City planning -- Chile
- Urbanization -- Chile
- Housing -- Chile

Human rights in Africa: report of a visit to Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Senegal and Upper Volta (Reports 008708), 1981
Creator: Kannyo, Edward

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Human rights -- Africa
- Human rights -- Africa, West

Supplementary evaluation of the Argentine Agricultural Economics Project (Reports 008709), undated
Creator: Engene, S. A.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Report on consultant trip to Argentina and Chile, March 3-17, 1974: Michigan State University (Reports 008710), 1974

Creator: Fienup, Darrell F.

Abstract/Summary
Reviews progress and assists in monitoring several agricultural grants.

Program Name
Office of the Vice President; Latin America and the Caribbean/Argentina and the Southern Cone

Related Grant Number
06300548

Related Grantee Name
Institute Of International Education, Inc.

Ford Foundation Series
Consultant trip to Argentina and Chile

Evaluation report on the Chile-Ford Foundation Urban and Regional Development Advisory Program (Reports 008711), 1968

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Report on agricultural water management by the Production Education Program of the University of Minnesota-Ford Foundation Project in Chile (Reports 008712), 1967

Creator: Houston, Clyde E. (Clyde Erwin), 1914-

Program Name
Office of the Vice President/Finance

Related Grant Number
06400514

Related Grantee Name
University of Minnesota

Related Grant Purpose
Agricultural production training in Chile.

Production programs for small farmers: plan Puebla as myth and reality (Reports 008713), 1980

Creator: Redclift, M. R.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
**Extant**

38 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Mexico
- Agronomy -- Mexico
- Agricultural productivity -- Mexico
- Plan Puebla (Escuela Nacional de Agricultura (Mexico))

Mild processing and marketing: income generating opportunities for Egyptian women (Reports 008714), 1983

**Creator:** Fitch, James

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program/Middle East and North Africa

**Extant**

6 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women dairy farmers -- Egypt
- Dairy farms -- Egypt
- Dairy farming -- Egypt
- Milk yield -- Egypt
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Egypt
- Women in development -- Egypt
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and North Africa

Report on the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies (Reports 008715), 1981

**Creator:** Bell, David E., 1919-

**Program Name**

United States and International Affairs Program/International Affairs

**Related Grant Number**

08200345

**Related Grantee Name**

The Aspen Institute, Inc.

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support for international participation in the Aspen Institute.

**Extant**

33 p. + annexes -- 28 cm.
Controlled Access Headings:

• International cooperation -- Societies, etc.
• Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies

U.S. foreign policy (Reports 008716), 1983

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

54 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• United States--Foreign policy
• Ford Foundation

Results of the Ford Foundation's 1983 International Competition for Institutional Research and training grants in International Peace, Security and Arms Control: discussion paper (Reports 008717), 1983

Abstract/Summary

For discussion at the meeting of the Trustees' Human Rights, Governance and International Affairs Committee, Dec. 7, 1983. Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

various pagings -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Peace
• Security, International
• Arms control
• Ford Foundation

Extracts from a report to the Ford Foundation on the Latin American program of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars (Reports 008718), 1979

Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.
Creator: Smith, Peter H.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Extent

25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Latin American affairs -- Woodrow Wilson School
• Woodrow Wilson School Latin American affairs.

Graduate program in the Department of Rural Economics, Federal University of Vicosa: observations and recommendations (Reports 008719), 1979
Creator: Martin, Marshall A.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

21 leaves + attachments: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
• Agriculture -- Economics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
• Universities and colleges -- Brazil -- Graduate work
• Education (Graduate) -- Brazil

Report on modern dance (Reports 008720), 1970
Creator: Reinhart, Charles.

Program Name
Humanities & Arts program

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Dance -- Modern
• Performing arts

U.S. Land and Water Management Program: background for December 7, 1983 meeting of Urban and Rural Poverty Committee (Reports 008721), 1983

Program Name
United States and International Affairs Program/Rural Poverty and Resources

Controlled Access Headings:
• Water resources development -- United States
• Natural resources -- United States -- Management
Andean universities (Reports 008722), 1969
Creator: Wilhelm, Harry E.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to David E. Bell, dated January 4, 1969.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Andes Region
- Universities and colleges -- Latin America
- Education, Higher -- Andes Region
- Education, Higher -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Tenth West Indies Agricultural Economic Conference, Georgetown, Guyana: "Maximizing regional self-sufficiency in the commonwealth Caribbean" (Reports 008723), 1975
Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Caribbean Area -- Congresses
- Agricultural economists -- Caribbean Area -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Consultants for work on Latin America and the international political economy (Reports 008724), 1981
Creator: Himes, James R.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

- Page 1033-
Text books for national education in the Arab countries: an exposition and evaluation of their sociological content (Reports 008725), 1974

Creator: Saliba, Myriam.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
07450281

Related Grantee Name
St. Joseph University

Related Grant Purpose
Research on teaching of the social sciences at the secondary level (Lebanon).

Extent
75 leaves + attachments: ill., tables 28 cm.

Groundwater extraction and utilization project (Reports 008726), 1983

Creator: Fitch, James

Program Name
Developing Countries Program/Middle East and North Africa

Extent
5 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.
• Irrigation projects -- Egypt
• Irrigation projects -- Sudan
• Agricultural development projects -- Egypt
• Agricultural development projects -- Sudan
• Agricultural assistance -- Egypt
• Agricultural assistance -- Sudan
• Ford Foundation. Middle East and North Africa

History of the Ford Foundation's International Affairs Program: draft no. 1 (Reports 008727), 1965
Creator: Huntley, James Robert

Program Name
International Affairs

Extent
17 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations -- Endowments -- History
• International organization
• Ford Foundation. International

1981 evaluation of the national securities studies component of the Brookings Institution (Reports 008728), 1981
Creator: Schoettle, Enid C. B., 1939-
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.
Creator: Hunt, Kenneth

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
[56] p. -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series
Papers of Enid Schoettle on international peace, security and arms control, 1972 - 1989

Controlled Access Headings:
• National security -- United States
• National security -- History -- 20th century
• National security -- Study and teaching
• World politics
• Brookings Institution

An analysis and evaluation of the type of operational engineering program offered at the Escola Tecnica Federal "Celso Suckow da Fonseca" (Reports 008730), 1969
Creator: Adams, H. P. (Henry Packwood)

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Brazil
- Education, Higher -- Brazil
- Engineering -- Study and teaching -- Brazil
- Escola Tecnica Federal "Celso Suckow da Fonseca"

Report of consulting assignment at the Escola Tecnica Federal "Celso Suckow da Fonseca" Teacher Training Center (Reports 008731), 1971

Creator: McNeill, Perry R.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Engineering -- Study and teaching
- Engineering teachers -- Training of -- Brazil
- Technical education -- Brazil

Report of consulting assignment at the Federal Technical School "Celso Suckow da Fonseca" to assist with the establishment of the Operational Engineering Training Center, December 15 - January 31 (Reports 008732), 1971

Creator: Adams, H. P. (Henry Packwood)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Library development projects in Brazil: consultant report (Reports 008733), 1967

Creator: Gelfand, Morris A. (Morris Arthur), 1908-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06300431

Related Grantee Name

University of Brasilia

Related Grant Purpose

Development of library facilities and a university press.

Extent

16 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Academic libraries -- Brazil -- Administration
• Academic libraries -- Brazil -- Finance
• Library planning -- Brazil
• Universities and colleges -- Brazil -- Libraries
• Education, Higher -- Brazil
• Universidade de Brasilia

Report to the Ford Foundation on the teaching of chemistry at the University of Sao Paulo (Reports 008734), 1969

Creator: Kirschner, Stanley, 1927-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

10 leaves -- 28 cm.

Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Chemistry -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
- Higher education and state -- Brazil
- Universities and colleges -- Brazil -- Finance
- Education, Higher -- Brazil
- Universidade de Sao Paulo
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Annual report on Sorghum Research and Development Project at the Escola de Agronomia, Federal University of Ceara, January 10, 1972-December 31 (Reports 008735), 1972

Creator: Faris, Mohamed Abd El-Gawad

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

50 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Grain -- Research -- Brazil
- Sorghum -- Research -- Brazil
- Agronomy -- Brazil
- Agricultural productivity -- Brazil

An evaluation of the establishment and development of the Technical Education Center at the Escola Tecnica Federal "Celso Suckow da Fonseca" (Reports 008736), 1969

Creator: Adams, H. P. (Henry Packwood)

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Engineering -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
- Education, Higher -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Report on Department of Applied Social Sciences of the School of Agriculture "Luiz de Queiroz" Piracicaba, Sao Paulo (Reports 008737), 1976

Creator: Schuh, G. Edward (George Edward), 1930-
**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

11 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agricultural colleges -- Brazil
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Universities and colleges -- Brazil
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Social sciences -- Research -- Brazil
- Education (Graduate) -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Rio de Janeiro
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Memos regarding management and disposition of grant-related publications (Reports 008738), 1972

**Creator:** Menan, Nancy V.

Creator: Williams, Robert V.

Creator: Mayer, Robert A. (Robert Anthony)

**Abstract/Summary**

Includes original memo from Robert V. Williams and other memos regarding disposal of duplicates and management of the Ford Foundation's archival materials.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Cataloging -- New York (State) -- New York
- Cataloging of archival materials -- New York (State) -- New York
- Archival materials -- New York (State) -- New York
- Ford Foundation

The position of women in rural Bangladesh (Reports 008739), 1975

**Creator:** Bertocci, Peter J.

**Abstract/Summary**

Paper written for International Seminar on Socio-economic Implications of Introducing HYVs in Bangladesh, April 9-11, 1975. Discussion of rural women in Bangladesh.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

12 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Rural women -- Bangladesh

A report on the Institute of Agricultural Economics Secretary of Agriculture: State of Sao Paulo (Reports 008740), 1970
Creator: Warnken, Philip F.

Program Name
Office of the Vice President/Finance

Related Grant Number
06800704

Related Grantee Name
Office of Vice President -Finance & Administration Brazil (Rio de Janeiro)

Related Grant Purpose
strengthening of agricultural policy research.

Extent
47 leaves: chart -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural colleges -- Brazil
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
- Agriculture and state -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Vice President
- Office of Vice President -Finance & Administration Brazil (Rio de Janeiro)

Skeptical notes on the relationship between educational research and policy (Reports 008741), 1975
Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Program Name
Education and Research

Related Grant Number
L76-232

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Some observations on development grant utilization in the Department of Education, Punjab Province (Reports 008742), 1970

Creator: Kleindorfer, Paul R.

Abstract/Summary

Study of the process by which development grants are presently being utilized in the Provincial Department of Education, Punjab Province.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grantee Name

The Regents Of The University Of California

Extent

45 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Pakistan -- Punjab (India)
- University of California (System). Regents

Current plans for the development of computing facilities and computing science at the University of Islamabad draft (Reports 008743), 1968

Creator: Hagstrom, Stanley

Abstract/Summary

Proposals and recommendations for new computer equipment at the University of Islamabad.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

07200145

Related Grantee Name

Quaid-E-Azam University

Extent

28 p. -- 28 cm
Optimization of land use: an inductive systems approach (Reports 008744), 1970
Creator: Ritzen, J. M. M.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06800717

Related Grantee Name
The Regents of the University of California, Berkeley

Related Grant Purpose
Educational planning and development in Pakistan.

Extent
11 leaves: tables -- 32 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Land use -- Pakistan
- Agricultural productivity -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation

Report of consultation to Ford Foundation Latin American Program, November 27-December 9 (Reports 008745), 1965
Creator: Keller, Robert

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Brazil
- Education, Higher -- Brazil
- Universidade Federal do Paraná
- University of Minnesota

Report of professional activities for October, November and December (Reports 008746), 1967

- Page 1042-
Creator: French, Albert E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Bangladesh
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

Report of professional activities for August, September and (Reports 008747), 1968

Creator: French, Albert E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Bangladesh
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

Human rights discussion: draft: January 19 (Reports 008748), 1976

Creator: Smith, Theodore M.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- Developing countries

Progress report on Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program for July, August and (Reports 008749), 1961

Creator: French, Albert E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Pakistan
• Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program

Progress report on Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program for January, February, and March 1962 (Reports 008750), 1962

Creator: French, Albert E.
Creator: Pakistan. Ministry of Education

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

18 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Pakistan
• Education and state -- Pakistan
• Oklahoma State University. Pakistan Technical Education Program

Self evaluation of technical education institutions (Reports 008751), 1968

Creator: French, Albert E.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Bangladesh

Primary and adult education in Pakistan (Reports 008752), undated

Creator: Khan, A. R. (Abdul Rashid), 1948-
**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**  
36 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**  
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Pakistan -- Education

---

Report of professional activities for January, February and (Reports 008753), 1962  
**Creator:** French, Albert E.

**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**  
various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Technical education -- Bangladesh
• Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

---

Evaluation report of Mymensingh Polytechnic Institute (Reports 008754), 1969  
**Creator:** French, Albert E.

**Program Name**  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**  
12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

• Technical education -- Bangladesh
• Mymensingh Polytechnic Institute Bangladesh.

---

Recommendations regarding the program of the Technical Teachers Training College (Reports 008755), undated  
**Creator:** French, Albert E.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
24 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical education -- Bangladesh
• Technical Teachers Training College (East Pakistan)

Activity progress report (Reports 008756), 1969

Creator: East Pakistan Small Industries Corporation

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
23 leaves + appendices: ill., charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Small business -- Pakistan
• Entrepreneurship -- Pakistan
• Industrial policy -- Pakistan
• Technical assistance -- Pakistan
• Endowments -- Pakistan -- Evaluation
• Stanford Research Institute. Advisory Group
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
• Ford Foundation

Report of professional activities for April, May, June, and (Reports 008757), 1968
Creator: French, Albert E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Terminal report of professional activities November 1967 to (Reports 008758), 1969

Creator: Pratt, Arden L.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

Near East Country reports (Reports 008761), 1952

**Abstract/Summary**

Supplement to Near East report.

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Near East and Africa

**Extent**

114 leaves -- 28cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program
- Ford Foundation

A listing of Ford Foundation-supported institutions in the U.S. and Europe offering fellowships for training and research in demography and family planning (Reports 008762), 1973

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population studies
- Demography
Review of Three Nations Training Program in Reproductive Biology, Buenos Aires, October 8, 9 (Reports 008763), 1973

Creator: Perkin, Gordon W.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Peter and John Nagel, dated October 12, 1973.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Human reproduction -- Study and teaching -- Latin America
- Population research -- Latin America
- Population assistance -- Latin America
- Birth control -- Latin America
- World Health Organization. Three Nations Training Programme

Feasibility project for the creation of an Institute for the Development of Executives in Argentina (Reports 008764), 1968
Creator: Garcia Roel, Fernando

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
22 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Argentina
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina -- Graduate work
- Education (Graduate) -- Argentina
- Executives -- Training of -- Argentina

Creator: Samuels, Leo Tolstoy, 1899-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
**Extent**

3 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human reproduction -- Study and teaching -- Latin America
- Population research -- Latin America
- Population assistance -- Latin America
- Birth control -- Latin America
- Three Nations Training Program Human Reproduction

Latin American post-graduate training program in reproductive biology (Reports 008766), 1966  
**Creator:** Samuels, Leo Tolstoy, 1899-

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

3 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Human reproduction -- Study and teaching -- Latin America
- Population research -- Latin America
- Population assistance -- Latin America
- Birth control -- Latin America
- Three Nations Training Program Human Reproduction

Supplemental report on grants (61-311) for improvement of teaching and research in chemistry at the National University of Buenos Aires (Reports 008767), 1964  
**Creator:** Schubert, Jack, 1917-

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

9 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Chemistry -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Universidad de Buenos Aires

The availability of economists in the United Kingdom and France for service overseas: Harvard University (Reports 008768), 1961  
**Creator:** Saxe, Jo W. (Jo Weitzman)
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economists
- Overseas education

Report on the Bariloche Foundation (Reports 008769), 1966

Creator: Simons, Hans

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06300573

Related Grantee Name

Bariloche Foundation

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a model institution of higher learning in Argentina.

Extent

11 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Argentina
- Endowments -- Argentina
- Sociology -- Research -- Argentina
- Social sciences -- Research -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Fundacion Bariloche

Bariloche Foundation (PA 63-573) (Reports 008770), 1968

Creator: Simons, Hans

Creator: Rao, K. Nagaraja (Krishnappa Nagaraja), 1921-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Related Grant Number

06300573

Related Grantee Name

Bariloche Foundation

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a model institution of higher learning in Argentina.

Extent

10 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Argentina
• Endowments -- Argentina
• Sociology -- Research -- Argentina
• Social sciences -- Research -- Argentina
• Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
• Fundació#n Bariloche

Population program discussions, Chile (Reports 008771), 1966  box 369
Creator: Southam, Anna L., 1915-
Creator: Trowbridge, James W.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

12 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Birth control -- Chile
• Population research -- Chile

Visit to Universidad Nacional del Sur, Bahia Blanca, Argentina: University of Guelph (Reports 008772), 1968  box 369
Creator: Switzer, C. M., 1929-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

15 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agronomy -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Agronomy -- Research -- Argentina
• Agriculture -- Research -- Argentina
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina
• Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Universidad Nacional del Sur

Political structure of Argentina (Reports 008773), 1959

Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent

11 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political parties -- Argentina
• Pressure groups -- Argentina
• Political science -- Argentina
• Higher education and state -- Argentina
• Labor policy -- Argentina
• Ford Foundation. Latin America

Draft statement of policy guidelines for social sciences in Latin America (Reports 008774), 1969

Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America

Reactions to draft statement of policy guidelines for social sciences in Latin America (Reports 008775), 1969

Creator: Office for Latin America. Staff.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America
• Office for Latin America. Staff.

Instituto de Filosofia, Ciencias y Letras: Montevideo (Reports 008776), 1970

Creator: Socolow, Daniel J., 1940-

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

3 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Universities and colleges -- Uruguay
- Education, Higher -- Uruguay
- Teachers -- Training of -- Uruguay

A study of agriculture education, research and extension institutions in Argentina (Reports 008777), 1963

Creator: Thomas, D. Woods (Donald Woods), 1925-

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

27 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Agriculture -- Argentina

Trip report for Latin America (Reports 008778), 1971

Creator: Tolman, Richard

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Latin America
- Education -- Latin America

El Colegio de Mexico-Centro de Estudios Economicos y Demograficos (CEED) teaching and research in demography (PA63-276, 68-229) (Reports 008779), 1970

Creator: Trowbridge, James W.
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06300276;PA68-229

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Mexico
- Universities and colleges -- Mexico
- Social sciences -- Study and teaching -- Mexico
- El Colegio de Mexico CEED

Summary and evaluation of the Foundation's grant to the Bariloche Foundation of Argentina (PA63-573) (Reports 008780), 1971

Creator: Rao, K. Nagaraja (Krishnappa Nagaraja), 1921-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number

06300573

Related Grantee Name

Bariloche Foundation

Related Grant Purpose

Development of a model institution of higher learning in Argentina.

Extent

11 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Argentina -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Argentina
- Fundacion Bariloche

Proposal by the Joint Committee on Latin American Studies to extend the range of research grants to individuals beyond those having United States or Canadian citizenship (Reports 008781), 1972

Creator: Wood, Bryce, 1909-
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Foreign study
• Area studies

Some notions on social science development in southern Latin America (Reports 008782), 1970
Creator: Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient for abstract.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Argentina
• Social sciences -- Brazil
• Social sciences -- Chile

June 1 - 2 Rio de Janeiro meeting on social sciences (Reports 008783), 1970
Creator: Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Rio de Janeiro meeting
• Social sciences -- Latin America

Suggested session on coordination of social sciences in southern area (Reports 008784), 1970
Creator: Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Latin America

Program for advanced training of rural sociologists to work in provincial centers (Reports 008785), 1972

Creator: Adams, Richard N. (Richard Newbold), 1924-

Creator: Delich, Francisco, 1937-

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient for abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sociology -- Research -- Argentina

The teaching of administrative sciences (Reports 008786), 1963

Creator: Rodríguez Arias, Julio C.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Executives -- Training of -- Latin America

Administrative Research Center: a program of activities of the Torcuato Di Tella Institute in the field of the administrative sciences (Reports 008787), undated

Creator: Rodríguez Arias, Julio C.
Extant

7 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Public administration -- Study and teaching -- Argentina
• Executives -- Training of -- Argentina
• Instituto Torcuato Di Tella

Argentine report (Reports 008788), 1965
Creator: Baumgardner, Marion F., 1926-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extant

7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Universidad Nacional del Sur
• Universidad de Buenos Aires
• University of Minnesota
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina -- Administration
• Universities and colleges -- Chile -- Administration
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Universidad Nacional del Sur
• Universidad de Buenos Aires
• University of Minnesota

Ford Foundation agricultural program in Argentina (Reports 008789), 1965
Creator: Baumgardner, Marion F., 1926-

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extant

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
What is going on in Argentina? (Reports 008790), 1964
Creator: Baumgardner, Marion F., 1926-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Argentina
• Agricultural assistance -- Argentina

Report from Argentina (Reports 008791), 1965
Creator: Baumgardner, Marion F., 1926-

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
8 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina
• Higher education and state -- Argentina
• Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Universidad de Buenos Aires
• Universidad Nacional del Sur

Relationship of the Range and Forage Program to agricultural education at Universidad Nacional del Sur, Bahia Blanca, Argentina (Reports 008792), 1967
Creator: Box, Thadis W.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina
• Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Universidad Nacional del Sur

Selection of an estancia as a center for agricultural economic research in Argentina (Reports 008793), 1965

Creator: Brandt, Karl, 1899-1975

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

17 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Research -- Argentina
• Livestock productivity -- Argentina
• Agricultural productivity -- Argentina
• Haciendas -- Research -- Argentina
• Ranches -- Research -- Argentina
• Instituto Torcuato Di Tella

Seminar on Political Science and the University, sponsored by CHEAR-Council on Higher Education in the American Republics (Reports 008794), 1967

Creator: Canton, Dari#o

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation based on the papers circulated among participants and on informal notes taken while attending seminar held in Buenos Aires, November 1967.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 leaves: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Political science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Latin America -- Congresses
• Education, Higher -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Final report on activities in the Instituto de Edafología e Hidrología Universidad nacional del Sur Bahia Blanca, Argentina (Reports 008795), 1965

Creator: Carlson, Robert M. K., 1949-

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
Related Grant Number
06400216

Related Grantee Name
National University of the South

Related Grant Purpose
Comprehensive development of agricultural training, research, and extension at the University in Argentina.

Extent
7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Soils -- Research -- Argentina
- Soil mineralogy -- Argentina
- Agronomy -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Universidad Nacional del Sur

Report on the Universidad Nacional del Sur (Reports 008796), 1966  box 370
Creator: Carlson, Robert M. K., 1949-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Universidad Nacional del Sur

Observations on visit to Universidad Nacional de Bahia Blanca (Reports 008797), 1971  box 370
Creator: Carlson, R. M. (Robert Marvin), 1932-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
06800216
Related Grantee Name

University of Minnesota

Related Grant Purpose

Program in graduate education in the Political Science Department.

Extent

10 leaves + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agronomy -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina
• Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Universidad Nacional del Sur

The FLACSO (Federacion Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales) decision (Reports 008799), 1964
Creator: Carmichael, William D. (William Daniel), 1929-

Abstract/Summary

Memo to Harry E. Wilhelm, dated July 17, 1964.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Social sciences -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Chile
• Social sciences -- Research -- Chile
• Sociologists -- Training of -- Chile
• Education, Higher -- Chile
• Federacion Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales
• Universidad de Chile

Report on a visit to the faculty of exact and natural sciences: University of Buenos Aires (Reports 008800), 1965
Creator: Corson, Dale R.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

20 leaves -- 28 cm.
Report on review of grant request from the Superior Institute of Public Administration (ISAP) of the Argentine government to the Ford Foundation office for Argentina and Chile (Reports 008801), 1965

**Creator:** Crawley, Roy W.

**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

26 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Public administration -- Argentina
- Technical assistance -- Argentina
- Endowments -- Argentina -- Evaluation
- Instituto Superior de la Administracion Publica (Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Prospectus for a pattern of aid to university and other libraries: Final report (Reports 008802), 1963

**Creator:** Daily, Jay Elwood

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

46 p. + attachments.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Latin American universities -- Libraries
- Libraries -- Latin American universities

Report by Phyllis Deane on the Buenos Aires faculty of Economics Development Programme (Reports 008803), 1962

**Creator:** Deane, Phyllis

**Abstract/Summary**

A review of the program.
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

20 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Argentina
- Universidad de Buenos Aires Economics Development Programme

A report on my trip to Chile and to Washington D.C. for the "Colegios Regionales de la Universidad de Chile" project: Cornell University (Reports 008804), 1962

Creator: Dominguez, Marti#, 1909-

Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Chile
- Education, Higher -- Chile
- Universidad de Chile. Colegios Regionales

Argentina trip, May 6-11 (Reports 008805), 1968

Creator: Fischler, Abraham S.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Argentina
- Education -- Argentina

Visit to Argentina, May 7-19 (Reports 008806), 1967

Creator: Fischler, Abraham S.
Consideration for the improvement of science teaching in Argentina (Reports 008807), 1968
Creator: Fischler, Abraham S.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Science -- Study and teaching -- Argentina
• Education -- Argentina

Some relevant impressions gathered from a visit to Santiago, Buenos Aires, and Rio de Janeiro, January 16-February 6 (Reports 008808), 1962
Creator: Grinvald, Joseph

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Science -- Study and teaching -- Argentina
• Education -- Argentina

Concluding review of Ford Foundation grant to the Argentina National University of the South and to the Department of Agronomy with emphasis on recommendations for future activity (Reports 008809), 1970
Creator: Harris, Lorin E., 1915-1992

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
21 p.

- Page 1064-
Controlled Access Headings:

- Agronomy -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
- Education, Higher -- Argentina
- Universidad Nacional del Sur

Observations on agriculture in Chile: (Reports 008810), 1969
Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Chile

Observations on agriculture and Foundation related programs in Argentina, December 1-8 (Reports 008811), 1969
Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Argentina
- Agricultural assistance -- Argentina
- Endowments -- Argentina -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

A report of impressions gained during my visit to the Instituto de Edafologia e Hidrologia, Bahia Blanca (Reports 008812), 1967
Creator: Hodgson, Joseph F.

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculturists -- Training of -- Argentina
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina
High level manpower in economic development: the Argentine case (Reports 008813), 1962
Creator: Horowitz, Morris Aaron

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
64 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Industrialization -- Argentina
• Manpower planning -- Argentina

Report on economic research in Argentina, July 1961-September 1962 (Reports 008814), 1962
Creator: Horowitz, Morris Aaron

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Research -- Argentina
• Economics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina
• Economists -- Training of -- Argentina
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina
• Universidad Torcuato di Tella

El mejoramiento de la ensenanza de la economia en la republica de Argentina (Reports 008815), 1965
Creator: Hunter, John M. (John Merlin), 1921-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean;International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
Economics -- Study and teaching -- Argentina

The organization and operation of research Universidad Nacional de Cordoba (Reports 008816), 1964

Creator: Hunter, John M. (John Merlin), 1921-  

Program Name  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean  

Extent

24 leaves + appendices -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Research -- Argentina  
- Universities and colleges -- Argentina  
- Economics -- Research -- Argentina  
- Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, Instituto de Economia y Finanzas

Report of consultant John M. Hunter, Argentina, March 13-30 (Reports 008817), 1965

Creator: Hunter, John M. (John Merlin), 1921-  

Program Name  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean  

Related Grant Number

06200031

Extent

19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Argentina  
- Universidad Nacional de Cordoba Economics  
- Universidad Nacional de Tucuman

Consultant report: Argentina, March 19-April 2 (Reports 008818), 1966

Creator: Hunter, John M. (John Merlin), 1921-  

Program Name  
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean  

Related Grant Number

06200031
Extents
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economics -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Argentina
- Universidad Nacional de Tucumán. Facultad de Ciencias Económicas
- Universidad Nacional de Córdoba Economics.
- Foundation Argentina for Social Security.

Notes on visit to Buenos Aires (Reports 008819), 1960
Creator: Kidd, Charles Vincent

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
233 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- College administrators -- Brazil -- Interviews
- Education, Higher -- Research -- Brazil
- Universities and colleges -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America

Consultant's report, Harvard Development Advisory Service: feasibility of standardized achievement testing program for Argentine schools (Reports 008820), undated
Creator: King, Richard G., 1922-
Creator: Harvard University. Development Advisory Service

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
20 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Educational tests and measurements -- Argentina
- Education -- Research -- Argentina
- Harvard University. Development Advisory Service

Report of consulting visit to Uruguay and Argentina, April 30-May 7, 1966 (Reports 008821), 1966
box 370
Creator: King, Richard G., 1922-

**Program Name**

Office of the Vice President; Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Related Grant Number**

06290324

**Related Grantee Name**

Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

**Related Grant Purpose**

Consultants on project exploration review and evaluation for Latin America and the Caribbean.

**Extent**

12 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Restricted from scholarly access.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Paraguay
- Education -- Uruguay
- Technical education -- Paraguay
- Technical education -- Uruguay
- Teachers -- Training of -- Paraguay
- Teachers -- Training of -- Uruguay
- Ford Foundation. Vice President
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Foundation-Administered Project (FAP)

---

Report of my trip to Argentina, March 15 to May 1 (Reports 008822), 1969

Creator: Kohnke, Helmut, 1901-1991

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Soils -- Research -- Argentina
• National University of the South (Argentina) Soil Science Institute

National University of the South, Bahia Blanca, Argentina (Reports 008823), 1968

Creator: Krider, J. L. (Jake Luther), 1913-

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
10 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agronomy -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Argentina -- Curricula
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Graduate) -- Argentina
• Universities and colleges -- Argentina
• Education, Higher -- Argentina
• Universidad Nacional del Sur. Departamento de Agronomía

Reflection on "Cultural activities" memos (Reports 008824), 1968

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Cultural property -- Protection -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Institute of Statistics, Institute of Technology, PASS (Reports 008825), 1966

Creator: Levine, Arnold

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• PASS Argentine social security system
• Institute of Statistics and Institute of Technology
• Argentina -- Economic conditions
• Argentina -- Social conditions
• PASS Argentine social security system
• Institute of Statistics and Institute of Technology

Latin American Postgraduate Training Program (Reports 008826), 1966
Creator: Lloyd, Charles W.

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education, Higher -- Latin America
• Universities and colleges -- Latin America -- Graduate work

Review of the training program in Santiago, Chile, November 17-23 (Reports 008827), 1967
Creator: Lloyd, Charles W.

**Program Name**
Overseas Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Population research -- Chile
• Human reproduction -- Study and teaching -- Chile
• Population assistance -- Chile
• Birth control -- Chile
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Observations made during April 1967 in Argentina, Santiago de Chile, Lima and Caracas (Reports 008828), 1967
Creator: Cotton, F. Albert (Frank Albert), 1930-2007

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Scientists -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Program development trends that cause increased demand for management services (Reports 008829), 1967

- Page 1071-
Creator: Mayer, Robert A. (Robert Anthony)

Program Name
Administration

Extent
19 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Management
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Technical assistance

Delegated-authority projects: guidelines (Reports 008830), 1972

Program Name
Administration

Extent
11 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Delegated-authority projects
• Guidelines -- Delegated-authority projects
• Ford Foundation

Meeting November 23, 1971: (4 issue papers) (Reports 008831), 1971

Creator: Goodyear, F. R. D. (Francis Richard David), 1936-1987
Creator: Mayer, Robert R.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Task Force on Financial Accounting and Reporting.

Program Name
Administration

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Financial accounting and reporting
• Administrative expense
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management

Allocation of staff time and FAPs to direct charitable activities (Reports 008832), 1971
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Vice Presidents, Heads and POICS.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Officials and employees
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Pending tax legislation affecting the Foundation's activities (Reports 008833), 1969

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to overseas representatives.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
6 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Finance
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Law and legislation
• Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Pending tax legislation affecting the Foundation's activities (Chapter 2) (Reports 008834), 1969

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Overseas Representatives.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President
Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Finance
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Law and legislation
- Ford Foundation. Office of the Vice President

Special guidelines on the legal framework for grants to foreign organizations (Reports 008835), 1973

Creator: Dressner, Howard R.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Executive Officers, POICS and Heads, Administrative and Program Officers, and Overseas Representatives.

Program Name

Office of the Secretary and General Counsel

Extent

3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Grants to foreign organizations
- Legal framework -- Grants to foreign organizations

Revised special guidelines on the legal framework for grants to foreign organizations (Reports 008836), 1974

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Executive Officers, POICS and Heads, Program and Administrative Officers, Assistant Administrative Officers, and Overseas Representatives.

Program Name

Office of the Secretary and General Counsel/International Division

Extent

18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Grants to foreign organizations
- Legal framework -- Grants to foreign organizations

- Page 1074-
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Farm forestry in north-west India: lessons from the 1980's (Reports 008837), 1990
Creator: Saxena, N. C., 1942-

Ford Foundation Series

Studies in sustainable forest management:4

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agroforestry -- India
• Eucalyptus -- India

Indochinese refugees and the Ford Foundation: a report based on interviews with public and private agencies in New York and Washington, July 9-13 (Reports 008838), 1979
Creator: Geithner, Peter F.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Indochinese refugees and the Ford Foundation
• Refugees, Indochinese

Discussions with human rights groups in Europe (Reports 008839), 1976
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Francis X. Sutton.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights advocates -- Europe
• Ford Foundation. International Division

International Human Rights Documentation and Reference Service: working group meeting London, June 22, 1979 other comments and an assessment of progress to date (Reports 008840), 1979
Creator: Heaps, David
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Francis X. Sutton, dated July 9, 1979.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
10 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Human rights -- International coOperation
• International Human Rights Documentation and Reference Service.

Gaps in research on transnational enterprises (Reports 008841), 1977
Creator: Sauvant, Karl P.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International business enterprises -- Research priorities
• Research priorities -- Multinational corporations

Research priorities concerning multinational firms and foreign direct investment: the economic issues (Reports 008842), 1977
Creator: Hawkins, Robert G.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
21 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International business enterprises -- Research priorities
• Research priorities -- Multinational corporations

Gaps of research in transnational corporations (Reports 008843), 1977
Creator: Dunning, John H.
Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• International business enterprises -- Research priorities
• Research priorities -- Multinational corporations

First Organizational Meeting and Conference Caribbean Studies Association (Reports 008844), 1975
Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

14 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Ethnic groups -- Research -- Caribbean Area
• Caribbean Studies Association

Program on the future of the international economic order (Reports 008845), 1976
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the International Committee of the Board of Trustees, dated February 20, 1976.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

7 p. + appendices: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• International economic relations
• Monetary policy -- International cooperation
• Ford Foundation. Europe and International Affairs

The Educational Opportunity Bank: The feasibility of a pilot project at the graduate level (Reports 008846), 1970
Creator: Ashenfelter, Orley, 1942-

Program Name
Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Extent
27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Student loan funds
• Educational Opportunity Bank

Core proposal for Cleveland: evaluation (Reports 008847), 1967
Creator: Cunningham, J. V. (James Vincent), 1911-1985

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to S.M. Miller.

Program Name
National Affairs/Social Development

Extent
13 p. + appendix.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Cleveland proposal -- Core
• Congress of Racial Equality CORE, Cleveland proposal.

Creator: Botero, Rodrigo

Program Name
Board of Trustees

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Latin America
• Endowments -- Latin America -- Evaluation
The social challenge to modern Islamic architecture: The Aga Khan Award for Architecture in the Spirit of Islam (Reports 008849), 1980
Creator: Soedjatmoko, 1922-1989

Abstract/Summary
Lecture given on Islamic architecture.

Program Name
Board of Trustees

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Architecture, Islamic

The Ford Foundation's role in India's developing agriculture: a review of current and prospective activities in support of intensified agricultural development (Reports 008850), 1968
Creator: New Delhi Field Office Staff.

Abstract/Summary
Briefing document to the recent visit by David E. Bell and Eugene Staples.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
131 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- India
- Agricultural development projects -- India
- Philanthropy -- India
- Ford Foundation India

Visit to Beirut (Reports 008851), 1972
Creator: Harrison, Gordon A.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Courtney Nelson.
**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

6 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Beirut visit
- National Council on Scientific Research Grant proposal evaluation

Report on European discussions (Reports 008852), 1972

Creator: Ames, Edward A.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to David Freeman.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**

7 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- OECD and Ford Foundation -- Energy Policy Project
- Energy Policy Project OECD staff briefing.

Center for Study and Development of Culture and the Arts (CENECA) (Reports 008853), 1984

Creator: Fadul, Anamaria

---

**Program Name**

Developing Countries Program

**Extent**

8 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Theater -- Chile
- Performing arts -- Chile
- Cultural property -- Protection
- Centro de Indagación y Expresión Cultural y Artística (Santiago, Chile)

Report on the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (Reports 008854), 1984

Creator: Pye, Lucian W., 1921-2008
**Program Name**  
Developing Countries Program

**Extent**  
20 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Research institutes -- Evaluation  
- Learned institutions and societies -- Evaluation  
- Social sciences -- Research -- India  
- Social scientists -- Training of -- India  
- Centre for the Study of Developing Societies

---

An assessment of the Vera Institute of Justice for the Ford Foundation (Reports 008855), 1984  

**Creator:** Grinker, William J.  
**Creator:** Walker, Gary A.

---

**Program Name**  
United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

**Related Grant Number**  
06600329

**Related Grantee Name**  
Vera Institute of Justice

**Related Grant Purpose**  
General support for Vera's research and demonstration projects in the field of criminal justice and the underclass.

**Extent**  
[iii], 69 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Criminal justice, Administration of -- Research -- New York (N.Y.)  
- Criminal Justice, Administration of -- United States  
- Crime prevention -- New York (N.Y.)  
- Crime prevention -- United States  
- Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance  
- Vera Institute of Justice

---

The Ford Foundation's Latin American and Caribbean Program (Reports 008856), 1984  

box 372
Program Name
Developing Countries Program/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
104 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical assistance -- Latin America
- Endowments -- Latin America -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Some principles and steps to guide transition in the public service of Pakistan (Reports 008857), 1974
Creator: Stahl, O. Glenn (Oscar Glenn), 1910-

Abstract/Summary
A report prepared for the Pakistan Administrative Staff College. --T.p.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
07450250

Related Grantee Name
Administrative Staff College

Related Grant Purpose
Provide services of two consultants to assist the Staff College.

Extent
17 p.-- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Public service employment -- Pakistan
- Civil service -- Pakistan
- Career development -- Pakistan
- Vocational guidance -- Pakistan
- Technical assistance -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific
- Administrative Staff College of India

Post project review of the Information and Advisory Centre and training programmes in the Export Promotion Bureau, Government of Pakistan (Reports 008858), 1972
Creator: Stanley, Alexander O.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Export controls -- Pakistan
- Foreign trade regulation -- Pakistan


Creator: Sukamto, Adriana Elisabeth, 1963-
Creator: Theisen, Gary

Program Name

Developing Countries Program

Extent

37 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Indonesia -- Evaluation

Toward a new consciousness of America: field report: June 4-June 8 (Reports 008860), 1973

Creator: Blumenstiel, Alexander

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

43 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Pueblo Indians -- New Mexico
- Indians of North America -- New Mexico
- Ford Foundation. National Affairs

A renewed Foundation program vis a vis Cuba (Reports 008861), 1978

Creator: Schuman, Barry
Abstract/Summary

Memo to James Himes, dated August 9, 1978.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

13 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political science -- Cuba
- International relations
- Human rights
- Ford Foundation

The Community Development Corporation: strategy for integration, growth and coherence (Reports 008862), 1977

Creator: Kravitz, Sanford L.
Creator: Oppenheimer-Nicolau, Siobhan

Program Name

National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Community development corporations
- Community development

Ford Foundation social engineering programs (Reports 008863), 1976

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

38 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social engineering programs -- Ford Foundation
- Community development programs -- Ford Foundation
- Public welfare -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation

Hispanics: issues, problems, and opportunities in the United States (Reports 008864), 1984

- Page 1084-
Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent

63 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Hispanic Americans--Social conditions
- Minorities -- United States -- Social conditions
- Ford Foundation. Human Rights and Governance

Leaf-hoppers of rice fields in East Pakistan (Reports 008865), 1969
Creator: Ishihara, Tomoo, 1923-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Rice -- Disease and pest resistance -- Bangladesh
- Rice -- Diseases and pests -- Bangladesh
- Entomology -- Research -- Bangladesh

Rice pests, diseases, and varietal resistance trials in East Pakistan (Reports 008866), 1971
Creator: Lippold, Paul C.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06600125

Related Grantee Name

International Rice Research Institute

Extent

52 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Rice -- Disease and pest resistance -- Bangladesh
• Rice -- Diseases and pests -- Bangladesh
• Rice -- Research -- Bangladesh
• International Rice Research Institute

The East Pakistan Educational Equipment Development Bureau
(Reports 008867), 1970

Creator: Melton, Reginald F., 1934-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

52 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education -- Bangladesh
• Education and state -- Bangladesh

Kenya meeting for representatives, comment on agenda paper.
Session IV, June 7, 1968, Resource bases for development (Reports 008868), 1968

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

L68-161.

Extent

4 p.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1968 June 6-8: Nairobi, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Development
• International Division

Observations and recommendations re "Nigerian Institute of Management and Administration" (Reports 008869), 1963

Creator: Hoslett, Schuyler Dean, 1918-

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number

06400408

Related Grantee Name

Nigerian Institute of Management

Related Grant Purpose

General support.

Extent

6 p. + appendix -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Executives -- Training of -- Nigeria
- Industrial management -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- Nigerian Institute of Management

Visit to Ibadan and Ife, August 2-4 (Reports 008870), 1973

Creator: Ward, Haskell G.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07200456

Related Grantee Name

University of Ibadan

Related Grant Purpose

Family planning training program for nurses and physicians at the University's medical facility.

Extent

4 leaves + attachments -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Nigeria
- Obstetrics -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Nigeria
- Gynecology -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Nigeria
- Universities and colleges -- Nigeria
- Education, Higher -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
Workshop on Needed Research in East Africa in Family Planning, Medical Research and Programme Trials, July 23-25: A brief report (Reports 008871), 1970

Creator: Armar, A. A.

Abstract/Summary

Brief summary of the workshop.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number

07090496

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Birth control -- Africa, East

Planning a basic science curriculum for the Comprehensive Secondary School at Aiyetoro Western Nigeria (Reports 008872), 1974

Creator: Watson, Fletcher G. (Fletcher Guard)
Creator: Roberts, Douglas A. (Douglas Alan)

Abstract/Summary

A companion to the two volumes of General Science for Form I and Form II for the Comprehensive Secondary School. --T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06700148

Related Grantee Name

University of Lagos

Related Grant Purpose

Establishment of a comparative education center at the University in Nigeria.
Extent

17 p. --- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Science -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria -- Curricula
- Curriculum planning -- Nigeria
- Technical education -- Nigeria
- Education, Secondary -- Nigeria
- Ford Foundation. Vice President
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
- University of Lagos

Nigerian Institute of Management: "Development plans" (Reports 008873), 1972

Creator: Hutchison, T. A. M.

Abstract/Summary

Background information on and recommendations from the Institute.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa; Africa and the Middle East/West Africa

Related Grant Number

06400408

Related Grantee Name

Nigerian Institute Of Management

Extent

79 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Management -- Nigeria
- Nigerian Institute of Management
- Urwick International Ltd.

Discussions with Professor Olayide on future Foundation support for Department of Agricultural Economics at the University of Ibadan (Reports 008874), 1977

Creator: Biggs, Tyler, 1942-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa
Related Grant Number

07100454

Related Grantee Name

University of Ibadan

Related Grant Purpose

Staff development fellowships and visiting faculty to expand and upgrade the University's Faculty of Agriculture

Extent

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Nigeria
- Universities and colleges -- Nigeria
- Education, Higher -- Nigeria
- Rockefeller Foundation
- Ford Foundation

Second Vocational Improvement Centres Seminar: seminar report (Reports 008875), 1973

Creator: Gardner, William

Creator: Hamper, William A.

Creator: Vocational Improvement Centres Seminar (2nd: 1973, Kano, Nigeria)

Abstract/Summary

"[Notes from] seminar held at the Bagauda Lake Hotel, Kano, 13th to 17th August, 1973, as part of the Vocational Improvement Centres Follow-up Programme." --T.p.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

07300443

Related Grantee Name

Kaduna Polytechnic

Related Grant Purpose

Support for a vocational technical education program.
**Extent**

68 p. -- 28 cm.

**Related Conference**

Vocational Improvement Centres Seminar (2nd: 1973, Kano, Nigeria)

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Vocational education -- Nigeria -- Congresses
- Technical education -- Nigeria -- Congresses
- Technical institutes -- Nigeria
- Vocational teachers -- Training of -- Nigeria
- Teachers -- Training of -- Nigeria
- Vocational Improvement Centres -- Follow-up Programme

Visit to West Africa-Sahel branch of Pan-African Institute for Development, Ouagadougou (Reports 008876), 1979  
**Creator:** McKee, Katharine

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Related Grant Number**

07100536

**Related Grantee Name**

Pan African Institute For Development

**Related Grant Purpose**

Support to strengthen the Institute’s research capacity and to assist in the creation of a project support office.

**Extent**

7 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Rural development -- Africa, West
- Community development -- Africa, West
- Pan African Institute for Development

Visit to Pan-African Institute for Development, Yacunde (Reports 008877), 1978  
**Creator:** McKee, Katharine

- Page 1091-
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic development
- Pan African Institute for Development

Vocational Education Program for Nigeria (Reports 008878), 1964
Creator: Skapski, Adam S.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Vocational education -- Nigeria

Universidad Metropolitana (Reports 008879), 1972
Creator: Banks, Robert, 1922-

Abstract/Summary
This is a report about the new Universidad Metropolitana in Caracas. It is based on information obtained during a visit to the University from November 29 to December 2, 1971.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Venezuela
- Universidad Metropolitana (Caracas, Venezuela)

A confidential report on the status and potential of archaeological science in India: University of Minnesota (Reports 008880), 1983
Creator: Rapp, George Robert, 1930-

Program Name
Developing Countries Program
### Archaeological science in India: Status, potential and recommendations: University of Minnesota (Reports 008881), 1983

**Creator:** Rapp, George Robert, 1930-

**Program Name**
Developing Countries Program

**Extent**
16 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Archaeology -- India

### Planning for Universidad de Monterrey (Reports 008882), 1971

**Creator:** Aguilar-Hernandez, Alfonso

**Program Name**
Education and Public Policy program (EPP)

**Extent**
15 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Archaeology -- India

### The development of the Nigerian Institute of Management (Reports 008883), 1972

**Creator:** Hutchison, T. A. M.

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**
11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education and consultancy -- Nigeria
• Nigerian Institute of Management

Report on the Second Conference of the Association of African Universities (Reports 008884), 1969

Creator: Daly, Mason G.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Universities and colleges -- Africa -- Congresses
• University cooperation -- Africa
• Association of African Universities

Handing-over notes on the Nigerian Summer Science Institutes (Reports 008885), 1975

Creator: Kimball, Merritt E.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

06700148

Related Grantee Name

University of Lagos

Related Grant Purpose

Establishment of a Comparative Education Center at the University in Nigeria.

Extent

11 leaves -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:

• Science -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Nigeria -- Curricula
• College teachers -- Training of -- Nigeria
• Education, Higher -- Nigeria
• University of Lagos. Comparative Education Study and Adaptation Centre

End of tour report by the team of Nigerian Biology educators which visited selected N.S.F. summer institutes for Biology teachers in the U.S.A. in (Reports 008886), 1973

box 373

- Page 1094-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Middle East and Africa</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes on discussion pertaining to technical education in Lagos, 16-26 (Reports 008887), 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Fox, Melvin J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Division/Middle East and Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>8 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Access Headings:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biology -- Study and teaching -- United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comparative education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation Management Meeting, Washington, November 4-5, 1982: minutes. (Reports 008888), 1982</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States and International Affairs Program/Rural Poverty and Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>24 p. + appendices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Access Headings:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Water -- Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Irrigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in national unity in West African countries (Reports 008889), 1971</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Smock, David R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
26 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Nationalism -- Africa, West
• Political science -- Africa, West
• Political sociology

Language curriculum for Nigeria (Reports 008890), undated
Creator: Shaplin, Marjorie L.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
various pagings.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Language -- Study and teaching -- Nigeria
• Education--Nigeria
• Yoruba Primary Project

Survey of selected Brazilian libraries and documentation centers: report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 008891), 1974
Creator: Kahler, Mary Ellis

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
18 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Library science -- Brazil
• Libraries -- Brazil

The Foundation in Lebanon: (Reports 008892), 1976
Creator: Edwards, Robert H.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political science -- Lebanon
- Administrative agencies -- Lebanon -- Finance
- Endowments -- Lebanon -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Foundation experience in Iran and Turkey (Reports 008893), 1979  box 373
Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Iran -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Turkey -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Management
- Ford Foundation

Visit to Riyadh (Reports 008894), 1974  box 373
Creator: Nelson, Courtney

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Egypt
- International economic relations
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Report on Robert College and the American College for Girls, Istanbul, Turkey (Reports 008895), 1957  box 373
Creator: Davidson, Carter, 1905-1965
Creator: Dodd, Paul A.
Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

34 leaves: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Turkey
- Education, Humanistic -- Turkey
- Universities and colleges -- Turkey -- Finance
- Educational assistance -- Turkey
- Endowments -- Turkey -- Evaluation
- Robert College (Istanbul, Turkey)
- American College for Girls (Istanbul, Turkey)

Comments on agenda paper: Session V, languages and linguistics (Reports 008896), 1968

Creator: Fraenkel, Peter

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

L68-161

Extent

7 p.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1968 June 6-8: Nairobi, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Languages and linguistics
- International Division

Overseas Development Program evaluation (1951-1961) and statement of current objectives and policies (Reports 008897), 1961

Abstract/Summary

This report provides an overview of grantmaking activities from 1951 to 1961 in South and Southeast Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, and the Near East and Africa including a list of successful and unsuccessful projects for each region.
Program Name

Overseas Division/Latin America; Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; Overseas Division/Near East and Africa

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic development -- Developing Countries
- Rural development -- Developing countries
- Technical assistance -- Developing countries
- Education -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development

A review of the problem of personnel for Overseas Development: progress report (Reports 008898), 1962

Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Management
- Endowments -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

Notes on the world's food problem (Reports 008899), 1966

Creator: Hill, F. F. (Forrest Frank), 1900-

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Food supply -- Developing Countries
- Agricultural productivity -- Developing countries

Prospective development needs overseas and the evolution of Ford Foundation's OD Overseas Development Program (Reports 008900), 1966

Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Program Name

Overseas Division
Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Developing countries
- Technical assistance -- Developing countries
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

International Division Meeting, Beirut: summary notes (Reports 008901), 1967

Program Name
International Division

Related Grant Number
L66-166.

Extent

1 v.: var. pag. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Developing countries
- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation

Land problems and reform: opening statement on the general question of (Reports 008902), 1961

Creator: Gaitskell, Arthur

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Bangladesh
- Technical assistance -- Africa, East

The Foundation and Israel (Reports 008903), 1966

Creator: Kingsley, J. Donald (John Donald), 1908-1972

Abstract/Summary
Memo to McGeorge Bundy, dated December 27, 1966.
Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa; International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
3 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Science -- Research -- Israel
- Social sciences -- Research -- Israel
- Endowments -- Israel -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Treatment of Jewish minorities in Arab countries since June 1967 with particular attention to the UAR (Reports 008904), 1968
Creator: Kingsley, J. Donald (John Donald), 1908-1972

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David Bell.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Jews -- Arab countries -- Social conditions

Middle East studies, Dr. Heard's enquiry (Reports 008905), 1973
Creator: Scott, Thomas D., 1923-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated June 22, 1973.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
6 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Middle East specialists -- Training of -- United States
- Foreign study -- United States
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Syria (Reports 008906), 1976
Creator: Nelson, Courtney

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David Bell and Robert Edwards, dated April 7, 1976.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Social planning -- Syria
• Technical assistance -- Syria
• Ford Foundation

The Maghreb (Reports 008907), 1968

Creator: Heaps, David

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical assistance -- Africa, North
• Ford Foundation. Africa, North

Report on my trip to South Africa (Reports 008908), 1969

Creator: Smock, David R.

Creator: Fredericks, J. Wayne (Jacob Wayne), 1917-2004

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Wayne Fredericks, dated March 10, 1969.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

15 leaves -- 28 cm.
Dialogue with South Africa (Reports 008909), 1971

Creator: Ward, Haskell G.
Creator: Fredericks, J. Wayne (Jacob Wayne), 1917-2004

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Wayne Fredericks.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
8 p.

Status report on the Foundation's activities concerning Southern Africa (Reports 008910), 1972

Creator: Fredericks, J. Wayne (Jacob Wayne), 1917-2004
Creator: Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy, dated June 20, 1972.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
8 p. -- 28 cm.

Social science research in South Africa (Reports 008911), 1974

Creator: Smock, David R.
Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Robert Edwards.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- South Africa
- Social sciences -- South Africa
- Ford Foundation and social science research (South Africa)

Social sciences and the Ford Foundation (Reports 008912), 1976

Creator: Drysdale, Robert S.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

10 p.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1976 Apr. 26-28: Villa de Leyva, Colombia)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Latin America

Visit to Mogadishu, Friday 30th August to Tuesday 3rd (Reports 008913), 1968

Creator: Robin, John P., 1912-2000

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ford Foundation and Somalia
- Somalia and Ford Foundation

Addis Ababa University (680-0650) (Reports 008914), 1978

Creator: Smock, David R.
Creator: Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Abstract/Summary
Memo to William D. Carmichael, dated December 1, 1978.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
10 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Universities and colleges -- Ethiopia
• Education, Higher -- Ethiopia -- Curricula
• Higher education and state -- Ethiopia
• Addis Ababa University

Nigeria - Ghana Program summary and outlook for fiscal (Reports 008915), 1962
Creator: Kingsley, J. Donald (John Donald), 1908-1972

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Ford Foundation in Nigeria and Ghana
• Nigeria and the Ford Foundation
• Ghana and the Ford Foundation

Problems facing the Nigerian Federal Government during 1970, and assistance from the Ford Foundation (Reports 008916), 1970
Creator: Hanson, Haldore, 1912-1992
Creator: Fredericks, J. Wayne (Jacob Wayne), 1917-2004

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
23 leaves + attachment -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public administration -- Nigeria
• Political planning -- Nigeria
• Central planning -- Nigeria
• Technical assistance -- Nigeria
• Ford Foundation

Report on West Africa (Reports 008917), 1972
Creator: Heaps, David

**Program Name**
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**
78 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Ford Foundation and West Africa
- West Africa and the Ford Foundation

In search of theoretical room for freedom: North American social science thinking about Latin American development (Reports 008918), 1976
Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

**Abstract/Summary**

**Program Name**
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**
21 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Academic freedom -- Latin America
- Intellectual freedom -- Latin America
- Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Terminal report for Regional Educational Planning Seminar: Bangkok (Reports 008919), 1971
Creator: Williams, J. D.

**Abstract/Summary**
Description with some analysis of the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization and its functioning.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number
06800054

Related Grantee Name
Royal Government Of Thailand

Extent

Controlled Access Headings:
- Educational planning -- Thailand
- Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization

Report on consultant assignment to Nanyang University, Singapore, December 1970 to March 1971 (Reports 008920), 1971
Creator: Case, Harry L. (Harry Lawrence), 1907-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p. -- 28 cm.

Conditions Governing Access:
Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Universities and colleges -- Singapore
- Education, Higher -- Singapore
- Education, Higher -- Southeast Asia
- Higher education and state -- Singapore
- Nanyang Technological University

Grantee-grantor relations (Reports 008921), 1973
Creator: Whiting, Basil J.

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division
Extent

1 p. + attachment -- 28 cm.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. International Division

The Foundation-Grantee relationship (Reports 008922), 1973
Creator: Gardner, James A., 1943-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

L73-69.

Extent

10 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Endowments -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Comments on the Sutton-Soedjatmoko exchange of the closing session (Reports 008923), 1979
Creator: Drysdale, Robert S.

Program Name

International Division
Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Development -- Theories of

The Foundation and the world in the 1980s (Reports 008924), 1979

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memo to David Bell from Eugene Staples, Ford Foundation's Representative in India, presenting his views on foundation activities for the 1980s. Staples mentioned four areas: natural resources management, rural development, values and international affair

Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

L78-274.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

• Charity organization -- Developing countries
• Technical assistance -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Office for Latin America and the Caribbean, report on FY (Reports 008925), 1970

Creator: Nagel, John S.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

14 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Ford Foundation Office for Latin America and the Caribbean
• Ford Foundation Office for Latin America and the Caribbean.

Indonesia program budget: Fiscal Year (Reports 008926), 1970
Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Eugene S. Staples.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
7 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Indonesia -- Evaluation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation

Budget review of programs in Asia (Reports 008927), 1970
Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell on Ford Foundation programs in India.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Philanthropy -- Asia
• Ford Foundation

Fiscal year 1972 budget, New Delhi Office (Reports 008928), 1971
Creator: Wilhelm, Harry E.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Eugene S. Staples on current activities in India and Nepal.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Philanthropy -- India
- Philanthropy -- Nepal
- Ford Foundation India
- Ford Foundation

FY 1972 Asia and Pacific budget statement (Reports 008929), 1971 (box 374)

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Budget, FY 72 -- Asia and Pacific Program
- Asia and Pacific Program -- Budget, FY 72

Year-end report on consultancy in Peru (Reports 008930), 1971 (box 374)

Creator: Dye, Richard W.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

7 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Peru
- Ford Foundation

EIA Office budget paper (Reports 008931), 1979 (box 374)
Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

44 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Budget, 1980-81 -- Europe and international affairs
- Europe and international affairs -- Budget, 1980-81
- Ford Foundation

State of play in "international education" as of September 9 (Reports 008932), 1977

Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell and Harold Howe II.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- International education
- Foreign study
- Area studies

Plans and resources of other agencies for assisting educational development in the seventies and their possible implications for the International Division (Reports 008933), 1971

Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- International education
• Education and development

State of play in “international education” as of August 11 (Reports 008934), 1977
Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell and Harold Howe II.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
6 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International education
• Foreign study
• Area studies

Women-related interests at Harvard and MIT (Reports 008935), 1980
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Extent
2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Women in development -- United States
• Women's studies -- United States
• Women's rights -- United States
• Women -- Education -- United States
• Universities and colleges -- United States
• Harvard University
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Explorations in re Third World women's leadership development (Reports 008936), 1980
Creator: Barber, Elinor G.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
Women's Programs
Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Women in development -- Leadership
• Leadership -- Women in development

Expanded program activities concerning women (Reports 008937), 1980

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to ID Heads, POICs, and Overseas Reps concerning the International Division's women's programs.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Women's rights
• Feminism
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Material from EPP re Women's Programs -- in response to your January 18 memo (Reports 008938), 1980

Creator: Howe, Harold, 1918-2002

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Office of the Vice President

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• EPP and Women's programs
• Women's programs and EPP

Development of educational planning at the sub-national level in Indonesia, Oct. (Reports 008939), 1976

box 374
Creator: Heneveld, Ward

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
11 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Perkembangan Perencanaan di Daerah Tingkat;I & II

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational planning -- Indonesia

Activities in 1977-79 relating to educational planning and Ford Foundation assistance (Reports 008940), 1977
Creator: Shaeffer, Sheldon

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational planning -- Asia and the Pacific

PROPPIPDA: an experiment in provincial planning and research (Reports 008941), 1977
Creator: Myers, Robert G.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
3 p. + attachment.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Educational planning -- Indonesia

Report on consultancy in Jakarta, April 1976: national survey of achievement in schools (Reports 008942), 1976
Creator: Elley, Warwick B.
Abstract/Summary

... outline of my activities, accomplishments and impressions as a result of my visit to Indonesia from April 4 to 23, 1976"--P. [1].

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Indonesia
- Education -- Indonesia -- Evaluation

Report on consultancy in Jakarta, August 1976: national survey of achievement in Indonesian schools (Reports 008943), 1976

Creator: Elley, Warwick B.

Abstract/Summary

"... an outline of my activities and views as a result of my visit to Indonesia from July 25 to August 15, 1976"--P. [1].

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Indonesia
- Education -- Indonesia -- Evaluation

Visit to Proyek Pamong, Solo, April 5 (Reports 008944), 1977

Creator: Shaeffer, Sheldon

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Indonesia

Educational research capacity: the minimal conditions necessary (Reports 008945), undated

- Page 1116-
Creator: Carpenter, Harold F.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

5 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Educational planning -- Indonesia

---

Report on general education (Reports 008946), undated  
Creator: Dongerkery, S. R. (Sunderrao Ramrao), 1898-

**Program Name**

Overseas Training and Research

**Extent**

89 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education, Higher -- United States
- Education -- United States

---

Cross-pollination in higher education: reflections on the Indo-American case (Reports 008947), 1981  
Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Education, Higher -- India

Visit to Project Pamong, Solo - Indonesia, April 5 and 6 (Reports 008948), 1977
Creator: Myers, Robert G.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational planning -- Indonesia

Women in International Division programming (Reports 008949), 1975
Creator: Germain, Adrienne

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to Oscar Harkavy.

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- International Division
- International Division Women

Consultant's report to the Ford Foundation Mexico office (Reports 008950), 1979
Creator: Lowenthal, Abraham F.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Mexico
- Endowments -- Mexico -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Mexico Office

U.S.: Mexican relations (Reports 008951), 1980

- Page 1118-
Creator: Lowenthal, Abraham F.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to James R. Himes, dated October 5, 1980.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International relations
- Ford Foundation. Mexico Office

ODLA Overseas Development-Latin America activities in higher education (Reports 008952), 1966
Creator: Simons, Hans

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Education, Higher -- Latin America
- Ford Foundation. Latin America

Nuestra America en Nueva York: The new immigrant Hispanic populations in New York City, 1980 (Reports 008953), 1995
Creator: Rodriguez, Orlando, 1942-
Creator: Cooney, Rosemary Santana, 1946-
Creator: Falco#n, Angelo
Creator: Hanson, Christopher S.
Creator: Lobo, Arun Peter
Creator: Virgin, Vicky

Program Name
Governance and Public Policy

Related Grant Number
09301369
Related Grantee Name
Fordham University

Ford Foundation Series
Hispanic Research Center report series

Controlled Access Headings:
• Hispanic Americans -- New York
• Fordham University

Possible Foundation activities involving Cuban affairs, Oct. (Reports 008954), 1967
Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Harry E. Wilhelm.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Controlled Access Headings:
• Philanthropy -- Cuba

The political situation in the Dominican Republic (Reports 008955), 1965
Creator: Mayer, Robert A. (Robert Anthony)

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent
36 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political science -- Dominican Republic
• Politics, Practical -- Dominican Republic

Central American Program discussion paper (Reports 008956), 1963

Program Name
Overseas Division/Latin America

Extent
9 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Economics -- Research -- Central America
Review of the Foundation's program in Chile and staff deployment for the Southern Cone (Reports 008957), 1974  
Creator: Bell, Peter D.

Abstract/Summary
Presents a review of the Foundation's program in Chile and suggestions for staff deployment for the Southern Cone in light of the political situation in Chile following the September 1973 military coup.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Controlled Access Headings:
- Ford Foundation -- Chile
- Ford Foundation -- Southern Cone of South America
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Office Santiago

Report on my visit to Chile: March 20-23 (Reports 008958), 1974  
Creator: Dye, Richard W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to William D. Carmichael, dated March 26, 1974.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Conditions Governing Access:

Conditions Governing Access
Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Political science -- Chile
- Ford Foundation

The political scene in Chile (Reports 008959), 1974  
Creator: Silvert, Kalman H.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to William Carmichael, dated March 26, 1974.
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
5 leaves -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
- Political science -- Chile
- Ford Foundation

Population and family planning in Mexico (Reports 008960), 1978

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
5 leaves -- 28 cm

Controlled Access Headings:
- Birth control -- Mexico
- Ford Foundation. Mexico Office

Future status of the Venezuelan Office, September (Reports 008961), 1967

Creator: Crawley, Roy W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Harry E. Wilhelm, dated September 24, 1967.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
15 leaves + attachments: ill., tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical assistance -- Venezuela
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
- Ford Foundation. Field Office Caracas
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean
- Ford Foundation

Establishing an investment company that would enable private colleges and universities to increase the yield of their investments (Reports 008962), 1954

Creator: McPeak, William M.
Program Name
Office of the President

Extent
9 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Investments -- Universities and colleges
- Universities and colleges -- Investments

Information requested in your memo of August 20 concerning dependent organizations (Reports 008963), 1971
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Foundation policies related to the U.S. balance of payments (Reports 008964), 1968
Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Program Officers, Overseas Representatives, Administrative Officers.

Program Name
Office of the President

Extent
5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Balance of payments -- United States
- Terms of trade -- United States
- Foreign exchange -- United States
- International finance
• Ford Foundation. President

Request for funding from FY 1980 General Reserves, International Division (Reports 008965), 1980

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Franklin Thomas.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Budget
• Ford Foundation. International Division

The Philippines (Reports 008966), 1969

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• The Philippines and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation and the Philippines

Philippines and Ford Foundation activities (Reports 008967), 1970

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical assistance -- Philippines
• Endowments -- Philippines -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation

The Philippines and Ford Foundation activities (Reports 008968), 1976
Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical assistance -- Philippines
• Endowments -- Philippines -- Evaluation

Information in Indonesia and the Ford Foundation's activities (Reports 008969), 1967
box 375

Program Name

International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

17 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Indonesia and the Ford Foundation
• The Ford Foundation and Indonesia
• Ford Foundation

Taiwan (Reports 008970), 1973
Creator: Heaps, David

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated September 17, 1973.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent
3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Taiwan
• Charity organization -- Taiwan
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The United Nations University: an institutional profile (Reports 008971), 1975
Creator: Cleaves, Peter S.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• The United Nations University and the Ford Foundation
• The Ford Foundation and the United Nations University

Trip to Africa for the Foundation (April 25 through May 17, 1980) (Reports 008972), 1980
Creator: Rabb, Harriet

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Board of Trustees.

Program Name
Board of Trustees; International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
25 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Africa and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Africa

Trip to West Africa, East Africa, and India (Reports 008973), 1974
Creator: Marshall, Dorothy
Program Name
Board of Trustees; International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Africa
• Agricultural assistance -- India
• Ford Foundation. Africa
• Ford Foundation India

Notes on June ’75 trip to Latin America (Reports 008974), 1975
Creator: Marshall, Dorothy

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Related Grant Number
L75-42

Extent
9 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social change -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation. International Division

International Association for Cultural Freedom: a draft report (Reports 008975), 1970
Creator: Heaps, David

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell and Francis X. Sutton, dated December 3, 1970.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
33 p.: tables -- 28 cm.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Intellectual cooperation
- International relations
- Endowments -- Evaluation
- International Association for Cultural Freedom

Summary tables, FY 1979 and earlier years (Reports 008976), 1980  box 375

Program Name

Organization and Management/Comptroller

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International Division budget, FY 1979
- Budget, FY 1979 -- International Division
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Summary tables, FY 1975 and earlier years (Reports 008977), 1976  box 375

Program Name

Administration/Comptroller

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International Division budget, FY 1975
- Budget, FY 1975 -- International Division
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Summary tables, FY 1976 and earlier years (Reports 008978), 1977  box 375

Program Name

Administration/Comptroller

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International Division budget, FY 1975
- Budget, FY 1975 -- International Division
- Ford Foundation. International Division

India - Indonesia: Notes on a trip in (Reports 008979), 1977  box 375

Creator: Dahrendorf, Ralf, 1929-2009

- Page 1128-
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• India and the Ford Foundation
• Indonesia and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation in India and Indonesia

India's industrial relations dilemma (Reports 008980), 1968

Creator: Gavin, Robert

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Industrial relations -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

The UPAU Communication Center (Reports 008981), 1970

Creator: Ward, William B. (William Binnington), 1917-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Communication -- Education -- India
• Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University

A case for mass media in India's agricultural development (Reports 008982), 1970

Creator: Ward, William B. (William Binnington), 1917-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

17 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in agriculture -- India
- Agricultural development projects -- India

Final report on communication in agriculture (Reports 008983), undated

Creator: Woods, John L. (John Lucius), 1912-

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

70 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in education -- India
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
- Education, Higher -- India
- Universities and colleges -- India
- Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University

End of tour report on communication in agriculture (Reports 008984), 1971

Creator: Glissendorf, O. F.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Communication in education -- India
- Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
- Education, Higher -- India
- Universities and colleges -- India
- Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University

United report on trip to Southern Africa and the Middle East on behalf of the Foundation (Reports 008985), 1975

Creator: Brimmer, Andrew F.
Abstract/Summary

Submitted to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Africa and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation. Africa

Private technical assistance in agricultural development: the Colombian model (Reports 008986), 1969

Creator: Duarte, Rodrigo

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- Colombia
• Agricultural assistance -- Colombia

Agricultural program notes (Reports 008987), 1977

Abstract/Summary

Issue no. 1.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural development projects -- Latin America
• Agricultural assistance -- Latin America
• Ford Foundation

Foundation strategy for work on agricultural and resource development (Reports 008988), 1977
Program Name
International Division

Extent
21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agricultural development projects
- Agricultural assistance
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research: Final report (Reports 008989), 1976
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
104 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Agriculture -- Research
- Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

International agricultural research - program/budget submissions of International Centers for 1979 and related materials (Reports 008990), 1978

Abstract/Summary
Ford Foundation Internal Review.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
62 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International agricultural research
- International agricultural research and training centers
International agricultural research - commentaries on the work of the international agricultural research and training centers and their program-budget submission (Reports 008991), 1979

Abstract/Summary

Ford Foundation Internal review.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

45 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agriculture -- Research -- Developing countries
• Agricultural assistance -- Developing countries
• Agricultural development projects -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Policy considerations and guidelines to establish a communication centre at agricultural universities in India (Reports 008992), 1971

Creator: Ward, William B. (William Binnington), 1917-

Creator: Indian Agricultural Universities Association

Abstract/Summary

Paper that was to be presented at the Second Convention of the Association of Indian Agricultural Universities, February 25-28, 1971.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

25 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural colleges -- India
• Agriculture -- Research -- India
• Agriculture -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- India
• Education, Higher -- India
• Universities and colleges -- India
• Indian Agricultural Universities Association
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Appraisal of primary education in Calcutta: possibilities for educational planning, research and development activity (Reports 008993), 1972

box 376
Creator: Davis, Russell G.

Abstract/Summary

Proposal for educational planning in Calcutta.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

61 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Primary -- India -- Calcutta (India)
- Educational planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)

International agricultural centers: Discussion of 1974 programs and budgets (Reports 008994), 1972

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-
Creator: Collins, Norman R.
Creator: Hathaway, Dale E.

Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

L74-260

Extent

various pagings.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1972 June 20 & 23: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agriculture -- International centers
- Ford Foundation. Agricultural Group

Discussion materials on 1974 program and budget submissions, international agricultural research and training centers (Reports 008995), 1972

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-
Creator: Hathaway, Dale E.
Creator: Collins, Norman R.
Program Name
International Division

Related Grant Number
L74-260.

Extent
Various pagings

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (June 20-23, 1972: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- International centers

International Division Work plans between now and (Reports 008996), 1978  
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to ID Heads, POICs, and Overseas Reps, dated December 18, 1978.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
5 p.: 28 cm.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. International Division
• Ford Foundation

International Division submission for the December meeting (Reports 008997), 1974  
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.
Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Retrenchment of management costs (Reports 008998), 1975
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Arthur D. Trottenberg, in response to his asking for an account of plans for reducing management costs in keeping with prospective budget reductions.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
- Management -- Costs
- Ford Foundation

Renewed program and budget review (Dick Dye's memo of 4/25/74) (Reports 008999), 1974
Creator: Himes, James R.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to William D. Carmichael.

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New opportunities for the Foundation in Nicaragua (Reports 009000), 1979</td>
<td>16 p.</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract/Summary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information paper to the Board of Trustees, International Committee.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan and the Ford Foundation (Reports 009001), 1979</td>
<td>6 p.</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator:</strong> Shaw, Robert d'A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program opportunities in Zimbabwe? (Reports 009003), 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Zimbabwe
- Technical assistance -- Zimbabwe
- Ford Foundation

World agriculture and the Ford Foundation (Reports 009004), 1979

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Program Name

International Division

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Agricultural development projects
- Agricultural assistance
- Ford Foundation. International Division

China and the Ford Foundation: an opening door (Reports 009005), 1979

Creator: Robinson, Marshall A.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy, Frank Thomas, David Bell, John Bresnan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- China
- Endowments -- China -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

China and Ford Foundation assistance (Reports 009006), 1978

Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy, David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- China
• Endowments -- China -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation

A prospectus for the International Food Policy Research Institute (Reports 009007), 1975
Creator: Hathaway, Dale E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
15 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• World food situation -- Research and analysis
• International Food Policy Research Institute

The budget in 1980: a comment (Reports 009008), 1974
Creator: Newmann, John M., 1934-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Endowments -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation. International Division
Prospects for program, budgets, and operations: Pakistan: Bell memo, April 22 (Reports 009009), 1974

Creator: Miller, Frank Justus

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to John J. Bresnan.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

11 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Pakistan program budgets and operations
- Budget -- Pakistan program

Budget planning paper, FY 1974-75, International Division (Reports 009010), 1973

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy. Includes discussion of budget trends, major program issues, and new planning agenda suggestions. Based on reviews by each Office in the Division of the program and budget outlook for the two-year period FY 1974-75.

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

43 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Budget
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Budgetary transition (Reports 009011), 1974

Creator: Edwards, Robert H.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to David E. Bell, Francis X. Sutton.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

21 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Middle East and Africa program budgets
- Budget -- Middle East and Africa program

The Foundation's planning agenda for FY 1973 and beyond (Reports 009012), 1972

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the staff.

Program Name

Office of the President

Extent

3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Program planning, FY 1973
- Task forces and advisory committees -- FY 1973

Discussion paper on the future of the Foundation's overseas development activities (Reports 009013), 1966

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Draft discussion paper. Intended to set forth the principal issues growing out of the current OD self-study.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President; Overseas Development

Extent

14 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Future of the Foundation's overseas development activities

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program

OD Overseas Development policies: a discussion outline (Reports 009014), 1967

Creator: Gant, George F.

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical assistance -- Developing countries
• Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program
• Ford Foundation Management

Understandings respecting future support of educational development (Reports 009015), 1975

Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Education
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Africa and Ford Foundation assistance (Reports 009016), undated

Program Name
Overseas Division

Extent
11 p.

Conditions Governing Access:
Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.
The Ford Foundation in ex-French territories: a critical re-assessment with some suggestions for policy reorientation (Reports 009017), 1968

Creator: Heaps, David

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Sub-regions and sub-regional programs in the Middle East and Tropical Africa (Reports 009018), 1963

Creator: Ward, F. Champion, 1910-2007

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F.F. Hill.

Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

5 p.

The Middle-East Africa Program: summary report at end of Fiscal Year (Reports 009019), 1964
Program Name

Overseas Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Middle East
- Technical assistance -- Africa
- Endowments -- Middle East -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Africa -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Annual report FY '65 - Middle East - Africa program (Reports 009020), 1966

Creator: Kingsley, J. Donald (John Donald), 1908-1972

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F. Champion Ward.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Middle East
- Technical assistance -- Africa
- Endowments -- Middle East -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Africa -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Overseas Administrative Conference, Mt. Kenya, July 7-10 (Reports 009021), 1969

Creator: Himes, James R.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated July 17, 1969.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
The Middle East and Africa Field Research Fellowship Program for Afro-Americans (Reports 009022), 1975

Creator: Robinson, Pearl T., 1945-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Robert H. Edwards.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Foreign study -- United States
- Area studies -- United States
- African Americans -- Education, Higher
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

The Congress for Cultural Freedom (Reports 009023), 1966

Abstract/Summary

Discussion paper for [the] Executive Session of the Board of Trustees. --p.1.

Program Name

International Division/International Relations

Extent

7 p. + attachments -- 28 cm.

Ford Foundation Series

Congress for Cultural Freedom

Conditions Governing Access:

Restricted from scholarly access.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Intellectual cooperation
Summary report on present and possible future Foundation activities in Spain, Jan. 4 (Reports 009024), 1968

Creator: Nielsen, Waldemar A.

Program Name
International Division/International Affairs

Extent
11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Philanthropy -- Spain
• Ford Foundation. Spain.

Recent travels to Spain (Reports 009025), 1972

Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social sciences -- Research -- Spain

Greek trip (Reports 009026), 1968


Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell and Francis X. Sutton.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charity organization -- Greece
The Foundation's program in Greece (Reports 009027), 1969  

**Program Name**  
International Division/European and International Affairs

**Extent**  
2 p. + appendices

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Technical assistance -- Greece  
- Endowments -- Greece -- Evaluation  
- Ford Foundation

Discussion at University of Montreal (Reports 009028), 1969  

**Creator:** Le Melle, Wilbert J.  
**Creator:** Fredericks, J. Wayne (Jacob Wayne), 1917-2004

**Abstract/Summary**  
Memorandum to Wayne Fredericks.

**Program Name**  
International Division/Middle East and Africa

**Extent**  
7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**  
- Education, Higher -- Africa  
- Education, Higher -- International cooperation  
- Intellectual cooperation  
- Université de Montréal

Canadian studies in the United States (Reports 009029), 1971  

**Creator:** Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

**Abstract/Summary**  
Memorandum to Bell and Sutton.

**Program Name**  
International Division/European and International Affairs

**Extent**  
7 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
The Ford Foundation and Canada (Reports 009030), 1971
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Canada -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation

Quebec - Canada (Reports 009031), 1972
Creator: Heaps, David

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Craufurd D. Goodwin, dated August 11, 1972.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political science -- Canada
• International affairs
• Ford Foundation

The Ford Foundation and Canada revisited (Reports 009032), 1976
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs
Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Canada -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

Ford Foundation strategy toward Western Europe (Reports 009033), 1972

Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Europe, Western -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation

A Foundation office in Europe (Reports 009034), 1969

box 377

Abstract/Summary

Discussed at International Committee Meeting of the Board of Trustees, March 1969.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charity organization -- Europe
- Endowments -- Europe
- Ford Foundation

Some points of view about the Foundation's Polish program (Reports 009035), 1967


Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to D.E. Bell and F.X. Sutton.
Program Name

International Division/International Relations

Controlled Access Headings:
- Endowments -- Poland
- Ford Foundation

Foundation programs vis-a-vis East Europe and the USSR (Reports 009036), 1970


Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated June 17, 1979.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- International affairs
- Ford Foundation

Non-Russian nationalities in the USSR (Reports 009037), 1970

Creator: Korbonski, Andrzej

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

3 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
- Ethnic groups -- Soviet Union
- Ethnic conflict -- Soviet Union
- Social conflict -- Soviet Union

Foundation activities in Soviet and East European studies: the Soviet-East European Research Competition (Reports 009038), 1974

Creator: Gaer, Felice D.
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Craufurd D. Goodwin.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
22 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Ford Foundation in Soviet and East European studies
• The Soviet-East European Research Competition

Soviet academic emigres (Reports 009039), 1975
Creator: Lederer, Ivo J.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Soviet academic emigres
• American Council for Emigres in the Professions.

The "International Division": general shape and content (Reports 009040), 1966
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum on the general shape of the International Division to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name
International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent
2 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Management
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Ford Foundation activities in Finland (Reports 009041), 1967
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Bethuel Webster.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Finland
• Ford Foundation

Organization of the International Division for dealing with Europe and the Far East (Reports 009042), 1968
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name
International Division/International Affairs;International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Office management
• Ford Foundation. International Division

European trip with Roger Kennedy (Reports 009043), 1972
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs
Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Endowments -- Europe
- Ford Foundation

Ireland (Reports 009044), 1972
creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.
creator: Silj, Alessandro, 1935-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
18 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social sciences -- Research -- Ireland
- Ford Foundation

Meeting in Ireland, January 5-6 (Reports 009045), 1973
creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Bell and Sutton.

Program Name
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent
3 p. + appendices

Controlled Access Headings:
- Social sciences -- Research -- Ireland

Visit to Beirut and Cairo field offices (Reports 009046), 1974
creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell.
Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Management
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Beirut
• Ford Foundation. Field Office Cairo

Royaumont Conference on the role of the economist in government (Reports 009047), 1974

Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

5 p.

Related Conference

Royaumont Conference (1974 Apr.)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Role of economist in government

Bellagio Conference on "Research and Training Priorities in International Relations": May 6-10 (Reports 009048), 1974

Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

3 p. + appendices.

Related Conference

Bellagio Conference (1974 May 6-10)
Controlled Access Headings:

- Research and training in international relations

Trip to Europe, European Institute for Policy Research (Reports 009049), 1977  
Creator: Ruof, Peter  
Abstract/Summary  
Memorandum to the files.

Program Name  
International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent  
8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Policy studies -- European Institute
- European Institute for Policy Research

Comments on Malaysia and Singapore (Reports 009050), 1967  
Creator: Staples, Eugene S.  
Abstract/Summary  
Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name  
International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent  
4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Malaysia
- Endowments -- Singapore
- Ford Foundation

Malaysia summary (Reports 009051), 1974  
Creator: Hungate, Jess

Program Name  
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent  
3 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Malaysia
• Ford Foundation

Center for family promotion and education (CCPF) (Reports 009052), 1974

Creator: Munoz-Najar, Antonio

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Birth control -- Peru
- Christian Family Movement

Observaciones y sugerencias al PII - Uruguay (Reports 009053), undated

Creator: Sara-Lafosse, Violeta

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

7 p.

**Conditions Governing Access:**

**Conditions Governing Access**

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women -- Uruguay

Women: Ecuador (Reports 009054), 1980

Creator: Flora, Cornelia Butler, 1943-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the PEHESA research report and project proposal</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reports 009055), 1981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Winn, Peter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

7 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Labor market -- Argentina -- Buenos Aires
- Labor supply -- Argentina -- Buenos Aires
- PEHESA Research report and project proposal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy report: program on international economics and politics</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reports 009056), 1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Goodman, Louis Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Corporacion de Investigaciones Economicas para Latinoamerica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abstract/Summary**

See Reports 019606 for a continuation of this report.

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

20 leaves -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- International economic relations
- International relations
- Corporacion de Investigaciones Economicas para Latinoamerica

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report of Albert Fishlow, consultant, Rio de Janeiro, May 5-11</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reports 009057), 1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator: Fishlow, Albert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Name**

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

**Extent**

9 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Study and teaching -- Brazil
- Economic development -- Brazil
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

The impact of commercialization of agricultural products by government agencies on peasants and landholders in the Canete Valley: a Peruvian case study (Reports 009058), undated
Creator: De Althaus, Miguel

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

20 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Socio-economic development -- Peru
- Ford Foundation. Latin America and Caribbean

Participacion en el quinto congreso mundial de sociologia rural, Mexico, Agosto 7-12 (Reports 009059), 1980
Creator: Rojas, Humberto

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

10 p.

Related Conference

Fifth World Congress on Rural Sociology

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sociology, Rural -- Latin America

Propuesta para el desarrollo de un modelo de asesoria en las empresas comunitarias "Las Flores" y "Las Lomas" (Reports 009060), 1980
Creator: Consultores Asociados de Desarrollo Integral Agropecuario.
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Colombia
• Consultores Asociados de Desarrollo Integral Agropecuario.

Alternativas de produccion agropecuaria para las empresas comunitarias de "Las Flores" y "Las Lomas" departamento de Bolivar (Reports 009061), 1979
Creator: Consultores Asociados de Desarrollo Integral Agropecuario.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Colombia
• Consultores Asociados de Desarrollo Integral Agropecuario.

Cuba revisited: 18 years later (Reports 009062), undated

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

13 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Agriculture -- Cuba

Trip to Uruguay, September 18-21 (Reports 009063), 1977
Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

4 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Uruguay

Notes on economics issues in Peruvian Agrarian history (Reports 009064), 1978
Creator: Hunt, Shane J.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Agricultural productivity -- Peru
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Peru
• Ford Foundation. Latin America and the Caribbean

Archivo del Fuero Agrario: A report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 009065), 1978
Creator: Hunt, Shane J.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

18 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Archives -- Peru
• Records -- Management -- Peru
• Business records -- Peru
• Endowments -- Peru -- Evaluation
• Archivo del Fuero Agrario (Lima, Peru)
• Archivo del Fuero Agrario (Lima, Peru)

Archivo del Fuero Agrario: Report to the Ford Foundation, July 20 (Reports 009066), 1979
Creator: Hunt, Shane J.
Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

12 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Archives -- Peru
- Records -- Management -- Peru
- Business records -- Peru
- Endowments -- Peru -- Evaluation
- Archivo del Fuero Agrario (Lima, Peru)
- Archivo del Fuero Agrario (Lima, Peru)

Report to the Ford Foundation concerning its program with PRELAC (Reports 009067), 1980

Creator: Hunt, Shane J.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

20 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Chile
- Social sciences -- Chile

A report on a visit to the Instituto Nacional de Investigacion y Desarrollo de la Educacion (INIDE) on April 8, 9, 10 (Reports 009068), 1974

Creator: Myers, Robert G.
Creator: Puryear, Jeffrey

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Educational change -- Peru
- Instituto Nacional de Investigacion y Desarrollo de la Educacion

Some suggestions for improving center work with the low income community (Reports 009069), 1973

Creator: Platt, George M. (George Milo)
Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
30 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Legal aid -- Low income communities
- Cento de Asistencia Legal

CEUR Centro de Estudios Urbanos y Regionales Graduate Program in Urban and Regional Studies (Reports 009070), 1974
Creator: Morse, Richard M. (Richard McGee), 1922-2001
Creator: Manitzas, Nita R.
Creator: Centro de Estudios Urbanos y Regionales (Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Cities and towns -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Latin America
- Education, Higher -- Latin America
- Universities and colleges -- Latin America
- Centro de Estudios Urbanos y Regionales (Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Review of CENEP Centro de Estudios de Poblacion (Reports 009071), 1977
Creator: Merrick, Thomas William

Program Name
International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Population research -- Latin America
- Centro de Estudios de Poblacion (Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Federal University of Pernambuco, Institute of Nutrition (INUFP) (Reports 009072), 1971

- Page 1162-
Creator: Silva, Alberto Carvalho da

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Nutrition -- Latin America
- Nutrition program -- Recife program
- Federal University of Pernambuco, Institute of Nutrition, Brazil

A report on the FLACSO paper (Reports 009073), 1979

Creator: Silvert, Frieda

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social sciences -- Research -- Latin America
- FLACSO (Organization)

Papeles sexuales en la educacion y en el trabajo: los medios de comunicacion de masas = Sex roles in labor and work: mass media

(Reports 009074), 1979

Creator: Rosemberg, Fulvia

Abstract/Summary

History of sex roles in Latin America.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

6 p.

Ford Foundation Series

Sex roles in education and work: mass media

Controlled Access Headings:

- Anthropology -- Latin America
- Sex role
• Women -- Education
• Women -- Employment

Some observations on Indonesia (Reports 009075), 1967
Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated September 19, 1967.

Program Name
International Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Political science -- Indonesia
• Political parties -- Indonesia
• Communism -- Indonesia
• Ford Foundation

Program-related investments: Indonesia (Reports 009076), 1971
Box 378

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Program-related investments -- Indonesia
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Untitled letter to Paul G. Hoffman re: observations on India’s needs to successfully complete the Five Year Plan (Reports 009077), 1953
Creator: Ensminger, Douglas, 1910-1989

Abstract/Summary
Observations on India’s needs to fulfill the Five Year Plan for social and economic reform.

Program Name
Overseas Division; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
5 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:
- Philanthropy -- India
- India's Five Year Plan.

Highlight observations on the situation in India and the Foundation's program there (Reports 009078), 1967

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy on problems in India and possible programs.

Program Name
International Division/South and Southeast Asia; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- India
- Ford Foundation India

Management review report: New Delhi Field Office (Reports 009079), 1977

Creator: Doran, Ron

Abstract/Summary
Review of management of the New Delhi office and recommendations and suggestions.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
11 p. + attachments: ill., tables, charts -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Endowments -- India -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. Field Office New Delhi
- Ford Foundation India

Reflections on a visit to Japan (Reports 009080), 1969

Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations
- Ford Foundation Japan.

Report on Japan related programs 1970? (Reports 009081), 1970
Creator: Curtis, Gerald L.

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to Eugene S. Staples.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Philanthropy -- Japan
- Ford Foundation

Kenya meeting of representatives, comment on agenda paper. Session IV, June 7, 1968, Resource bases for development (Reports 009082), 1968
Creator: Gant, George F.

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
L68-161.

Extent
3 p.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1968 June 6-8: Nairobi, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:
- Development
Sri Lanka: and the Ford Foundation (Reports 009083), 1974

Creator: Sommer, John G.

Abstract/Summary

Brief overview of Sri Lanka and a tentative assessment of the opportunities for Ford Foundation contributions.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

26 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Philanthropy -- Sri Lanka

Report of meeting on university projects under Ford Foundation grants in South and Southeast Asia (Reports 009084), 1959

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- South Asia
- Education, Higher -- Southeast Asia
- Universities and colleges -- South Asia
- Universities and colleges -- Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia

Meeting of representatives, South and Southeast Asia Program, New Delhi, February 15-16, 1963 (Reports 009085), 1963

Creator: Gant, George F.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F.F. Hill on a meeting to discuss the OD program.

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Extent

5 p.

Related Conference

South and Southeast Asia Program Representatives' Meeting

Controlled Access Headings:

- Philanthropy -- Asia
- Ford Foundation

Meeting of representatives, South and Southeast Asia Program, Kuala Lumpur, January 13-14 (Reports 009086), 1964

Creator: Gant, George F.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F.F. Hill.

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

6 p. + appendices.

Related Conference

South and Southeast Asia Program Representatives' Meeting

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ford Foundation -- Asia and the Pacific
- South and Southeast Asia Program Representatives' Meeting
- Ford Foundation

The South and Southeast Asia Program in fiscal year 1962 (Reports 009087), 1963

Creator: Gant, George F.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F.F. Hill.

Extent

5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Budget, FY 1962-3 -- South and Southeast Asia Program
- South and Southeast Asia Program, Fiscal Year 1962-1963.

The South and Southeast Asia Program for Fiscal Year 1963 (Reports 009088), 1964

- Page 1168-
Creator: Gant, George F.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F.F. Hill.

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- South Asia -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Southeast Asia -- Evaluation
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
- Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia
- Ford Foundation

The South and Southeast Asia Program for Fiscal Year 1964-65 (Reports 009089), 1965

Creator: Miller, Frank Justus

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to F.F. Hill.

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Budget, FY 1964-5 -- South and Southeast Asia Program
- South and Southeast Asia Program, Fiscal Year 1964-1965.

A note on Vietnam and Southeast Asia (Reports 009090), 1968

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
**Notes on East and Southeast Asia and India (Reports 009091), 1969**

**Creator:** Staples, Eugene S.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to David E. Bell and Frank Sutton on Foundation programs in Asia.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

17 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Philanthropy -- Asia
- Ford Foundation Asia

**A note on Indonesia and Malaysia (Reports 009092), 1969**

**Creator:** Staples, Eugene S.

**Abstract/Summary**

Memorandum to David E. Bell.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Ford Foundation -- Indonesia
- Ford Foundation -- Malaysia
- Technical assistance -- Indonesia
- Technical assistance -- Malaysia
- Endowments -- Indonesia -- Evaluation
- Endowments -- Malaysia -- Evaluation
A note on Southeast Asia: Vietnam and the Philippines (Reports 009093), 1973

Creator: Staples, Eugene S.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Political science -- Philippines
- Political science -- Vietnam
- Ford Foundation

IFPRI International Food Policy Research Institute commentary (Reports 009094), 1978

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-
Creator: Reme#nyi, Jo#zsef, 1891-1956

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

13 p.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Nutrition policy -- Developing countries
- Agriculture and state -- Developing countries
- International Food Policy Research Institute

Program-related Investments: program review (Reports 009095), 1984

Program Name

United States and International Affairs Program/Program Related Investments

Extent

88 p.
• Endowments -- Program-related investments -- United States
• Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Finance
• Ford Foundation. Program-Related Investments

Welfare and Teenage Pregnancy Program (Reports 009096), 1984

Program Name
United States and International Affairs Program/Urban Poverty program

Extent
64 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public welfare
• Teenage pregnancy
• Ford Foundation. Urban Poverty.

Report on project on the future and the welfare state (Reports 009097), 1984

Creator: Forman, Shepard, 1938-

Program Name
United States and International Affairs Program/Human Rights and Governance

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public welfare

Report of the Seventeenth Session, 7-26 March 1962, Tokyo Japan (Reports 009098), 1962

Creator: Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Water resources development -- Mekong River Watershed -- Congresses
• Economic development -- Mekong River Watershed -- Congresses
Memorandum to the International Committee Board of Trustees (Reports 009099), 1974

Abstract/Summary
Based on "Report on an exploration of grant-making possibilities in Vietnam".

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Endowments -- Vietnam -- Evaluation
• Ford Foundation

Indochina in the post-Vietnam era (Reports 009100), 1976
Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated June 25, 1976.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
3 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations
• Ford Foundation

South and Southeast Asia Program: possible Ford Foundation activity in Thailand (Reports 009101), 1964

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Charity organization -- Thailand
• Technical assistance -- Thailand
• Ford Foundation

Bangkok office: report for FY 1967 and budget projections for FY (Reports 009102), 1967  

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

24 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Thailand and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation Thailand.

Program trends and planning (Reports 009103), 1972

Creator: Schaller, Howard G.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Eugene S. Staples.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

18 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Southeast Asia and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation Southeast Asia.

The Ford Foundation: in Pakistan, January 1952 (Reports 009104), 1960

Program Name

Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Pakistan and the Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation Pakistan.

Suggestions and recommendations pertaining to the establishment of a Polytechnic Institute (Reports 009105), 1952
Program Name

Overseas Division

Extent

24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Pakistan and the Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Pakistan.

Comments on agenda paper: resource bases for development 1968? (Reports 009106), 1968

Creator: Kingsley, G. Thomas, 1936-

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

L68-161

Extent

8 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Endowments -- Developing countries -- Evaluation
- Ford Foundation. International Division Conference (1968 June 6-8: Nairobi, Kenya)

Outline for a possible Foundation program in Pakistan (Reports 009107), 1980

Creator: Shaw, Robert d'A.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to John Bresnan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Controlled Access Headings:

- Pakistan and the Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Pakistan.

Report of the Committee to Study Experience of the Harvard-Pakistan Planning Commission Project (Reports 009108), 1962

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Box 378

Reel R-9302
Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
Overseas Division/South and Southeast Asia

Extent
36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Philanthropy -- Pakistan
- Development economics -- Pakistan
- Harvard-Pakistan Planning Commission Project

Mr. Bhutto's Pakistan (Reports 009109), 1976
Creator: Bresnan, John, 1927-2006

Abstract/Summary

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Political science -- Pakistan
- Political science -- Bangladesh
- Land reform -- Pakistan
- Land reform -- Bangladesh
- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Program plans and initial budget for expanded women's activities (Reports 009110), 1980
Creator: Jones, Sidney, 1952-

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to John Bresnan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
8 p.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Women -- Legal status, laws, etc.
- Women's rights -- Indonesia

Economics and the Ford Foundation: some background (Reports 009111), 1979
Creator: Robinson, Marshall A.

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Research & Education

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics and the Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation and economics

Higher education in Berlin (Reports 009112), 1962

Program Name
International Affairs

Extent

7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Universities and colleges -- Berlin (Germany) -- Finance
- Universities and colleges -- Germany
- Higher education and state -- Berlin (Germany)
- Higher education and state -- Germany
- Freie Universität Berlin

Public Policy and Social Organization: proposed program and budget for FY 1980 and FY (Reports 009113), 1981

Program Name
Education and Public Policy (EPP)/Public Policy and Social Organization

Extent

8 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Public policy and social organization
- Ford Foundation

Education activities of the Ford Foundation: proposed program and budget for FY 1980 and FY (Reports 009114), 1978

- Page 1177-
**Program Name**

Education and Research

**Extent**

14 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education and the Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation and education
- Ford Foundation

Institutional collaboration and complementarities in research on income distribution and employment (Reports 009115), 1975  
**Creator:** Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)

**Program Name**

International Division

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Income distribution and employment -- Research and analysis
- Research needs -- Income distribution and employment

Further steps toward coordination of donor support for social science research on development (Reports 009116), 1974  
**Creator:** Bell, David E., 1919-  
**Abstract/Summary**  
Memorandum to ID-POIC's, heads and overseas reps.

**Program Name**

International Division/Office of the Vice President

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Social science -- Study and teaching
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Some reflections on the social sciences and the Soedjatmoko problem (Reports 009117), 1976  
**Creator:** Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.
Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Bell and Sutton.

Program Name

International Division/European and International Affairs

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Social science training -- United States
- Ford Foundation and the social sciences

Bellagio Conference on Health and Population in Developing Countries, April 18-21, 1979, April 26 (Reports 009118), 1979
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent


Related Conference

Conference on Health and Population in Developing countries
(1979: Bellagio, Italy)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Health -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Population -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Population policy -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Birth control -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Contraception -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Best ways to improve health in the LDCs (Reports 009119), 1979
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President
Extent

4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Medical care -- Developing countries
• Public health -- Developing countries
• Ford Foundation. International Division

Bellagio Population Conference papers (Reports 009120), 1971
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar
Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-
Creator: Berelson, Bernard, 1912-1979
Creator: United Nations Population Fund
Creator: World Health Organization
Creator: Population Council

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Heads, Program Officers in Charge, and Overseas Representatives.

Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

various pagings -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

Bellagio Population Conference (2nd, June, 1971: Bellagio, Italy)

Controlled Access Headings:

• Population -- Congresses
• Birth control -- Congresses
• Human reproduction -- Congresses
• Population -- Study and teaching
• Birth control -- Study and teaching
• United Nations Population Fund
• World Health Organization
• Population Council

Ford Foundation submission to Interim Committee - Bellagio Population Group meetings of September 10, 1970 and December 18, 1970 (Reports 009121), 1970
Creator: Harkavy, Oscar
Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

4, 4 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Health -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Population -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Population policy -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Birth control -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Contraception -- Developing countries -- Congresses
- Bellagio Group Interim Committee

Consequences for the Foundation stemming from the Bellagio Conferences on Population and Agriculture, April 5-9 (Reports 009122), 1970

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

6 p. -- 28 cm.

Related Conference

PAPER Conference (1970 Apr. 20-24: Marino, Italy)

Controlled Access Headings:

- Population research -- Congresses
- Population assistance -- Congresses
- Agriculture -- Congresses
- Agricultural assistance -- Congresses
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Rawalpindi Polytechnic OSU-FF Project: monthly reports from May 1964 through (Reports 009123), 1965

Creator: Anderson, Karl O.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent
var. pag. -- 32 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical institutes -- Pakistan
- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Rawalpindi Polytechnic

Oklahoma State University Technical Education Program: monthly reports for January through (Reports 009124), 1964  
Creator: Roberts, Harold N.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
var. pag.: ill., tables -- 32 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical institutes -- Pakistan
- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University. Technical Education Program

Activity and accomplishment report January 1 thru April 30, 1964 (Reports 009125), 1964  
Creator: Roberts, Harold N.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
6 p.: table -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical institutes -- Pakistan
- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University. Technical Education Program.
- Pakistan Technical Education Program.

General activity for the period from November 15 thru January 31 (Reports 009126), 1964  
Creator: Roberts, Harold

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical institutes -- Pakistan
- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University. Technical Education Program

Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Programs: Field director's quarterly reports covering July, August, September, October, November, and (Reports 009127), 1964

Creator: Dyke, Delbert Ammon

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program

Terminal compilation of papers related to technical and vocational education and teacher training for period from February 1961 to (Reports 009128), 1963

Creator: Webster, Sam O.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Bangladesh
- Oklahoma-Pakistan Technical Education Project

The Education Extension Centre and the pilot schools in West Pakistan: progress report, August 1959-June 1963 (Reports 009129), 1963

Creator: Kran, Olaf

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Extent

49 p.: map -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Education, Secondary -- Pakistan
• Vocational education -- Pakistan
• Public schools -- Pakistan
• Vocational teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
• School administrators -- Training of -- Pakistan
• Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
• Educational planning -- Pakistan
• West Pakistan Education Extension Centre
• University of Chicago

Progress report on Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program for July, August, September and October 1962 November (Reports 009130), 1962

Creator: French, Albert E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

var. pag.: tables -- 32 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Pakistan
• Technical institutes -- Pakistan
• Teachers -- Training of -- Pakistan
• Oklahoma State University
• Pakistan. Technical Education Program

Progress report on Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program for April, May and (Reports 009131), 1962

Creator: French, Albert E.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Pakistan
• Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

Progress report on Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Program for October, November and (Reports 009132), 1961

box 379

box 380

box 380
Creator: French, Albert E.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

---

Report of the progresses and activities of the Rawalpindi Polytechnic Institute: quarterly report for the months of October (Reports 009133), 1961

Creator: Roberts, Harold N.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

---

A terminal report as advisor (construction, equipment, and supplies) Government Polytechnic Institute, Rawalpindi (Reports 009134), 1962

Creator: Roberts, Bob (Harold)

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program

---

Progress report for the years 1956 and 1957 for technical assistance to polytechnic institutes in Pakistan under contract with Oklahoma State University (Reports 009135), 1957

Creator: Ah#mad, Bashi#ruddi#n Mah#mu#d, 1889-1965
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Oklahoma State University. Pakistan Technical Education Program

Planning for better relations with employers: Principals Conference (Reports 009136), 1969

**Creator:** Miah, M. T. C.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan, East

Practical work and requirements of raw materials for the polytechnic institutes of East Pakistan (Reports 009137), 1969

**Creator:** Haque, Mazharul
**Creator:** Karim, Razaul
**Creator:** French, Albert E.

---

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

**Extent**

6 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan, East

Self evaluation of polytechnic institutes (Reports 009138), 1969

**Creator:** French, Albert E.

**Abstract/Summary**

### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

### Extent
various pagings.

### Controlled Access Headings:
- Technical education -- Pakistan, East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic accounting procedures for small industries (Reports 009139), 1966</td>
<td>Sladden, Michael.</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Request for sanctioning teaching posts (Reports 009140), 1968 | French, Albert E. | 380 |

| Staff planning: Mymensingh Polytechnic Institute (Reports 009141), 1969 | French, Albert E. | 380 |

### Abstract/Summary
Discusses the problems of staffing technical education institutions in East Pakistan due to the rapid increase in the number of institutions and their enrollments.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical education -- Bangladesh

Staff planning Dacca Polytechnic Institute 1969-1970 (Reports 009142), 1970
Creator: French, Albert E.

Abstract/Summary
Discussion of staffing problems at technical education institutes and possible solutions.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical education -- Bangladesh

Staff position of Dacca Polytechnic Institute first semester, 1968 (Reports 009143), 1969
Creator: French, Albert E.

Abstract/Summary
Analysis of staffing problems at technical education institutes.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
4 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Technical education -- Bangladesh

Technical and vocational education (Reports 009144), 1968

Creator: Ahmed, Waquar

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Bangladesh

Comments and views of the Directorate of Technical Education, East Pakistan (Reports 009145), 1969

Creator: Directorate of Technical Education, East Pakistan.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Bangladesh
• Directorate of Technical Education, East Pakistan.

Comments on the existing education system in Pakistan (Reports 009146), 1968

Creator: Ahmed, Waquar

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of technical education as a means to assist development in East Pakistan (Bangladesh).
**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

15 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Bangladesh

Data on students in the polytechnic institutes of East Pakistan (Reports 009147), 1969

*Creator:* French, Albert E.

**Abstract/Summary**

Data on students in the Diploma-in-Engineering Program in East Pakistan (Bangladesh).

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

19 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Bangladesh

Planning for improvement in the system of examination (Reports 009148), 1969

*Creator:* Abdel Haleem, M. A.

**Abstract/Summary**

Discussion of drop-outs from technical education.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Dropouts -- Pakistan

English for technical students. (Reports 009149), undated
Abstract/Summary

Includes summary of report of a course, "English for science and technology" by Mr. H.G. Widdowson, English Teaching Information Center, British Council, Dacca.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

13 p.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education
- English teaching -- Technology

Principles of good shop and laboratory planning and organization (Reports 009150), 1968
Creator: French, Albert E.

Abstract/Summary

Paper presented at the seminar for Principals at the Khulna Polytechnic Institute, January 23 and 24, 1968. Discusses the training of technical manpower in East Pakistan (Bangladesh).

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Bangladesh
- Manpower -- Bangladesh

A cooperative or sandwich type of programme for the Joydevpur Polytechnic Institute (Reports 009151), 1963
Creator: French, Albert E.

Abstract/Summary

Paper written with intent to be useful in the establishment of the new polytechnic institute on the sandwich pattern.
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Pakistan
• Oklahoma State University Pakistan Technical Education Program.

Developing suitable technician teacher training programmes at Pakistan and regional level (Reports 009152), 1969

Creator: Ahmed, Waquar

Abstract/Summary

Colombo Plan Colloquium on Intra-Regional Technician Training, Singapore, May 5 to 8, 1969. Discusses the need for technical education teachers.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical education -- Bangladesh
• Technical education teachers -- Bangladesh

Notes on organizing a business research and information service for the small industry advisory service EPSIC (Reports 009153), 1965

Creator: Weaver, Gary

Program Name

Office of the Vice President; International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Related Grant Number

06400454

Related Grantee Name

Sri International
Related Grant Purpose

Development of small industries in East Pakistan.

Extent

63 leaves: ill., charts-- 32 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Small business -- Research -- Bangladesh
- Small business -- Information services -- Bangladesh
- Ford Foundation

Foreign aid and private capital: a unique solution in Pakistan (Reports 009154), 1968

Creator: Lewis, David B.
Creator: Wing, George A. (George Albert), 1928-

Abstract/Summary

Background of a program giving small industry in East Pakistan direct access to foreign aid for purchase of machinery.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/Bangladesh

Related Grant Number

06400454

Related Grantee Name

Sri International

Extent

12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical assistance -- Bangladesh
- Small business -- Bangladesh
- SRI International

An analysis of enrollment inflow at higher secondary stage (Reports 009155), 1970

Creator: Roy, Lalit Mohan Sarma

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific
Bounding distributions for stochastic acyclic networks: University of California at Berkeley (Reports 009156), 1969
Creator: Kleindorfer, George B.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Report of the work with home economics programs in selected government and private girls secondary schools in Karachi, Pakistan, November 1962-September 1964 (Reports 009158), 1964
Creator: Anderson, Carol Lee

Abstract/Summary
Covers the work done by the author with home economics programs in Girls Secondary Schools in Karachi.
Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
05800278

Related Grantee Name
Government of Pakistan

Extent
various pagings

Controlled Access Headings:
- Home economics -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Home economics extension work -- Pakistan
- Women -- Education -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. South and Southeast Asia
- Pakistan

Summary report of nine weeks work with the East Pakistan Education Extension Center (Reports 009159), 1963
Creator: Anderson, Carol Lee

Abstract/Summary
Summary of work at the East Pakistan Education Extension Center which included teaching home economics educational methods classes to new home economics teachers and serving in the capacity of an advisor.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number
06200456

Related Grantee Name
Oklahoma State University Of Agriculture And Applied Science

Extent
22 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Home economics -- Study and teaching -- Bangladesh

- Page 1195-
• Home economics extension work -- Bangladesh
• Women -- Education -- Bangladesh
• East Pakistan Education Extension Centre

Report on the study tour of delegates of the EPMA and WPMA to Turkey, Belgium, Finland, England, Switzerland and Iran (Reports 009160), 1968

Creator: Khan, Muhammad Akram, 1946-

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
31 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Management associations
• International Management Association.

The effects of unions upon personnel administration (Reports 009161), 1969

Creator: Megginson, Leon C.
Creator: Usmani, Ubaid R.

Abstract/Summary
Published in Pakistan management review, spring 1969. The impact of unions upon the field of personnel administration in Pakistan.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka; Office of the Vice President

Related Grant Number
06390445

Extent
13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Labor unions -- Pakistan
• Personnel management -- Pakistan

Government Polytechnic, Rawalpindi: auto diesel technology (Reports 009162), 1966

Creator: O'Brien, Robert J., 1944-
Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Diesel automobiles -- Maintenance and repair -- Study and teaching
- Automobiles -- Maintenance and repair -- Study and teaching
- Technical education
- Oklahoma State University
- Ford Foundation. Technical Education Program

Chemical technology progress report (Reports 009163), 1969

Creator: Pratt, Arden L.

Abstract/Summary

Overview of equipment in a chemical laboratory.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05800278

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Pakistan
- Chemical technology -- Pakistan
- Chemistry -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
- Pakistan

Report to Dr. R.H. Smuckler and Mr. R.H. Edwards on employment of technical graduates in West Pakistan (Reports 009164), 1969

Creator: Pratt, Arden L.

Abstract/Summary

Paper primarily based on observations and information gathered during conversations with Polytechnic, university,
and college staff members and industrial people in West Pakistan.

**Program Name**

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

**Related Grant Number**

05800278

**Related Grantee Name**

Government of Pakistan

**Extent**

4 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Education -- Pakistan
- Universities and colleges -- Pakistan
- Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

**Abstract/Summary**

Programs in education sponsored by the Ford Foundation in Pakistan.
Management cases completed, cleared and registered with WPIM (Reports 009166), 1968

Creator: Megginson, Leon C.

Abstract/Summary

Case studies in management training.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06390445

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Management -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
- West Pakistan Institute of Management.
- Pakistan (West) Institute of Management.

Terminal report of Advanced Management Program (Reports 009167), 1970

Creator: Megginson, Leon C.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06390445

Extent

43 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Management -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan
• West Pakistan Institute of Management.

The use of participative methods in training, November 1968/ Leon C. Megginson. (Reports 009168), 1968
Creator: Megginson, Leon C.

Abstract/Summary

Paper presented at seminar on "Problems in training" held at Karachi on November 6 and 7, 1968.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific;India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06390445

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Management -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
• Society for the Advancement of Training, Pakistan.

Home economics in societies of rapid change (Reports 009169), 1964
Creator: Harrington, Margaret H.

Abstract/Summary

Outlines how home economics education can strengthen and stabilize family life.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific;India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05800278

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

10 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Home economics -- Pakistan
• Pakistan/Oklahoma Home Economics Program.

A study of relationships between home economics colleges in Pakistan and selected agencies and organizations (Reports 009170), 1965

Creator: Harrington, Margaret H.

Abstract/Summary

Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; Asia/India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05800278

Related Grantee Name

Government of Pakistan

Extent

65 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Home economics -- Study and teaching -- Pakistan
• Pakistan/Oklahoma Home Economics Program.

Final report on East Pakistan Educational Equipment Development Bureau (Reports 009171), 1968

Creator: Blase, William W.

Abstract/Summary

Attempts to summarize the progress of the Bureau during its three years of operation and outline some of the expansion plans. Bureau was set up to provide access to educational supplies, especially for science classes.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

06400447

Related Grantee Name

Government of East Pakistan
Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Aids and devices -- Bangladesh
- Science -- Study and teaching -- Aids and devices -- Bangladesh
- Ford Foundation. Asia Programs
- East Pakistan (Pakistan)

Class sponsored tours: Ford Foundation Technical Education Program (Reports 009172), 1969

Creator: Oklahoma State University.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

36 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical education -- Oklahoma State University
- Oklahoma State University Technical Educational Program.


Creator: Pratt, Arden L.

Abstract/Summary

Collection of tables providing data on the students and the schools of the Government Polytechnic Institutes of West Pakistan.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Technical institutes -- Pakistan -- West Pakistan

Kenya meeting of representatives, agenda paper-session VII, emerging issues: The plight of foreign aid (Reports 009175), 1968

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-
Program Name
  International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number
  L68-161

Extent
  7 p.

Related Conference
  PAPER Conference (1968 June 6-8: Nairobi, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:
  • Aid (Foreign) -- Congresses
  • Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- Congresses
  • Ford Foundation. International Division

Nairobi perspectives on a possible Foundation program in nutrition (Reports 009176), 1980
  Creator: Hyden, Go#ran, 1938-

Program Name
  International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
  5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
  • Nutrition -- Nairobi (Kenya)

Developments in U.S.-China cultural exchanges, Sept. 21 (Reports 009177), 1972
  Creator: Finkelstein, David Michael

Program Name
  International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
  6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
  • Exchange of persons programs

Evaluation of Henry Ford Hospital: a summary statement (Reports 009178), 1972
  Creator: Boston Consulting Group
Program Name

Office of the President

Extent

28 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Evaluation -- Henry Ford Hospital
- Boston Consulting Group

Analyzing endowment funding and case studies of selected developing institutions (Reports 009179), 1976

box 381

Program Name

Education and Research/Higher Education & Research

Extent

various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Endowment funding
- Hampton Institute
- Tuskegee Institute
- Benedict College
- Saint Augustine's College (Raleigh, N.C.)
- Bishop College

Memorandum for the trustees, Re: Board's Future Program Planning Project (Reports 009180), 1975

Creator: Heard, Alexander, 1917-2009

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Program Name

Office of the President; Board of Trustees

Extent

2 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Future Program Planning Project
- Future Program Planning Project.

A summary of the evaluation of the Energy Policy Project (Reports 009181), 1975

Creator: Deutch, John M., 1938-
**Program Name**

Research and Education

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Evaluation summary -- Energy Policy Project
- Energy Policy Project Summary of evaluation

International Affairs Program: evaluation (1951-61) and statement of current objectives and policies (Reports 009182), 1961

**Program Name**

International Affairs

**Extent**

12 p., tables

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- International relations
- Peace-building
- Ford Foundation. International Affairs

Report of the Trustees Ad Hoc Committee on the Overseas Development Program (Reports 009183), 1963

**Abstract/Summary**


**Program Name**

Overseas Division/Board of Trustees

**Extent**

5 leaves + appendices: tables -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Technical assistance -- Developing countries
- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Administration
- Ford Foundation. Overseas Development Program
- Ford Foundation. Board of Trustees

Retrenchment of management costs: a progress report (Reports 009184), 1975
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Program Name
Finance

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Management cost retrenchment -- Progress report
• Retrenchment of management costs
• Ford Foundation Management

Merrimon Cuninggim's work and our response: A summary report (Reports 009185), 1975
Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary
Memorandum for the Board of Trustees.

Program Name
Office of the President

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Evaluation of Ford Foundation and the grant-making process
• Cuninggim report and Foundation response.

Cost reductions in the investment operation (Reports 009186), 1975
Creator: Kennedy, Roger G.

Program Name
Finance

Extent
10 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Investment operations -- Cost reductions
• Cost control -- Investment operations

Progress report concerning the EIA program on the international economic order (Reports 009187), 1975
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.
Abstract/Summary

Memo to ID Conference participants, dated August 20, 1975.

Program Name

International Division

Related Grant Number

L75-42.

Extent

12 p. + attachment: tables -- 28 cm.

Related Conference


Controlled Access Headings:

- Ford Foundation
- PAPER Conference (1975 Sept)
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Trip report Middle East, January 25 through February 8 (Reports 009188), 1975  
box 382

Creator: Lewis, Stephen R.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent

8 p. -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Economics -- Research -- Middle East
- Economists -- Training of -- Middle East
- Central planning -- Middle East
- Technical assistance -- Middle East
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Trip to Africa (Reports 009189), 1975  
box 382

Creator: Henderson, Vivian Wilson, 1923-1976

Abstract/Summary

Untitled letter to Haskell Ward.
Program Name

Board of Trustees

Extent

5 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Technical assistance -- Africa

Conflict of interest (Reports 009190), 1974

Creator: Ginsburg, Feldman, and Bress.

Program Name

Office of the Secretary and General Counsel

Extent

34 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Endowments -- Moral and ethical aspects
• Conflict of interests
• Ethics
• Ginsburg, Feldman, and Bress.
• Ford Foundation. Secretary and General Counsel

Conflicts-of-interest (grant-making): a possible course of action (Reports 009191), 1975

Creator: Dressner, Howard R.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the Executive Committee.

Program Name

Office of the Secretary and General Counsel

Extent

16 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Endowments -- Moral and ethical aspects
• Conflicts of interest
• Ethics
• Ford Foundation. Secretary and General Counsel

Our finances and our future revisited (Reports 009192), 1974
**Program Name**

Finance

**Extent**

8 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Financial affairs -- Ford Foundation
- Ford Foundation Finance.

Remarks to the staff of the Ford Foundation by McGeorge Bundy delivered December 16 (Reports 009193), 1974  
**Creator:** Bundy, McGeorge

**Program Name**

Office of the President

**Extent**

6 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Speeches, addresses, etc.
- Retrenchment -- Management costs and program budgets
- Ford Foundation

Remarks to the staff of the Ford Foundation by McGeorge Bundy delivered September 27 (Reports 009194), 1974  
**Creator:** Bundy, McGeorge

**Program Name**

Office of the President

**Extent**

7 p. -- 28 cm.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Speeches, addresses, etc.
- Retrenchment -- Management costs and program budgets

Progress report: review of research and funding in reproductive biology and contraceptive development (Reports 009195), 1974  
**box 382**

**Program Name**

International Division/Population Program

**Extent**

6 p. + appendices.
Controlled Access Headings:

- Research -- Reproductive biology and contraceptive development
- Contraceptive development
- Ford Foundation

Consents to exclusive licenses under patents held by grantees: Mead Johnson and Alva (Reports 009196), 1974

Creator: Harkavy, Oscar

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to International Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Program Name

International Division/Population Program

Extent

2 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Licensing requests -- Patents
- Ford Foundation patent policy

Observations on the food situation based on visits in Africa and Asia, April 26-June 6, 1974 (Reports 009197), 1974

Creator: Hardin, Lowell Stewart, 1917-

Creator: Ford Foundation. International Division

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to David E. Bell, dated June 10, 1974.

Program Name

International Division

Extent

4 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Food supply -- Africa
- Food supply -- Asia
- Agricultural productivity -- Africa
- Agricultural productivity -- Asia
- Ford Foundation. International Division

Foundation study of employment in developing countries (Reports 009198), 1974

Creator: Bell, David E., 1919-
Abstract/Summary
Memorandum to International Committee, Board of Trustees.

Program Name
Office of the Vice President/International Division

Extent
7 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic development -- Developing Countries
- Ford Foundation. International Division

The Foundation's concerns with peace and international security (Reports 009199), 1974

Abstract/Summary
Title sufficient as abstract.

Program Name
International Division

Extent
29 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Peace
- Security, International
- Ford Foundation

Notes on the world food situation: (Reports 009200), 1974
Creator: Hathaway, Dale E.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
4 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:
- World food situation
- Agriculture -- Economic aspects

Our finances and our future (Reports 009201), 1974
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Financial status of the Ford Foundation (Reports 009202), 1974

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary

Letter to Senator Vance Hartke, dated November 1, 1974.

Policy studies in Europe (Reports 009203), 1977

Creator: Sutton, Francis X. (Francis Xavier)
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the International Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Adolescence: from exploration to program (Reports 009204), 1977
Program Name

Education and Research

Extent

16 p. + appendices.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Adolescence -- Research
- Education and adolescents
- Ford Foundation

Report on Henry Ford Hospital (Reports 009205), 1976

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the Trustees, dated September 2, 1976.

Program Name

Office of the President

Extent

1 p. + attachment

Controlled Access Headings:

- Endowments -- United States -- Evaluation
- Henry Ford Hospital

Next steps on the trustee's Future Program Planning Project (Reports 009206), 1976

Creator: Bundy, McGeorge

Abstract/Summary

Staff memo dated September 27, 1976.

Program Name

Office of the President

Extent

1 p. + annexes -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Charitable uses, trusts, and foundations -- United States -- Administration
- Ford Foundation. Board of Trustees
• Future Program Planning Project

Fiduciary responsibility of trustees for investments (Reports 009207), 1976

Creator: Dressner, Howard R.

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to the Trustees.

Program Name

Office of the Secretary and General Counsel

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Trustees and investment management
- Investments -- Management -- Foundation trustees

Resources and the environment in the developing countries (Reports 009208), 1976

Program Name

Research and Education

Extent

15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Ecology -- Developing countries
- Sustainable agriculture
- Sustainable development
- Environmental health -- Research
- Environmental protection -- Research
- Ford Foundation. Resources and the Environment

Kenya meeting of representatives: Comments on agenda paper-seshion IV, June 7, 1968: Resource bases for development (Reports 009209), 1968

Creator: Hall, Harvey P.

Program Name

International Division/Middle East and Africa

Related Grant Number

L68-161
Extent
6 p.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1968 June 6-8: Nairobi, Kenya)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Development
• International Division

Middle East program plans (Reports 009210), 1976

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Middle East programming -- Ford Foundation
• Ford Foundation Middle East.

Bill Moyers journal programs of June-July 1979: Report to the Ford Foundation (Reports 009211), 1979

Creator: Diamond, Edwin

Program Name
Office of Communications

Extent
8 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Public television
• Journalism

The anger of women who walk in two worlds (Reports 009212), 1980

Creator: Whiting, Beatrice Blyth

Abstract/Summary
To appear in Anger and Aggression in Women, Harriet Lerner (ed.), Meninger Foundation. Discussion of anger as it relates to the changing roles of women in societies worldwide, including the United States, Mexico, Kenya, India, the Philippines, and Okinawa
Program Name

International Division/Office of the Vice President

Extent

24 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Sex role
- Anger
- Women -- Social conditions

Center for Economic Development and Administration: Nepal (Reports 009213), 1969

Creator: Zielinski, Z. A. (Zenon Albert)

Abstract/Summary

Review of the preliminary project of the Center for Economic Development and Administration, which was in the development of UCOPAN prefabricated houses as a solution to India's low income housing shortage.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

5 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Housing -- India
- Nepal-Center for Economic Development and Administration.

End of assignment memorandum Administrative Staff College in India (Reports 009214), 1967

Creator: Wright, Harold.

Abstract/Summary

Report on the consultancy at the Administrative Staff College of India and the future of the program.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Related Grant Number

05900021
Related Grantee Name

Administrative Staff College Of India

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Consultants -- Training of -- India
• Management -- Study and teaching -- India
• Administrative Staff College of India

Notes on Ford Foundation project (of 28 October, 1957): planning and rehabilitation of the villages of India (Reports 009215), 1958

Creator: Weissman, Ernest

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Rural development -- India
• Community development -- India
• Housing, Rural -- India
• Public housing -- India
• Ford Foundation. Asia and the Pacific

Agency for Cooperative Action in Management Development (Reports 009216), 1969

Creator: Weaver, Fred H. (Frederick Henry), 1915-1972

Abstract/Summary

Memorandum to Douglas Ensminger regarding cooperative development and service in management education programs in India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Executives -- Training of -- India
Management -- Study and teaching -- India

Rural housing in the United Arab Republic (Reports 009217), 1961  
Creator: Eyhe#ralde F., Rene# (Eyhe#ralde Fri#as)

Program Name  
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent  
6 p.

Controlled Access Headings:  
- Public housing -- Middle East  
- Housing, Rural -- Middle East  
- Public housing -- United Arab Republic  
- Housing, Rural -- United Arab Republic  
- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa

Cooperative housing and self help (Reports 009218), 1961  
Creator: Eyhe#ralde F., Rene# (Eyhe#ralde Fri#as)

Abstract/Summary  
Presented at the Symposium on Housing Cooperatives, National Building Organization. Self help housing refers to giving assistance to low-income people to construct their own housing.

Program Name  
International Division/Middle East and Africa; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent  
9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:  
- Housing, Cooperative -- India  
- Low-income housing -- India  
- India. Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply  

Preliminary report on the orientation course at Roorkee and the rural housing wings (Reports 009219), 1959  
Creator: Eyhe#ralde F., Rene# (Eyhe#ralde Fri#as)

Abstract/Summary  
Description of a course taught at Roorkee to orient staff to rural housing and village planning.
The rural housing wings: One year of operations (Reports 009220), 1960

Creator: Eyheralde F., Rene# (Eyheralde Fri#as)

Abstract/Summary

Intended to point out the problems being confronted by the rural housing wings and present some recommendations to overcome such difficulties.

Management: Development of a concept or of a class? (Reports 009221), 1960

Creator: Towl, Andrew Renwick, 1910-

Abstract/Summary

This paper is a draft of a speech for the ITIRA conference, December 29, 1960. Discussion of the study of management in India and its importance to development.
Extents

27 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Management -- Study and teaching -- India

Terminal report: assignment at Administrative Staff College of India (Reports 009222), 1969
Creator: Tighe, Edward P.

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of the consulting wing of the Administrative Staff College at Hyderabad.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

33 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Management -- Study and teaching -- India
- Consultants -- Training of -- India
- Administrative Staff College of India

Financial procedure, local currency costs, and development finance (Reports 009223), 1961
Creator: Thweatt, William O.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

7 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Economic development -- India
- Finance, Public -- India
- CIFRD (Committee on Internal Financial Resources for Development)

Implementing economic development in Nepal (Reports 009224), 1969
Creator: Southern, John H.
Abstract/Summary

Memo to Dr. Bhekh Thapa, Secretary Ministry of Finance, Nepal, dated May 20, 1969.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

5 leaves -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Economic development -- Nepal
• Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Nepal
• Agriculture and state -- Nepal
• Technical assistance -- Nepal

Memorandum: management development need analysis in Indian industry (Reports 009225), 1968
Creator: Greenleaf, Robert K.

Abstract/Summary

Proposal for a study on management development needs analysis and a reassessment of the design and function of the Senior Executive course at the Administrative Staff College of India.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

• Industries -- India
• Management -- Study and teaching -- India
• Administrative Staff College of India

The Panchayat system and self-help development (Reports 009226), 1962
Creator: Cool, John C., 1926-

Abstract/Summary

Description of national program to establish elected local councils or Gram Panchayats in Nepal.
An inquiry into the planning function of Nepal (Reports 009227), 1970

Creator: Beenhakker, Ad

Abstract/Summary

Report seeks to fill the following objectives: 1) an identification of the problems faced by the National Planning Commission with respect to the planning function and an identification of the attempts being made to overcome these problems; 2) a summary of...
Summary report on survey of classification of gazetted posts for His Majesty's government of Nepal (Reports 009229), 1970

Creator: Danielson, William F.

Abstract/Summary

Provides a commentary and chronological record of events which have taken place throughout the Classification survey for His Majesty's Government of Nepal.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Future AID assistance in public administration to Nepal (Reports 009230), 1971

Creator: Podol, Richard L.
Creator: Danielson, William F.

Abstract/Summary

Suggested approach to public administration assistance in Nepal. Explains that administrative change can only follow attitudinal change.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

End of tour report: short term assignment in Nepal (Reports 009231), 1969
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Abstract/Summary

Report to Douglas Ensminger on the author's activities in Nepal, especially establishing the Center for Economic Development and Administration. The center was founded to provide training and development for government and private sector enterprise, condu

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

15 p.

Ford Foundation Series

India Reports; Education and Research

Controlled Access Headings:

- Education, Higher -- Nepal
- Research centers -- Nepal
- Center for Economic Development and Administration (Nepal)

Abstract/Summary

Report of a one week examination of USAID programs in Nepal. USAID has assumed most of the responsibility for funding education in Nepal, which places little value on education. Report states the dangers of neglecting education in the country and the impo

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

36 p.

Ford Foundation Series

USAID programs in Nepal
Controlled Access Headings:

- Education -- Nepal

Laboratory training for organizational development (Reports 009233), 1965

Creator: Lynton, Rolf P.

Abstract/Summary


Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Management -- Study and teaching -- India
- Interpersonal relations -- India
- Industrial relations -- India

A report on the Small Industry Extension Training Institute, Hyderabad: an end of assignment report (Reports 009234), 1967

Creator: McRobie, George

Abstract/Summary

Discussion of the difficulties in the first year of establishing SIET, but the author predicts success for the institute in the future.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific: India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Small business -- India
- Small Industry Extension Training Institute (India)

Note on the role and function of the Ford Foundation team, Calcutta Metropolitan Plan Project (Reports 009235), 1963
Creator: Dotson, Arch

Abstract/Summary

Explores the role and function of the Ford Foundation team assigned to the Calcutta Metropolitan Plan Project. Explores ways the Foundation team can assist in planning.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

11 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)
- West Bengal. Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation

Basic economy housing (Reports 009236), 1963

Creator: Whittlesey, Julian.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent

13 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Project
- Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Project

Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Project: memo (Reports 009237), 1963

Creator: Willisz, S.

Abstract/Summary

Summary of the author's activities as a member of the Ford Foundation consultant team to the Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organisation (CMPO).

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

12 p.
A proposal for a US-AID program for Calcutta (Reports 009238), 1964

Creator: Loshbough, Bernard E.

Abstract/Summary
Attempts to endorse a program which will help alleviate the urban blight of Calcutta.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent
11 p.

Ford Foundation Series
Proposal for a USAID program

Programme proposals for Ford Foundation assistance to the government of West Bengal in the development of Calcutta (Reports 009239), 1969

Creator: Row, Arthur T.

Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

Extent
17 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)

A sharper focus on the next phase in Calcutta (Reports 009240), 1970

Creator: Row, Arthur T.

Abstract/Summary
Memo to Norman Dahl regarding the formation of a Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority.
### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

### Extent
17 p.

### Controlled Access Headings:
- City planning -- India -- Calcutta (India)
- Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some thoughts on bustee-centred planning (Reports 009241), 1971</td>
<td>Mansell, Kevin</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific

### Extent
17 p.

### Controlled Access Headings:
- Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Authority
- Calcutta (India) -- Education
- Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notes on the need for regional (spatial) planning at the state level in India (Reports 009242), 1968</td>
<td>Fisher, Jack C., 1937-</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Abstract/Summary
Exploratory paper developed for preliminary Ford Foundation purposes and attempts to sketch the need for regional planning at the state level in India.

### Program Name
International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

### Extent
12 p.

### Controlled Access Headings:
- Regional planning -- India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End of assignment report as consultant to Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations, New Delhi (Reports 009243), 1968</td>
<td>Gavin, Robert</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of the Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

9 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Industrial relations -- India
- Industries -- India
- Shri Ram Centre India

The Shri Ram Center of Industrial Relations: end of assignment report to Ford Foundation (Reports 009244), 1966

Creator: Munson, Fred C.

Abstract/Summary

Evaluation of a non-profit research center on industrial relations.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Extent

14 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Industries -- India
- Industrial relations -- India
- Shri Ram Centre India

India and the I.L.O (Reports 009245), 1967

Creator: Gavin, Robert

Abstract/Summary

Reprinted from Indian Journal of Industrial Relations, July 1967, volume 3, number 1. Examines the usefulness to India of membership in the I.L.O.

Program Name

International Division/Asia and the Pacific; India, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Ford Foundation records, Catalogued Reports, Reports 6262-9286

**Extent**

13 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Labor -- India
- International Labour Organisation

National Affairs current programs: background comments and a review, November 1 (Reports 009246), 1979  box 383

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

31 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Civil rights -- United States
- Public interest law -- United States
- Social participation -- United States
- Community life -- United States

Overview. Session 1 (Reports 009247), 1981  box 383

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

12 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- National affairs programs

Communities and neighborhoods. Session 2 (Reports 009248), 1981  box 383

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

7 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- National affairs programs
- Communities and neighborhoods programs
- Community development corporations
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• Ford Foundation. National Affairs.

Session for civil rights program. Session 3 (Reports 009249), 1981  box 383

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
18 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• Civil rights
• National affairs programs
• Ford Foundation. National Affairs.

Session for Underclass Program. Session 4 (Reports 009250), 1981  box 383

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
15 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• National affairs programs
• Underclass Program.

Law and Justice Program. Session 5 (Reports 009251), 1981  box 383

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
15 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
• National affairs programs
• National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

Improving government performance. Session 6 (Reports 009252), 1981  box 383

**Program Name**
National Affairs

**Extent**
12 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
Community development conference (Reports 009253), 1971

Abstract/Summary
This paper contains 10 participant reports.

Program Name
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Related Grant Number
L72-325.

Extent
various pagings.

Related Conference

Controlled Access Headings:
• Community development
• Ford Foundation

A report to the Ford Foundation on the Center for Science and International Affairs, Harvard University (Reports 009254), 1980

Creator: Martin, Laurence
Creator: Goodwin, Craufurd D. W.

Program Name
European and International Affairs

Related Grant Number
07300204

Related Grantee Name
President and Fellows of Harvard College

Extent
50 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• International relations -- Study and teaching
• Arms control -- Study and teaching
• John F. Kennedy School of Government. Center for Science and International Affairs

**Program Name**

National Affairs

**Extent**

10 p. + appendices.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Women's programs
- National affairs -- Women's programs

---

A report on the Foundation's role in the area of corruption (Reports 009257), 1972

**Creator:** Kiley, R.

**Creator:** Shaul, W. D.

**Creator:** Wheat, D.

**Creator:** Hayes, G.

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Government and Law

**Extent**

22 p. + attachments.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Government and law
- Crime

---

Comments on Ford Foundation paper, "Conflict resolution and regulation" (Reports 009258), 1977

**Creator:** Strauss, Donald B.

**Program Name**

National Affairs/Government and Law

**Extent**

various pagings.

**Controlled Access Headings:**

- Government and law
- Conflict, resolution regulation
• American Arbitration Association

Foundation policy concerning litigation support (Reports 009259), 1977
Creator: Sovern, Michael I.

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Government and Law

**Extent**
15 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Government and law
- Actions and defenses
- Conflict management

Public interest law - a progress report (Reports 009260), 1976
Creator: Jaffe, Sanford M.

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Government and Law

**Extent**
3 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Public interest law
- Law

Statement of Sanford M. Jaffe (Reports 009261), 1968
Creator: Jaffe, Sanford M.

**Program Name**
National Affairs/Government and Law

**Extent**
5 p.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
- Urban renewal -- United States
- Social justice -- United States
- Democratic Party (U.S.)

National Institute for Dispute Resolution some critical issues in project selection and support (Reports 009262), 1981
Creator: Ladimer, Irving
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Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

51 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Program consulting
- Conflict management
- American Arbitration Association

Memorandum on Bushby-Riolo visit (Reports 009263), 1976
Creator: Riolo, Anthony R.

Program Name

International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean; International Division/Latin America and the Caribbean

Extent

49 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Human rights -- Latin America

Indian communities and mediation (Reports 009264), 1979
Creator: Jones, Myron

Program Name

National Affairs

Extent

49 p.

Controlled Access Headings:

- Indian communities and issues
- Mediation services
- Indian Education Training, Inc.

Improving judicial and regulatory treatment of the scientific and technical components of decision making (Reports 009265), 1978
Creator: Environmental Law Institute.
Extent
52 p. + attachments.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Environmental law
• National Research Council (U.S.). Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology

Memorandum: Harvard Law School (Reports 009266), 1981
Creator: Sander, Frank E. A.

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Actions and defenses
• Conflict management

Report on Israel #3 (Reports 009267), 1978
Creator: Goldmann, Robert, 1921-

Program Name
International Division/Middle East and Africa

Extent
12 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
• Israel -- Economic conditions
• Israel -- Social conditions
• Ford Foundation. International Division

The Indian today: why has the situation not improved? 1975?.
(Reports 009268), 1975

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
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Communities and neighborhoods: a role for the Ford Foundation in the 1980’s (Reports 009269), 1978
Creator: Price, Hugh B.

Program Name
National Affairs/Urban and Metropolitan Development

Extent
32 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Community development -- United States
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Indian water rights (Reports 009270), 1972
Program Name
National Affairs/Social Development

Extent
15 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Indian's rights
- Ford Foundation

Ford Foundation food services operations analysis (Reports 009271), 1975
Creator: Wirth, Arthur G.
Creator: Von Verdo, Mary Ann Harris, 1918-

Program Name
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Extent
various pagings.

Controlled Access Headings:
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- Ford Foundation Food service.

Second community development conference (Reports 009272), 1971
Program Name
National Affairs/Social Development
Related Grant Number
L72-325.

Extent
various pagings.

Related Conference
PAPER Conference (1971 Nov. 3-4: New York, N.Y.)

Controlled Access Headings:
• Social development
• Community development
• Ford Foundation

The rural poor: problems and prospects (Reports 009273), 1981 box 384

Program Name
National Affairs

Extent
80 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
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• Ford Foundation. Rural America Task Force.

The Ford Foundation report to the Office of Social Development (Reports 009274), 1977 box 384

Creator: Chafkin, Sol H.

Abstract/Summary
Seven reports covering period from June 1976 to November 1977.
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National Affairs/Social Development

Extent
var. pag.: tables -- 28 cm.

Controlled Access Headings:
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Big brother's last stand: George Washington University (Reports 009275), 1970 box 384

Creator: Levitan, Sar A.
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13 p.
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North Africa Field Office quarterly reports, December 1969 through (Reports 009276), 1972
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**Extent**

1 v.; var. pag.: tables -- 28 cm.
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- Ford Foundation. Middle East and Africa
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North Africa Field Office quarterly reports, July 1973 through (Reports 009277), 1973
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**Extent**

1 v.: var. pag. -- 28 cm.
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Access to Foundation records: policy and procedures (Reports 009278), 1974
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**Extent**

7 p.
Controlled Access Headings:
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The development of the social sciences in Indonesia (Reports 009279), undated
Creator: Schlegel, Stuart A.

Conditions Governing Access:

Publication date unknown. Records more than ten years are open for scholarly research.
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A brief calendar of events and some comments on the social sciences in Central America (Reports 009280), 1971
Creator: Blair, Calvin P.
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Extent

7 p.
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Ford Foundation oral history project: policy on access to material (Reports 009281), 1974
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Extent

3 p.

Controlled Access Headings:
- Access policy
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Records operations (Reports 009282), 1970s

Creator: Jones, Eldon L.
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**Extent**

7 p.

**Scope and Contents**

Includes material on the Ford Foundation's records center and archives operations.

**Controlled Access Headings:**
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<th>Maintenance of inactive records (Reports 009283), 1970s</th>
<th>box 385</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Creator: Newhall, Ann C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>
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**Extent**

6 p.
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**Extent**
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**Extent**
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Ford Foundation meeting held Monday, July 17, 1967 from
8:45-10:45 p.m. at the Plaza Hotel, New York City (Reports
009286), 1967
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Extent
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